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Preface

Almost every geodetic measurement depends in a fundamental way on the
earth’sgravity field. Therefore, the study of the physical properties of‘ the gravity
field and. their geodetic application, which are the subject of physical geodesy,
forms an essential part of the geodesist’s education. ’

During the ten years that have passed since the writing of The Earth and Its
Gravity Field by Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, geodesy has progressed
enormously. To incorporate the results of this progress, which has been theo-
retical as well as practical, in a new edition of that book became increasingly
impossible. It was necessary to write an entirely new textbook, one that is dif-
ferent in both scope and treatment. The great increase in the amount of available
information required a strict limitation to geodetic aspects; advances in theory
made necessary an increased emphasis on mathematical methods. The outcome
is the present book, which is intended to be theoretical in the sense in which the
word is used in the term “theoretical physics.”

This textbook, intended for graduate students, presupposes the background
in mathematics and physics required by geodesy departments of American and
European Universities. The necessary fundamentals of potential theory are
presented inlan introductory chapter.

Chapters 1 through 5 cover the material for a basic course in physical geodesy.
Chapters 6 through 8 present a number of more specialized and advanced
topics, where current research activity is high. (These chapters are likely to be
moresubjectively biased than the others.) The reader who has mastered them
should be able to begin research of his own. For the sake of completeness we
have added a chapter on celestial methods; this material may be included in the
basic course. 'I



vi Preface

We have tried hard to make the book self—contained. Detailed derivationsare given wherever feasible. Our approach is intuitive: verbal explanations of
the principles were felt to be more important than formal mathematical rigor,
although the latter is not ignored. _ ‘
Our general attitude is conservative. We do not believe that the concept of the

geoid has become obsolete. This does not mean, however, that we are unawareof the great significance of recent theoretical developments associated mainly
with the name ofMolodensky: we discuss them in Chapter 8.
Observational techniques such as those used in gravity measurements or

astronomical observations are deliberately omitted as being out of place in a
theoretically oriented presentation.
Bibliographies ofworks cited in the text, many ofwhich should be useful for

further study, wiil be found at the end of each chapter; citation in the text is
by author’s name and year of publication—for example, Kellogg (1929).
We have not attempted to settle questions ofpriority. Names associated with

formulas should be considered primarily as convenient labels. Similarly, themost
readily accessible or most comprehensive publication of an author on a par—
ticular topic is given rather than his first. ‘ ‘

Most of our own research incorporated in this book has been done at The
Ohio State University. Wewish to thank Dr. Walter D. Lambert for carefully
checking parts of the manuscript for correct English.

December 1966 WEIKKO A. HEISKANEN
HELMUT MORITZ ‘
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Funddmentdls ofPotential Theary

1-1. Introduction. Attraction and Potential

It is our purpose in this preparatory chapter to present the fundamentals of
potential theory, including spherical and ellipsoidal harmonics, in sufficient
detail to assure a full understanding of the later chapters. Our intent is to explain
the meaning of the theorems and formulas, avoiding long derivations that can
be found in any textbook on potential theory (see the references at the end of
this chapter). A simple rather than completely rigorous presentation is offered.
Still, the. reader will probably consider this chapter rather abstract and perhaps
more difficult than other parts of the book. Since later practical applications
will give concrete meaning to the topics of the present chapter, the reader may
wish to read it only cursorily at first and return to it later when necessary.
According to Newton’s law of gravitation two points with masses m1, m2,

separated by a distance I, attract each other with a force
m m

. e , A
F=k—}—2—2- , (1-1)

This force is directed along the line connecting the two points; It is Newton’s
gravitational constant. In cgs units the gravitational constant has the value

. v k = 66.7 X ~10‘9 cm3 g" sec—2, (1—2)

according to measurements made by P.R. Heyl around l930.
Although the masses m1; m2 attract each other in .a completely symmetrical

way, it is convenient to call one of them the attracting mass and the other the
attracted mass. For simplicity we set the attracted mass equal to unity and
denote the attracting mass by m. The formula '

F -kl”.12 (1—3)



2 Fundamentals ofPotential Theory

expresses the three exerted by the mass m on a unit mass located a distance I
from m l ' -

We now introduce a rectangular coordinate system xyz, and denote the co-
ordinates of the attracting'mass m by g, n, g‘ and the coordinates of the attracted
point P by x, y, z. The forcemay be represented by a vector F with magnitude F
(Fig. 1~l). The'components of F are given by .

‘ kmx—E x—«gXm -Fcosa= ~—Z-2~—~7—-= —kaa
km -n ‘ y—fi _4Y=-—Fcos{3=—-—lz-Jij—-=-—km [3 , (1)

Where

r k — 2—;z: ~Fcosy= mgqi—l—Sm ~ka,
. z=vaW. (1-5)

‘ We next introduce a scalar function ‘

- . . 0-6,)

called the potential ofgravitation. The components X; Y,Z of the gravitational
force F are then given by

‘ ' ‘ aV 6V aV -

X— a: IY—- 53—: 2—5? . (1-7)

as can be easily verified by differentiating (1—6), since ‘

2.1 _ -195 .u ;l’£,:_§-._x_—_5,-....
7 6x1 _ Izax— [2 I w .17"! ' (1-8)

In vectar symbolism (1-7) is written

F: (X, Y,Z)= grad V; \ (1-7’)

that is, the force vector is the gradient vector of. the scalar function V.
‘ It is of basic importance that according to (1-7) the three components of the
vector F can be replaced by a single function V. Especially when we consider
the attraction of systems ofpoint masses or of solid bodies, as we do in geodesy,
it is much easier to deal with the potential than with the three components of
the force. Even in these complicated cases the relations (1-7) hold ;' the function
V is then simply the sum of the contributions of the respective particles.

Thus ifwe have a system of several point masses m1, m2, . . . , mn, the potential
of the system is the sum of the individual contributions (1-6):

_ kmg kmn _ 1" mi
V“ 7r+?+""+?-k?;n? (149)

'1!

i
a}.

7!

1
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1—2. Potential of a Solid Body 3
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X
FIGURE 1-1

The components of the gravitational force. The upperfigure shows the yacomponent.

1-2. Potential of a Solid Body I

Let us now assume that point méésés are distributed continuously over a volume
'0 (Fig. 1-2) with density -

‘ , dm
P - 21‘5" - 4

(1-10)

when; dv is an element of volume and aim is an eiement of mass. Then the sum

(1-9) becomes an integral V I

V=kffld7m=kflf§civ, (1-11)

‘ ‘ ‘ / P

\ .

‘ f

m .A B
_ y—0———~—-——-—~»* ‘

Prxmz)
V , I F

l /3,_zAz-s 8W.

Q/Jt/\



4. 7 Fundamentals ofPotential Theory
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?' FIGURE 1-2

Potential ofa solid body.

where I is the distance between the mass element din: p dtivanci the attractedpoint P. Denoting the coordinates of the attracted point by (x,y, z) and of theelement ofmass by (g, 77, 5“), we see that I is again given by (l—S), and we canwrite explicitly ., ~ ~

‘ ' (Es 7i: i ' I \V(X»y,z) = Mm dtdn a?) (HPv(x — a? + (y — n? + (2 —~ o2 " r )

since the element of volume is expressed by « V

. do = J; dn dg‘.

This is the reason for the triple integrals in (1-11), V

The components of the force of attraction are given by (1-7). For instance,

' ‘ i IKE; 7?: ' -

6x -kax/jj l d“???

v w ‘ =k‘ he oiG and:. ‘ ’"’ ax l ‘

Note-that we have interchanged the order ofdifferentiation and integration.
Substituting (b8) into the above expression we finally obtain '

- 7
X: +k///£—E~§pdv.. (1-12)

Similar expressions hold for Y and Z. ' t ‘

The potential V is continuous throughout the whole space and vanishes at

i

I!

3;

If:

f,

I?

1

J_

I

i.
I": .

Elf

I
2 .

1;
3

£-

l.

i
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1-3. Potential of a Material Surface 5

infinity as 1/1. This can be seen from the fact that for very great distances 1 the
body acts approximately like a point mass, with the result that itsattraction is
then approximately given by (1-6).» COnsequently, in celestial mechanics the
planets are usually considered as point masses.
The first derivatives of V, that is, the force components, are also continuous

throughout space, but not so the second derivatives. At points where the density
changes discontinuously, some second derivatives have a discontinuity. This is
evident'because the potential V satisfies Poisson’s equation:

‘ 7 AV = ~47rkp, ' (1-13)
Where -

' _ L 62V , 62V 62V
.AV--ax2 TEE—Fag (l 14)

The symbol A, ‘called the Laplacian operator, has the form,
62 62 62

n m+$+e
From (1-13 and 1—14) we see that at least one of the second derivatives of V

must be discontinuous together with p. ‘ v

Outside the attracting bodies, in empty Space, the density p is zero and (1-13)
becomes _ -

J ' - AV ; 0. (1-15)
This is Laplace”: equation. Itssolutions are called harmonic functions. Hence the
potential of gravitation is a harmonic function outside the attracting masses
but not inside the masses: there it satisfies Poisson’s equation.

1.3. Potential of a Material Surface v

Now we assume that the attracting masses form a layer, or coating; on a certain
closed surface S, with thickness zero and density ’

' . '_ 0L" ' '

" “ :13

where dS is an element of surface. This case is more or less fictitious but is
nevertheless of great theoretical importance.
In exact correspondence to (1-11) the potential is given by

. V=k//‘Z$=k//filds,, (1-16)
I s s

where [is the distance between the attracted point P and thevsurface element 513
(Fig. 1~3).

011 S the potential V is continuous, but there are discontinuities even in the
first derivatives. Whereas the tangential derivatives on S (derivatives taken along
the tangent plane) are continuous, the normal derivatives differ according to



whether we approach S from the inner or from the outer side. If from the out-
side, then the normal derivative has on S the limit

6V 6 1 _

(ER—)8 —
-—27rkx + K3]; dS, ‘ I

if from the inside, -

6V ‘ 6 l
I —-I+21rkx+ dS. (1—l7b)

Here and throughout the book, a/an will denote the derivative in the direction
of the outer normal 71 (Fig. 1—3).

Thus we see that the normal derivative aV/an has a discontinuity on S:
6‘ » 6V

J — —— —47rkx. (1-18)

The following expressions are generalizations of equations (1-1721, b), and
give the discontinuity on S of the derivative of V along an arbitrafy direction In:

aV * - a i 1

{3%)8 —
——2ka_cos (m, n) + it 5711—(i)d5,' (1-19a)

8V ' . a 1
— +27rkic cos (m, n) + k x 6—”; (1—) dS, (1-1919)

where (m, n.) denotes the angle between the direction m and the normal 71. These
equations are a consequence of (l~17a, b) and of the continuity of the tangential
derivatives.

§
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14. Potential of a Double Layer 7

Disccntinuities occur only on the surface S; inside and outside S therpctential
V is everywhere continuous with all its derivatives, satisfying everywhere, except
on S itself, Laplace’s equation‘for harmonic functions, ,

- ' ‘ AV=Q , ‘-
At infinity the potential of a surface-behaves in the same way as the potential

of a solid body, vanishing liké'l/l for l ——+ co. _ ,

The potential ofmaterial surfaces is also called single-layerpotential in order
to distinguish it from the double-layer potential to be considered next.

1-4. Potential 'of a Double Layer

Imagine a dipole consisting of two equal point masses of opposite sign, +m and
—m, separated by a small distance h (Fig. 1-4). In gravitation such a case is
purely fictitious because there‘are no negative masses, but the notion is neverthe-
less mathematically useful. In magnetism, however, there are real dipoles. The
potential of the positive mass is given by V

kmV = —,
+ I

the potentiaE of the negative mass by

. km
, V~ - "T‘ V

The total poteniial of the dipole is '

_V= V++ V_=km<3—1)-I 11

Denoting the direction of the dipoie’s axis by n, we can expand 1/21 into a
Taylor serieswith respect to h:

1_.1 31 alé‘fi l 2-... "z-7*aa(i)hT2an2(z)h ‘

FIGURE 1-4

Poz‘entz‘a! Ufa dipole.
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8 Fundamentals ofPotential Theory

Substituting this into the preceding formula we get

a 1 ' mh2 '32 11" k'mh ' *‘k?w(7)+
or, if we denote the product mh, mass times distance? as M,

. _ 6 l __ £411 .32. 1 . V

V”kM5z2(z) k 2 an2(l)+ ' .

The quantity mh = M is called dipole moment. Now let the distance 11 decrease

indefinitely and at the same time let the mass m increase so that the dipole
moment M = mh remains finite. Then the higher order terms tend toward zero

as h —-—>— 0, and the expression for V reaches a limit: ‘

' a 1'.
V —— kM 5—1 _

(1-20)

This is the potential of a dipole. ' ‘ <

A double layer on a surface S can be pictured as two Single layers separated
by a small distance h. The surface normal n intersects the two layers at two
points P and P’ which are very close and have surface densities of equal mag—

nitude x and opposite sign (Fig. 1—5). Hence, every corresponding pair of points
P,P’ form a dipole with dipole density (density of dipole moment)

_ '_ dM _ 2ii - FIE, .

which in the above figure, is given by p = :ch (I: very small, K very large).
: From (140), by summing (integrating) over all dipoles, which are centinuously
distributed over the surface S, we get

a 1 ' 6 1

This is the potential of the double layer on the surface S. .

n.

E

i

ar

F
3

ii

5

E

5

f
E

§

5
r
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FIGURE 1-5

The double layer potential as. the limit of the
potential of two single layers on two neighboring
parallel surfaces.
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1-5.1 GausS’ and Greelgjs Integral Formulas 9

It isvcontinuous everywhere except on the'surface S; there we obtain two
difi‘erent limits for the potential, depending on the side (inner or outer) from.
which we approach S: I r

t V, = 2m; + f a g; (15, (1-22a)
’ s

V = ~21rkn + f p 5’— (1) as. (1-2213)
' _ t S (m l

The difference,
V,- V; = 4quM, (1-23)

is the discontinuity to which Vis subjected at the surface S as we pass from the
outside to the inside.

Although equations (l-22a, b) are similar in appearance to (l-l7a, b), they
are basically different. In equations (l-l7a, b) the differentiation 6/622 refers to
the surface normal in the attracted point P if, as a limit, it lies on the surface S
itself. In the formulas for the double~layer potential, and consequently in
(l—22a, b), the differentiation a/an is taken along the surface normal in the
variable attracting point which carries the surface element 415'. Of course, n is
the outward direction of the surface normal in both cases.

The double layer must be sharply distinguished from the single layer, or
coating, the difference being that between mass dipole and point mass. Common
to both is the behavior at infinity (vanishing like 1/!) and the fact that they are
harmonic in both the interior and the exterior of S, satisfying Laplace’s equa-
tion there. On S itself, however, they have discontinuities of a completely dif-
ferent nature, and it is these very discontinuities that make these fictitious
potentials mathematically useful, especially in connection with Green’s theo-
reins.

1-5. Gauss’ and Green’s Integral Formulas

Green’s theorems and related integral formulas are among the basic; equations
of potential theory; they are indispensable tools for certain problems of theo—
retical geodesy. , 4 _

Gauss’ formula. We start with Gauss’ integralformula, -

’ didev = dS, (1-24)
. 5 s

where v is the volume enclesed by the surface S, F,1 is the projection of the vee‘éor
F onto the outer surface normal 72 (i.e., the normal component of F), and div F
is the so—caHed divergence of the vector F. .If F has the components X, Y, Z,
that is, " 1

F é-{XyX’Zlg . v v ',
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then " » '
. 6X «BY 62

, le F -— 5; + 67 + V

(1-25)

Since Gauss" formula is well known and can be found in any textbook on
engineering mathematics or mathematical physics, we need not derive it here.
Instead we shall try to make it understood intuitively.

Formula (1—24) is valid for any vector field, whatever its physical meaning.
Especially clear is the casein which F is the velocity vector of an incompressible
fluid. inside the surface S there may be sources of flow in which fluid is generated
or sinks in which fluid. is annihilated. The strength of the sources or sinks is
measured by div F.The integral on the left—hand side of (1—24) is the amount of
fluid generated (or annihilated) in unit time by the combined action of the
sources and sinks inside S; the right-hand side is the amount of fluid flowing
in unit time across the surface S. Gauss’ formula (1-24) expresses the evident
fact that both quantities are equal. . I

In the case where F is the vector of the gravitational force, the intuitive inter-
pretation is not so obvious, but the analogy to fluid flow is often useful. In
gravitation the components X, Y,Z of the force can be derived from a potential
V by, equations (1-7): .. _ I

GI" 61’ _ 6V1‘ .Xwgg’ Y—é—f: Z-a—z—
Hence -

. 6X 81’ 62 62V 62V 82V

so that by Poisson’s equation (1—13) " ' ‘

‘ ' div a: -41rkp. . "

This can be interpreted to mean that the masses are the sources of the gravita~
tional field; the strength of the sources, div F, is proportional to the mass
density p. The right-hand side of (1-24) is called flux offarce, in our case gravi-
rational flux, also in analogy to fluid flow. .

For any force whose components can be derived from a potential V according
to equations (l-7_), .Gauss’ formula may be expressed in terms of the function V. 9

For the momentwe take. the positive x-axis in the direction of the outer',
surface normal n; then the normal component of F is the x-component X :

E, = X. Then since 6V/&x ’= 617/611, the derivative of V in the direction of the
outer normal 12, we see from (1-7) that

(317 ., .

. F" — 5,7- _

Inserting this and the relatibn div F = AV into (1-24) we get V ‘

6V 7A = - . -m [fans (126)
:7 _ I S

This is Gauss’ integral formula for the potential. \
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1—5. Gauss’ "and Green’s Integral Formulas 11

In deriving (1—26) from (1-24) we have used only the fact that the force F
is the gradient of a function V.“We need not assume that V satisfies Poisson’s
equation for the gravitational field. Therefore, Gauss’, integral holds for an
arbitrary function V which is sufficiently regular and differentiable.

Green’sformulas. These formulas are derived from (1-24) by the substitution

, ‘ 5V aV ‘ (W
X— U535: Y— U537 Z~ Ué—Z-v,

where U, V are functions of x, y, z. The normal component of the vector
F = (X, Y, Z) is then given by ' _

‘ 6V
I Ff -— U 5—5.

In order to see this, consider again°the x-axis coinciding with the normal 11.

The divergence is, by (1—25),

. . dUaV aUaV BUBVCllVF — UAV.
Thus, (1-24) becomes > ‘

aUaV ‘ SUBV auaV‘ _ 6VUAW” (an; t a? 5r t a; a?) d” r Uan “-
D 1) ‘

(1-27)
This is Green’sfirst identity. I

If in this formula We interchange the functions U and V and subtract the new
equation from the original,>we obtain

. 6V 6U[/ffl/AV— VAU)dv_// (UgE— V3,?)dS. (1-28)
1) , S

This is Green’s second identity. '

In these formulas we have presupposed the functions U,- V to be continuous
and finite in the spatial region v (i.e., inside and on the surface S) and to have
continuous and finite partial derivatives of the first and second order there.

Of’ great importance is the case in which
L , 1

U — 2—: V

where l is the distance from a certain fixed point P. IfP is outside the surface S,
then 1/] is regular inside and on S; and U satisfies the conditions mentioned.
If, however, P is inside ‘5 or on S, then 1/! becomes infinite at a point in v and
(1-28) cannot be applied directly but must be modified. Omitting the derivation
we state only the result: ' ‘

1 . _ __ ' 19K _ :3: .1. _
I

jffiAVcio~ pV+[/[lan Van(l>]dS, (129)
, u,
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where ' '

4% ifP inside S,
' p: 275 ifPonS,

. 0 ifP outside

This is Green’s third identity. It differs from the second identity (1-28) by the

term —-pV. The reason for the different forms of (1-29), according as point P
is inside, on, or outside S, is the term containing 'a/anU/l), which can be re-
garded as a double-layer potential having discontinuities on S. If1’ is outside S,
then 1/] is regular in e, and equationvfl-ZQ), with p = 0, is an immediate con-
sequence of (1—28); 1; is the interior of the surfaces (including S itself), and n

is the normal to S, directed outward;
Green’s third identity (1-29) is also valid if v-is the exterior of the surfaCe S

and the normal n is the inner normal of S. Ifwe wish to maintain n as the outer

normal, then we have to reverse the sign of a/an,_ getting _ '

. ff]%AVa’v=~pV—£[ VglGHdS, (1—29’)

where ' ‘ l

- ' r . 4r ifP outside S,
1p: 2r ifPonS, . I . .

a 0 if P inside S.

' This is Green’s third identity for the exterior of‘ the surface S. It is valid for
functions V that, besides satisfying the general requirements for Green’s identi-
ties, satisfy certain conditions at infinity, such as vanishing there.

1-6. Appiications‘of Green’s Integral Formulas .

In order to show the significance and usefulness of Green’s identities, we shall

now apply them to special cases. ' ' I

i. In the third identity (1-29) we set V E 1. Then ‘

a 1 ——47r ifP inside S,
‘ ff “(1.) d5 = —-27r ifP on‘S, 1 (1-30)

S a” - e ifP-outside s.

Theseformuias, which are sometimes useful, are also due to Gauss. They may
be considered theorems on the potential of a doubie layer of constant density
kg = 1. Such a'potential has a constant value inside the surface and is zero
outside, with the characteristic discontinuity (1-23) on S. v

2. In this case/V is a. harmonic function outside S: AV = 0. If the point}?
is also outside S, then the third identity (1—29’) yields (p = 4r): ‘

1 I 1 6V 1 I a i
V— jag 73n—ds+ Elf Vé;(f)d5. . (1-31)

I‘ i‘
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1—6. Applications ofGreen’s Integral Farinulas 13

This formula showsthat every harmonic function may be represented as the
sum of a surface potential (1-16), with density .

_ __L 191',
" ’ 47%: an '

and a double—layer potential _(1,-21), with density .31 z V/(47rk).
3. Again'V is harmonic outside S. We further assume S to be a surface

V = V0 = const, that is, a surface of constant potential V, or an equipotential
surface. Then, for’ a point P outside S, we get from (1-31) ‘

_. _L l :9}: Y2 .3; l
- V“ 47rf/lands+47r//6n<l>d& _

a so .

The second integral is_zero according to (1-30). Hence

l 1 6V ~ ~

V— ~4—Wif fads. (1-32)

This formula, attributed to Chasles, shows that every harmonic function can
be represented as a single-layer potential on any of its equipotential surfaces
V = const. If V is the Newtonian potential. of a solidbody which lies inside S,
we can say that any solid body can be replaced by a suitable surface layer on one
,of its outer equipotential surfaces S without changing its potential outside S
(Fig. 1-6).
We shall now give two somewhat more elaborate examples which are of basic

importance to physical geodesy. ‘ A -

4. In the second identity (1-28) we set U a i. We again get Gauss’ formula
(1—26):

fffAVdv=//fld&
v S an

FlGuRE‘i—G
Theorem ofChasles. Thepotential, at any
point P outside S, of a surface layerof
density n = —~(4qu)"1 aV/an is the same
as 1km of the attraczing xolid
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‘Apply this formula to the potential W of gravity (gravitation plus centrifugal
force; see Section 2—1):

.
f/jAder-fffldfi‘. , '

an t

v S

The function W satisfies an equation (2~6) » .

AW = —47rkp + 20:2, ‘

which is similar to Poisson’s equation (1—13); m is the angular velocity of the
earth’s rotation. Let 2) be the earth and S its physical surface. Then, as we shall
see, .

, EVE .i __
‘ i ‘ an - g’” ‘

which is the component of gravity normal to, the earth’s surface S.
Taking these two relations‘into account we find

' (~47rkp + 2n) d1) = - gndS[if if _
or ' V v ‘ r

' M=4Lf gds+—“12—e; (1-33)
V v 41rk S 7' Zak ’

where , ' ' y

l v v Izzy-mid»
1’ .

is the mass of the earth and v is its volume. Basically, this equation is‘the reason
why it is possible to determine the mass of the earth from measured gravity.
Note that it is not necessary for this purpose to. know the detailed density
distribution in the interior of the earth!
, 5. Consider. again the earth and its gravitypotential W and apply the third
identity (1-29) to a point on the earth’s surface. Then p = 2%, so that we have

’ 1 . . 1 6W a 1 v

.

fl/TAde+2WW—lf[i3;r~W52<7>1dsu0

With the same substitutions as befOre we get

1 ' 6 1 gn

and, according to (1-11), >

r .

W: k/j/ fem émxx‘zwz),

we finally obtain

. 3;.
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r

If a 1 g ‘ // d1;_ _ _ .1 2 2 2 2 ‘ _: ._..21147451][W6n(l)+l]dS—i~27rw(x+y)+2w i 0.

' (1-34)

All quantities in this equation ate referred to the surface S. i ‘

Equation (1-34) relates the surface S to the gravity potential W and the gravity
g. If W and. g are given, it is~thus reasonable to assume that one can solve in
some way the above equation for the surface S. Actually, this equation may
be considered the mathematical basis for the determination-of the physical
swface S of the earth from measured potential W and gravity g, according to
the famous theory of Molodensky (see Chapter 8).

1-7. Harmonic Functions. Stokes’ Theorem and Dirichlet’s Principle

Earlier we have defined the harmonic functions as solutions of Laplace’s equa-
tion

4 AV = 0. ._ V '

More precisely, a function is called harmonic in a region 2) of space if it satisfies
Laplace’s equation at every point of v. If the region is the exterior of a certain
closed surface S, then it must in addition vanish like 1/! for l —+ 00. It can
be shown that every harmonic function is analytic (in the region where it satisfies
Laplace’s equation); that is, it is continuous and has continuous derivatives of
any order. >

The simplest harmonic function is the reciprocal distance-
1 i

‘ V'kx - t)‘ ~17 o! - 72)“ fr K2 — 5’)-

bctwccn two points (if, 17, g“) and, (x, y, 2), considered as a function of .x, y, z.
It is the potentiai of a point mass m = l/k, situated at the point (5, m f); com-
pare (1—5) and (1-6) for = 1.

It is easy to Show that 1/! is harmonic. We form the following partial deriva-
tives with respect to x, y, z in the fashion of (1-8): '

3(2. _ 31:3 1(1 _ _y_—~_n, 9%: - _:Z~_s“.axl—13’8y1.~l3'8zl_ 23’

i0 __
42+ 3(x— 92 31¢) _ 42+ 302— n)”, '

‘ 6x21" [3 ’ayzz ‘ 1a

.9: (1 ._ ~l2 + 3<2 m 02.
622 i m 13

Adding the East three equations and recalling the definition of A we find _

I A = o; ‘ (1-35.)

that is, 1/1 is harmonic.
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The point (5, n, 5‘), where l is zero and I/l is infinite, is the only point to which »

we cannot apply the above derivation; 1/] is not harmonic at this singular point.
As. a matter of fact, the slightly more general potential (1-6) of an arbitrary

point mass m is also harmonic except at (E, n, 5*), because (L35) remains un-
changed if both sides are multiplied by km. 4- ’

Not only the potential of a point mass, but also any other gravitational
potential is harmonic outside the attracting masses. Consider the potential
(1-11) of an extended body. lnterchanging the order of differentiation and
integration we find from (1-11)

A ; ' p , 1 iuV=itA[f/f2—ae]=kf/fpd<?>dv=0,
, z) - v ‘

that is, the potential of a solid body is also harmonic at any point P(x, y,.z)
outside the attracting masses.
If P lies inside the attracting body the above derivation breaks down, since

1/! becomes infinite for that mass element dm (2, 17, g‘) which coincides with .

P(x, y, z), and (1—35) does not hold. This is the reason why the potential of a
solid body is not harmonic in its interioribut instead satisfies Poisson’s difler-
ential equation (1-13).

In exactly the same manner it may be shown that the potential (1-16) of an
attracting layer 'on a surface S is harmonic at all points except the points of S
itself. As a consequence we see that the potential (l-21) of a double layer is also

‘ harmonic everywhere except on the surface S, since the doublenlayer potential
may be considered the limit of the combined potential of two neighboring‘
surface layers; compare Fig. 1-5. s

Thus the gravitational potential is harmonic at all points where there are no
attracting masses, and, consequently, so is the outer potential of the earth if
we disregard the atmosphere and the centrifugal force. This is the reason for
the basic importance of harmonic functions in physical geodesy. ‘ -

In general, the same harmonic function can be generated by many different
mass distributions. A well-known example is the exterior potential of a homoge—
neous sphere: _

i V = 1:15-45

whereM is the mass of the sphere and l is the distance from its center.1Hence all ‘

concentric homogeneous spheres of the same total mass M, regardless of their
size, generate the same potential. The potential is the same as if the total mass i

were Concentrated at its center, because the potential of a point mass is also
given by this formula. .

Another example is the theorem of Chasles (1-32). Take any Newtonian

1 This may be seen immediately, from (2-39)i in the case of spherical symmetry the Jam and
-Km must be zero. . , ,
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1-7. Harmonic Functions 17

potential V and denote one of itsexterior equipotential surfaces by S. Outside 8,.
thepotential will be the same as that of a surface layer ofdensity
J 1 6V_

—4—7ri-€ a}? . - '

see Fig. 1-6. .

These are particular instances of Stokes’ theorem. A' function-V: harmonic
outside a surface S is uniquely determined by its values on S. In general, how»
ever, there are infinitely many mass distributions which have the given harmonic
function V as exterior potential.
It is therefore impossible to determine uniquely the generating masses from

the external potential. .This inverse problem ofpotential theory has no unique
solution (direct problem: determination of the potential from the masses, in-
verse problem: determination of the masses from the potential). The inverse
problem occurs iii-geophysical prospecting by gravity measurements: invisible
masses are inferred from disturbances of the gravity field. To determine the
problem more completely, additional information is necessary, which is fur-
nished, for example, by geology or. by seismic measurements.~

Because of the importance of Stokes’ theorem we shall give a simple proof
of its first part. Let a given mass distribution generate a potential V and let S
be a surface that encloses all masses. Assume that a different mass distribution
inside S generates a potential V’which takeson the same values on the surface S.
If we denote the difierence V’ — V by U, then, according to our assumption,
U = 0 on S. Taking Green’sfirst identity (l-27) and setting both functions equal
to each other, we get ~

, 6U 2 SH 2 6U 2 6UIf]Wolf/[ta +(o) +<67>ldv=ff
v - v S

We apply this equation to the exterior of S, so that v is the region outside 5.1
Because U = V’ - V, being the difference of two harmonic functions, is also
harmonic outside S, we have AU = O in v; in addition, U = 0 onS. Hence the
right-hand side and the first integral of the left—hand side vanish, and we get

aU 2 all 2 , at] 2[(5) t (a?) T (292‘) l "v = 0'
i)

If only one derivative of U is different from zero, this equation cannot hold,
because the integrand is always positive or zero. Thus, all derivatives of U
mustbe zero; that is, U is a constant, Since U, as a harmonic function, must be
zeroat infinity, the constant must be zero. Hence, V’ —— V= 0 or V’ = V
throughout 2;, which is what we set out to demonstrate.

Stokes’ theorem states that there is only one harmonic function V that as-
sumes given boundary values on a surface S, provided that such a harmonic

1 This is possible if U is harmonic, because the regularity conciition's’afinfinit‘y‘; mentioned
at the end of the preceding sections, are satisfied in this case.
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function exists. The assertion that for arbitrarily prescribed boundary values

there always exists a harmonic function. V that assumes on S the given boundary

values is called Dirichler’s principle. We have two different cases: V harmonic '

outside S, and V harmonic inside S. - r . '

Dirichlet’s principle has been proved for very general cases by the work of

.many mathematicians, for example, Poincare and Hilbert; the proof 'is very

The problem of computingthe harmonic function (inside-or outside 5') from

its boundary values on S is Dirichlet’s problem, or the first boundary-value

problem ofpotential theory. We shall return, to it in Section 1-16.

Finally we remark that there is no function that is harmonic throughout the

entire space (except the trivial case V a O): at least one singularity always
occurs. The potential of a point mass, V = km/l, is singular for l = 0; the
potential of a surface distribution or of a double layer on a surface S is harmonic

inside and outside S, but not on S itself.

1-8. Laplace’s Equation in Spherical Coordinates

The most important-harmonic functions are the so-called spherical harmonics.

To find them we introduce spherical coordinates: r (radius vector), 6 (polar
distance), )\ (geocentriclongitude) (Fig. 1-7). Spherical coordinates are related
to rectangular coordinates x, y, 2 by the. equations

. x = r sin 9 cos a,
I y = r sine sin A, ' (1-36)

- z = r cos 8; - ,

or inversely by I . l

I ‘ 5 = tan—1 ~————-—x + y 9

‘ . » 7 z (1-37)
’

i . - A = tan-1 435-

~ x _

i I cos5 I ,
19 'D r v w ‘ y {I};

x 51/59 .
“fl.

I: ~ .
‘ Spherical and rectangular coordinates.
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1-8. Laplace’s Equation in Sphericai Coordinates. l9

To get Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates we first determine the
element of arc (element of distance) ds in these coordinates. For this purpose
We form

6x 6x 8x , _ V

7 Idx~g§7dr+¥dfi+giaky
6y6y - dA,

' dy = 67 “7+ 66 ax

82 dz 62
‘ . > d2~5dr+5éd6+bxdh V

By difierentiating_(l-36) and inserting it into the elementary formula -~ y .

. (is? = dx2 + £3322 + dz2 '

We obtain
d3? = a’r2 + r2 5192 + ‘rz sin2 6 (N. (1~38)

We might have found this well—known formula more simply by geOmctrical
considerations, but the approach used here is more general and can also be
applied to ellipsoidal coordinates.
In (1-38) there are no terms with dr d6, dr (it, and d6 51A. This expresses the

evident fact that spherical coordinates are orthogonal: the spheres r = const.,
the cones 6 = const., and the planes A = const. intersect each other orthogo—
nally. J _

The general form of the element of arc in arbitrary orthogonal coordinates
41. (i2, 973 is . '

ds? = ht dqt + h% dqé + at erg; (1-39)
It can be shown that Laplace’s operator in these coordinates is

AV=————— —~ Wm ~— ———— w —-——— ~ 1—40
hrh2h3 [5611< 51164.1. 342 112 392 + 693 he 54’s ( )

For spherical coordinates we have q1 = r, 912 = 9, gs = A. Comparison of
(l-38) and (1-39) shows that , ‘ .

191:1, ,h2=r, h3=rsin8. r

Substituting these into (1-40) we get *' I . '

ld-dV 16.617 1,6217
7‘ ' AV:55(r257>+r2sin6z§5<8m653)+r2sin2657x5"

On performing the difl‘erentiations we find

~an 26V 1an cotaaV 1 »62V_AV=¥+7§+ME+75§+WW — Om (14”
which is Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates. An alternative expression
is obtained by multiplying both sides by r?

62V 6V 82V 8V 1 82V
2_ '2 - __ __ _ .1. m _._ = - 'r 6r? +“’ 6r + 092 + “was ' sin266k2 0' (141)
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This form will be somewhat more cOnVenient for our subsequent development.

1-9. Spherical Harmonics ‘ L , '_ - . . ~ ‘

We shall attempt to solve Laplace’s equation (1-41) or (1-41’) by separating
the variables 3", 6, h by means-ofthe trial substitution ‘ I

» Va, 6, u = arms, A), (1-42)

wheref is a function of r only and Y is a function of (land k only. By making u

this substitution in (141’) and dividing byfYwe get '-

A l , _. 4(2? a 1fof +2’fl" Y are +°owae + sinzaai2 ‘

. . . i:
where the primes denote differentiation With respect to the argument (1', in this ‘ “:33,

case). Since the left-hand side depends only on r and the right-hand side only
on B and A, both sidesmust be constant. We can therefore separate the equation l; .-
into two equations:

r2f"(r)+ 2rf’(r)"~ film-i" 1M?) = 0, (1-43)

621’ W 1 an’ __
V 552—

00119 + 8A2 "I" £01 + - O,
K,wherewe have denoted,- the-eonstantby n(n 1). a "

Solutions of (1-43) are given bythe functions
f0)": r” and: f(r) -= r-<n+1>; (1-45)

this should be verified by substitutiem-Denoting the as yet unknown solutions,
of (1-44) by Yaw, A) we see that Laplaeeis.equation (1-41) is solved by the func-
tions

~ - . . Y” a, i '
I - V = r” 1/216, A) and V = - (1-46)

These functions are called solid spherical harmonies, whereas the functions
Yaw, A) are known as (Laplace’s) surface spherical harmonics. Both kinds are
called spherical harmonics; the Kind referred to can usually be judged from the
context. ,.
Later we shall see that-n is not an arbitrary constant but must be an integer

0, 1,2, . . . . If a difierential equation is linear, and ifwe know several solutions, ‘
then, as is well known; the sum of these solutions is also a solution. Hence we ” fl
conclude that ~ .V y « _

‘ ea w 43"

. V: wings; . = _ _
‘ “2:30 ( ) and V rm (1 47)

are also solutions of Laplaee’s equation AV = 0; that is, harmonic functions.
The important fact is that every harmonic function~with certain restrictions-w
can be expressed in one of the forms (1-47). -
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1-10. Surface Spherieal Harmonics

Now we have to determine Laplace’s surface harmonics 16,09, A); We attempt
to solve (1-44) by a new trial substitution , V

» 'Yn(0, X) = 3(9)}:0‘), (1-43)
where the functions g and hfleach depend on one variable only; Making this
substitution in (1—44) and multiplying by sinZH/gh we find

sing . i H I . h/I -

~g—(sm9g + cong + 7101 —l— l)s1n6g) = by,
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument: 9 in g,
A in h. The left-hand side is a function of 6 only, and the right-hand side is a
function of A only. Therefore, both sidesmust again be constant; let the constant
be 'm2. Thus the partial differential equation (1-44) Splits into two ordinary dif-
ferential equations for the functions g(6) and h(.\): '

2
sinflg”(9) + cos 6g’(6) + [1161 + 1) sin 9 —— g(0) 0; (1—49)

' mo) -+ m2h()\) = o. ' ' . Q ' ‘ (1-50)
Solutions of the second equation are the functions

7 h()\) 3 cos m)\ and 120) = sinmk, (ll-5!)
as may be verified by substitution. The first equation ismore difficult. It can be
shown that it has physically meaningful solutions only if n and m are integers
0, 1, 2, . . . and if m is smaller than or equal to n. A solution of (1-49) is the
so-called Legendre function Pm(cos 6), which will be considered in some detail
'in' the next section. Hence

' 3(6) = Pm(cos 0), (1-52)
and the-functions -

Yn(0, A) = an(cos 6) cosmk ‘and 1616, A) = Pm(cos 6) oinmk (1-53)
are solutions of the differential equation (1-44) for Laplace’s- surface harmonics;
Since this equation is linear, any linear combination of the sOlutions (1-53)

is also a solution. such a linear combination. has the general form

x r Yum, x) = Z [aum(cos 6‘) cos mk + mem(cos «9) Ski Ink],
m=0

where am and bm are arbitrary constants. This is the general expression fer
the surface harmonic Y”.
Inserfiing this into equations (1-47) we see that

Vs.,(r, 6, A) = Z r”E ~[aum(cos 6) c'os m)\ + mem(cos 6) sinmk], (1-5411)
n=0 mm!) .

my, a, A) = :30 :0 [aum(cos 3) cosm)\ + meW(cos a) sifimk} (1—5413)
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are solutions of Laplace’s equation AV = 0; that is, harmonic functions.
Furthermore, as We have mentioneé, they are very generai solutions indeed;
every function which is harmonic inside a certain sphere can be expanded into
a series (1—5421), and every function which is harmonic outside a certain sphere
(such as the earth’s gravitational potential) can'be expanded into a series
(1-5413). Thus we see how spherical harmonics can be useful in geodesy.

1-11. Legendre’s Functions

In the preceding section we have introduced Legendre’s function an(cos 9) as
a solution of Legendre’s differential equation (1-49). The n denotes the degree
and m the order ofPm. ' . ‘

It is convenient to transform Legendre’s equation (1-49) by the substitution

t = cos g9. ’ (1—55)

In order to avoid confusion, we use an overbar to denote g as a function of t.
Hence I t. . V '

dg dg dt _ . t :. I ,._ __ = _ __ = __ I .

g (6) " d9 dt d6 3 (t) 5‘“ 9’
g”(6) = E”(t) sin2 9 —— §’(t) cos 8.

Inserting these into (1-49),dividing by sin 6’, and then substituting sin2 6 = 1 - 22

we get ~,

. . 2 ~

(1 —- mm) — 2zg'a) + [4n + 1) e— gm = 0. (1-56)

The Legendre function 30) = anU); which is defined by

_ 1 £21,42an 2 11aan(?f)-m(1—-) WU” ): (1-57)

satisfies (1-56). Apart from the factor (1 —— mm”2 = sinm 5 and from a constant,
the function Pm is them + m)th derivative of the polynomial (:2 +- 1)”. It can
thus be evaluated Without difliculty. For instance,

_ 2 1/2 ' V ‘
P110) 2 gig—2*“ggéaz "“ =4 f“ {2‘2 = V 1‘12 = 51119;

The case m = O is of particular importance. The functions Pno(t) .are often
simply denoted by 1.1.0}. Then (1-57) gives V

'1 an ‘

Pnof) = Pnfl(f) = W% (12 - 1)”. (1-57,)

Becausem = 0, there is no square root, that is; no sin 6'. Therefore, the Pn(t) are
simply polynomials in I. They are called Legendre’spolynomials. We give the
first few Legendre poiyndmials‘for n = 0 through n = 5:

g

i

gi
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.f __ _ .5. 3 _ a

_. . : _ 33 4 __ .12 2 . 2: _

' ' 3 1 63 . 35 15 ‘z—zm—g =——5'~4--«3 --—- ,
. I y I P20) 21 :2 135(2) 8 t 4 z + 8 z.

y Remember that -‘ ‘

, v t = cos 6. ‘

' The polynomials may be obtained by means of (1-57’) or‘more simply by the
7 - recursion formula ' ' '

a _ 2 __
, _

A. me) .=- Ila—1 Page) + iPn41(l), (1-59)

‘by which P2 can be calculated from P9 and P1, P3 from P1 and P2, etc. Graphs
of the. Legendre polynomials are shown inFig. 1-8. ’

The powers of cos 6 can be expressed in terms of the cosines ofmultiples of 9,
'V

such as .

' ‘ cos2:9=lcos26+i cos36=1cos36+§cose ‘
‘ 2 2’ v 4 4 r‘ ‘

V ~ Therefore,wemay also express the Pn(cos 9) in this way, obtaining
' * 3 ‘ '1

. I . P2(COS 0) -— a COS + a: I - V

5 - 3
I V

P3(cos 0) = 5; cos 36 + g cos 6,

i I __ 35 5 ~ _ 9 ' ,
‘ P4(cos H) — a cos 49 + E— cos 26 +33: (1 58)

63 35 1,5
I V‘ P5(cos 6) — m cos 50 + viz-g cos 38+ 62 cos 6,

V If the orderm is not zero—that is, form = l, 2, . . . , n———Legendre’s functions
' Pm(cos 6) are called associated Legendrefunctions. They can easily be reduced

to the Legendre polynomials by means of the equation '

1' ” Pmo) = (l — tom/2 Lift), (1-60)

V
which follows from (1-57) and (1-57’). Thus the associated Legendre functions

. are expressed in terms of the Legendre polynomials of the same degree n.
We give some Pm, writing 1 = cos 6, V1 —- 12 = sin 6:

~

I. ~P11(COS 9) .=‘ sin 6, P31 = sin a cos2 9 — g):

p P21(cos 9) = -3 sin 6 cos 6, P32 = 15 sin2 0 cos 0, (1-61)
- ' ' P226203 6) = 3 sin2 85 P33 = 15 sin3 6.
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Legendre’s polynomials as functions of t = cos 0. Top, I: even; bottom, I: add. ' I

We also mention an explicit formula for any Legendre function (polynomial
or associated function): , _ A ‘

g T 5 (2n —— 2k)! '= n 1.... 2 m/2 __ k mew—27¢ -Puma) 2 (1 t) kzflg. 1) M(n _ km 5m _ 2k”: , (14 62)

where ris [lie greatest integer g (n - m)/2; i.e., r is (n - m)/’2 or (n a m - 0/2,
whichever is an integer. This formula is convenient for use in programmigg an
electronic computer. ' . . . n . .- ,

1

1f ‘

:E "
IX ‘
\ V

<33;

v %

;_:L....w
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"- ‘, As this usefui formula is seldom found in the literature, we show the deriva-
~ tion, whioh is quite straightforward. The necessary informationon factorials
f: may be obtained from any collection of mathematical formulas. .V ' - I

:I I The'binomial theorem gives

2,. n: n __ I: ’1 2n—2k= n _ 2n——2Ic

(‘4 ” 19;“?(0’ 223‘ I) k2<n— k)! ‘ '

v Thus (1-57) bscomes

‘ Alum" “+913:
the quantity n! having been cancelled out. The rth derivative of the power 253 is

‘ v

d?
'3 .... _ __ s—r .— - .S! ._ 3'1"El;(Z)—s(s 1)~--(s ‘r+l)t «(S_r)!t . .

Setting r .= n + m‘ands = 2n — 2k we have 'fl, 2n—2Ic ..M n—mwzk
dz’H'mO )‘f (n — m‘—- 2k)!’ ‘

Inserting this into the above expression for Ema} and noting that the lowest
possible power of t is either t on“ = 1, we obtain (1-62).
The surface spherical. harmonics. are Legendre’s functions multiplied by

‘ cosmk or simmk: ' ‘ ’

degree 0 P0(cos 0);

degree 1

‘Q

degrbe 2

P1(cos 0),
Pu(cos 0) cos A, P11(cos 6) sin A;

P2(cos 3),
P21(cos 6) cos )x, P21(cos 6) sin A,
P220303 0) cos 2)‘, P22(Cos 9) sin 2A;

and so on.

The geometrical representation of these spherical harmonics is useful. The
harmonics with m = O—that is, Legendre’s polynomials—are polynomials of
degree n in 1‘, so that they have n zeros. These 11 Zeros are all real and situated in
the interval ~1~§ t g +1, that is, 0 g 6 g 7r (Fig. 1-8). The harmonics with
m = 0 thus change their sign n times in this interval; furthermore, they do not
depend on A. Their geometrical representation is therefore similar to Fig. 1—9,

case 0. Since they divide the sphere into zones, they are also Called zonal har-
monics. - ’ ' '

The associated Legendre functions change'their sign 2: -— m-times in the
interval 0 g 8 g 11“. The functions cos ma and sinmk have 2m zeros in the
interval 0 § A < 217, so that the geometrical representation of the harmonics for
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The dzfierent kinds ofspherical harmonics: (a) zonal,’ (b) iesseral, (c) sectorial.

m 95 0 is similar to thatrof case I). They "divide the sphere'into compqrtments
in which they are alternately positive and negative, somewhat like ‘a chess
board, and are called-itesseral harmonics.1'ln particular, fof n = m, they de—
generate into functions that divide the sphere into positive and negative sectors,
in which case they are sailed sectoz‘z‘al harmonics (Fig. 1-9, case c).
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142. Legendre’s Functions of the Second Kind , .

Iegendre’s function Puma) is not the only solution of Legendre’s differential
. equation (1—56). There is a completely different function which also satisfies this
equation. It is called Legendre’sfunction of the second kind, of degree n and
order m, and denoted by QWG).

_ Although the Qnma) are. functions of a completely different nature, they
satisfy relationships very similar to those satisfied by the Puma). I
The “zonal” functions '

I Qua) E QWG) V

are defined by -

' l ” 1 ,
V as) = 1m» Infile 2 -mama), (1-63)

V 2 l — t kgl k
and the others by _ ' i y.

' Quit) = (1 — 22W L32“). (1—64)

Equation (1-64) is completely analogous to (1-60); furthermore, the functions
Q;(t) satisfy the same recursion formula (1-59) as the functions Pn(t). ‘ v

Ifwe evaluate the first few Qn by (1-63) we find L

n 1 Lil _ -1' '
. Q00?) — 21111__t—tanh t, V _ r

. ole) = gin$3 — 1 = ttanh~1 t — 1, (1—65)

' i
' _§2,_1 lji_§_§2_l -1 3gig—(4,1 2t—(2t 2)tanh t—it.

These formulas and Fig. 1—10 show that the functions QM are really quite
different from the functions Pm. From the singularity ice at t = =le (i.e.,
6 = 0 or 7r) we see that it is impossible to substitute Qm(cos 0) for Pm(cos 6) if ,6
means the polar distance, for harmonic functions must be regular.
However, we shall encounter them in the theory of ellipsoidal harmonics

(Section 1-20), which is applied to the normal gravity field of the earth (Section
2-7). For this purpose we need Lege’ndre’s functions of the second kind as
functions of a complex argument. If the argument 2 is complex Wemust replace
the definition (1-63) by - ,

- one) : lei-z) In 3111 — Z — emanate), (1-639
2 z — l k=1 k 4 .

where Legendre’s polynomials P42) are defined by the same formulas as in the
case of a real argument 1. Thus the only change as compared to (1-63) is the
replacement of ‘ ‘

I ,l + t __ _1-2 in ml “ t —- tanht
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Legendre’sfunctians of the secand kind. Top, 11 even; bottom, 11 odd. _

by.

In particular we have

1' 2:1;21nz_1f.coth z.

3

99(2) = %ln:—:—% = coflrr-l z,

'—5 2+1” _~ «1 _Q1(Z}-21n;_—1 lmzcoth z 1, (E-65’)

__ 3 1 2+1 3 _ 3 1 __ __§Qz(z)—-(Zzz~—a)mm-22—(222—2:)coth12 22.

;[-13. Expansion Theorem and ,Orthoggnality Relations . ~

In this sectionWe are concerned with surface spherical harmonic-s. In (1—54’a, b)
we have expanded » harmonic functions in spade into‘ series of Qafid spherical
harmonics. In a similar way'an arbitrary (at least in a very general sense) func—
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tionf(0, A) on the surface of the sphere can be expanded into a series of surface
spherical harmonics: _ .

. ' ‘ , 2% A) = Zm,» = Z Z {amRmte A) + bmsmw, >9], (1-66)
_ n=0 v v V 11:0 m=0 “I” I

l where we have introduced theabhreviations1 _

‘ ' i ' ’ .an(6, X) = an(cos 6) cosmh, ' (L67)
‘ SMG), A) :2 Pm(cos 0) sin m>\.-, '

r The symbols am and bm are eons‘tant‘coeflicients, which we shall now deters
' mine, Essential for this purpose are the so-called orthogonality relations. These

remarkable relations mean that the integral over the unit sphere of the product
p of any two dzfihrem functions Rm or Sm is zero; ' .

v [j 12mm, were, i) da = or ' i K

. r f V ifs¢norr¢mor both; (1-68)
‘ ' ff sumo, mare, Mda = 0 » V

' ‘ ‘ f] Rm(6,>\)Ssr(0, may = 0 in any case. a i

‘ For the product of two equal functions Rm or Sm we have '

, 2 = V .
‘ [R"Q(QS do, , 2n +1: V ' r

_ ,0 - t . _ _ _ ‘ (1-69)
. 2n (n + m)!. I

2 = 2 = _.__m ,
> [Rflm(6: dd [87‘7"(09 do- l(n _ (m 75 0)-

(There is no Sue, sinee sin 0x = 0.) In these formulas we have used the aha

breviation 2 ’

ff = i=0 [i=0 . -

for the integral over the unit sphere..The expression
_ 3 at; = sin 9 d0 dx

denotes the surface element of the unit sphere or the element of solid angle,
a solid angle being defined as the corresponding area on the unit sphere.
Now the determination of the coefficients am and bm in (1-66) is easy.

Multiplying both sides ofthe equationfby a Certain R346, A) and integrating
‘ over the unit sphere gives , g , ' V

/[ f(9;were,» dc [1 [RareW,de r ‘

1 We are following MacMillan (1930); he 'uses the abbreviations Cnmw, A) =
Pm(cos 9) cosm)‘ and .Smnw, A) = Pm(eos 9) sin m)». ~“
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v :3
since in the double integral on-the right-hand side all terms except the one with
n = s, m = r will vanish according to the orthogonality relations (1-68). The "i
integral on the right-hand side has the value given in (1-69), so that (IN is deter- '
mined. In a similar way we find by by multiplying (1-66) by S540, )t) and in-
tegrating over the unit sphere. The result is

am, = 2L4: 1 fff(6, A)Pn(cos 0) do; i 6;

I1 i

_2n+l(n-m)!// _anm " 27r (n + )0an(6: d0- V

. ( ) " (m ¢ 0).
__ 2n + 1 n —— m ! i

bum —T [/fW,MSWW: >Q d0 -

The coefiicients an,” and bum can thus be determined by integration. »;
We note that the Laplace spherical harmonics Yn(0, A) in (1-66) may also be ;

found directly by the formula v ' f

r21r 7r

m, A) = 31:1. f / f(0’, A’)Pn(cos in sin 0' an d)", (1-71) g471' N=0 .o'=o

where 1,0 is the spherical distance between the points (0, A) and (6’, N), so that
(Fig. 1—11)

I t cos it = cos 6 cos 0’ + sin 0 sin 0’ cos (N — k). (L72)
Equation (1-71) is easily verified by straightforward computation, substituting .

Pn(cos 30) from the decomposition formula (1-82) of Section =1-15.

1-14. Fully Normalized Spherical Harmonics

The formulas of the preceding section for the expansion of a function into a
series of surface harmonics are somewhat inconvenient to handle. If we look
at equations (1-69) and (1-70) we see that there are diiferent formulas form = 0

. P, - ‘ V I

FIGURE 1-11

' i ' The spherical distance 50.. '

. . ' it.

_ y - i
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and m 75 0; furthermore, the expressions are rather; complicated and difficult.

to remember. ' ' , I I v '

' It has therefore been proposed that the “conventional” harmonies Rm and

SW, defined by (1-67) and (1-57) or (1-62), be replaced by other functions which
differ by a constant factor and are easier to handle. We consider here only the

fully normalizedI harmonics2 'Which seem to be the most convenient and the

most widely used. We denote them by Em and Sm; they are defined by

mm, A) = x/2n + 112mm, A) as x/2n + 1Pn(cos a);

me x) (n -— mu me >0} (1‘73)_ 2 = 7 ____._.. ’ , .

{Sumo M} V42” + l) (n + m)1-{s,.m(a,. A) (m ¢ 0)

The orthogonality relations (ll—68) also hold for these fully normalized har~

monies, whereas equations (1—69) are thoroughly simplified: they become ' '

f a ' i 2 , _ _1_ "2‘ _ , ’
r 43f] Rum-def 5,)de — 1. (174)

This means that the average square of any fully normalized harmonic is unity,
. the average being taken over the sphere (average = integral divided by area 411-).

This formula now holds for any m, whether it is zero or not.
If we expand an arbitrary function f(6,.>\) into a series of fully normalized

harmonics, analogous to (1—66), ‘ _

. ' w n

KM) = Z Z [anemone + home,m, .(1-75)
n=0 112:0 ‘ ‘

then the coefficients Em, 3m are simply given by ‘ v

. ’ ~ 1 M
‘ am —-— E /[(Q,DRWQ, h) do,

' ' " (1-76)
. __ 1 _ .

“bm —— Zr; f f(6, )x)Sm,.(0, A) do,

that is, the coefficients are the average products of the function and the cor-
responding harmonic PM 01‘ Sam-

The simplicity of formulas (1-74) and (l-76) constitutes the main advantage

of the fully normalized spherical harmonics, and makes them useful in many

respects, even though the functions Em and 3m (1-73) are a little more com-

plicated than the conventional Rm and Sm: weMW 1

g Rama, k) = Pm(cos 6) cosmh, .

' Ema, A) = Pm(cos (3)3111 ma,

1 The “fully normalized” harmonies are simply “normalized” in the sense of the theory of
real functions; we have to use_this clumsy expression because the term “normalized spherical

harmonics” has already been used for other functions, unfortunately often for some that are

not “normalized” at all in the math«inflatiw;.186151.5?~ A different. normalization is used in. Jahnks—

Emde—Lfisch(1960).'
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Where ’

Pnoa) 2n + 1'2 ;( I) k!(n -— k)!(n - 2k)! t’ 2

form=0éand - '

(1.3773)

= . w " I"): ‘. _ 2 m/ZEma) 42am + 1) (7+ m)! 2 “(1 1‘) e

' 7’ (2n —- 2k)! '__ 70WW n—m—2Ic _
e v 7;} 1) km: 5 km — m — 2k)! ‘ (1771’)

for m ?E 0. This corresponds to (1-62); here, as in (1-62), r is the greatest in,
teger g (n —-1 m)/2. '

There are relations between the coefiicients an," and Em‘for fully normalized
harmcnics and the coefficients am and bum for conventional harmonics that are
of course inverse to’those in (1-73): _

an!) ;
5"" = 2n + 1

V 1 (n + m}: {gm}{gawk z
\/2(2n + 1) (n -— m). mhm).

(m 7% 0).

(1-78)

3

{f

g;

kfi
:1 >1

5':
he

1 15
Expansion of the Reciprocal Distance ~

- ' into Zonal Harmonics, Decomposition Formula

The distance [between two points with spherical coordinates

' P03 0, K), P’(r’, 9’, N)
is given by ~ .

' ‘
l2 =3 r2 + r’2 -— 2rr’ 0051,11,

Where a]; is the angle between the radius Vectors r and r’ (Fig.
(1-72), V I _

_ ‘ ' . P _

1—12), SO

(1-79)
that, by

3

.P’

FIGURE 1-12

The spatial distance 1'.
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1;. f ‘ ' ‘ cos :1; '= oos chos 59’ + sin 6 sin 0’ "cos (>3 — k). >

'j. : Aséuming r" < fWemay write ‘ _ 7

1 ‘i r . I = 1 ~ I ~ I

’_ w' l x/rZ— 2rr’cos¢+r’2 rV1~—2au+a2 I

2 where we havé put a = r’/r; and u = cos‘w.This can be expanded into a power
series with respect to a; It is remarkable that the coefficients of a" are the

1' ‘ (conventional) zonal harmonics, or Legsndro’s-polynomials Pam) =‘Pn(oos 323'):

. ‘ 1 ‘ no

v
m: "Pnu=Pu+aPu+ 2Pu+‘-H. 1-80w/Mzauw go: 0 00 10 mm c >

Hence We obtain V ' I

I . ‘ . I °° 1"}; -{ ‘

Vz’ - _ 7 = 1;) F—HPACOW), (1-81)

: 7 'which is an important formula. - ‘ 7 ‘ v

' it would stifl bgjgsiiable.,in this equation 'to express_r.1?n_(§9_s_tklinjfimzsfloi.
' ‘ fgnctiongfiithoosphfirical:,coordinateg 6, A and"0’, N of whioh 1/2 is composed.

- according to-(1-72). This is achieved by the decomposition formula

' » - Pn(cos w) = Pn(cos 6)P,L(cos8’) .

o
(n "‘ f f l' I

' -———-:~ Rflm6,}\Rm0,>\ Sm0,}\Sm6,)\ . 1-82)_ +2fl;1(n+m)![.() ( )+ () ( )1 (

Substituting this into (1-811) We obtain

. .1“ °° Excosfi) ,n , , ” (n——m)! a I

V, I — 1;} {aw—r“H r Pn(cos 9 ) f 2 :4;
(~——-—~n + m)! /_ r I h

,6 [Rm—“:53;M - r'anm', N) + L332” - Mmte',m} (1-83)

I The use of fully normalized harmonics simplifies these formulas. Replacing the
_ _, conventional harmonics in (1—82) and (1-83) by fully normalized harmonics by
means of (1-73) we find " '

_4_Hi” n _ '_ r I _ “ I I . _ r
I Moos w) - 2n + I 1;) mam, mm; , A) + sflmw,msmw , x )1, (1 82)

1 °° " 1 , ‘ A "
7‘ 52,;an ‘ ‘

“ [11%; ’0 -»r'“fim(e',N) + ———S”;‘§3’1” - r’fifimco',>0]- (1—83')

1 V The last formula wifl be fundamental fdr the expansion of the earth’s gravita-w

’ tional field‘in spherical harmonics. ,“
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1‘16 Solution ofDirichlet’s-Pmblem by Means of -

' Spherical Harmonics. Poisson’s Integrai ' :a

In Sec. {-7 wementioned Dirichlet’sproblem, or thefirst boundary-value problem

ofpotential theory: given an arbitrary funciion or: a Surface S, to determine a

function V which is harmonic either insgde or outside S and which assumes on S
the values ef the prescribed function. '

If the surface S is a sphere, then Dirichlefis problem can be‘easily solved by
means of spherical harmonics. liegys take first the unit sphere, r = 1, and

expand the prescribed function: given on the unit sphere and * denoted by
V(1, 9, X), into a series of surface harmonics (11—66): _

I V(1,6, x) = 2 mm), (1-84)
' n=0 '

the 177.0), A) being determined by (1—71). The functions

- .Vrr,e, A) = 21-21mm) ‘ (1-852.)
7 n=G

and ~ ' . ' ' I ‘ »

‘Ve(r,0, x) = Z ' (1-85b)
e=0 r

assume the given values Vfi, 8, k) on the surface 1' == 1. The series (1-84) con-
verges, and for r < 1 we have \

WY” < Y“ ' '

and for r > 1 _ ‘ A

. Y IIfi < Ya.

Hence the series (1—8521) converges for r é 1~, and the series (i-SSb) converges
for r g i ; furthermore, both series have been found. torepresent harmonic func-.
tions. Thus we see that Dirichlet’s problem is solved by V¢(r, 6, A) for the interior
of the sphere r = 1, and by Vetfir, 9, A) for its exterior. ‘

For a sphere of arbitrary radius r =9 R the solution is similar. We expand the
given function , 'v . . ‘ ' '

' mm, A) = 2 me, A). ‘ (1-86)
I, . , We .

The surface harmonics Y” are determined by

2” + 1 2" w ' I I ' ’I I /r~ >Em, A) = -———~ V(R, 8 , A )Pm(cos 1108111 3 d9 dk . «(l-86’)
47f )J=0 ’ e'=o . > ‘

Then the series 7 r

Ila-(139A) = me,» (1-8729
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selves the fif‘éi boundary-value prsblem for the interior, and the series

‘ ' ' °° 11 1

_ , r. 530,6,» = Z + m, x) (1-87b)
n=0

V solves it for the exterior.of the sphere r = R6
Thus we see that Dirichlet’s problem can always be solved for the sphere.

It is evident that this is closely related to the possibility of expanding an arbitrary
function on the sphere into a series of surface spherical harmonics and a har—

monic function in space into a series of solid spherical harmonics.

' Poisson’s integral. A‘more direct solution is obtained as follows. We consider
only the exterior problem, which is of greater interest in geodesy. Substituting
£18, A) from (1-71).into (1-87b), we obtain

-00 Rfl+12n+1 27!- if” I»! ’ I I II. V30, 6, A) — 2;) (r) 4f filw alzo V(R, 6 , )\‘)Pn(COS!p)S>111 8 d9 (Di ._

We can rearrange this is < '

‘ — f21r I I i so R n+4 ‘

Vamp, k) — 2; Am he V(R, a , A) 7;) (2n + 0(7) mazes.»

sin 6’ da’ dA’. (1-88)

The sum in the bra’ekets can be evaluated. We denote the spatial distance be—

tween the points (r,a, A) and (R, 6’, N) by Z. Then by (1-81)

1 ’ 1 1 °° (Rye_ = ._....____.___._H__._—.= H — P", cos .
I l Vr2+R2~2chosyb R; r ( ‘1’)

' Differentiating with‘respect to r we get i 'V v

V r —— R cos I °°‘ 1W"1 “
, , "WTJ’; = .igwr nfifimcose).

Multiplying this “equation by —-2Rr,multiplying the expression for 1/1 by -—R,
and then adding the two equations gives the result w ' I

Roe __ R2) — °° 1—1 w-l-l

MP .~ 2;) (2n + at) Mags ‘1’).

The right—hand side is the bracketed expression in (1-88). Substituting thelcft-
hand side, we finally obtain " ' r V

2 _ 2 2w 1r 1 '1 ,

. Ve(r,,6,x) =Mf f sin 6’ da' aw, (1—89)
47" N=0 s'=0 I .

l where ’ ~ . ,

H i=Vr2+R2~2chos¢.
' This is Poisson’s integral. It is an explicit solution of Dirichlet’s problem for

' the exterior of the sphere, which has many applications in physical geodesy. VV
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1-17. Other Boundary-value Problems

There are other similar boundaryhvalue problems. In Neumann’s problem, or
the second boundary-value problem of potential theory, the normal derivative
aV/an is given on the surface S, instead of the function V itself. The normal.
derivative is the derivative along the outward-directed surface normal it to S...

In the third boundary—value prbblema linear combination of V and of its normal
derivative .

' 6V .

_ g
hV + ka; g g _

is given on S. ' .

For the sphere the solution of these boundary-value problems is also easily
expressed in terms of spherical harmonics. We shall consider the exterior prob-
lems only, these being of special interest to geodesy.
In Neumann’s problem we expand the given values of aV/an on the sphere

r = R into a series of surface harmonics: .

‘ aV ‘ °° - V

g . (5L1; ._ no, i). -

(1-90)

The harmonic function which solves Neumann’s problem for the exterior cf
the sphere is then _ ,

. _ __ “° 5 n+1 no, A)
._. Ve(r,6,>\)— 12gb) “n+1. (191)

To verify it we differentiate with respect to r, getting
: 61/; # °° R "+2 ' *

a; —so v- ,

Since for the sphere the normal coincides with thexradiusvector,we have

m ». =:~ <2K):_<al * ‘

, an r=R ér r==R, g

and we see that (1-90) is satisfied. ' . > »

The third boundary-value problem is particularly relevant to physical geodesy,
because the determination of the undulations of the geoid from gravity anomalies
is just such a problem. To solve the general case we again expand the function
defined by the given boundary values into surface harmonics: ,

> 8V °° '
- , hV+kégwnZflman _

The harmonic function » " i v ' '

. ' °° Rn“ - me i) .

Ver,9,k === (—) ———’-——~—-—-- 1— 2
» . ( ) r h—(k/R><n+1) (9)

solves the third boundary-value problem for the exterior of the sphere r = R.
The straightforward verification is completely analogous to the case of (1-91).
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In the determination of the geoidal‘ undulations the constants h, k have the
values ~ . ‘ '

.1 . h"r’"fé’ “*1: y .

so that . ' ‘ ' - '

, .Q °° ' 5 “+1 _ r
V . ~ mm —' WI. (192')

solves the so-called boundary-value problem o‘fpkysz‘cal geodesy. .

Aswe have seen in the preceding section, the first boundary-value problem
can also be solved directly by Poisson’s integral. Similar integral formulas also
exist for the second and third problemsg The integral formula that corresponds
to' (192’) for the boundary—value problem of physical geodesy is Stokes’ ii:-
tegral, which will be considered in detail in Chapter 2.

p 1-18. The Radial Derivative of a Harmonic Function

' For later application to problems related with the vertieai gradient of gravity
» we shall now derive an integral formula for the derivative along the radius

' _ vectoi r of an arbitrary harmonic function which we denote'by V. Such a
-_ harmonic function satisfies Poisson’s integral (1-89): '

I 2 __ 2 271' 7r / / l

-' V(r, 9, k) '=Mf . / Kw sin 6’ de’ dx'. '
v 47r N=o sr=o l

In forming the radial derivative aV/ar we note that WK, 6’,‘>\’) does notde-
_ pend on 7'. Thus we need only to differentiate (r2 ~— ‘R2)/13, obtaining /

aV<r,e,x)__Iz_[2" , , . ,i ,' ,e _

6r — 4” J Leno M0M(r,21/)V(R, B , A ) Sin 6 d6 d>\ , (1 93)

_' ” where ‘ .

i . i a r2 -—- R2 1 .

M(r,xp) 5 é—rT = 75
(5R2r —~ r3 — er cos :1; —— 3R3 cos 1,0). , (1-94)

Applying this equation to the special harmonic function

_§-‘3J:1——__§ {1:15-
V1(r,99>\)‘_ra 6r "‘ rz’ V1(R909>\)—R“19 ‘

I we obtain .

- R p- R 21: 1r I I f I
‘ 72—41r/;,=OLI=OM(F,1/J)Sln6 dedk. V

Multiplying both sidesrof this equation by 1’0, 6, A) and subtracting it from
(1—93) gives

' I R n— R 2“- 7r \ " I I .I
' 5;: + 3 VP - 4W [k0 Lg)MOM/XV V1») sane d6 4% , (1—95)
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The spatial distance between two points on a where.

where

. VP = m, a, A), V =’V(R, 91X).
In order to find the radial derivative at the surface of the sphere Of radius R,

we must set‘r: R. Then [becomes (Fig. 1‘13) ‘ ‘ ‘
‘ io‘== 2R sin 1%, ‘ Q. ~

and the function M takes the simpEe foi‘m' , I

' ‘ ‘ ' 1 2R .

- ’ MR: V?) = =' Tl?‘ . (1‘95)
4R2 sins — °

- 2, .

For v; ~—>- O we haveM(R,¢)’——>be, and we cannot use the original formula
(1-93) at the surface of the sphere r = R. In the transformed equation (1-95),
however, we have V— V? w—> 0 for ¢/ -—> O, and the singularity of M for
up ——>— 0 will be neutralized.1 Thus we obtain '

'aV__ 1 41222” "II—VP. ,. ,‘,,5..., RV}: a Zflr=ofl’=oTsm9 dk.
This equation expresses aV/ar'on thevsphere r = R in terms of V on this sphere;
thus we now have

VP = VCR, ’3, A), , V = VCR, 9’,N) (1—98)

Solution in terms ofspherical harmonics. Wemay expréss VP as - r

K _ m R w' I I .

\
VP ..fl; (7) me, A). . (1 99),

Differentiation gives '

‘ 8V °°
a - = _ ‘ mr 2 (n + Rn“-

n—O! I
rn+2 Yflwa A)

1 Provided V is differentiable twice at P.

'2'“37
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For-r = R this becomas w ¥

. ' 6V _ 1 °° ' \

, gr ~— R g<n+1)Yn(e,-m.

This is the equivalent of(1-97) in terms of spherical harmonics.
' From this equation‘we get anrinteresting by~product. Equation
be written ' y ' I '

8V 1 1 °° '
5‘; ~— —R ?P W E 1;) 7117110: Mi

(1-100)

(1-100) may

Comparing this with (1-97) we see that if on a sphere of radius R

' . - - VP. =—‘-.2 me, i), (1-101)
' n=0

then I v jR2//%"V.—Vp.,,,-l°°' 7

- - __ —-———- $1119 de ti)» = —— Id}. 6, )\ .~ 1-102
v arts/when 13 ~ 13,; ( ) ( )
« This equation is formulated entirely in terms of quantities referred to the
spherical surface only. Furthermore, for any function prescribed on the surface
of a sphere one can find a function in space that is harmonic outside the sphere
and assumes the values of the function prescribed on it._This is done by solving
Dirichlet’s exterior problem. From these factswe Conclude that (1-102) holds
for an arbitrary function V defined on the surface of a sphere.
These developments will be used in Secs. 2-23 and 8-8.

1-19. Laplace’s Equation in Eilipsoidal Coordinates

Spherical harmonics are most frequently used in geodesy because they are
relatively simple and the earth is nearly spherical. Since the earth is more nearly
an ellipsoid of revolution it might be expected that ellipsoidal harmonics, which
are defined in a way similar to that of the spherical harmonics, would be even
more suitable:1 As they are more complicated, however, they are used only in
certain special cases which nevertheless are important, namely, in problems
involving rigorous computation of normal gravity.
We introduce ellipsoidal coordinates u, 6, )\ (Fig. 1-14). In a rectangular system

a point P has the coordinates x, y, 2. Now We pass through P the surface of an
ellipsoid of revolution whose center is the origin 0, whose axis coincides with
the z-axis, and whose linear eccentricity has the constant value E. The coordinate
u is the semiminor axis of this ellipsoid, G is the complement of the “reduced

1The whoEe matter is a question of mathematical convenience, since both spherical and
ellipsoidal harmonics may be used for any attracting body, regardicss of its form.
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latitude” 6 ofP with respect to this ellipsoid (the definition seen in Fig. 1-14),
and X is the geocentric longitude in the usual sense.1 ,
The ellipsoidal coordinates u, 6, A are related‘to x, y, z by the equations

‘ ' x-=V_u2+E2sinacosA, I

7 ‘ y = W2 +E2sinesinM. é ,7. (1-103)
' t ‘9 r' T:

‘ z = u cos 6, 7
‘0 "'

which can be read from the figure, considering that V u21+ Ez’is the semifinajor
axis ofvthe ellipsoid whose surface passes through P.
Ifwe take at = const. We find i v

x2 + y2 2‘W ZW+B+$EL

1 These coordinates u, 9,')\ are specially adapted to an ellipsoid of revolution; they are
different from Lamé’s ellipsoidal coordinates x, M, 1:, which refer to an ellipsoid of three dif-
ferent axes. For this reason our ellipsoidal harmonics are difi‘erent from the ellipsoidal har-
monics of Lame, which are less suited t0 geodetic problems.
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which represents an ellipsoid of_ revolution. For 0 = const. we obtain

__ .1; _ I -

. E2 sin2 9 132 cos2 9'_~ ’ ,

which represents a hyperboioid of one sheet, and for A = yconst. we get the
meridian plane . v ‘ . v

: m y = x tan 7t.

The constant focal length E = OH, which is the same for all ellipsoids
u = const., characterizes the coordinate system. For E = 0 we have the usual ‘

spherical coordinates u = r, 6, )t as a limiting CaSe. ' ,

To find the element of arc d3 in ellipsoidal coordinates we prooeed in the
same way as in spherical coordinates, eq. (1-38), and obtain

.2 2 2‘ ‘ ’W =Waltz + (“2 + E2 cosz o) are + (u2 + E) sin2 a die. (1:104)

The coordinate system it, 6', 7\ is again orthogonal: the products du d9, etc., are
missing in the equation for 5:73. Setting u ‘= q}, 0 = {12, R = q3, we have in (1-39)‘

2 2 2

hi =W: his é u? + E5 cos2 6, = (u2 + E2) sin2 9. -

Ifwe substitute these into (1-40) we obtain

_ 1 .6. r 2 ’ é a] iAV — (u2 + E2 cos2 6) sin 6 {61; _(u + E2) gm 3 an ,

’ a «. 6' ' i u2+E2cosze§Z}
» ‘ _ + as (gm 6 at?) + at [(142 + E) sin a at

Performing the difierentiations and cancellingsint’élI we get .

=- .1 2 - 2 €31” it: 221/ . «21':AV— u2 + E200329[(u + E)6u2 +2uau '+ 69.2 meas
I ' u2+E200s29 €217] __ _

+ (u2 +122) sin2 6 6M _‘ 0’ (I 105)

which is Laplace’s equation in eliipsoidal coordinates. An alternative expression

is obtained by omitting the factor (u2 + E2 cos2 (3—1:

62V 6V 62V 6V _
u2+E200526 fl_ - ,

(142+ + 5-6-5 +.COt6567 + (“2+E2)sin266>\2 -- 0.
In the limiting case, E —-+ 0, these equations reduce to the spherical expressions

(1-41) and (1-41’). ' ’

1-20. EIIipsoidall-larmonics

:l'o solve (1-105) or (1-105’) we proceed in a way which is exactiy analogous to

the method used to solve the corresponding equation (1—41’) in spherical co-
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ordinates. What we did there may be summarized as foflows. By the trial sub-
stitution ; r ‘

we separated the variabies r,6, A, so that the original partial differential equation(1-41’) was decomposed into three ordinary difi‘erential equations (1-43), (1—49),
and (1-50).
In order to solve Laplace’s equation in eliipsoid‘al coordinates (1-105’) we

correspondingly make thetriai substitution '

Wu, 6, A) = f(u)g(9)/1(>\)» (1-106)
Substituting and dividing byfgh we get ' > ‘ '

.1. 2 2 H I l u / “2+Ezcosgfi_iz_’_’_+E)f +21lf3+g(g +gJCOt9)+Zm—~W h —~ 0-
The variable A occurs only through the quotient h”/h, which consequently must
be constant:1 ‘ '

hii 2

, I = -m .

The factor by which Iz"//z is multiplied can be decomposed as follows:
‘ “2 t- 272 nmznr ’1 m '

»
\w l'J—l/DLLLU bill“? LVTL“

Inserting the last two expressions into the preceding equation and combining
functions of the same variable, we obtain _ '

1m? + E2)f” + 2uf” + imz = ~10?” —§— g’ cot 5) +f J u?‘ + E2 g 0 sin2 6

The two sides are functions of different independent variabies and. must there-
fore be constant. Denoting this constant by 12(n + 1) we finally get

(“2 + E2)f”(u) + 21W) ~ [new 1) —« ~71szm2]f(u) = 0: (1-107)

2
sin 0g”(8) + cos_0'g'(6) + [1101 + 1) sin 9 ~—» g(0) = 0; (1-108)

' mi) + mfilzm = o. I (1409)
These are the three ordinary diflerentiai equations into which the partial dif-
ferentiai equation (1-105’) is decomposed by the separation of variables (1-106).
The second and third equations are the same as in the spherical case, equa-

tions (1—49) and (1-50); the first equation is difi‘erent. The substitutions

X One sees this more cieariy by writing the equation in the form I

' (u: + E2)sin26 ; ,, , 1 ,, , __fl
- I—m{f KM” +_E2)f +~2Mf3 + g(g + g COt 9)} - h

The ieftahand’ side depends only on u and 9, the right—hand Isigie only on A. The two sides
cannot be identiceliy equal unless both are equal to the same constant. '

5 “

i;I
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' T =‘ i% (2” = «fir-l.) and z‘ = cos 6' I

{transformthe first and second equations into
t i m _ a _

_r a M Tam) —mm + [no + 1) -— f9) = o,

<1 — t2):2-"(t)~ zen) + [urn + 1) —
————1 _ It] at) ——= o,

where the overbar indicates that the functionsfand g are expressed in terms of
‘ the new arguments 7 and t. From spherical harmonics we are already familiar
' ,withth‘e substitution t: cos 0 and the corresponding equation for EU)._x Note thatflr) satisfies formally the same dilierential equation as EU), namely,

3' Legendre’s equation (1-56). As we have seen, this differential equation has two
.‘ I ' solutions: Legendre’s function Pm and Legendre’s function of the second kind

QM. For 30), where t = cos 9, the Qnmfi) are ruled out, for obvious reasons,
2- as we have seen in Sec. 1-12. For 7(7), however, both sets of functions PWG)

and Qnmm are possible solutions; they correspond to the two different solutions
. f= r" andf = rim“) in the spherical case.

V: j. , Finally, (1—109) has as before the solutions cos Ink and sin mx.
We summarize all individual solutions: '

~_ _ f(u) = PM (i or gm (2' ;

i ' g(9) n Pm(cos 6);fij . 120) = cosmk ~or sin mk.

, ‘ Here n and m < n are integers t); l, 2, . '. . , as before. Hence the functions
c I. . \ __ .3 cos mx

‘ Val, 6, — Pmn an(COS Ink},
. u s A (l—llO)= i“ ._ ‘ CO m
r r W’ 6’ A) 9”“ (’E)P”"‘(°°Smisin mt}

’ are solutions of Laplace’s equation AV = 0, that is, harmonic functions.
’7 . From these functions wemay by linear combination form the series

a are e A) = Z 2W5
.3: ‘ i I , [aum(cos 8) cos mA + mem(cos 6) sinmi]; (N. 1 la)

' ‘ °° r 9”“ <’ ‘

I, e 3 9 I = "“—“"‘ . , ’f Wu 6 X)
5:?) 0 ( - 1’ ~

5 W” l E .

’ y » [aumtcos 6) cos mA + mem(cos 6) sinmk]. (1-1 1 lb)
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Here b is the semiminor axis of an arbitrary but fixed ellipsoid which may be
called the reference ellipsoid (Fig. 1—15). The division by an(z'b/E) or Qme/E)
is possible because they are constants; its purpose is to simplify the expreSsions
and to make the coefficients am and bum real. ‘

If the eccentricityE reduces to zero, the ellipsoidal coordinates u, 6, A become
spherical coordinates r, 0, A; the ellipsoid u = 1') becomes the sphere r = R
(because then the semiaxes a and b are equal to the radius R); and we find

Pm (i E) ,L ,, - om n
lim = = (l) , lim -——-.—-E—= (5) +1, (1-112)13%an (F) . b R EsoQ (1.2) r

.
‘b E nm E

so that the series (1—1 1 1a) becomes (1-87a), and (i—l 1 lb) becomes (1-8713). Thus
we see that the function Pmfiu/E) corresponds to 'r" and Qm(iu/E) corresponds
to r—WFD in spherical harmonics. -

Hence the series (l—llla) is harmonic in the interior of the ellipsoid u = I),
and the series (1—1 l 1b) is harmonic in its exterior; this case is relevant to geodesy.
For u = b, the two series are equal: u

14¢, 19, A) = V45, 6, A) ' '

= Z Z [aum(cos 60003172) + bWPnJcos 0) sin mk]. (1-113)
n=0 m=0 _ -

Thus the solution of Dirichlet’s boundary—value problem for the ellipsoid (5f
revolution is easy. we expand the fimction V(b, 9, A), given on the ellipsoid
u = b, into a seriesof surface spherical harmonics with the following arguments:

2'

p

U
reference
ellipsoid

b

i..."
E

a "EWHO“
luZJ-Ez /

FIGURE 1-15 ' ’

Refirence ellgpsoid and e!-
!ipsoia’al coordinates.
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y o

1 reference .

O O‘
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_ 8 = complement of reduced latitude, A = geocentric longitucle. Then (l~lila)
' ' is the'solntion of the interior problem and (1-1 1 lb) the solution of the exterior

I Dirichlet problem. '

. , Formula (1—113) shows that not only functions that are defined on the
surface of a sphere can be expanded into a series of surface spherical harmonics.

I Such an expansion is even possible for rather arbitrary functions defined on a

convex surface. __ ‘

~y . It should be carefully noted that in spherical harmonics 9 is the polar distance,
which is nothing but the complement of the geocemrie latitude, whereas in

' ellipsoidal harmonics 6 is the complement of the reduced latitude.
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The. Gravity Field of the Earth

H}

“I

2~1. Gravity

The force acting on a body at rest on the earth’s surface is the resultant of
gravitational force and the centrifugal force of the earth’s rotation. .-

' Take a rectangular coordinate system whose origin is at the earth’scenter of
gravity and whose z-axis coincides with, the earth’smean axis of rotation (Fig.
2—1). The x— and y-axes are so chosen as to obtain a right-handed coordinate

Z

/ P I
P .

f

x ,,LI
y P . y

X

FIGURE 2-1

The centrifugal
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if system; otherwise theyare arbitrary. For convenience wemay assume an x—axis
that is parallel to the meridian plane of Greenwich (see Section 2-4).
The centrifugal forcefon a unit mass is given by - I

- where w is the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation and

__ p = ‘\/x2 + y2 ~ (2-1)

is the distance from the axis of rotation. The vector f of this force has the direc-
‘ " tion of the vector ‘ - ‘

lac- *. n=ex® .

i and is therefore given by 1 > ‘

, , t ‘ ,r = wzp = (ammo, 0). ' . {,(2-2)

The centrifugal force. can also be derived from a potential

a . » e -- 5W2 + ye), (2-3)

» sothat
‘ __ act 6e 6e ’

a a r _ grade _ 37 6—2.) _ { (2-4)

f, Inserting (2-3) into (24) yields (2—2).
The total force, the resultant of gravitational force and centrifugal force, is

1:, i called gravity. The potential of gravity, W, is the sum of the potentials of
gravitational force, V (MI), and centrifugal force, (In: ' -

. W = W(x, y, z) = V—l- at: = k [f] 2;? do + éwzbfi +.y2), (2-5)

i where the integration is extended over the earth. ,

‘_ By differentiating (2-3)‘wefind v

' V ' a _ an: me an: _ I 2 ‘

21? we combine this with Poisson’s equation (1—13) for?) weget the generalized
Poisson equation for the gravity potential W: -

:_ AW = —47rkp + 2w. (2—6)

i Since (E is an analytic function, the discontinuities of W are those of V: some
V
second derivatives have jumps at discontinuities of density. ~

The gradient vector of W, I

' 6W 6W 6W
, , a .=_ —~—,—~——,-—— -j.‘ I g grad W ( ax‘ ay (92) (2 7)
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48 “The Gravity Field ofthe Earth ‘

with components ' ‘ ‘

6W f x — 5 .

.
gm=3§=‘—kd/;/f—F-—pdv—rw2x,

g3, = ~23 =xkf/ftflpdv + My, (2-8)y l .

v \
g2 = «w

is called the gravity vector; it is the total force (gravitational force plus centrifugal
‘ force) acting on a unit mass. As a vector, it has magnitude and direction"

The'magnitude g is called gravity in the narrower sense. It has the physical
dimension of an. acceleration and ismeasured in gals .(1 gal =‘ 1 cm sec—2),

the unit being named in honor of Galileo Galilei. The numerical value of g is
about 978 gals at the equator, and 983 gals at the poles. In geodesy another unit
is often convenientn-the milligal, abbreviated mgal (l mgal = 10—3 gal).
The direction of the gravity vector is the direction of the plumb line, or the

vertical; its basic significance for geodetic and astronomic measurements is
well known. ,‘ y ' v ‘

In addition to the centrifugal force, another force called the Coriolis force
acts on a moving body. It is proportional t0! the velocity with respect to the,
earth, so that it is zero for bodies resting on the earth. Since in geodesy we
usually deal with instruments at rest relative to the-earth, the Coriolis force
plays no part here and need not be considered.

2-2. Level Surfaces and Plumb Lines ‘ 175'

The surfaces , ‘

W(x, y, z) = W0 = const, (2-9)
on which the potential W is constant; are called equipotential surfaces or level
suifilCes. » 4

Differentiating the gravity potential W = Wot,y, z) we finé
, v'_ aW ‘ 6W 6W 'dW— ax div—l— 6y dy—l-B—Z— dz.

In vector notation, using the scalar product, this reads
' . t ’ dW = grad W-dx =. g-a’x, (2-10)

Where ' ’ '

g ‘ , 7 dx = (dx, dy, dz), ' (241)
If the vector dx is taken along the equipotential surface W = W0, then the

potential remains constant and dW = 0, so that (2-10) becomes »

‘ . j . g-dx = 0. ' . (2—12)
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2-2. Lé‘VelSurfaces and Plumb Lines . 49.

If the Scalar product of two vectors 'is zero, then these vectors are normal to
each other. This equation therefore expresses the well-known fact that the
,graw'ty vector is normal to the equipotential surface passing through the same

'
, .pomt.

- As the level surfaces are, so to speak, horizontal everywhere, they share the.
I», strong intuitive and physical significance of the horizontal; and they share the-
; geodetic importance of the plumb line because they are normal to it; Thus we
' understand why so much attention is paid to the equipotential surfaces.
~ The surface of. the oceans is, after some slight idealization, part of a certain
level surface. This particular equipotential surface was. proposed as the “mathe—

' matical figure of the earth” by C. F. Gauss, the “Prince of Mathematics,” and -

was later termed the geoial. This definition has proved highly Suitable, and the
geoid is still held by many to be the fundamental surface of physical geodesy.‘

_, Ifwe look at equation (2-5) for the gravity potential 'W, we can see that. the
equipotential surfaces W(x, y,‘z)= W, are rather complicated mathematically.

I The level surfaces that lie completely outside the earth are at least analytical
' “ surfaces; although they have no simple analytical expression, because the gravity

potential W is analytical outside the earth. This is not true of level surfaces that
j are partly or wholly inside the earth, such as the geoid. They are continuous and
Yr “smooth” (i.e., without edges), but they are no longer analytical surfaces; we

shall see. in the next section that the curvature of the interior level surfaces
" changes discontinuously with the density.

The lines that intersect all equipotential surfaces normally are not exactly
,[ straight but slightly curved (Fig. 2-2). They are called lines offorce, or plumb

$4,295 ; .

' 7 geoid 9‘ 4

level surface‘
s W=const

FEGURE 2.2 V V i

I Level surfaces and plumb lines. ' \ - t v
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50 - The Gravity Field of the Earth

lines. The gravity vector at any point is tangent to the plumb line at that point,
hence “direction of the gravity vector,”“vertical,” and “direction of the plumb
line” are synonymous. Sometimes this direction itself is briefly denoted as
“plumb line.” I

The height H of a point above sea level (also called the orthometric height)
is measured along the curved plumb line, starting from the geoid (Fig. 2-2). If
we take the vector dx along the plumb line, in the direction of increasing height
H, then its length will be -

$de = 'dH, ‘ '

and its direction is opposite to the gravity vector g, which points downward,
so that the angle between dx and g is 180°. Since ,

g-dx = gdHcos (g, dx) = gdHcos 180,.o = ——g dH;

according to the definition of the scalar product, equation (2-l0) becomes

dW f— -—g dH. ~ (2-13)
Thisequation relates the height H to the potential W and will bebasic for

the theory of height determination (Chapter 4). It shows clearly the inseparable
interrelation that characterizes geodesy-the.. interrelation between the geo-
metrical concepts (H) and the dynamic concepts (W).
Another form of equation (2-13) is » ' '

‘ » 8W ’
_ ‘ g -— ‘57?“

It shows that'gravity is the negative vertical gradient of the potential W, or the
‘ vertical component of the gradient vector grad W. . '

Geodetic measurements (theodolite measurements, leveling, etc.) are almost
exclusively referredvto the system of level surfaces and plumb lines, the geoid
playing an essential part. We thus seewhy the aim of physical *geoclesy has been
formulated as the determination of the level surfaces of the earth’s gravity field.In a stillmore abstract but equivalent formulationwe may also say that physical
geodesy aims at the determination of the potential function W(x, y, 2). At first
glance the reader is probably perplexed about this definition, which is due to
Bruns (1878), but its meaning is easily understood: if the potential W is given
as a function of the coordinates x,y, z,' then we know all level surfaces including

' the geoid; they are given .by the equation .

r W(x, y, z) = const. ' ' '

2-3. Curvature of Level Surfaces and Plumb Lines .

We recoflect the weE-known formula forrthe curvature of a curve y = f(x). It is
‘ i! v A

K = E = __J’___, - , ;
» p (1 + yaw »

‘s
i.

f/
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. PW“
‘ I * Mr") FIGURE 2-3

if i ' ' The curvature ofa curve.

n is the curvature, p is the radius of emveture, and
- dy d2):

1.1‘9271’Tk' ‘ ‘ f = ~—— in =: —-
‘ ' , y dx’ J” a’x2 ‘

the special case in which a parallel to the x-axis is tangent at the point P
under consideration (Fig.2-3), y’ = 0, we get simply

‘ l 1 dzy
. - I . == — = —. 2'15

- . r ” 9 W ( )

Level surfaces. Consider now a point P on a level surfaces. Take a local
coordinate system xyz with origin at P whose z-axis is vertical, that is, normal

the surface S (Fig. 2-4). We intersect this level surface a

" 5 We,y, z) = We -

the xz-plane by setting , ‘ ‘

Fig. 2-4 with Fig. 2-3 we see that 2 now takes the place ofy. There—
instead of (2-15) we have for the curvature of the intersection of the level
with the xz-planez’

,, ‘ d2z
, K‘ W ( 16)

"7 If we differentiate W(x, y, 2) 2: W0 with respect to x, considering that y is
._;Zefo and z is a function of x, we get , -

ea; ,%+mm—Q

v ' [oval '
1‘ 1 surface

- * , v neun: 2-4

. / - The local coordinate system.
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52 The Gravity Field of the Earth

where the subscripts denote partial difi'erentiatibn:

6W ' 62W ' '

W$~3£9 Wgzv-“gi‘é-ZS ....
Since the x-axis is tangent atvP, then dz/dx =' 0 at P, southar '

r. 7 dx2 ‘— W2 1 r .

Since the z-axis is vertical, we have, from (2-14),

' . 6W 6W ' ‘meafm—flt '

Thus (2-16) becomes ~

K1 = 1&7 ‘ (2-1?)
8'

The curvature ofthe intersection of the level surface with. the yzeplane is found
by replacing x with y; i _ _ I ‘ ‘

. K2 = 351. - ‘ (2-18)
I . _ lg » a

The mean curvature J of a surface at a point P is defineds as the arithmetical
-mean of the curvatures of the curves in which two mutually perpendicular
planes through the surface normai intersect the surface (Fig. 2-5). Hence we
find / p

0 - J —— - 2(K1 + K2) -— . .———-————2g 7 (2-19)

Here the minus sign is only a convention. This is an expression for the mean
curvature of the level surface. ' ‘

By the generalized Poisson equation ' _

we find ‘

AW E Wax + WW + Wag = "i. 2692

~2g]+ W52 = “4171190 + 2w2.
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Considering ‘ - 3 ‘ _

_ __ _ _§<§’ u. -E’g, . ’W‘“ 5” W?” az— aH‘ -

we finally obtain

‘ 38. fl _ _ 2 ‘ , . _
2 6H— fl

2gJ+47rkp 2o). (2 20)

This impertant equation,» which relates the vertical gradient of gravity ag/aH
to the mean curvature of the level surface, is also due to Bruns (1878). It
another, beautiful example of ‘the interrelation between the geometrical and
dynamic concepts in geodesy. - '

Plumb lines. The curvature of the plumb line is needed for the reduction of
astronomical observations to‘the geoid.

V A plumb line may be defined as a Curve whose line element vector *

v i V 1 dx .=, (dx, dy, dz) .

has the direction of the gravity vector
g = W11:

that is, dx and g difi‘er only by a proportionality factor. This is best expressed
in the form

' ~
dx __ dy _ d2 I

. "HZ —' Wu ‘~ W2” (2-21)

In the coordinate system of Fig. 2-4 the curvature of the projection of the
plumb line onto the xz~p1ane is given by ,

Vd2x_“1:” 323’

this is equation (2-15) applied to thepresent case. By (2-21) we have

I 5272"“ W,
We differentiate witfi respect‘to z, considering that y :10:

dzx 1 (be I ‘ . i. dx _

FEE —" if? [W2 (Wm: + Wm — Wm (W22 ‘i‘ W22;

In our particular coordinate system the gravity vector coincides with the z-axis,
so that its x- and y-components are zero: "

,o. ’ Wm = W1; = 0n ‘

Fig. 2—4 shows that we also have v} " " " ‘ '

- dx . . ~

, a; ,_ 0’, ,

Therefore» , ,: V

i

' (1122 m W3 — W2 —‘ W2 i _
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Considering W, = ~g, we finally obtain ,
., V 1 6g .

.-"'-’ -—-‘—9 — 2
V x1 g ax (2 2 a)

and similarly, N

y y _ ; 15g_7 "
x2 - g a}, V

(2 221))

These are the curvatures of the proieetions of the plumb line onto the x2— and

yz-planc, the z-axis being vertical, that is, coinciding with the gravity vector.

The total curvature 1c of the plumbline is given, according to differential

geometry, by '

- K = w; + e 4—— éx/gg +_ g2. (2-23)

For reducing astronomical observations (Sec. 5-6) we shall need only the

projection curvatures (2-22a, h). v -

We mention finally thatvthe various formulas for the curvature of level
surfaces and plumb lines are equivalent to the single vector equation

gréd g = (—ZgJ + 4ka - 2w2)n + gnu, (2-24)

where n is the unit vector along the plumb line (its unit tangent vector) and n1

is the unit vector along the principal normal to the plumb line.
This may be easily verified. In the local xyz-system used we have

. v n = (0, O, 1), ‘. , -

111 = (cos oz, sin a, O); r

where a is the angle between the principal normal and the x-axis.(Fig. 2-6).
The z—component of (2-24) yields Bruns’ equation (2-20), and the horizontal
components yield _ ‘ ’

I ax. - gx cos a, 6y .— git sm 0:.
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1b.!

"321+

$5»;

fin V

4'35?

Theseare identical‘to (2-2221, b), siece x1 = 3: cos’a and x2 = K sin a,‘as difl‘er-
ential geometry shows. Equation (2-24)ris called the generalized ‘Bruns equation.-
' More about the curvature properties and the “inner geometry” of the gravi—
tational field will be found in papers by Marussi (1949) and Hotine (1957).

2-4. Natural Coordinates '
The system 'of level surfaces and plumb linesmay he used as a three-dimensional
curvilinear coordinate system that is well suited to certain purposes; these
coordinates can be measured directly, as opposed to rectangular coordinates
x, y, z. , . - ‘ -

The direction of the earth’s axis of rotation and the position of the equatorial
plane (normal to the axis) are well defined astronomically. The geographical
latitude @ of a point P is the angle between the vertical (direction of the plumb
line) at P and the equatorial plane (Fig. 2-7). Consider now a straight line

N
. v lam“! sphere

' ‘ vertical"" b :l 4» * t _

3
g: g

, a > _

, a‘ _ g V ‘ _

FIGURE 2.1 i- ‘ “I " ' ‘

Definition ofthe geographical coordinates <13 and A ofP by means ofa unit sphere with centeratP.
Line PN parallel to rotation axis, plane GPF normal to it, that is, parallel to equatorial plane;
11 is the unit vector along the plizmb line; plane NPF'I‘S the meridian plane ofP, and plane NPG
' isparallel to meridian plane ofGreenwich. ~

' I I N ,zmit sphere

- A? V

vertica!

- F‘
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through P parallel to the earth’s axis. This parallel and the vertical at P together

define the meridian plane ofP.The angle between. this meridian plane and the

meridian plane of Greenwich (or some other fixed'plane) is the geographical

longitude‘A ofP. __ ‘

The geographical coordinates, latitude <12 and longitude A,’ form two of the

three spatial coordinates of'P.As third coordinate we may take the orthometric

height H of P or its potential W. Equivalent to W is the geopotemial number

C = We —- W,where W, is the potential of the geoid. The orthometrie height H
was defined in Sec. 2—2; see also Fig. 2-2. The relations between W, C, and H

are given by the equations.
11

W= Wo“/{; gdH= WD— C,

H

C = Wo— W =/0 gdH, ‘
(2—25)

I w c

., We ‘ 0 g ‘_

which follow from integrating (2-13). The integral is taken along the plumb line

of point P, starting fmm the geoid (H = 0, W = We); see Fig. 2-8.

The quantities «* ' V ,
‘W ¢,A,W' or <I>,A,H ‘ .

are calledvnatural coordinates. ‘

They are related in the followingway to the geoeentric rectangular
coordinates,

x,- y, z of Sec. 2-1, the x-a‘xis being parallel to the Greenwich meridian plane.

From Fig; ,2—7 we read that the unit vector of the vertical n has thexyz—com-

ponents , ’ ’ _ , A ' I '

. ' ' n = (cos <1) cos‘A, cos 4i) sin A, sin ti); V - (2-26)

_the gravity vector g is known \to be . >
[V 2

" v g = (Wz, Wy, W2). . z .
(2-27)

V I» ‘ ’ V P: ’ ‘ earth’s surface

’ ‘eve! surface
_ ' _-' W: consf.

sea lg”: '
I. y

Ir v o ' ‘ .,/grfif - '
gemd

éfi/Igy“ ' wgw’

. FIGURE 2-3 ' - l V

The arthometrie height H.
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On the other hand, since u is the unit vector corresponding ,to
direction, it is given by - I

' I = ._._g. _.'= .__.g,'
» Egé g -

so that ,

. — g = *8“ ‘

This equation, together with (2—26) and (2-27), gives 7

. ‘ -—W$=gcos<i>cosA, -

‘ I ‘ —Wy=gcos<1>sinA,
-—'Wz=gsin<§.u ' ‘ '

Solving for (I) ané A we finally obtaixi I

. . V . *W > .

. <E' m ‘tan"1 ———~—~.=——z——-——a

. VW+W
' W

. = __1J,
_ A $2.31 W; I

g but of opposite

(2-28)

(2-29)

' . W = th, y, 2). ' -

These three equations, relate the natural coordinates «15,.A,_W to the rectangular
coordinates x, y, 2, provided the function W = W(x, y, z) is known; :

We see that i», A, H are related to x, y, z in a considerably more complicated
way than the spherical cootdinates r,8, A of Sec. 1-8. Note also the conceptual
difi‘erence between the geographical longitude Aland the geocentric longitude k

2-5. The Potential of the Earth in Terms 'of Spherical Harmonics

If we look at the expression (2-5) for the gravity potential W, we see'that the
part most diflicult to handle is the gravitational potential V, the centrifugal
potential being a simple analytic function. ‘ ,

The gravitational potential V can be made more manageable for many
purposes if we keep in mind the fact that outside the attracting masses it is a

harmonic function and can therefore be expanded into a series of spherical
harmonics.
Weshall now evaluate the coeflicients of this series.The gravitational potential

V is given by the basic equation (1-1 1): '

V= #4, ‘ (2-30)
‘ earth

where we now denote the mass element by (I'M; the integral is extended over

the entire earth. Into this-integral we insert the expression (Hit):
a ,n

r == 5.1mm to,.



58 Three Gravity Field of the Earth

where the P" are the conventional Legendre polynomials, r, is the radius vector -

of the fixed point P' at which V is to be determined, r’ isthe radius vector of

the variable mass clement dM, and if is the angle between r and r’ (Fig. 249).
Since r is a constant with respect to the integration over the earth, it can be

taken out of the integral. Thus we get . _ p

' V = Z r’"Pn(cos¢)dM.
71:0

earth ,

ifwe write this in the usual form as a series of solid spherical harmonics,

' - °° Yn(9, )x)
V = 7;)W, (261)-

we see by comparison that the Laplace surface spherical harmonic Yn(6, A) is

giVen by .

me, i) = k [ff 1‘?"Pn(cos it) dM, (2-32)
‘ earth ’

the dependence on 9 and ‘A being efiected through the angle riflsince' .

cos it = cos 6 cos 8’ +sin 6 sin 6"cosO" —— A). (2-33)

The spherical coordinates 6, >\ have been defined in Sec. 1—8. V

A more explicit form is obtained by using the decomposition formula (1-83’):

1 ~ no _ n i n— I _ ‘

7 ‘ W ‘ "‘M6”N) + ‘ “SW”“i
ifwe insert this into the integral (2-30) and take the terms that depend on r,6, A
outside of the integral, wexobtain ,

' °° 7‘ * Ffla0,>\*._ Ema. '

‘ " >\P
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2-5. The Potential of iheEafth in Terms of. Spherical Harmonics 59

‘ where the constant coefiicients 25m and Pm are given by

' (2n + 1)an = k ammo: 1’) dM, _

\ earth I ‘ ~ I ‘

l' (211 + DEW, =’ k r’“§m(9’,k’) dM. -

.w lil_.
These formulas are very symmetrical and easy to remember: the ooefiicient,
multiplied by 2n + 1, of the solid harmonic

I E149, 7‘)

is the integral of the solid harmonic _ _- , ' , ‘

r’”Rm(0’,N)? '

‘ A similar relation holds for 3m. ’

Since the massfelement is - . '

., . 01114 ‘= p dx’ dy’ dz’ = m"2 sin 0' dr’ def dk’,‘ ' (2-36)

the actual evaluation bf the integrals'requires that the density pube expressed

as a function of r’, 6’, 7V. Although no such expressionis availableat present,
this fact does not diminish the theoretical and practical significance of spherical
harmonics, since the coefficientsAm, BM can be determined from the boundary
values of gravity at the earth’ssurface. This is a boundary-value problem that
is related to ideas developed in Secs. 1-16 and51-17 andeill be elaborated upon
later; ‘ ‘ ~ y, ' ' '

' if we recall therelations (L73) and (l-78)'between conventional and fully
' normalized spherical harmonics, we can also write equations (2-34) and (2-35)
in terms of conventional harmonics, readily obtaining ‘ ' '

r °° ’* Jon; 9, x SM 9, i
. V = 20 20 [Am ————~—rf+l ,) + Em —-——————r£+1 V )1, {2.37)

where i 1- “ r V , .

' Anol=k///r’"Pn(cosfi’de; . I h V ' I '

earth - l . r

A = 2(—-—~——-—n # m)! rm}! (9’ N) dM» l (2-38)
mm +\ h nm S v V

y 9”“ ’ (m ¢ 0):
.. (rt-.m' [ffxin I' I ‘ _ a 'BM, - 201 + .m)! k. r Smw, 7») 51M .

, earth ' a

These formulas are not as symmetrical as the corresponding‘formulas (2-35),
In connection with satellite dynamics, the potentialV is often written in the

form ' ’
kM t °° ” - a "= w —- — m 5 \ nmSnm 6: ’ "V r ii We (a x) + K t in} <2 39>
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where a is the equatorial radius of the earth, so that

Ann: =‘ ‘ _

BM, = —kMa”Km} (’1 56 0)' . (2 40)

The corresponding fully normalized coefficients
, _ 1 I . ,

Jail :w JWOS '
— VZn + 1 . { (241)
Jm ' (n + m)! Jm
{711,} = mm + ixn— m)l lam} (m # 0)

are also used. . ’ ' ‘

'It is obvious that the nonzon'al terms (m ¢ 0) would be missing in all these

expansions if the earth had complete rotational symmetry, since the terms

mentioned depend on the longitude x. In rotationally symmetrical bodies there

is'no dependence on >\ because all longitudes are equivalent. The tesseral and

sectorial harmonics will be small, however, since the departures from rotational

symmetry are slight. .

Finally, we discuss the convergence of (2-34), or. of the equivalent series
expansions, of the earth’s potential. This series is an expansion in powers of 1 /1'.

Therefore, the larger r is, the better the convergence.- For smaller r it is not
necessarily convergent. For an arbitrary body, the expansion of V in spherical

harmonics can be shown to converge always outside the smallest sphere r = r0

that completely encloses the body (Fig. 2—10). Inside this sphere the series is

usually divergent. In certain cases it can converge partly inside the sphere
r = r0. If the earth were a homogeneous ellipsoid of about the same dimensions,

then the series for V would indeed still converge at the surface of the earth.
Owing to the mass irregularities, however, the series of the actual potential V
of the earth must be considered divergent at the surface of the earth (Moritz,
.1961). This impairs the practical significanceof the spherical-harmonic expan-
sion of, V for terrestrial geodesy; however, besides its theoretical value it has
great practical use in satellite dynamics;
It need hardly be pointed out that the spherical-harmonic expansion, always

expressing a harmonic function, can represent only the potential outside the
. attracting‘masses, never inside. ' ‘
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2-6. ' Harmonics of Lower Degree 1

, ' ' It-is instructive to evaluate the coefficients of the first few spherical harmonics
; ‘ explicitly. I

iv ‘7 For ready rcfcrencewe first state some conventional harmonic functions Rm
j and SW, using (1-58) and (1-61):

‘ I > - ' ' Ros = is a ' SOD = 0s
V RIG = COS '9: $10 = 0’
’ Ru = sin 6 cos k - I Sn = sin 9 sin A, '

p . ’ v —42
‘ . R20 = %C082 0 “‘ %a . Sin :2 0: (2 )
. R21 = 3 sin 6 cos 6 cos A, ’ Sm =- 3 sin 9 005 6 Sin N
I R22 = 3 sin2 0 cos.2>\, ' ' 1522 = 3 sin2 0 sin 2A.

I The corresponding solid harmonics 1‘"an and rnSn-m are simply homogeneous
polynomials in x, y, 2. For instance,. _ V r

_ ' - r2552 = 6r2 sin2 6 sin A cos A : 6(r sin 9 cos'er sin 9 sin A) = 630;.

[In this way we find ; , .

_' . ‘ Rte -=_ I, Soc = o, ' V

rRm = Z, I‘Sm = O,
" , 71311 = x: 1‘51: = y, ’

, r2R20 = M % x2 __ _% yg 22’ 7.23% = .0, ‘ .

‘ 7 ' _ rfiflfl = 3x2, r2821 = 3yz,
_ p ' ' r2R22 = 3x2 — 3322, . r23” = 6x52.

‘ Substituting these functions into the expression (2-38) for the coefficients
Am and BM. yields for the zero-degree term -

r Am = k ff] dM = kM, (2-44a)
if ‘ i ‘ earth ‘ V V

; that is, the product of the mass 'of theearthtimes the gravitational constant.
For the firstflegree coeificients we get . '

Am = k [ff z’dM, An = k fff x’ dM, Bu = k f y’dM; (2-4413)
1 : earth' ' earth ‘ - earth ‘. '

and for the second-degree coefiicients, , - ‘ I I I

I: 1 . . ' h

- ' A20 = 2" (“#2 " y” + 22’2)dM, ~

I, ~ earth ' I V

‘ A2; = k ff qc’z’dM, 321*: k [ff y’z’dM, A (244a)
' earth V earth

'
A22=111k///(x’2-y’2)dM, B22=%k///x’y’dM,

earth earth

:r‘;

a, V fl,
‘: ‘4"

I

~ 6%};

" 5‘”

' i?‘:
55!?
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It is known from mechanics that ” I

1 ' 1 ~ 1g: Eff/mm, 7,: Eff/yew, §= Eff/2cm (2-45)
are the rectangular coordinates of the center of gravity. If the origin of the
coordinate system coincides with the center of gravity, then these coordinates
and hence the integrals (2-44b) are zero. If the origin r = 0 is the center of
gravity of the earth, then there will be no first-degree terms in the spherical—
lqarmam‘c expansion of the potential V. This is therefore true for our geoeentric
coordinate system; ' r_

The integrals . r

[ff x’y’dM, [ffy’z’a’M, f z’x’dM‘ '

are the products of inertia. They are zero-if the coordinate axes coincide with
the principal axesof inertia. Since the z—axis is identical with themean rotational,
axis of the earth, which coincides with the axis ofmaximum inertia, at'least the
second and third of these products of inertia must vanish. Hence A21 and 321
will be zero, but not so B22, which is proportional to the first product of inertia;
B22 would vanish only if the earth had complete rotational symmetry or if a
principal axis ofinertia happened to fall on the Greenwich meridian.
The five harmonics Alng, AuRn, 311311, 14211221, and B21S21Nall first degree

harmonics and those of degree 2 and order 1~——which must thus vanish in any
spherical-harmonic expansion of the earth’s potential, are called forbidden or
inadmissible harmonics. ‘ ‘ ~

Introducing the moments of inertia with respect to the x—, y-*, z—axes by the
well-known definitions

_. ' ‘A = [ff 0/2 + 2’2)dM, .

B = [ff (2'2 + x”) dM, ‘— ' (2—463)

v C = fff (w + y”)M '

and denoting the xy-productof inertia, which cannot be said to vanish, by

> D = ff] x’y’dM; (2-46b)
we-finally have . I

Am = kM, - .

. . A10=A11T~73n=05 .‘
. .L

1420.: k “ i
" ‘- v . ' 2-4

1421 = 321 = O: . ( 7)
1

i > ‘ A22 = Z "" A), _

'Bg'g'x £109. ' i ‘ .‘ ‘ ,
I . 2 l

i

E

l/
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‘ Now let the x- and y-axes actually coincide with the corresponding principal
axes of inertia of the earth. (This is only theoretically possible, since the principal
axes of inertia of the earth are only inaccurately known as yet.) Them 822 = 0,
and taking into account (242) we may write eXplicitly :1am _‘A.+B __ 2 i V 'V~ r +vr3[2(CV 2")(1 3003 9) H

’ 3 . 1 1~

7 V + Z (B — A) sm2 6 coszx] + 0 (2-48)

In rectangular coordinates this assumes the symmetrical form

V=lf7fl£+£gflB+C~2A)x2+(C+A——ZB))}5 '

V + (A + B — 2022] + o (2-48’)

which is easily obtained by taking into accountthe_relations (1-36) between
rectangular and spherical coordinates. . ‘

Terms of order higher than l/r3 may be neglected for larger distances (say,
for the distance to the moon), so that (2-48) or (2-48’), omitting the higher
order terms 0(1/r4), are sufficient for many astronomical purposes. For plane-
tary distances even the first term, ’ ‘ ‘

’ - V = 13124, a .

' 7 , , r _ ,

is generally sufiicient; it represents the potential of a‘point mass. Thus, for very
large distances, every body acts like ‘a point mass. -If the form (2-39) of the spherical-harmonic expansion of V is used, then the
coefficients of lower degree are obtained from (2-40) and (2-47). We find
‘ V V J16 = J11 = K11 = 0: "r

e c _. iii? '
W, 2 ,

/ 1291.: ‘74?"
J21 = K21 = 0; ‘ _ (2-49)

, __ A —- B
_A

’22 ~W’ ,

' K22 = “W' w

The first of these fermulas shows that the summation in (2739) actually beginswith n = 2; the others relate the ceeificients of second degree to the mass. andthe moments and products of inertia of the earth. -

1 The notation 0(1/r4) means .terms of the order of 1/r‘.
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2-7. The Gravity Field-of the Level Ellipsoid v

As a first approximation the earth is a Spherejas a second approximation itmay be considered an ellipsoid of revolution. Although the earth is not an exact
‘
ellipsoid, the gravity field of an ellipsoid is of fundamental practical importance
because it is easy to handle mathematically and “the deviations of the actualgravity field from the ellipsoidal “normal” field are so small that they can be
considered linear. This splitting of the earth’s gravity field into a “normal”
and a remaining small “disturbing” field considerably simplifies the problemof its determination; the problem could hardly be solved otherwise.We therefore assume that the normal figure of the earth is a level ellipsoid,
that is, an ellipsoid of revolution which is an equipotential surface of a normal
gravity field. This assumption is necessary because the ellipsoid is to be the
normal form of the geoid, which is an equipotential surface of the actual gravity
field. Denoting the potential of the normal gravity field by .

i' U'= 170‘: y: Z): . _

we see that the level ellipsoid, being a surface U 5 const, exactly corresponds
to the geoid, defined as a surface W = coast.
The basic point here is that by postulating that the given ellipsoid be an

equipotential surface of the normal gravity field, and by prescribing the total
mass M, we completely and uniquely determine the'normal potential U. The
detailed density distribution'inside the ellipsoid, which produces the potential U,
is quite uninteresting and need not be known atall.l
This determination is made possible by Stokes’ theorem (Sec. 1-7). Originally,it was shown to hold only for the gravitational potential V, but iLcan-as well

be applied to the gravity potential ‘

_ U = V+ % are + y?) - ‘, (2-50)

if the angular velocity in is given. The proof follows‘that ofSec. 1-7, with obvious
modifications. Hence, the normal potential function U(x, y, z) is completely
determined by ' . i , ' .

l. the shape of the ellipsoid of revolution, that is, its semiaxes a and 5, .

,2; the total mass M, and, A '

3. the angular velocity in. “ .V

The calculation will now be carried out in detail, The given ellipsoid So,
x2 + y2 Z2 _“3.2.. + 2—2 = l, ‘ 4 (2-51)

is by definition an equipotential surface ~ ~ . '

V I U(x9 y: Z) = 00'

i In fact, we do not know of any “reasonable” mass distribution for the level ellipsoid.
Pizzetti (1894) successfully used a homogeneous density distribution combined with a surface
layer of negative density, whigh 'of course is quite “unnatural,” ‘
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It is now convenient to introduce the ellipsoidal coordinates u, (7, A of Sec. 1—19;
The ellipsoid So is taken as the referenceellipsoid u = b. In this and the following
chapters We shall denote the ellipsoidal O-coordinate by'g, the symbol '6 being
reserved‘for the Spherical polar distance. This distinction is necessary because 8
and (7.will be used. in the same context. Furthermore, we shall introduce ,v

—. 5=9O°—-§,
which is the reduced latitude much used in geometrical geodesy. See also Figs.
1—14 and 1-15. ‘ - - ' '

SinCe the gravitational part, V, of the normal potential U will be harmonic
outside the ellipsoid So, we use the Series (l—lllb). The field‘Vhas rotational
iaymmetry and hence does notedepend on the longitude k. Therefore: all non-
zonal terms, which depend. on A, must be zero, and there remains ’ '

where

V

«I ”
wmxsinm;Km) -— Q”

sz/az—«b?
is the linear eccentricity.The centrifugal potential in is given by

(2-53)

(2-54)

’ , , ' ch = game + y?) =—> éw2<ua+ 122) cosw. . -

Hence the total normal gravity potential may be written '

, . u '

~ “ Q" <’E) . 1U(u, 5) = Z —-—-5—AnPAsm 5) + 5MM + E?) 0032 5.

Q"("E) " ‘ i ‘

On the ellipsoid So we have u = b and U = U0. Hence

(2-55)

if Amman ,3) + % way + E2) cos.2 a = U0.
11:0 '

This equation must hold for all-points of So, that is, for all values of 6. Since
I {,2 + E2 = a2

and '

we have

‘ (:02 -2
_ S fl—§[1“P2(Sini3)},

Z AnPn(sin 5) + it wzaz -« §w2a2P2(sin 5) — Uo = 075:0'
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or L . ‘ »

(A0 + éwzaz 5 Us) Po(sin 3) + A1P1(sin 3)

‘ 1 . a ‘ °“ ;
v + (A2 -- -3- w2a2) P2(s1n ,8) + Z AnPn(Sln 5) = O.

' ' n=3
This equation will hold for all values of5 only if the coefficient of every 13,.(sin a)
is zero. Thus we get . '

' Ao= Uu—éwtaa 31:9,
, A2-—¥%w2a?, A3=A4=~-=0. 7

Inserting these into (2—53) gives

1 942%?) 1 I 920%)V(u, fl) = (U0 —— 3- wad”) “74 + 3 (02612 '————7—Pasta {3). (2-56)

This formula is basically the solution ofDirichlet’s problem for the level ellipsoid,
but we can give it more convenient forms.
First, we determine the Legendre functions of the second kind, Q0 and Q. As

. eoth‘1 ix = c0171 x --= —i taxr1 1, ‘
z x

we find by (1-65’) with z = iu/E: '

_ .g ,____. Ag, ’ I ‘ "
r Q0(1E)—I ztan u ‘. ‘

' 7
.14 _.i, {if FIE; g.-'Q’(’E>‘§[(I+BE2)M in 3E] .

Bylintroducing the abbreviations ’ j v ‘ '

’ I ' 2, ,

q ’= %[(l + 3 1%) tem—1 % —«. 3%], (2-57)

2 . '

. qo = g [(1 + 3 tan’l % —- 3 (2-58)]

and'substituting in equation (2-56), we obtain _

V I 1 - my“; 1

V0,} 5) = ( U0 '_ _ma) __,_+ — (4)2612 51 P2(sin 5). a (2-59)
3 __1 E 3 go Itan ——

. b .

Now we can express Us in terms of the mass M. For large values of u we have
E E 1_1 __ : __ __ ,

, ., tan a u+0(u3) V

;

355;:
12,; K

3:41
3.!
-\ ;-‘
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l.‘
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u»; ,

ii: 1
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From the expressions {1-36) for spherical coordinates and from equatrons

(1-103) for ellipsoidal coordinateswe find 7

' . x2 +312 + z2 = r2 = u2 + E2 608213,

V I . so that for large values of r we have V V ‘ ‘ ‘

» ' . - E E 1 ' - e

,, v ~1_ = .— — - -

t For very large distances r,.the first term in‘(2-59) is dominant, so that asymp-
totically . ' '

‘ V’“ 3 “la)tan—1(_E/b)r +0 1'3

We know from the preceding section that» I

. MM 1
e s V rT + 0 (rs)

Comparison of these two expressions shows that - '
' q ' . , r

w ._ l 2 2 ___.§_.._... s
. kM _ U0. 3 w a ma (Em, ’ (2 60)

z _. 12L! -1 E l 2 2
1

U3— E tan 5+3wa / (261)

‘ Are the desired relations between mass M and potential U0. 7 e ’

' We can substitute'these relations intovth'e expression for V, given by (2-59),
IE . and express P2 as ‘ _

P2('sin f3) = % sin2 ,6 —- g I

Finally, if we add the centrifugal potential <1) (2-55), we get the normal gravity
:1 potential U as

-. “M;xslq~'l.la’
. U01, 5) — E tan u + 592a? q: (3m? ,8 - 3) + ~2- m2(u + E2) cos2 ,6. (2:62) I

_' - The only constants that occur in this formula are a, 5, MI, and w. This is in
complete agreementwith Stokes’ theorem.

2-8. Normal Gravity (

The line element in ellipsoidal coordinates is, according to (1-104), given by
(1s2 = w2 (in? + w?(u2 + E2) £2582 + (u2 —E— E2) 0082 ,8 0%,

where l

l w v H /u—*'—““"2 + Ez'sinz 5‘ _ _
w _— NM“? + E (2 63)
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Along the coordinate lines we thushave: ‘ t

u = variable, 3 = const,’ )x = const. dsu = wdu, ‘
,8 = variable, u = const, A = const. dag = wv’a’fi,
A = variabha, u = const., (3 = const‘. (in = V’u2 + 52 cost? (A.

The components of the normal: gravity vector ' ‘ .

77' = grad U (2-64)
along these coordinate lines are accordingly given by '

__. 2g-,1_§g,
7" as“ ” wau

wig: 1 32‘,
7" 33:2 Wm + E2 6:6

(2-65)

._fl: 1 _. 0 ‘

' W 33x V’uz2 + E2 cos 5 ax "

The component m is zero beéause U docs not contain A. This is also evident
from the rotational symmetry. ‘

On performing the partial difi‘erentiations we find ' _

_ __ kM w2a2E (11(1 . 2 1
My. — “mg + E2 +

-———u2 + E250 ism ,8 — 6—) ~ wzu 00825,

,2 2 ‘ ' 1

._WW = $3; + saw u2 ~§~ E2) sinB cos ,8,

'where we have set

(2~66)

)mgmdiL __-“. wE .q— E a,u_~31+E2 1 Etan1;)~l. (2-67)

Note that q’ does not mean dq/du; this notafien has been borrowed from
Hirvonen (1960), where q’ is the derivative with'respeet to another independent
variable a, which we are not using here. 4. _ «

For the leVel ellipsoid So itselfwe have u = b, and we get ‘

7,9,0 5 - (2-68)

(We-shall often denote quantities referredvto So by the subscript 0.) This is also
evident beeausc on SD the gravity vector is marina} to the level surface So.

Hence, in addition to the A—component, the ,B—component is also-zero on the
reference ellipsoid u = b.1 ' ‘

Thus the total gravity on the eilipsoid So; which ‘we simply denote by 7, is
given by » I

1The otherycoordinate ellipsoids u' zwonst. are no! equipotential Surfaces U =.const.,
so that the B-component will not in general be zero.
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. 7 ‘—
flu'fi‘ . ax/a2 sin2 ,6 + b2 cos2 6 ‘

'
. V - 09251212915 1 . 2 1) 03203215 2

’ . —-—— ~ 1 .-—~ - —— ——~—«— 5 ,
. -

[1+ quo<2SM 6 Ila/1‘3"“i
sincethe relations é ' . ' r t ' ‘ , 7 .

. - vm = V’Zfl + £2. = a,
I, I ___________~ 1 _____________________

m1 = éx/b? + E2 sin2 ,8 = : x/az sin2 3 + I)2 0052 ,8 (2-69)

- ' hold on so. . ' ' ' ‘

Ifwe introduce the abbreviation
‘ wzazb

Z ~ - z: -—-—-——- ‘7
. . ’ m M _ (2 0)

' and the second eccentricityl ‘

_ ‘I- a .. -e .. b _ 5 , <2 71)

- and remove the constant terms by noting that ' '

' , 1 = c0525 + 5121125, _ ‘

we obtain - . _ _ ' , * '_ ' 4

_ kM . , ‘ ‘

ii V 7 aVa2 sin2 5 5'2} cos2 [i ‘ ‘ NS " ,

"19/96 '2 I... __’_n_€’_q.§ 2 :i _ ’[(1+§E>smfi+ 1 m. 6 go cosfl. (272) .l
"At the equator (B = 0) we find ’ ‘ ‘

r ' ax “M! a ame’qé. -W m 620—),
. at the poles (6 = «5:90") normal gravity is given by

’/ _ kM m e’qZ.
F -

71: ~ “072' (i + '3— (2‘74)

fiv Normal gravity at the equator, 'ya, and normal gravity at the pole, 72,, satisfy
{, the relation

7a—-b vb—7a_¢f§( 6%)
‘ a_+ 7a 7“ 1—3-ij0 , (275)

I
which should be verified by substitution. This is the rigorous form of an im-

_ portant approximate formula published by Clairaut in 1738. It is. therefore

K W ‘The first eccentg‘isity is e = E/a. The prime on e does not denote differentiation, but
r 1 merely distinguishes“the second eccentricity from the first.
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called Clairaut’s theorem. Its significance will be made Kelear in See. 2-10.
By comparing expression (2-73) for 'ya and expression (2-74) for 75 with the

quantities within parentheses in formula (2-72) we see that'y can be written in
the symmetrical form . -

* ' a'yz, sin2 [3 + 17% 0082 5=W‘ , 2-76
7 Va2si1i2§+bgcoszfi ’ ( )

We finally introduce the geographical latitude on the ellipsoid, qb, which is

the angle between the normal to the ellipsoid and the equatorial plane (Fig.
2-11)." Using the well-known formula from geometrical geodesy,

tan 5 = Stand), (2-77)

We obtain ,

am 6052 ¢ + by}; sin‘2 (g;i:W- ‘ 2.78
7 Va20052¢+bfisin2¢ V ( )

The computation. is left as an exercise for the reader. This rigorous fermula
for normal gravity on, the ellipsoid is due to .Somigliana (1929).
We shall close this sectionwith a short remark on the vertical gradient of

gravity at the referenceellipsoid, 67/85“ = 67/871; Bruns’vformula (2-20), applied
to the normal gravity field with p ,= 0, yields A r .

_

3% = —271 — 20,2. (2-79)

The mean curvature of the ellipsoid is given by I ‘

.i .7 - 2 (M+ (2-80)

where M anva are the principal radii of curvature: M is the radius in the
direction of the meridian, and N is the normal radius of curvature,- taken in
the direcfiion of the prime verticaiz‘From geometrical geodesy we borrow the
formulas ' ‘ r 7

/

HGURE 2L1: '

Geographical (ellipsoidal) latitude 1:2, geocemric
latitude $, reduced latitude fl, and their cam-
plemeizts, for a point P 011' {he ellipsoid.

a

g
é .
Q

.47 ‘

' V

" 27$§5f5D u:u. ‘

7K9 ‘

V112 sin2 3+ [)2 0032



2-9. Expansionof the Normal Potential in Sphericai Harmonics ' 7i

a c c
i » M “ (1 + 8'2 c082 @3125 N ”“ (1 + 812 cose @112’ (Z'ISD

where “ ' y .

v- . a2 ‘ ' .,
C = ‘5‘ . I »

(2'82)

is the radius of curVature at the poie.- The normal radius of curvature, N,
admits of a simple geometrical interpretation (Fig. 2—31). It is therefore also
known as the “normal terminated by the minor axis” (Bomford, 1962, p. 497);

£2 :
E}-

9‘,"

fig .

.1

15‘}- ‘
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2-9. Expansion of the Normal Potentiai “in $pherical Harmonicé

We have found the gravitational, potential. of the normal figure of the earth
in terms of ellipsoidal harmonics to be t i . . v

-' __kM~ _1"lE~L_1224 '. p

_

V» V— E tank a ; Ema §)P2(s1nfi). ' V. V(2-83)

Now we wish to expressthis equation in termsof spherical coordinates r, 6, )i.‘
, We first establish a relation-between ellipsoidal and spherical coordinates:
By comparing the rectangular coordinates in these two systems according to
equations (1-36) and (1-103) we get ‘- » ‘

_ rsiniecosx-J Vu2+EzcosB‘oosk, . K t

_ mine-sink:VuZ+Ezcosfisinh '

recsd=usin5. '

The longitude A being the same in both systems, we easily find from these
equations ’ i ' '

. u ‘

cotfl =mtanfi, V

' ‘ swig-FEE. (2—34)
I r = Mu? + E2 cos2 ,8. p L.

The direct transformation of (2»83) by expressing u and [3 in terms of -r and 6

by means of equations (2-84) is extremely laborious. However, the problem can
be solved easily in an indirect-way. '
We expand tan“1(E/u) into the well~l<nown power series

E E 1 ‘E 3 1 E 5 ' ‘3*1—£~—— — — —— —- 2-85tan u‘ u +5<u> + I ( )

. Insertion of this series into the formula (2-57) ‘

A- 1
“2 I wig M 35]

loads, after simple manipulations, to

.
1‘E3 2 Et .152 ...] 2-85

'1 “=2[fi(11)+7~9<u): + ‘ (i
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More concisely we have V

_E_“E'°° _in 1 (gym ‘tan15”3+?;(1)2n+1\u7"
. > no A . (E>2n+1

v = _V __.1 nW _ o

9 RES )(Zn +1)(2n.+ 3) u

By inserting this into (2-83) we obtain i

M! kM °° n l E 27"”
V— 7+"E‘;{”1) 272mb) '

. waaz °° a 2n 1. 2n+1 _" "372? ("1) (2n + can + 3) “(5m ‘3)“

Itttrodueing m, defined by (2—70), and the second eccentricity e’ 'E/b, we find

kM . w n kM E 2”“ me’ 27: . '.
V _. 7 +

{:31 (~ 1) (2n + DEE) [1-— 3:]; 2n + 3P2(sm;3)]. (287)

We expand the potential V into a‘series of spherical harmonics. Because of

the rotational symmetry there will be only zonal terms, and because of the

symmetry with respect to the equatoriaiv plane there will be only even zonal

harmonics. The zonal harmonics of odd degree change sign for negative latitudes

and must therefore be absent. Accordingly, the series has the form

= V = [13—4 + Ang—2(Cr‘§s. 6) + A.1 Lg? 6) + ---. . (2-88)

We next have to determine the coeflieients A2, A4, . . . . For this purpoee we
consider a point on the axis of rotation, outside the eiiipsoid. For this point
we have ,3 = 90°, 6 2 0°, and, by (2-84), u = r. Then (2-87) becomes

M kM 1’ n kMEZ” 2n me’ 1 ’

, V.“ 7‘ +2} 9 28—81(1 2Wn+3§g>72m3

and(2~88) takes the form I ' '

. w kM A2 A; kill 5" 1 'V—T+"Tg+};+ =7+§A2n72m'
Her; we have usad the fact that for all values of n

‘ _ > P700) = l; ' ‘

see aEso Fig.‘1-8. Comparing the coefiicients? in both expressions for V we find

fl kMEZ” 2n me’ -

A?" ~ ‘1“ 1) m (1 ” 3m (2'89)

Equations (2-88) and (2-89) give the desired expression for the potential of
the level ellipsoid as a series of spherical harmonics.
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‘The second-degree coeflieient A2 is I ‘

7 W 'm=w—o . v
This follows from (2—47); we have A = B for reasons of symmetry. The C is the
moment of inertia with respect to the axis of rotation, and A is the moment of
inertia with respect ato any axis in the equatorial plane. By letting n = l in
(2-89) we obtain “ ‘ - ~

l I ._ .01. 2 _ 2 me, .

Comparing this with the preceding equation we find
. 3 I g i 2 2 me’ \

1

k(C - A) _ 3 kME <1 T52?) (2-90)

Thus the difference between the principal moments of inertia is expressed in
terms of “Stokes’ constants” a, b, M, and to.

It is possible to eliminateqo from equations (2-89) and (2-90), obtaining
__ ? n 3kME2n __ C — A _

A21; :— (1“ W n + 5n

Ifwe write the potential V in the form
' 2 ‘ 4 ;

V = If?! [I —— 12 (1:) P2(eos 6) — J4 P4(cosv3) ~— -

kM ‘ I} °° a 2" ‘ _ I I
.... 7- ”“ 1;;

11215 P214005

then-the J are given by v M 7

' ' 3e?“ C — A
=2 ._ n+1Mm ._.. I M . _J21; (j 1) (2n + W” + 3) (1 n T 5n MEZ ) (2 92)

Here we have introduced the first eccentricity e = E/a. For n = 1 this gives
the important formula

‘. J = 51.11%, (2492’)
i 2 Maz

. which is in agreement with equations (2-49).

Finally we note that on eliminating go == zlgg (i by using (2-90), and

U0 by using (2-60), we may write the expansion of V in ellipsoidal harmonics,
equation (2-56), in the iotm ~’ ‘

-i 5 . um 3) = EkM' Q? (‘a) .

j +12 k c —_ A —. 1ME2 . 92" iii P2(sinB)- (2-93)
‘ 2E3 ‘ 3 E

This shows that the coefiicients of the ellipsoidal harmonics of degrees zero
and two are functions of the mass and of the difference between the two
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cipal moments of inertia. The anaiogy to the corresponding spherical-harmonic

coefficients (2-47) is obviousK '

2-10. Series Expansions for the Norma! Gravity Field

Since the earth ellipsoid is very nearly a sphere, the quantities

E = V a2 — b2, linear eccentricity,

e = E: first (numerical) ecccntricity,
a V

. E ' ‘ (2-94)

e’ = 3, second (numeriCal) eccentricity, .

, ' _ . f= 9—2—bn flattening, ‘ , * I

and similar parameters that characterize the deviation from a sphere, are small.
Therefore, series expansions in terms of these or similar parameters will be
convenient for numerical calculations. .

Linear approacimation. infielder that the reader may find his way through
the subsequent practical formulas we first consider an approximation that is
linear in the flattening f. Here we get particularly simple and symmetrical
formulas which also exhibit plainly the structure ofthe higher—order expansions.

it is well. known that the radius vector 1' of an ellipsoid is approximately
given by r

r =' a(1 --fsin2 (1)). - (2-95)

As we shall see subsequently, normal gravity may, to the same approximation,
be written ‘ - “

y = 7a (1 +f* sin2 gs). (2-96)

For qb = i90°, at the poles, we have r = b and 'y = 7a.. Hence we may write

» - » , b = a(1 —f), in; = 7a(1+f*), r

and solving forf and f* we obtain a ' 1 I

l . L . f= 51—7—9» ' ’ (2-97)
' r ‘ ay , K ,

- f* =L; W, ' . (2-98}

so that f is the flattening defined by (2-94),"and f* is an analogous quantity
which may be called gravityflattening. _ '

To the same approximation, (2—75) becomes

. ‘ f+f* = (2-99)

l
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where ‘ ‘ l

. . t . . m r;- ofg = centrifugal force at equator _ @100)
yd gravxty at equator ,

This is Clairaut’s theorem in its original form. It home of the most striking
formuias ofphysical geodesy: the (geometrical) flatteningf(2-97) can bederived
from f* and m, which are purely dynamical quantities obtained by gravity
measurements; that is, the flattening of the earth can be obtained from gravity
measurements.

Of course, Clairaut’s formula is only a firet appreximation and must be im-
proved, first by the inclusion of higher-order ellipsoidal terms inf, and secondly
by taking the deviation of the earth’s gravity field. from the normal gravity field
into account. But the principle remains the same.

Second-order expansion.» We shall now expand the closed formulas of the
two preceding sections into series in terms of the second eccentricity e’ and the
flattening f, in general Up to and including .3" erf2. Terms of the order of e’6 or
f3 and higher will usually be neglected. '

We start from the seriesE'ElinilEfi'lE7 '-—1_«=____ _‘_ _...*» g...tan u u» ‘ 3(u>- “7(a) + ’ A
' , 1 E3 2 E 5 3 E7 .

. . €14E§3<§> "fi(fi) —+"']» (“01)
a I” V.,L(£‘3.2~___LE4 L 6.. t

‘1 ‘6[3-5 \u w +7.9 125)

The first two series have already been used in the preceding section; the third
is obtained by inserting the tarrl series into the CEOSed formula (2-67) for q’.

On the reference ellipSOid Se we haVe u = b and 7

‘ g—g—e’ ' Iu _ b _ ’
sothat ' .

"-— '_I__l' 1's...tanle—e 3e3+5e ,
_2 '3 -ém...) 7-

‘ r_2/ __§r2...., _
. ‘ ‘ q0—392 1,17e (2103)

II-‘ £§2=3<1+§612...). _. ... q“ 7

We shall also need the series 2 .~
'\

‘ _'J__ -312b“vm*“<1 2‘3 +88‘
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Potential and gravity. By substituting these expressions into tire closed feré

mulas (2-61), (2-73), (2-74), and (2-75) we obtain, up to and"1nclud1ng the

order e", ‘

potential: * t . '

" J‘M "1'2 1'4 "—1.22 2-104Uofl-E-<lr :39 +59 +3‘2’a9 _ ( )

gravity at the equator and the pole: * - h '

_ kM 3 _ §_ ,2 . _
. aya—‘E—b—(l—im 14e m) I

(2105a)

.. MM .3 '2 ) ..

Clairaut’s theorem: V '

fit/*2??? hole/2. (2-106)
. ‘ 2 ya? .35

The ratio ooze/7,, maybe expressed as '

9—23 = m + §m2, . (2-107)
711

which is a more accurate version of (2—100). .

From equation (2-105a) we find ' V V .

- . - “ 3 3 9
i ___ v a __ I .1. _ 2 , -KM abya(l+2m+14e2m . 4m) (2108)

which gives the mass in terms of equatorial gravity. By means of this equation

'we can express kM in equation (2-l04) in terms of ya, obtaining . .

.. -15 fl'i'zuit 132.
k Uofaya<l 3en+6m+5e 7e2m+4m (2-109)

Here we'have eliminated (02612 by replacing itwith kMm/b. ‘
Now we can attack equation (2-78) for normai gravity. A simple manipulation

~ yields .

‘ 1 + bMW’ — my“ sin2 qb '

. __. “76 ' . '
7 —‘ Va 2 b2 '- v

y I a V 1 —— LL..-SinZ ¢
~ - V \r a? _ - ‘

The denominator is expanded into a binomial series: a ‘

~ 1 Q 1
' fi—‘l‘ir-ix-E—gfid-‘H.

Then the abbreviated series . g I

a2 __ b2 6P2

’ T=W=e’?—e’4= w 4

lbw, - aya # _'__‘ ,2 5 13 15

WW“ — e
+§m+e’4«?e’2m+xm2 V

/
I
/I

//
/‘

A;

f ‘a2vm 52

«1 75in2¢
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are introduced and we obtain, upon substitution,

‘Y = 7a [1 + (wée'2 + gm+ ée” ~— 117362141 + 342m?) sin2¢

1 , 5 , .
s + l—ée4+ZeZm sm4¢ . (2-110)

Wemay also express these (inantities in terms of the flattening f by substituting
the equation ’ 1. '

e’2V=—————-—1=2 32 "‘-
(1 _f)2 f+ f +

The flattening f is most Commonly used; it offers a Slight advantage over the
second eccentricity e’ in that it is of the same order of magnitude as m: it is
not immediately apparent that m2, e’2m, and 2’4 are quantities of the same order
ofmagnitude. Thus we obtain ' ,

M4 =- am (1+ %m_+ Elfin + 27122), - ‘ (2-111)

2 ' ll 1 4 11~L’()—€l‘yc,,(1“"'3f’i“E"3"I’l“"3f?"-:lfi’}’l'i-’E?’f’iz)9

< / .y = 7.; 1+ —f—§-im+lfl-—2—6J‘"m*{--£5—m2 sinzqs
. 2 2 7 4

I » ' + (-éfz+ gfm) sin4 gs} (2-1l3)

The last formula is usually abbreviated as ‘

I m = 741 +f2 sin2 qb +f4 sin4 qi), . (2-114)
so that we have '

5 l . 26 15
f2 = —~,f+—m+—f2——~fm+-—m2,_

2 2 7 < 4
1 5} " (2~1 15)

m" __ 2 _

By substituting . . ‘

sin“ ¢ = sin2 :35 —— £51m 2a

we finally obtain- '

y = 7a (1 +1“ sin? <1» —— in saunas), (2-116)

Where K ' y‘

a . f*='Yb;7fl=fi+fi V (2-117)

is the “gxavity flattening.” V ,

Coefiicignts of spherical harmonics. Equation (290) for the principal mo—
ments of inertia yields-at once

I

are introduced anc‘

__ 1
I, 7 — 7a [1 + <2
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- ME2 3 ' 45 go

Expanding by means of (2-102) we find

'C — A- 1 "1 ‘ 1 2 .

‘ '- ME2 = 33(68” ” 3m " 7.52m)

Inserting this into (2—92) we obtain I

‘ -C”A__1_!2._.1_ -1“ _1_I2
J2“ Ma? “38 3m 3‘3 +21.“" .

V 2 1 1 2
(2-118)

' =3f‘5m‘3‘f2Jr‘5rfm"
= ~_ I , 2 , __ *§ 2 4 ' _

. J4~—"5*€4+;7"62m— 5f

The higher J are already of an order of magnitude that we have neglected.

Gravity above the ellipsoid. For a small elevation h above'the ellipsoid, normal

gravity W at this elevation can be expanded into a series-in terms of h:

a 1 a ’ l 'yh=7+fih+§§gh2+ ..., ,.
where 'y and its derivatives are referred to the ellipsoid (h = 0).

The first derivative ay/ah is given by Bruns’ formula (2—79): '

.61 _ .. _1_ L .. 2 - ' -
6h _ 7 <M+ N) 2w,

(112120)

where M, N arethe principal radii of curvature of the ellipsoid, defified by

(2-81). Since _

- 1 b ' , b 5 3 - 'E(1+€,20052q§)3’2=E<1TEBI2C032¢H‘>’ r

1%: 5520‘ + e’2 cos2 4))“2 ='%<1+—121e’2 cos.2 .1) - n ->:

We have ‘ V

l l b 217M+ N =
E13 (2 + 2e’2 003293) == 250, + 2feos2 <35). )

Here We have limited ourselves to terms linear in f, since the elevation his

already a small quantity. Thus we find from (2-120) after simple manipulations:

6 2 _ . v

5% ==
7“! (1 +f+ m ,— 2fsm2 a). V , (2-121)

The second derivative 627/6122 may be taken from the spherical approximatiori,

obtained by neglecting ev’2 orf: ' »

' 4391‘, 613%-sz gaze/AW r

7 a2 611 6a_ a3 ’ 6h2~6a2' or1 ’

l

l

\

333.4-
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sothat ’ . 7 iv ' ‘

' «927 _ 67
' 3—1;; — a—Z— _

(2-122)
Thus we obtain ' ‘

i a «m = 'y [1 — 50 +f+ m -— 2fsifi2.¢)h + 3212?]- (2-123)

Using equation (2-113) for 7, we may alSo'w’rite the differenceyh 4— 7 in the
form _ ‘

' 7h — 'y = ~9a1%[1+f+ m + <~3f+ gm) sin? it] h +36%: 122. (2—124)

The symbol 7,, denotes the normal gravity for. a point at latitude (1), Situated at
height}; above the ellipsoid; ’7 is the gravity at the ellipsoid itself, for the same
latitude d), as given by (2-116) or equivalent formulas.

Higher-order seriesexpansions and computational formulas for many‘ quan-
tities of the normal gravity field are given in Hirvonen (1960).
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241. Numerical Values. The international Ellipsoid V

The reference ellipsoid and ifs’gravity field are completely determined by four
constantseUsually one takesthe following four parameters: ‘ ~

' I a, ) semimajo‘r axis; ‘ r t

- f, flattening; r ‘

, 7a, ’ equatorial gravity; and ~ . i .

' L w, angular velocity. _

\ The best—known and most widely used, values are those of the international
ellipsoid: ‘ ’ ‘ ~ "

a = 6 378 388.000 meters, ,

- -‘ f= 1/297000, r i _
i ' ya 2 978.049 000 gal, (2 m)

. , w = 0.729 21.1 51~10—4 sec—1. I

The geometricwparameters a andfwere determined by Hayford in 1909 from
isostatically reduced astrogeodetie data in the United States. They were adopted
for the international ellipsoid by the assembly of the International Association
of Geodesy at Madrid in 1924. The equatorial gravity value 'ya was. computed
by Heiskanen (1928) from isostatically reduced gravity data. The eorresponding
international gravityformula, - I

7 = 97804900 ‘+ 0.005 2884 sin2 qs .— 0.000 0059 sin2 24>) gal, (2—126)

whose coefiicients were computed from the assumed values for a, f, 'ya, to by
Cassinis (1930) [equations (2-115), (2-ll6); (2417)], was adepted by the as-
sembly at Stockholm in 1930. I:-
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All parameters of the international ellipsoid and its‘gravity field can be com-

puted from (2-l25) to any desired degree of accuracy; which of course expresses

merely the inner consistency. In this way we find

- b = 6 356 911.9 meters,
' E = 522 976.1 meters,

6'2 = 0.006 768 17, ‘

go .e 0000 073 8130,
(2427)

46. = 0.002 699 44»,

m = 0.003 449 86.

The potential of the international ellipsoid is ‘

Uo = 6 263 978.7 kgal meters. -
(2428)”

The product of the earth’s mass and the gravitational constant has the value-

kM = 3.986 3290 X 1020 cm3 sec”. (2-129)

Since the gravitational constant has the value V

‘ ' \k = 6.67 X 10’8 cm3 g‘1 sec—2,

the earth’s mass is
‘ M =15.98 X 1027 g.

Since k is not very accurate, it would be rather meaningless to give a higher

accuracy for M.
For the constants in the'spherical-harmonic expansion of the normal gravity

field we find the values
. _ C — A _

J2 ~— V—W—Maz —- 0.001 0920, (2_130)

J4 é -—0.000 002 43.

The change of normal gravity with elevation is given by the formula (2—124),

which for the international ellipsoid becomes ‘

7;, = 'y —— (0.30877 — 0.00045 sin2 ¢)h + 0.000 072%, (2-131)

where 7h and 'y are measured in gals, and h is the elevation in kilometers.

Although the international ellipsoid can no longer be considered the closest

approximation of the earth by an ellipsoid, it may still be used as a reference

ellipsoid for geodetic purposes (see Sec. 2~21 for a discussion of this point).
A set of values that probably fit the actual situation more closely has recently

been adopted by the assembly of the International Astronomical Union at

Hamburg in 1964 (Fricke 'et'al.., 1965):. , - .

r r ' I a '= 6 378 160 meters, - l
' .12 = 0.0010827, -.

(2-132)
kM'= 3.986 03 X 1020 cm3 sec‘z.

The corresponding flattening isf = 1/298.25. The value of a, which is consider-‘

ably smaller than that for the international ellipsoid, incorporates recent astro-

!
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geodetic determinations; the change in the value of .72, and consequently off,
is due to the results from artificial satellites.

The eastern countries use the'ellipsoid ofKrassowsky:
‘ a = 6 378 245 meters,

/ V v ‘ f= 1/2983. (2433)

In this book we shall continue to use the values (2-125) of the international
ellipsoid unless otherwise stated; because most computations, tables, etc., are
referred to it; moreover, those values have not as yet been officially changed by
the International Union of Geodesy and GeOphysics. ‘
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2-12. Other Normal Gravity Fields and ReferenceSurfaces

As we have mentioned, the gravity field of the earth is conveniently split up
into a normal and a disturbing field. The normal field comprises the large-scale
features, so that the deviations of the actual gravityfield- from the normal
field—the disturbances—are small. The normal field should, furthermore, be

, mathematically simple. Otherwise it is quite arbitrary. v

The use of the ellipsoid as a reference surface for the gravity field is compar-
atively recent. It was not'used officially until 1930, whenvthe assembly of the
International Association of Geodesy at Stockholm adopted the theoretical
gravity formula (2-126), which is based on an ellipsoid of revolifiiOn. Formerly
one used the first terms of the spherical-harmonic expansion of_W as a normal
potential U, that is, the functions '

Y YakU’ = $+.2("T.2+%w2(x2+y2), (2nl34a)

U” = 3;: + + fig—1‘) + grow + y2). (2434:»)

The first-degree harmonic is missing because the center of the earth is chosen ‘
as the origin of coordinates; the third-degree harmonic has been omitted be-
cause the normal field is taken to be symmetrical with respect to the equatorial
plane‘ The functions Y0 = kM, Y2, and Y4 are assumed to be those of the actual
gravity field of the earth.

The corresponding reference surfaces U- = (In are called earth spheroids.“
the surface _

, U’(x,y,,z) = U0 (Z-IBSa)
is known as Bruns’ spheroid; the surface

)7 U”(x, y, z) = Uo ' (2-135b)
is Helmert’s spheroid. ' J '

1 A spheroid is (1) any surface resembling a sphere; and (2) in particular, an ellipsoid of
revolution. In this book we shall use the word “spheroid” in the first, broader meaning rather
than in the second, special sense. f ‘ ‘ - '
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According to (2-48’), Bruns’ spheroid is given'by the equation 7

Iffl+2£r5m+ C— 2A)x2+(C+A - ZB)y2+(A +B— 202:2]

> ' + éwzocz + 322) = U... (2-l36)

By removing the square root _ ’

we find that it is an algebraic surface ofrthe 14th degree. Helmert’s spheroid is a
surface of the 22nd degree. .

Practically, these surfaces closely approximate ellipsoids. However, they are
much more complicated mathematically, so 'that hardly any closed formulas
can be obtained for them. .

Three reasons given in favor of the ellipsoid as a reference surface in physical
geodesy are listed below. '

1. Since an ellipsoid is always used as a referencesurface for triangulations,
etc., the same ellipsoid can be used both as a geometrical and a physical
reference surface; , a: -

2. The closcd formulas for the level ellipsoid permit not only a clear-cut
and precise definition of the normal gravityifield, but also practical
computations ‘of any accuracy.

3. The functions (2-134a) and (2-l34b) might be thought of as the natural
first approximations of the earth’s gravity field. However, the spherical-

» harmonic expansion of the gravity potential is no more “natural” than,
/ say, an expansion in terms‘of ellipsoidal harmonics. If we expand W

into a series of ellipsoidal harmonics, then the level ellipsoid is the first
approximation. V r -

The concept of the referencesurface and its.gravity field will become still clearer
in the following sections, particularly in Sec. 2-21. - .

S
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243 The Anomalous Gravity Field. Geoidal Unduiations and
' Deflections of the Vertical

The small difference between the actual gravity potential W
gravity potential U is denoted by T, so that

, . W(x, y, z) 7" 0’06, 37,214: T(x, y,2);
Tis called the anomalous potential, or disturbing potential.
We compare the geoid . ‘ ‘ . ‘

' WO‘: y: Z) = W9
with a reference ellipsoid ' . _ .

- U(x,y, z) = W, .. .

and the normal

(2437)

. v
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of the same potential, Uo = W0. A point P of the geoio is projected onto the
point'Q of the ellipsoid-"by means of the ellipsoidal normal (Fig. 2—12). The
distance PQ between geoid and ellipsoid is called the geoz‘dal height, or geoida!
undulation, and is denoted by N.1

Consider now the gravity vector g at P and the normal gravity vector y at Q.
The gravity anomaly vector Ag is defined as their difference:

. : Ag gp -— ryQ, (2-138)
A vector is characterized by magnitude and direction. The difference inmagnitude
is the gravity anomaly .

Ag = g1: -m; / (2-139).
the difi‘erence in direction is the deflection of the vertical. ‘ ’
The deflection of the vertical has two components, a north-south component 2

and an east-west component 17 (Fig. 2-l3}. As the direction of the vertical, is
directly defined by the geographical coordinates latitude and longitude, the
components 5 and 7; can be expressed-by them a simple way: ’l he actual geo-
graphical coordinates of the geoidal point P,which define the direction of the
plumb line 12 or Of the gravity vector g, can be determined, by astronomical
measurements. They are therefore called astronomical coordinates and have
been denoted by in and A. The ellipsoidal geographical coordinates given by the
direction of the ellipsoidal normal 72’ have been denoted by gs and A. It is evident
that A is identical with'the geocentric longitude. Thus,

geoidal normal 11, astronomical coordinates @, A;
ellipsoidal normal 71’, “geodetic” coordinates o, A.

From‘Fig. 2-13 we read
2 Q — ,

E
(’6

(2-l40)
- '- 7,~==(A-A)COS¢. ‘ ‘

l‘Unfm'tunetely there is a conflict of netation here; Denoting both the normal radius of
curvature of the ellipsoid and the geoidal height by N is well established in geodetic literature.We shall continue this practice! as there is little chance of confusion.
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._
‘K ' The deflection of the vertical as illustrated by

- i ‘ means of a unit sphere with center at P. . ,

It is also possible to compare the vectors g and 7 at the same point P.Then
we get the gravity disturbance vector 'v ‘ ”

I v 6 = gp '— 7p. » I "

Accordingly, the» difference in magnitude is the gravity disturbance I .~

~ I = gp "" 7?. ‘
The difference in direction—that is, the deflection of the vertical-Wis the same

as before, since the directions of 7p and ya practically coincide. /
The gravity disturbance is conceptually even simpler than the gravity anomaly,

but it is not as important in terrestrial geodesy. The significance of the gravity
anomaly is that it is given directly: the, gravity g is measured on the geoicl

(or reduced to it,‘ see Chapter 3), and the normal gravity 7 is computed for the
ellipsoid. _ ‘ g ' _

Relations“ There are several basic mathematical relations
tities just defined. Since ‘ V ~

UP= (14+ (92) N= var—7N,
671 ‘Q .

we have ' > / " 4 ,
' . W4=>va+TP =.,,U6'H" 7N+T-*‘

Because ' ‘ _

, P = UQV= We:
we find ' ' I

' _ T = 7N I ,

between

p

the quan-

(2-143)
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or ‘
Ar = Z:

,Y .

This is the famous Bruns formulafiwhich relates the
disturbing potentiai. _

Next we consider the gravity‘disturbance. Since
' ' g = grad W,

7 = grad U,
the grévity disturbance vector (2-141) becomes

geoidal

(2-144)

undulation to the

' . aT 6T 6T
5 == grad (W—~ U) .. gradT = 5;; (2-145)

Then ‘ ‘ ‘

, __ aW' _ 6U '___ ‘ 6U r ’

g‘"'€37’7“_197¢7"”é7{’
because the directions of the normals n and 12’ almost coincide. Therefore, the
zngavity disturbance is given by » ‘ I .

5— —(—_(§.‘Z’_§EL*M_§Q
' '

g_g1’ 7P“ an an’ "‘ an an
or >

6T \ -

, fig — ~31;- ‘ x ‘
(2-146)

Since the elevation h is reckoned along the normal, we may also write
‘ _ 8T , ’ ,

. 5g — 3E .
(2-146 )

Comparing (2-146) with (2-145), we see that the gravity disturbance 5g,
besides being the difference-inmagnitude of the actual and the normal gravity
vector, is also the normal component of the gravity disturbance vector 6.
We now turn to the gravity anomaly Ag. Since

_ 59.1
v 'YP “ 7Q + ah N:

we have ' _

8T . 8-fi=@=wflw=&~w~fiN
Remembering the definition (2-139) of the gravity anomaly and takingfiliruns’
formula (2-144) into account, we find the following equivalent equations :v ‘

- . 6T __ 67 V V

. > ——W’ — Ag — g N, (2-1473)

__<?Z' EECM" %+MM (2-1475)

4'
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8T 1 av ‘ - l

‘ I I r w (97 . A
v q 0g — ah N, (L-I47d)

. . 1
67 . , \ ,= l. __ __ . -

» 5g Ag >
'Y M T, (2 1476)

relating different quantities ofthe anomalous gravity field.
Anether equivalent form is ‘

6T l <97 __ -

I 5% :/ at T+ Ag — 0. (2-148)

This expression is called the fundamental equation ofphysical geodesy, because
it relates the measured quantity Ag to the unknown anomalous potential T.
It has the form of a partial differential equation. IfAgwereknown throughout

space, then (2-148) could be discussed and solved as a real partial differential
equation. However, since Ag is known only along a surface (the geoid), the
fundamental equation (2—148) can be used only as a boundary condition, which
alone is not sufficient forfcomputing T. Therefore, the name “differential
equation of physical geodesy,”which is sometimes used for (2-148), is rather
misleading. ~ -

One usually assumes that there‘are no masses outsidethe geoz‘d. Of course this
is not really true. But neither do we make observations directly on the geoid;
we make them on the physical surface of the earth. In reducing: the measured
gravity to the geoid, the effect of the masses outside the geoid is removed by
cemputation, so that we can indeed assume that all masses are enclosed by- the
geoid (see Chapters 3 and 8).
In this case, since the density p is zero everywhere outside the geoid, the

anomalous potential T» is harmonic there and satisfies Laplace’s equation
_ ‘ _ 621’” 627” 621" _"' AT~5363+672+§§~¢ “

This is, of course, a true partial differential equation and suffices, if supple-
mented by the boundary condition (2-148), for determining T at every point
outside the geoid. ' ‘ ‘

Ifwewrite the boundary condition in the form

(91" l 612 __ « ,
, 55+;%T~Ag, . (2-142;

where Ag'is assumed to .he'known at every point of the geoid, then we see that!“
a linear combination of T and 617611 is given upon that surface. According to
Sec. l-17, the determination of T is therefore a third boundary-value problem of
potential theory. Ifhis solVed for T, then the geoidal height, which is the most
important geometric quantity in physical geodesy, can be computed by Bruns”
formula (2—144).

1
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Wemay therefore Say that the basic problem ofphysical geodesy, the determi-
pation of the geoid from gravity measurements, is essentially a third boundary-
vaiue problem of potential theory. .
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*244 Spherical Approximation. Expansion of' the Disturbing Potential in Spherical Harmonics 5.2:-

The reference ellipsoid deviates from a sphere only by quantities of the order
of the flattening, fe 3 X'lO‘B. Therefore, if we treat the reference ellipsoid
as a sphere in equations relating “quantities of the anomalous field, this may
cause a. relative error of the order of 3 X 10*. This error is usually permissible
in N, T, Ag, etc. For instance, theabsolute effect ’ofv this relative error on the
geoidal height is of the order 013 X 10—3 N; sinceN hardly exceeds 100 meters,
this error can usuaily be expected to be less than 1 meter.
As a spherical approximation We have . a

. y; :W, éz_§1__.2’£§{, £21....g.‘
7 r2 i‘)}z~“alv'-~ r3 7611- r

We shall introduce amean radius Rof the earth. It is often defined as the radius ‘

of a sphere that has the same volume as the earth ellipsoid; from the condition
4 4 .__ 3 = _V 2

' V 3 7rR 3 7rd I)" ‘ ‘

we get . .

' . 'R==V3a2b.j, .7 - ,

lira similar way we may define a mean value G, of gravity over the earth. Nu-
merical values of about

, ‘ R = 6371 km, G = 979.8 gals
are usually used. Then ‘

(2-149)

‘ 293% 2
76:72—— _1_€’ (2-150)

'97 _.- I
3% _ 7? (2 150)

Since the normal to the sphere is the direction 'of the radius vector r,we have
to the same approximation .

:9. _ i _ 9..m5%"m V

-
In Bruns’ theorem (2-144) we may replace 7 by G, and equations (2-147)

and (2—148) become . _ .

, 1 _fl" _ 9E -
5 6h — Agfl— R N, (2151a)
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’ 5T 261
Agu—EF-eji—N, (24511;)

6T 2
Ag— *5; —RT,

@=%+%M

(2-1510)

(2-151d)

2
53=Ag+TRT$ (2—151e)

§§+éT+Ag= 0. (2-l51f)

The last equation is the spherical, approximation. of thefundamental boundary
condition. . ~

The exact meaning of this spherical approximation should be carefully kept
in mind. It is used'only in equations relating the small quantities T,N, Ag, etc.
The reference surface is nevera'sphere in any geometrical sense, but always an
ellipsoid. 'As the flattening f is very small, the ellipsoidal formulas can be ex-
panded into power series in terms off, and then all terms containing f,f2, etc,
are neglected. In this way one obtains formulas that are rigorously valid for
the sphere, but approximately valid for the actual reference ellipsoid as well.
However, normal gravity 7 in the gravity anomaly Ag = g — y mustbe com-
puted for. the ellipsoid to a high degree of accuracy. ‘

Since the anomalous potential T= W —— U is a harmonic'function, it can
be expanded intoa series of spherical harmonics:-

T w(r,6, k) = g} (gmm, A)! (2-152)

1",,(6, )x) is Lapiace’s surface harmonic of‘degree 72. On the geoid, which as a
sphexical approximation corresponds to the sphere r = R, we have formally

., T =‘T(R, a, x) = Z T46, x) (2-152’)
» 7L=0

(We need not be concerned with questions of convergence here).
. Difierentiating the series (2-152) With respect to r we find‘ ’

‘ 8T 1 °° ’ R "+1
6g - 7; _. Kg) (21 + 0(7) - me, A). 1 (2-153)

On the geoid (r = R) this becomes ‘ A , ‘- ‘ »~ ' ‘

‘ , <91" “1 _“° , H

5g - *5; — E (n + one, x). V (2-153)

These series express the gravity disturbance in terms of spherical harmonics.
The equivalent of (2-1510) outside the earth is obviously

E

E

fi
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Its exact meaning will be discussed at the end of the following section. The
insertion of (2—153) and (2-152) into this equation yieids‘

1 °°‘ R n+1 I ‘ '

, Ag _v;_; (n —— 1)<7) me, A). . (2-155)

On the geoid this becomes -

2 : 9 )'(” ) n( (2—155’)

This is the spherical-harmonicexpansion ofthe gravity anomaly. '

Note that even if the'anomalous potential?” contains a first-degree spherical
term T109, X), itwill in the expression forAg bemultiplied by thefactor 1- —— 1 .x 0,
so that Ag can never have arfirst-a’egree spherical harmonic—«wen if T has one.

2.15. Gravity Anomalies Outside'the Earth VI’ ' '

Ifa harmonic function H is given at the surface Of the earth, then, as a Spherical
approximation, the values ofH outside the earth can be computed by Poisson’s
integral formu1a(1-89)_ I V ,

' R I f2 45 R? ‘

I ' .

The symbol [f is the usual abbreviation for an integral extended over the whoie

ufiit sphere, or over,the full solid angle, which is the same; dc denotes the element
of solid angle, defined as the surface element of the unit Sphere. Hence the sur—
face element of the terrestrial Sphere r = R is R2 dc. The meaning of the other
notations is read from Fig. 2-14. The vaiue, of the harmonic function at the

P .

r/ \V
I"

R R’dc
d60 ,

unlr spit-rera I
terrestrial spherar-R

FIGURE 2-14

Notations for Poisson’s integral and derived
fljrmulas.
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variable surface elemem dea is denoted simply by H, whereas Hp refers to
the fixed point P.Obviously, then, ,

L '-“ V i' T .l\’ '_ A1\.I HUD lilo V \L'lJU}
The harmonic function H can be expanded into a series of Spherical har-

monies: ’ ‘

R R 2 °° R n+1

‘ H —' (7) H“ + 9) Hi t (7) H»-

By omitting the terms of degrees one and zero we get a new function

. [4-5 -Bzemlfi’m‘ H —H (1)115 (r)H1—;(r) H“. (2-157)

The surface harmonics are given by

'1 3 '
Ho =fl]! Eda", H1 = Hcosu’zda, (2-158)

according to equation (1-71). Hence we find from (2-157), on expressing H by
Poisson’s integral and substituting the integrals (2-158) for H9 and H1, the basic
formula .

nu}: r2-Rfi_l‘;2;13HP .. 47F ff is r r2 cos 11’" Hda. (2-159)

, . " . - f V_

The reason for this modification of Poisson’s integrai is that the formulas of
physical geodesy are simpler if the functions involved do not contain harmonics
of degrees zero and one. It is therefore convenient to Split these terms oh“. This
is done automatically by the modified Poisson integral (2-159). ‘

We shall now apply these formulas to the gravity anomalies outside the earth.
Equation (2-155) yields at once

‘ °° R n+1.
:Ag ~ ‘(n —-_new).

Juét as T49, k) is a Laplace 511rface harmonic, so is (n —— 1)Tn. COnsequently
rAg, considered as a‘function in space, can be expanded into a seriesofspheriga}
harmonics and is therefore a harmonic funcz‘z'on. ,

Hencewe can apply Poissonfs formula to rAg, getting ~ '

. R r2 ~ R2 1 3R "
‘

rAgp ~« 2:; (—13 ~ FI—f 72—003
¢>(R Ag? dc,

or _ .

. ’ 2 w 2’._ 2 3R
. Ag}, = if; ][ _ § .. 75cm») Ag d0. (2—160)

K»
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This is the formula for the computation of gravity anomalies outside the earth
from surface gravity anomalies, or for the upward continuation of gravity
anomalies. ’

Finally we shall discuss the exactmeaning of the gravity anomaly Agp outside
the earth. We start with a convenient definition. The level surfaces of the actual
gravity potential, the surfaces ‘

i W = const,

are often called geapotential surfaces; the level Surfacas of the normal gravity
field, thc surfaces ‘

U = const., 7

are cafled spheropotential swfaces.
We consider now the point P outside the earth (Fig. 2-15) and denote the

geopotential surface passing through it by - '

. _ W = W».

There is a1§o a spheropotential surface

U = Wp

of the same constant WP. The normal plumb line through P intersects I-thi's
spheropotential surface at the point Q, which is said to correspond to P.
We see that the level surfaces W = WP and U = WP are related to each other

in exactly the same way as are the geoid W = W9 and the reference ellipsoid
U = ‘Wo. If, therefore, the gravity anomaly is defined by -

Ag? = g? '_ 7Q:

as in Sec. 243, then allelerivations and formulas of that section also hold for the
present situation, the geopotential surface W = WP replacing the geoid W = We,
and the spheropotential surface U = WP replacing the ellipsoid U :— We. This
is also the reason why (2-154) holds at P as well as at the geoid.
Note that in Sec. 2-13 P is a point at the geoid, which is denotedby P0 in

Fig. 2-15.

geapofen (in!
surface

W;- Vif, =cansf.
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FIGURE 2’15 '
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2—16. Stokes’ Formula E 5 ‘2’

The basic equation (2-154),

- 6T 2
7 Ag " “‘5; " 1T9

can be considered as a boundary condition only, as long as the gravity anomalies

Ag are known only at the surface of the earth. HoWever, by the upward con-‘

tinuation integral (2-160) we are now able to compute the gravity anomalies

outside the earth. Thus our basic equation changes its meaning radically, be-

coming 3, real differential equatioo that can be integrated with respect to r.1

Multiplying by -—r2 we get

61 6
2 __ 2 _._._ ' = __ -2' rAg—r (gr-+274 arC! T).

Integrating the formula

657027:» ——= ~r2 Aw)

between theliimits co and r we find
’ r I :-

7"ng0° -—— -—L r2 Ag(r)dr, ‘ -

where Ag(r) indicates that Ag is now a function of r, computed from surface

gravity anomalies by means of the formuia<2~160). Since this formula automat-

ically removes the spherical harmonics of degrees one and zero from Ag(r),
the anomalous potential T, as computed from Ag(r), cannot contain such terms.

Thus we have -

Therefore,

so that

fiance,2

°° Rn+1 _Rs ET
T=gz<7> Tn—FT2+r4 3+

I 3

lim (r217) = lim <€—Tz+-§Ta+

rzfl’ = r2T — lim (WT) = r21". ‘

goo 1—960

r227 = — r2 Ag(r) dI‘,

=0,

1 Note that this is made possible only because T, in additién to the boundarycondition,
satisfies Lapiace’s equation AT = 0.

Z The fact that r is used both as an integration variable and as an upper limit should not
cause any dimculty. . r

h.
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'- and on inserting the upward continuation integral (2-160) we get
3!?“ i ‘ ‘

z z T " 3 __ _ 2 y

r2T=£—rfn (—L—fifl+l+%eos¢)Agda]dr.
I . W K V

f” V lnterchanging the order of the integrations gives ,

- R2 r ' r3 — Rzr 3R
w- - 2 = __ _m_.. ~1— —~ g .rT 4W/f [3 +1 x r co glx>dr]Agda I,

‘ The integral in brackets can be evaluated by standard methods. The indefinite
integral is1 _

r W -- R2r 3R '

J (“T+ 1 + 7 C08 4‘) dr .

; = E;— ~— 3! ~31? 009111111 (r — R cosy? + l) + r + 3R cos :11 In r.
For large values of r we have

l=r<1——§cesxfz--->'=r—Rcosflzn-,

and hence we find that as r —~>- so, the right-hand side of the above indefinite
i '_‘ integral approaches ' .

, ‘ 5R cos it — 3R cos :11 In 2.

If we subtract this item the indefinite integral we get the definite integral, since
infinity is its lower limit of integration. Thus

[ (“IL-flak r + l + cos 1]!) dr . '

V d i 2 _ _
= g;— + r —— 31— R cos :11 (5 + 3 1n

Hence we obtain -

where .

'_ an 5 _ RI _ R2 r — Rcos¢ +1S(r, 4,) — I + r 3 7; Woostb (5 + 31n~———-—————>2r (2-162)

' On the geoid itself we have r = R, and denoting T(R, 6, x) simply by T,
we find

‘ y
.. T = If: H Ag sway, .

(2-163a)

1 The reader is advised to perform this integrationetaking (2-156) into account, or at least
, to check the result by differentiating the right-hand side with respect to r.

i ‘ I ‘ - , y 1 2-16; Stokes’ Formula i 9

'- and on inserting the upward continuation integral (2-160) we get
'i i ‘ i

». z T " 3 __ 2 ,

r2T=£—rfn (—L—fifl+l+%eosd)Agd¢r]dr.
I . W W

f” V Interchamging the order of the integrations gives ,

- R2 r ' r3 — Rzr 3R"‘ ' 2 = _.— -—m_.. 4— —._. a’T 13 + 1 i r dim“- '1

‘ The integral in brackets can be evaluated by standard methods. The indefinit
integral is1

r r3 -- R2r 3R '

g. = E;— ~— 32’ ~31? 009111111 (r — R cosy? + l) + r + 3R cos 1/1 lnz

For large values of r we have

l=r<1——§cesxfz--->'=r—Rcosflzu-,

and hence we find that as r —~>- so, the right-hand side of the above indefinit
t '_y integral approaches ' .

, ‘ 5R cos it — 3R cos :11 In 2.

If we subtract this item the indefinite integrai we get the definite integral, sinc
infinity is its lower limit of integration. Thus

/ (~L7551+1+%5W) dr ' ‘ ‘

V d i 2 . _
= g;— + r —— 31— Reosdx (5 + 3 1n

Hence we obtain -

‘ where ,

g 25 5 _ RI ~ R2 r — Reese +1S(r,:1J)— I + r 3 72— 73003311 (5 + 3 1n (2-162

' On the geoid itself we have r = R, afld denoting T(R, 6, x) simply by Z
we find

31 t R
g . . T = Z- Ag S(y’1)da', . (2-1633

5
7T 6

1 The reader is advised to perform this integrationitaking (2-156) into account, or at leas
, to check the result by differentiating the right-hand side with respect to r.
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where

so} = ————l — 6 sin‘f’ +1-— 5 cost — 3 cosdln (sin? + sin? 9) (2-164)sin (xix/2) 2 2 ' 2

is obtained'irorn S(r, xix) by setting \

IV 5 >' "r=R and 1=2Rsinl§4 '

By Bruns’ theorem,vN = T/G,.we finally get

.

"h N. =‘ [Ag 5(a) do. (2-163b)

This formula was published by George Gabriel Stokes in 1849; it is therefore
called Stokes’ formula, or Stokes’ integral. It is by far the most important
formula of physical geodesy because it makes it possible to determine the geoid
from gravity dam. Equation (2-163a) is also called Stokes’ formula, and Sop)
is known as Stokes’ function. This and related functions are tabulated in
Lambert and Darling (1936). - -

Using formula (2-161), which was derived by Pizzetti (1911) and later on
by Vening Mcinesz (1928), we can compute the anomalous potential T at any
point outside the earth. On dividing T by the normal gravity at the given point P
(Brunsi- theorem) we obtain the separation Np between the geopotential surface
W = WP and the corresponding spheropotential surface U = WP, which, out-
side the earth, takes the place of the geoidal undulation N. (See Fig. 2-15 and
the explanations at the end of the preceding section.) , , ,

We mention again that these formulas are based on a spherical approxima—
tion; quantities of the order of 3 X 10—3}! are neglected. This results in an error
of probably less than 1 meter in N, which can be neglected for most practical
purposes. Zagrebin, Molodensky, and, Bjerhammar have developed higher
approximations, which take into account the flattening f of the reference
ellipsoid; see Sagrebin (1956), Molodenskii et al. (1962, p. 53), and Bjerhammar
(1962).

We next see from the derivation of Stokes’ formula by means of the upward
continuation integral (2—160) that it’ automatically suppresses the harmonic
terms of degrees One and ‘zero in-T and N. The implications of this will be dis-
cussed later. We shall see that Stokes’ formula in its original form (2-l;6_3a,.b)
holds only for a reference ellipsoid that (1) has the same potential U0 = We as
the geoid, (2) encloses a mass that is numerically equal to the earth’s mass,
and (3) has its center. at the center of gravity of the earth. Since the first two
conditions are not accurately satisfied by thevret‘erence ellipsoids that are in
current practical use, and can hardly ever be rigorously fulfilled, Stokes’ formula
must later be modified for the case of an arbitrary reference ellipsoid.

Finally, T is assumed to be harmonic outside the geoid. This means that the
ellect of the masses above the geoid must be removed by suitable gravity reduc-
tions. This will‘be discussed in'Chapter 3.
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247 Explicit Forms of Stokes’ Integral. Expansion of
' Stokes’ Function in Spherical Harmonics ' '

We shall now write Stokes’ formula (2-163b) more explicitly by introducing
suitable coordinate systems on the sphere. ' '

. The use of spherical polar coordinates with origin at P oflers the advantage
that the angle 1/1, which is 'the‘ argument of Stokes’ function, is one coordinate,
the spherical distance. The other coordinate is the azimuth a, reckoned from
north. Their definitions are seen in Fig. 2—16. Denoting by P both a fixed point
on the sphere r = R (or in space) and its projection on the unit sphere is com-
mon practice and will not cause any difficulty. '

If P coincides with the north pole, \then 11/ and a are identical with 6 and A.
According to Sec. 1-13 the element of solid angle is then given by

i ’da' = sin #1 dr/x (la.

Since all points of the sphere are equivalent, this relation holds for an arbitrary
origin P. In the same way we have ‘

27r 7r

« [j = to
Hence we find - ' " _

R 271' 7r - . l I

N — m [1:0 [we Ag(xl/, a)S(r,l) srn at all do: ‘ (2-165)

as an explicit form of (2—163b). _ , '

‘ Performing the integration'with respect to a first, weobtain“if” [‘1‘ 211mm S(>' d'
V 26. WO 2T “:0 g¢,a at it srnilx #2.,

The expression in brackets is the average of Ag along a parallel of spherical
radius 1,0. We denote this average by 3230;), so that

north pola\
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1V

L d6d
tin yidac/

FIGURE 2-16
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v 21r .

(saw) = 2-1; =0AM, coda»

c

Hence; Stokes’ formula may be written -

r R 1r. "— V .-
1 N = ~ / AgGflFM dfi”,G 4,:0

where we have put
. I .

v . 2 Son sum = m).
4

The functions SW) and F011) are shown in Fig. 2-17, 1

Alternatively we may use geographical coordinates gb, )x. As

imation 9 is the complement of geographicai latitude:

e = 90°? 45, ¢ = 90°——9.

Hence we have _ 2n 1r/2[[ dg' — Ago j;=_€/2 cos¢d¢dh

(2465')

(2-166)

a spherical approx-

so that Stokes’ formula now becomes ‘ .

N0!) k) = f2" [m Ag(<g>’ >050?) cos qb’ d¢' d)!
t , )x'=0 dz'==-1r/2 , ,

(2-167)

\
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i where 45, x are the geographical coordinates of the computation point and 45’, >\’
1 are the coordinates of the variable surface element do. The spherical distance 11/

is expressed as a function of these'coordinates by
11/ = cos—1 [sin zf; sin q5’ + cos qS cos QS' cos (N — )9]. (2-168)

Stokes’ function in terms of spherical harmozgics. In Sec. 2-14.we have found V

Ag(6, A) = i Z (n —,~ 1mm, x). _ ~

’ ‘ n=0 "

We may alsé directly express Ag(6, k) as a series of Lapiace surface iiErmonies: ,

@326, >0 = Z Agnw, x).
n=9 4 >

7 Comparing these two series yields ‘ .

. n’ -— 1 R vz T k), Tn = m Agm

so that Q ‘ '

T: ET” =21: “Agar
mo n20 ” _

This equation shows again that achere must be no first-degree termhi the
_spherica1-harmonie expansion of Ag; otherwise the term Agn/(n a 1) wouid be
infinite for n = 1. As usual, we shafl now assume that the harmonics of degrees
zero and one are missing. We therefore start thesummation with n = 2.

‘ Since by equationfl-U)

. \ { Agn = Egg—1 f] Aan(cosv’/)d«r,'

' the preceding formjrfila becomes _

’ _ R °° 2n + 1

‘

. By interchanging the order of summation and integration we get

J - '_ R V °° 2n + 1T~ Agdar.

_ Comparing this with Stokes’ formula (2-163 a) we find the expressionfor Stokes’
function in terms of Legendre polynomials (zonal harmonics): , K

I w 2 ‘ I ,
565') = {:3 7ln—_:f~ Pu(ces :15).
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' In fact, the analytic expression (2-164) of Stokes’ function could have been

derived somewhat more simply by direct summation of this series, but we believe

that the (ierivejtion given in the preceding section is more‘instmctive because it
also throws sidelights on important related problems. Y ’

‘ {I

248' Generalization to an Arbitrary ' >

Reference Ellipsold ‘

As we have seen, Stokes“ formula, in its original form, suppresses the spherical

harmonics of degrees zero and one in the anomalous potential T and is therefore
strictly valid only if these termsrare missing. Thistljact and the condition U0 = We

impose on the reference ellipsoid and on its normal gravity field restrictions
that are hardly ever fulfilled in practice. . . .

We shall therefore generalize Stokes’ formula so that it will apply to an

arbitrary ellipsoid of reference, which must satisfy only the condition thatit is

so close to the geoid that the deviations of the geoid frorit the ellipsoid can be
treated as linear. fit ‘

Consider the anomalous potential'T at the surface of the earth. Its expres-
sion in surface spherical harmonics is given by. I

w 23 ‘

‘ ‘ m, A) = Z Tao. A)».
, n=0

By separating the terms of degrees zero and one we may write 7

T(0, 70 = To + T109, k) + T19, A); (2-170)
Where ‘

we, r) = Z me, x). - ' ' (2-171)
n=2

In the general case this function T’, rather than T itself, is thequantity given by
Stokes’ formula. It is equal to T only if To and T1 are missing. Otherwise we have
to add To and T1 in order to get the complete function T.

The zeroodegree term in the spherical-harmonic expansion of the potential
is equal to _ - , - l

. 7’ ' . , ‘

where M is the mass. Hence the zero-degree term of the anomalous potential
T = . W — U at the surface of the earth (r = R) is given by _ ‘

' ‘ _ kaM 4» I
‘ : ' To — T, ‘ V

(2-172)

where ' > -

- 6M = M - M’ (2473)

is the difference between the mass M of the earth and the mass M’ of the
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X‘s; ' ‘

ellipsoid. It would be zero if both masses were equal—but since we do not know
the exact mass of the earth how can we. make M’ equal to M?

Subsequentiy we ’shall see that the firstidegree harmonic can always be taken
to be zero. Assuming this, we can substitute (2-172) into (2-170) and express T’
by the conventional Stokes formula (2-1'6321). Thus we obtain

V k6M R
. = __.~_ ___._ . A.

I T R + 4” Ag $012) dc. ~ (2 l7 .)

This is the generalization of Stokes’ formula for T. It holds for an arbitrary
referenceellipsoid whose center, coincides with the center of the earth.

First-degree terms. The coefficients of the first-degree harmonic in the poten-
tial W are, according to (24%) and (2—45), given by y

where Z, n, g are the rectangular coordinates of the earth’s center of gravity.
For the normal potential U we have the analogous quantities-v ,

kM’g", kM’E’, kM’n’. ' ' 7, ‘

' As 5’, if, g" arevery small in any case, these are practically equal to '

_ ka’, :kMg', an'.
The coeificients of the first-degree harmonic in the anomalous potential T =
W —— U are therefore.equal to I

- kM<§ - f’), kM(E - 5’), kMin - n’)._ i (2-175)

They are zero, and there is no first-degree harmonic T109, k) If the center of the
reference ellipsoid coincides with the center ofgravity of the earth. This is usually
assumed. V »_ V

In the general case we find from the first-degree term of (2-37), on putting
r = R and using'the coefficients (2-4413) together with (2-45),

kM ‘/ '

T1073 ’9 = 7g Ki“ — f’fl’ioCCOS *9) + (E -“ E')P11(COS 3) COS ?\

j ‘ + (n —— 7/)Pu(cos 6) sin h].
‘ If the origin of the coordinate system is taken to be the center of the reference

eilipsoid, then 5’ = 27’ = g" = 0. With Pm(cos 9) = cos 9, P11(cos 6) = sin 6, and
kM/R2 i- G we then obtain the foilowing expression for the first—degree har—
monic of T: ’

T1(6, k) = 6(5 sin 6 cos x + 7; sin 8 sin )\ + g” cos :9). (2:176a)

By dividing by G we find the first-degree harmonic of the geoidal height:

Me, A) = 5,: sin 9 cos x +‘ ,7 sin a sin x + f cos 0, . (2-176b)

where 5, 1;, f are the rectangular coordinates of the earth’s center of gravity,
_ the origin being the center of the reference ellipsoid. -x

’1S
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On introducing the vector ,

E = (£3 77: g.) V ‘ <

and the unit vector of the directiOn (6', A), ‘

' e = (sin 9 cos k, sin 9 sin k, cos 6),
(2-176b) may be written as -' ' -

r I N169, k) = s-e, (2-177)
which is interpreted as the projection of the vector 5 onto the direction (0, x).

Hence if the two centers of gravity do not coincide, then we need only. add'
the first-degree terms (2-176a)>and (2—i76b) to the generalized Stokes formula
(2-174) and to its analogue for N [equation (2-181) below}, respectively, in
order to get the most general solution for Stokes’ problem, the computation of
T and N from Ag. Equation (2-155’) shows that any value ofT109, A) is compatible
with a given Ag field because, for n = 1, the quantity (n —- 1)T1 is zero and so
T1, Whatever be its value, does not at all enter into Ag.

Hence the most general solution for T and N contains three arbitrary con-
stants E, n, t, which can thus be regarded as the constants of integration for
Stokes’ problem. In actual practiceone always sets 5 = a] = 5" = 0, thus placing
the center of the reference ellipsoid at the center of the earth; This constitutes
the enormous advantage of the gravimetric determination of the geoid over
the astrogeodetic method, where the position of the reference ellipsoid with
respect to the center of the earth remains unknown.

, I \
. f v

.. _ ~ X

2-19. Generalization of Stokes’ Formula for N ‘ (~49 h

Let us first extend Bruns’ formula (2444) to an arbitrary reference ellipsoid.
Suppose '

- W06, y: 2) = W09

. I U(xs y: 2) = 'UO

are the equations of the geoid and the ellipsoid, wherein general the constants
W0 anti UD are difierent; we have written W“, U0 instead of WO, Us in order to
avoid confusion with a zero-degree harmonic, As in Section 2—13 we have, using
Fig. 2~12, ' I

V - %=%~w+n
but now UQ =-.- U0 ¢ W0 = WP, so that

yN=T——(W°—U”). ' ‘

Denoting the difi‘erence between the potentials by « .

_ «SW = _W9 -— U0 '

we obtain the following simple generalization of Bruns’ formula
. C/

n ' N: {grill (2-178)
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We shall also need the extension of equations (2-147a—e). Those formulas
. which contain N instead of T are easily seen to hoid ,for an arbitrary reference

ellipsoid as well, but the transition from N to T is now effected by means of
(2-178). Hence (2-‘147b),

, 8T 81’
, =. _..__.. .L w. -

. ' ‘fg 8h ‘ ah N’
remains unchanged, but (2-1470) becomes »

4g ” ah ‘ 7 MT 7 ah 5W’ ~
(2 179)

Therefore, the fundamental boundary condition is now

" _aT i av _ 1 a3 _
in

671+;5ET—Ag—t76haw. (MSG)

f The spherical approximations of these equations are

. N = w, (2-173!)
?i i 2 G

. I Ag _. 57 R T + WSW, (2-179)

' v or 2 _ 2 : ,

V Variousforms of the generalized Stokesformula. By (2-178) we have

",1.

‘7?

T= GN'+' 6W.

Inserting this into (2-174) and dividing by G we obtain ,

k6M 5W R
N

—-V “E6.— .— —6‘ + Ag do‘.

This is the generalization of Stokes’ formula for N. It holds for an arbitrary
reference ellipsoid whose center coincides with the center of the earth.

Whereas the formula (2-174) for T'contains only the effect of a mass difi‘er-
ence 5M, the formula (2-181) for N contains, in addition, the potential difference
6W. These formulas also Show clearly that the simple Stokes integrals (2-.163a, b)
hold only if 6M = (SW = O, that is, zf the reference ellipsoid has the same poten-
zial as the geojd and the same mass as the earth. Otherwise they give N and T
only up to. additive constants: putting

k5M 6W
_ J No -- “m — E V .

(2-182)

and taking (2-172) into account, we have i

‘ " T. = it + 31%;]ng Se) do, (248321)F.
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’ R

Alternative forms [of (2-181), which are sometimes useful, are obtained. in

the following way. inserting the series (2-152’) and (2-153’) into (2-179’), we get

1 °° 2
‘ Ag(é?, r) a in; (n —- 1)Tn(9,)\)+ E SW (2-184a)

as the generalization of (2-155’). Expanding the functic‘m Ag(6, X) into the usual

series of Laplace surface spherical harmonics,

Age, x) = 2 Am, X), (248%)
n=0‘

and comparing the constant terms (:1 = O) of these two equations, we get
1 2 ' ‘ " A ‘RéWv': Ago,

where, by (1-71), - .

1
Age — Eir— Ag da. ‘

(2-185)

Expressing To by (2-172) in terms of 5M, We obtain . ‘ x

l 2 '

The two equations for No (2-182) and for Ag; (2-186) can now be solved for

(EM and (SW; ' _ .

v kéM = RQRAg) + 2GNG), ‘ _
(251872;)

‘ 5W =‘ R Ago + GNO. ' (2-187b)

The constant No may be expressed by either of these equations:

R 1 km _ R ' k6M

‘ m -5 _ EV}? e _i WNo— GAgo'l G - 41rG/ngda+-a- I

On inserting these into (2518313) we Obtain . I

- __ 1 1r kEM
N — 477G Ag [56” I. 5] do‘ + 2—672: A

(2-188)

R ' , BW' ‘

These formulas are completely equivalent to (2-l81); they also hold for an
arbitrary reference ellipsoid. '

i

g

jg
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IfM’ = M,cvenifU0 7% W0,We have

‘ R » 1 .

I N—fifng[S<¢)—§]da, (2-188’)

and if U0 = W0, even ifM’ # M,We have “

. ‘ N =m /[ Ag [Se/o - 1] ‘da. (2-189’)

These formulas are slightly more general than the Simple Stokes integral,
insofar as only one of the conditions M’ = M, U9 = W0 is presupposed. Equa—
tion (2-188’) was derived by Pizzetti, and (2-189’) by Hirvonen.

Determination ofNo. the mass M of the earth and the potential W0 of the
geoid were accurately known, then N0 could be computed by (2-182). The
geoidal undulations N could then be calculated accurately by ‘Stokes’ formula
(2—183b). By applying N to the fixed reference ellipsoid, the geoid would be
given absolutely, in its proper scale of length, without measuring a single distance.
In practice, of course, we do not know the values ofM and W0 to an accu-

racy suficient to enable us to determine Ne. If we evaluate only the original
Stokes integral

N" = $5 jf Ag Sop) dc, .
(2—190)

then we obtain, instead of the geoid S,merely a surface S’ that is parallel to the
geoid at the distance N0 (Fig. 2-1821). Since both surfaces are almost spherical,
they are, to a high degree of accuracy, geometrically similar; that is, they differ
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only in the scale. We can thus say that the original Stokes
integral (2-190)

yields a geoid that lacks only a scale factor. ’Ifiis scale
factor can be determined

by a single distance measurement, whereupon the
constant No also is known.

This will now be elaborated mathematically.

Let1’; andP2 be two geoidal points, and Q1 and Q be their projections onto

the referenceellipsoid (Fig. 2-19); s is the distance between P1 and P2
along the

geoid, and s’ is the distance between Q1 and Q2 along the ellipsoid.

We shall derive the relationship between 5, s", and N. Ifwe replace the ellip—'
soidal are s’ = Q1Q2 by a spherical arc whose radius R is a mean radius of

curvature, then Fig. 2-19 shows that \K

ds cos 6 __ . ‘ ,

R + N "— R
Since cos c é 1 we have '=" ~Af)— [Ar/4.. ’ AT

d5 ds <14 R wds +Rds -—ds +—Rds.

On integrating we obtain . ' . ' I

-. 1 Q‘ - '‘s=s’v+1—{L1Nds, (2-191)

which is the desired relation between s, s’, and N.
By inserting N = N0 + N’ we find I

Se-s’ = ~1— [Qifl‘xf ' N’)ds=.l;. QQN’dS+_S_N
Re, GT R Q {R o, .

so that ‘ - '_ R 1 Q?

‘No — E (s —- 3’) —~ EL] N’ ds. (2-192)

ds
F3. . yogic!
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El; ‘.

The quantity N’ is given by Stokes’ integral (2-190). Weconsider the distance 3
3‘ to be measured on the geoid‘ or reduced to it. The ellipsoidal distance 3’ can

- be computed if the coordinates gs, )t of its end points Q1 and Q are given. , p

~ From equations (2-140) We obtain '

<25 = a - s, (2 193)

’ cos it

The astronomical coordinates (hand A are directly measured ;--the components
E and n of the deflection of the vertical can be computed from Ag by Vening
_Meinesz’ formula (see Sec. 2-22), so that <1; and X will be known. '

Thus N0 can be computed by (2—l92). We see that, in principle, one measured
' distance sis sulficient for this purpose. In practice, of course, many distances,

H and also angles, will be measured, and No will be obtained from a suitable ad-
justment (Sec. 5-10). - - ' _ .

Interpretation *VofNo. We mention finally that No, besides being the distance '

between S and S’ (Fig. 2483.), has another simple geometrical meaning (Fig.
2-18b).j r The radius vector r of the geoid, to a sufficient approximation, is obtained
by adding the geoidal height N to the ellipsoidal radius vector given byte-95):.

r i a(l -fsin2 d) + N.
Now let the semimajor axis a of the reference ellipsoid be changed by 6a, the
flattening f remaining the same; Since the geocentric radius vector of the geoid
is independent of the size of the reference ellipsoid, it is not affected by this
change. By diiierentiating the equation for r we therefore obtain ,

o = 51‘ = aa(1.—-fsin2 a) + &N e 6a + 5N, -'
so that the change in the semirnajor axis of the reference ellipsoid is compen-

, sated by a change in the geoidal undulations of
‘ 5N == ~6a.

If the change is So = No, then the semimajor axis of the new referenceellip-
soid E’ is ,

I a, = a + N09 3‘

r and the new geoidal undulations are g

N’=N+5N=N—Ne.
By (24831)) this is

, ' , __ “I:
V . N — 4FG Ag Sat) def.

Hence, on changing the'semimajw “Xi'S 0f the reference eliiPSOid by N0: the ' '

7 new geoz'a’al undulations are given by the original Stokes formula. That is, the
values N’ obtained by applying the simple Stokes formula refer to. an ellrpsord
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that has the same flattening as the original reference ellipsoid and a semimajor
axis a + 6No. '-

Since N’ contains no harmonic of degree zero, we have

, v f]Nrda; 0. ._ (2«-194a)

The volume v of the layer between the ellipsoid'E’ and the geoid is given by(i. v=fimwn , -V
because R2 do' is the surface element ofE’ as a spherical approximation, so
that (Fig. 2-1813) . ‘ .

.dn = N"R2 d0“. v «~

Hence (2-_l94a) expresses the fact that the totai voiume .of this layer is zero,
or that the new ellipsoid E’ with a’ = a + No encloses the same volume asthe
geoz‘d. Y

Interpretation ofAge. The zero-degree harmonic Agg admits of an analogous
interpretation. ' I

Gravity g on the geoid is obtained by adding the gravity anomaly Ag to
normal gravity given by (2-96): ’

g e M1 +f* sinw) + As-
Now we let the normal equatorial gravity m, be changed by. 6%, the coefiiclent
f* remaining the same. Since g is not affected by this change, we find by differ-
entiating this equation .

0 = 58’ = 5%(1 +f* sintqfi) + Mg e 5w + 5A3,
so that

5Ag = “57.1.

With a change of6% = Agg, the values become - V

‘ v; = a + Ago, Ag' -—'~ Ag —- Ago.

Noting the definition (2-185) of Age, we find I ‘ '

ff Ag’ds 7—50, ' (24941))

which means that the new gravity anomalies Ag’ contain no zero—degree har-
monic. _ ' V‘ . ,

Since neither N’ nor Ag’ contains a zero-degree harmonic, they must refer
to an ellipsoid enclasz‘ngthe same mass as the earth and having the same potential
as the geoid. This ellipsoid has the sarne flattening as the original reference
ellipsoid, and its other constants are

al=a+Noi Yé=7a+4ga l I

This interpretation is related to the ideas of Ledersteger.(l957). -
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24%. Determination of the Physical
, Constants of the Earth

‘ Mass and potential. The fundamental equations for mass and potential were
found in the preceding section to he

' kaM = R(R Ago + 2am),
. - ‘ 5W: R Ag: + 6N... . p

Let us recapitulate how the mass of the earth, M, and the potential of the
geoid, W“, are determined from these equations. -'We assume an arbitrary,"

i but fixed, reference ellipsoid with constants M’ (mass) and U“ (potential).
We then compute the gravity anomalies Ag, referred to this ellipsoid, and. cal-
culate Ago by (2-185). By measuring at least one distance .9, and also the astro-

v nomical latitude 61> and longitude A of: its end points, we can determine No,
; using formula (2-l92). Then the corrections 5M and BW are computed from the

above equations. Finally, the earth’s mass M and the geoidal potential W‘3

are found by addingthese corrections to the assumed ellipsoidal values 111'

' andUB: . ‘

f M J"- M’ + 5M, '

W0 = U0 + 5W.

Themass is given in the form kM; that is, the mass ismultiplied by the gravi-
tational constant rather than given as M alone because it is not very accurately
known.

.' Note the intimate connection between geometrical and physical constants.
Oncewe know the physical constants MW and W0, then we also «know the linear
scale of the earth or, in other words, its size. Conversely, kM and W0 can be

}, found with the aid of distance measurements. Another significant fact is that
If. sincc the gravity anomalies on thewhole earth are needed in (2-185), the constants

[CM and WD cannot be deterrttined unless gravity g is known all over the earth.
I This again reflects the general principle. of the gravimetric method—namely,
‘ that it is always required that g be known at every point of the earth’s surface.

i' Higher harmonics. In Seci 2-5 we found the following expression for the
7 gravitational potential V outside the earth:

1 w v n n i

V = W __ q, = kill [1 " Z Z (Jnm COS mh + Km”, sin mmanCCOS
j" r n=2'm——l() r ’ '

I': Similarly, the normal gravitational potential may be written as ,

I w n n r

:3 U — «D =_ 1%!— [l — Z Z (Jim cosml + Kim sin mk)Pm(cos 0)].
‘ - n52 m=0 \ '

7' Ifwe take an ellipsoid of revolution as our reference surface, then all K72,” are

zero, and of the Jim only the J40 with rt even are different from zero (see Sec. 2-9).

Subtracting the above equations and setting r = a we obtain
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, a n
T =W — U = If?! -— iii—EZ Z (6],;m‘cosmx + 5K“, sin mx)P,,m(cos0),

n=2 m=0

where ‘ /
I 5Jnm 3‘ Jmn _ 6“Knm = Kym ‘—’ = Kama

This is possibie because, for the terms of second degree and higher, the factor
kM’/a can be replaced by kM/a. '

Comparing this with the expansion (2—152’) of T, we see that the Laplace
surface harmonic 2",.(0, k), for n g 2, is given by -

Tum, x) = 13:1 f7; (51m césmk + BK”, sinmmpmms a). ,

$11 agreement with the usual gpherical approximation we replace 4 By R, obtain;
111g v Ur:

TAG, A) = Jail i0 (61m cosmk + 51$," sin mk)Pmn{cos 6).. ‘ '~

We insert this equatiofi, tggether with (2-172), into (2-184a) and oBtain
. w 7} ,

Ag{5, k) = —’£1§—§ ‘22 20 (n —«
new,“cosmx + 5K,.,,. sinmk)an(cos 9) ,

n: m: .

k5M 25W
_ "‘ *‘R—z‘ + (2-195a)

We can also write the Sphericabharmonic Expansion of Ag in the usual form
(1-66):

. - as 1; '-

Ag(6, A) = Z 2 (cm cosmk + dm sinmA)Pm(cos a), 4 (2-195b)
n= 0 m=0 V

where the coefiicients cm and dnm are given by (1-70): ‘

' cm, = 211—42?! Ag Pn(cos 6) do; I

" (2-196)
’cm _2n+1(n—m)!f/ {cosmk
idm} _ 27r (n + m)! 'AgP”m(c'03 a) sin Ink} d0 0" # O)'

Equations (2-195a) and (2—195b) areobviously identical to (2-184a) and
(2-184b), the Laplace surface harmonics T40, A) and Agnw, A) being written
explicitly after the fashion of equation (1-66).
By‘comparing the coefficients in (2-195a) and (2-195b) we see that

. R2 - ' R2
5.177% w—chm, 5Knm ‘* dam-

Sines Jam = Jim + 6.7%, then Km == 5Km, and since Jim = 0 for m 74- 0, we
finally obtain
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ii _ , _ Rt ‘

. “w R2 ' ' . '
I Jnm "' "‘ Cum (2-197)

Knm = ‘Wrdnm '
' r ' (Fl - l)kM J

Here we have abbreviated the zonal ~coefficients Jnoby J”.
Hence the determinatioii of the spherical-harmonic coefficients of the earth’s

potential can be described as follows. We expand the gravity anomalies Ag,
which must be given all over the world, as a Series of spherical harmonics,
according to (2-l95b) and (2-196). We next compute the coefficients .1; for the
reference ellipsoid, for instance by (2-92). Then, formulas (2-197) give the de-

:.~" sired result. r - y

_ Ofparticular importance is the coefficient
5" C — Z

- , ' ' “’2 = (2-198)

which gives the differencebetween the principal moments of inertia of the earth:
'C is the polar moment and. ,

‘ . - l
j » A =‘ i (A + B) (2-199)

V is the mean equatorial moment of inertia; see (2-49).

- 2-21. The Mean Earth Ellipsoid
51;,

Since a level ellipsoid of revolution and its gravity field are completely deter-A
mined by four constants, there is one and only one ellipsoid that has the same

if ‘
potential Woas the geoid and the same mass M, the same cliiference of mo-

i"; ments of inertia C —- Z, and the same angular velocity or as the earth; Z is
defined by (2-1199). By (2-198), this ellipsoid hasualso the same coefi‘lcient J2.
In many respects, it can be considered'the best representation of the earth by

I an ellipsoid; it is therefore called the mean earth ellz'psoid.
Themean earth ellipsoid, defined by

We, kM, c — Z, w
or, equivalently, by '

W0, kM, J2, w,

‘. has many desirable properties. As we have seen in Sec. 2—19, itencloses the same
volume as the geoid; in Sec. 5-11 we shall see that the sum'of the squares of
the deviations N of the geoid from the mean earth ellipsoid is a minimum. If
the mean earth ellipsoid is in an absolute position, its center coinciding with
the earth’s center of gravity, then'it gives rise to a normal potential U
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for larger distances, is almost exactly equal to the actual potential
Wotthe earth.

The latter property makes the mean earth ellipsoid particularly
suited for

dynamical astronomy—for instance, with regard to the theory of the
motion

of the moon or of artificial satellites. The reason is that for larger
distances

only the harmonics up to the second degree are effective, and these
harmonics

are equal for W and U because of the equality ofkill (zero degree), the absolute
position of the ellipsoid (first degree), and the equality of J2 (second degree,

zonall). ‘ _

This definition of the mean earth- ellipsoid enables us to give, in geodesy,

precisedefinitions of the scmimajor axis a of the earth, the equatorial gravity ya,

etc. As a matter of fact, the actual equator of the earth is an irregular
curve

rather than a circle or radius a, and if We would measure gravity along the

equator, we would getmany diiferent values, rather than a definite constant ya.

Something similar is true, for instance, of the flattening f= (a —- b)/ar These

constants, a, f, 1%, etc., must therefore be considered as derived parameters

which refer to an idealized ellipsoid rather than directly to the earth.

To obtain these quantities from given values of We, kM, J2, airwe solve the
two equations . K ,

kM 1
W0 = ? tan'1 (3’ + 3 6026125 '

E2 2 me?
' Wrath—B‘s)

with respect to a and f and compute 7,; by (2-73). The first of these equations
is (2-61); the second is obtained from (2-90) by noting that J2 = (C — A)fMa2.

In practice, it is more convenient to use the correSponding series expansions

(2-104), (2-118), and (Z-lOSa). -

Even more convenient is the use of differential formulas. Since b = a(l — f).
we may approximate (2-111) and (2-112) by

. kM=aZya<l~f+gm>
‘ 2 11 .

Solving for a and 74; yields ; i ,2 v

t V __ kIM in

a —
We
(1+3f+3n:z), _. »

W2 1 13 ' 7

W=n9r(i+3f”rm)- . 7

By differentiating these formulas and neglecting f and m in the coefficients,

we find as spherical approximations: ‘

1There wiil also be nonzonal terms of the second degree, because A 75 B, butthese are
much smailer than 12.
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(f
7.

1;,

5% ,~'

an:

by?

E9 '.-
LL".
1‘: .
5;“ .

ff; .

é» '

E1:
21':

' ‘ 1 r l 1

‘

. ‘ ' 1 2 1
57a “ k5M+ §Ta5f~

'By means of (2-182) and (2—186), these cén ’96 considera‘biy

V 65: = NO + éagf,

. 57a = Ago + % 7&5fi I

From (2-118) we get, approximately, ‘

' _ ' _” 3 1 ' '

Difierentiation finally gives

5f = $5.72.

(2-200)

simplified :

(2-2009

(2—201)

This equation expresses the change of flattening in terms of the variation of J2;
the changes in a and 'ya can then be obtained from (2-200) or (2-200’).
It should be remembered, however, that the mean earth ellipsoid, defined in

this manner,is not at all the best reference surface for practical geodetic pur-
poses. It is essentially defined empirically by means of empirical determinations
ofkM, We, etc. Its parameters will change with every improvement in the quality
or the number of the relevant measurements (gravity, distances, etc.). Since
an enormous amount of numerical data is based on an assumed reference
ellipsoid, it would be highly impractical to change it very often, for this would
involve repeated transformations ofall the data. It is much better to use a-fixed
reference ellipsoid with rigidly assumed parameters, which can be more or less
arbitrary if only they give a reasonably good approximation. In this respect
even the international ellipsoid would be sufficient, although a change might be
(desirable for other reasons.
A certain amount of conflict exists between the interests of geodesists and

astronomers regarding the earth ellipsoid. The geodesist needs a permanent
reference surface, whereas the astronomer wants the best approximation of
the earth by an ellipsoid. A good compromise is to use a fixed geodetic reference
ellipsoid, but from time to time to compute the “best” corrections to the as-
sumed parameters for astronomical purposes.

2_22
Deflections of the Verticai.

' Formula of Vening Meinesz

Stokes’ formula permits the calculation of the geoidal undulations from gravity
anomalies. A similar formula for the computation of the deflections of the
vertical from gravity anomalies has been given by Vening Meinesz (1928).

V
V\
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' E

e

' ‘ —dN 99"" Z

_ FIGURE 2-20 ‘

‘ — ' The relation between the geoidal undula-
. s“ _ lion and the deflection of the vertical. -'

I (lipsoid - n:

Fig. 2-20 shows the intersection ofgeoid and referenceellipsoid with a vertical V

plane of arbitrary azimuth. If e is the component of the deflection of the vertical "
in this plane, then ' '1

(UV = -—e dS, (2-202)
QI‘ : ‘ ~

, dN . . )4,
e —- ~E, (2-203)

J14,

the minus sign is a convention, the meaning of which will be explained later. i '
In a north-south direction we have’ 7 .‘

7 e=£ and ds=ds¢=Rd¢; '

in an east-west direction, ' _’

., e = 217 and ds = dsi = Rcos¢d)\. 7

In the formulas for ds¢ and dsi we have again used the spherical approximation;
according to (1-38), the linear element on the Sphere r = ‘R is given by ,:

_ dsz = 'R2W + Rz'cosz ¢ dm. ;--

By Specializing (2-203) we find ' '

- k 411221.211,
.— dS¢ _ R 6¢ V

’ (2-204) 2'

-311." _ ___1_._911, - :'

77 “ dsi — Rcos¢ 19k A:

which gives the connection between the geoidal undulation N and thevcomj
ponents g and n of the deflection of the Vertical. . v

AsN is given byStokes’ integral, our problem is to differentiate this formula :I
with respect to qb and A. For this purpose we use the form (2-167), ‘

R. _

27r 1r/2 V -

=——— . A ’,>\’S cos ’d’dN,N(¢, A) 4776 ,=0 [gym/2 got > (W <15. '«i p

where 31/ is defined as a function of (15, A and-(15’, N by $2468). 5

The integral on the right-hand side of this formula depends on d; and A only ‘

through 1/; in Sell). Therefore, by differentiating under the integral sign we find

6N R 2” [7/2 I I / I l 1,3— = -~ A , h ———— cos d d)» 2-205w W/M WM g(¢ ) ad?) ¢ ¢ ( )i

plumh ellipsoidal
, line normal

€

.._.——dN 9

. — SK
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‘ and a similar formula for 6N/6k. Here we have

@500.) = ram, @819 =My. . (2-206)
aqs do a¢ ax do ax

Writing (2-168) in the form
cos ya = sin 45 six: ¢’L + cos ()5 cos qS’ cos 0" — A) (2-207)

and difl'ercntiating with respcc£ to 4) and A we obtain

—-sin y'x 3% -= cos qS sin 95’ w sin ¢ cos ¢"cos OJ - A),

- —sin 3b 53% 4—- cos (1; cos 42’ sin 03’ — A).

_
We now] introduce the'azimuth a, as'shown in Fig.’ 246. From the spherical
triangle of Fig. 2-21 we get, using well-known formuias of spherical trigonom-
etry,

.
sin 21/ cos a = cos (,6 sings’ - sin gs cos «y cos OJ — A),

0x208)siny’z sin a = cos ¢’ $150! -— 7x).

Inserting these into the precedingequations we find the simple expressions

' é! _ _ ' 59.92 M _ - -
6‘23 — cosa, 8A — cos gb sm oz, (2 209)

so that . ' > .

' 650.0) _ __d5(¢), 6301'!) _ '_dS(Il/) - I

6‘15
003a, —- COS¢SHI 06.

These are substituted ‘into (2-205) and the corresponding formula for aN/ax,
arid from equations (2-204) we finally obtain

1 2" t” . ,, passe) ', , , '£(¢I, A) ——

mf/N=O L’=_W/2Ag(@,A)WC0SC¥COS¢ dn,
2 fl (2~210)

nu; x) = —Lf r [I Ag(¢’ wism acosqs'dqb'dx’’ 4fl‘G x=o q5’=-:r/2 ’ d1?

‘ north pole .

A'—A x

90?. 7 90°—y”

FIGURE 2-21

The relation between geographical
and polar caordinates 0n the sphere.

«C

AK
V’

')d6

L; .. . ‘

Ly: 901w

V’O
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or, written in the usual abbreviated form, . V f

1 ' as .

a g _.m Aggy/cos ado, \
if.

- " s (2210’)
' 1. dS- . -~ - a 2:3

‘ n—mjjfllgafismado‘. ‘

' These are the formulas of Vening‘ Memesz. Difierentiating Stokes’ function
5(a), equation (2-164), with respect to 1/9 we obtain Vening Meinesz’ function v

g‘é' __ __ cos (xix/2) r m i _ 1 '—- sin (gt/2) . ‘

d“, ~
W2 Sm? (W2) + 8 and 6 cos (30/2) 3 V

Sim? .

+ 3 sin a lo {sin (to/2) + sin? (ii/2)]: (2-211)

This can be readily verified by using the elementary trigonomeiric identities.
The azimuth a is given by the formula ‘

_\- cos qs’ sin (N —- k) ’> 5:
tan q cos <1) sin d’ — sin¢ cos ¢’ cos (N 4 A), i (2 212) i

which is an immediate consequence of (2-208). I « ' V

The form (2-210) is an expression of (2-210’) in tenns of geographical co- “'5;

ordinates <1) and). As with Stokes’ formula (Sec. 2-17) we may also use an
expression in terms of spherical polar coordinates 1,0 and az‘ i

“gt/3r {003a fig _ I - N .l
{n} .. 4W6 LO Pangaea) sin a (want/2:141 do. (2 no )r 1

The reader can easily verify that thesc equations "give the deflection com-
ponents E and 7; with the correct sign corresponding to the definition (2-l40);
see also Fig. 2-13. This is the reasonwhy we introduced theminus sign in (2—203). ‘

We note that the formula ofVening Meinesz is valid as it stands for an arbi— ‘

trary referenceellipsoid, whereas Stokes’ formula had to bemodified by adding
a constant No: If we differentiate the modified Stokes formula (2—1833), with
respect to o and A, to get Vening Meinesz’ formula, then this constantho f

drops out and we get equations (2410’). y

. The practical application of Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’ formulas raiscs
many important problems, for which the reader is referred to Sec. 2—24 and to
Chapter 3; The function dS/dzlx and related functions are tabulated in Sollins 1

(1947). ' - t ;

243 The Vertical Gradient of Gravity. I ’ i

' Free-air Reduction to Sea Level ‘

For a theoretically correct reduction of gravity to the geoid we need the vertical
gradient of gravity, fig/ah. Ifg is the observed value at the surface of the earth, a

then the value go at the geoid may be obtained as a Taylor expansion:3
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r ' 3
- go = g «— girl-I « ' -,

where H is the elevation of the gravity station above the geoid. Neglecting all
terms but the linear one, we have '

80 = g + F, . (2-213)
' where . - ' " ‘

F MH (2 21 )

is thefree-air reduction to the geoid. Here, as throughout this chapter, we have
‘ assumed that there are no masses above the geoid, or that such masses have
been removed beforehand, so that this reduction is indeed carried out “in

Vi: free air.” . r

. Bruns’ formulae-20), with p = 0, ~ _

6g “ ,
y , \ZgJ Zw‘,

cannot be directly appliecl for'this purpose because the mean curvature J of
r; H the level surfaces is unknown. We therefore proceed in the usual way by splitting

ag/ah into a normal and an anomalous part:

‘ ' » 6g_67 aA'g .

I at ~ g + 3;;— ‘
(2-215)

' The normal gradient 67/6}! is given by (2-79) and (2-80), or bye-121). The
'~ anomalous part, Mgr/ah, will be considered new. '

b > Expression in termsofAgo Equation (2—155) may be written as

‘I _ w R n+2 "

By differentiating with respect to r and setting r ; R, we obtain at sea level:
'aAg__1 “7 __1 °° mg \

c 6r _ R E) (n + 2mg” _. Egrmkgn R Ag. (2 216,,

Now we can apply (l-lOZ), setting V = Ag and ‘ YT, L: Ag”. The result is
A /

V Mg -753 (kw/3g: _Z .
ar :27? 2 lg . do R Ag;. (2 217)

r '- a' »

if? . . . . . . ' .
In this equation, Ag; is referred to the fixed pornt P at which 6Ag/ar is to be

_
computed; [0 is the spatial distance between the fixed point P and the variable
surface element R2 d0, expressed in terms of the angular distance 2/; by ‘

’ _ lo f 2R Sm ~2-

'_ Compare Fig. 1-13 of Sec. 1-18; the element R2 do is at the point P’.

If" s
.‘ Yrs.“

~<“"C
v. i; ‘

;,
A (asMy:

2' 32:,

35;“.

5?":
E? ,:
Lg: I

m:
‘ ~ w,
r {13,1
[ ~m'm
y \ r
‘ tar/.111

' 2.4?"“x:
«21?

«3.33?
3:1.

3:3?"

Y :1,
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The important integral formula (2-217) expresses the vertical gradient of the
gravity anomaly in terms of the gravity anomaly itself. Since the integrand
decreases very rapidly with increasing distance In, it is sufiicien‘t in this formula

to extend the integration only over the immediate neighborhood of the point P,
as opposed to‘Stokes’ and Vening vMeinesz’ formulas, where the integration
must include the whole earth, if a sufiicient accuracy is to be obtained.

Expression in terms ofN. By difl'erentiating equation (2-154),

I - _ 6T 2Ag" 5;”???
with respect to r we get

6a: _ 3.22.1. sec 2.
‘ F m «8r2 r 8r + r2 T'

To this formula we add Laplace’s equation AT = 0, which in Spherical coordi-
nates has the form1 ’ - 1

' 62:!" 2 a? tame 6T 1 air 1 627’ _ ,

arz‘tm Trafiaé‘ahzmaaaw—O‘ ;;
The result, on setting r = R, is ‘

dAg _ 2 ma a? 1 (9227 1 air
er " R2 T R2 as + R2a; + R2 cos? a all? (2mg)

Since T = GN, wemay also write. ‘ 3

- aAg _ 20 m G 8N G 6W G aw
6r " 122' N than‘i’aa + R2a¢2 + Racoszaafi' (27219) i ‘:

This equation expresses the vertical gradient of the gravity anomaly in terms
of the geoidal undulation N and its first and second horizontal derivatives. It .;

can be evaluated by numerical differentiation, using a map of the function Na
However, itis less suited for practical application than (2-217) because it“~re-

quires an extremely accurate and detailed local geoidal map, which is hardly "
ever available; inaccuracies of N are greatly amplified by forming the second "

derivatives. '

EXpression in terms of E and :7. Frcmequations (2-204) we find 21'

aN 6N 7 ’i f
53 — ~RE, :9; — —Rn cost», .

so that ‘ I a I a Iaw” a ran a ~

_ (M2 — Rags: 6X2 ~ Rb-Xcose. , . (I.

1 See equation (1-41); substitute :9 .= 90° —- d2.

._,
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.By inserting this into (2-219) we obtain '

“3-26 Q 1_§§§__€.«§_’7. _797“R3N+R“anl’ R6¢ Rooseak' (2220)

On introdticing local rectangular coordinates x, y in the tangent plane we have
I Rd¢=dS¢=dx, ' . ‘

r " RCéSquA=-dsx=a’y,_ I

so that (2-220) becomes ’ ‘ ' ‘

’ W r. 26 Q _r E in .is; * FN+R£tan¢ i(ax+ay
The first two terms on the right-hand side’can be shown to be very small in
comparison to the third term; hence to a suificient accuracy

' 3‘38.“ _ __ ‘25. 2’1 . r -
6r —- G<8x+6y> (2221)

These formulas express the vertical gradient of the gravity anomaly in terms
of the horizontal derivatives of the2 deflection of the vertical. They can again
be evaluated by means of numerical differentiation if a map of s and n is avail-
able. They are better suited for practical application jhan (2-219) because only
first derivatives are required. For a practical computation see Mueller (196l).
These formulas will be used in Sec. 8-8. I .

2:24. Practical Evaluation of the Integral Formulas

Integral formulas such as Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’ integrals must be evalu-
ated approximately by summations? The surface elements d0 are replaced by
small but finite commitments g, which are obtained by suitably subdividing
the surface of the earth. Two different methods of subdivisien are used:

1. Templates (Fig, 2-22). The subdivision is effected by concentric circles
and their radii. The template, which is made of transparent material, is
placed on a gravity map of the same scale, sothat the center of the tem-
plate coincides With the computation point P on the map. The natural
coordinates for this purfiose are polar coordinates 1/2, o: with origin at P.

2. Grid lines (Fig. 2-23). The subdivision is effectedby the grid lines of some
fixed coordinate system, in particular of geographical coordinates «13, A.
They form rectangulai~ blacks—4'01“ example, of 10’ X 10’ or 1° >< 1°. These
blocks are alsocalled squares, although they are usually not squares as
defined in plane geometry.

As a definite example'illustrating the principles of numerical integration
consider Stokes’ formula '

I
N: Effif/ AgS(x/2)da-
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VJ,
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:I A
template. a

with its explicit forms (2-165) for the template 'method and (2-167) for the
method that uses fixed blocks; ' I;

For each compartment qk the gravity anomalies are replaced by their average
value 33k in this compartment. Hence the above equation becomes ,

01‘

R __ .__N: m§ffzsgks<wa = SGl/Mg
9’: we

N = 2 C]; Eh,
k ,

\1

(2-222)

A: 35°20’ sp’ ' 7’ 36’50’ ' (~-

m

i?

g

E:

E

*——— 29'

i l

FIGURE 2-23
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#1 where the coefiicients ' ’ w
'l ‘ ‘

” are obtained by integration over the compartment qk; they do not depend on Ag-
I If the integrand—~in,cur case,- Stokes’ function S(¢)——is reaSonably constant
over the compartment qk, itmay be replaced by its value 861/15) at the center ofqk.
Then we have ‘

'Ck - do‘ wm R do:
9k ‘ v qr V,

The final integral is simply the area/1,s of the compartment. Hence we obtain

.s _ Arse» a .

This form is simpler, but Close to the computation point it may be necessary
to use the integrated coeificients (2-223).

55: If the compartments are formed by lines as = const, A = const, then the
‘ computation of these integrated coefficients is difiicult. For the template method,

however, where the compartments are formed by lines 30 = must, a = comet,
I it is quite straightforward. We have r

R an ’ 352 V I

t: I. = ———— ’ V I '
: I

ck 4W6 Lam [11.9w SQ»? sm ab dab a’a

_ R<a2 -— a) r f . . '
—~ 4W6 [M Sell) srn 30 dill.

The function - p

or Jfilx) a EA Set) srn :{x (130 = [0 F(¢)'-dgt- (2—225)

(see Sec. 2-17) has been tabulated by Lambert and Darling (1936). Hence we
obtain ' , r —

c» = W2) — 1(a)]. (2-226)

- As another example, consider the formula (2—217) of the preceding section.
Here V ’ I

~. . “27' It" ... V V we

where _,-
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We find I

c __'_i_ [m f” sinzixdxpda ' - .

. " ’ 16M in sing (it/2)

:a‘g - aif'“ 2 sin (I‘D/2) cos (it/2) dd} = az— a; f“ cos (ix/2) dd, v ‘
1611’R ¢=¢1 Sin3 ' 87R p, sinz‘ .

This integral is readily solved by substituting u = sin (zlx/2); we obtain
a2 -— a1 1 1

The advantage of the template method is its great flexibility. The influence of '

the compartments near the computation point P is greater than that of the
distant ones, and the integrand changes faster in the neighborhood ofP.There
fore, a finer snbdivision’is necessary around P. This can easily be provided by
templates. Moreover, the computation of integrated coefficients is easier with
the template method.
The advantage of. the fixedvsystem ofblocks formed by a grid of geographical

coordinates lies in the fact that their mean gravity anomalies are needed for
many dillerentpurposes. Thesemean anomalies of standard-sized blocks, once
they have been determined, can be easily stored and processed by an electronic
computer. Also, the same subdivision is used for all computation points, Iwhereas
the compartments defined by a template change when the. template is moved
to the next computation point. The flexibility of the method of standardpblock‘s -

is of course limited; however, onemay use smaller blocks (5’ X 5’, for enample)
in the neighborhood of P and larger ones (1° X 1°, for example) farther away.
For electronic computation this method is usually preferred.
Itis also possible to combine the two methods, computing the effect of..t:he

inner zone by means of a template and using standard blocks outside. This may
be advantageous if the integrand changes too rapidly over a 5' X 5’ block,
which is usually the smallest standard size available.

Eflect of the neighborhood. In the innermost zone even the. template method
may pose ditficultiesif the integrand becomes infinite as xi: ——+ 0. This happens
with Stokes’ formula, since ' 7

SW) 5 32/ ~ (2-228)

for small $9. This can be seen'from the definition (2-164), because the first term
is predominant and for small it is given by

“L...& __.Lf= g. ‘

Smell/2) (117/2) if! _

VeningMeinesz’ function becomes infinitexas well, since to the same approxima-
tion, '

- czse) A __2_, .

e .
dz? — $2 (2 229)
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In the gradient formula (2-217) the integrand r ’

V 1 A 1

70?; W 7

(2-230)

behaves in a similar way.
It is therefore convenient to split off the effect of this innermost zone, which

will be assumed-to be a circle 'of radius rim around the computation point. For
instance, Stokes’ integral becomes in thisway

N = Na: + Ne: ‘

where '

R 27r 11m ‘ R [27f 1r

Ni = mfl=0 L=O AgSGP) do‘ ‘v and Ne = m
Jar—0 fi=¢oAgSQb> do"

The radius 1(4) of the inner zone correspondsvto a linear distance of {a few {kil-
pmeters. ~ v v

Within this distance we may treat the Sphere as a plane, using polar coordi-
nates s, a where I ,

V ' . s eM e R sin ti! =-= 2R sings

so that the element ofarea becomes
R2 da‘ ‘= (id? do;

It is consistent with this approximation to use (2-228) through (2-230), putting

.ZR dS, 2R21,1
@=—?—: ’13:???

In both Stokes’and Vening Meinesz’ functions the relative error0f these approx—
imations is about .1Z for s = 10 km, and about 3% for s = 30 km. in 1/13 it is
even less. Hence the-effect of this inner zone on our iniegrai formulas becames

1 27? Sufi, Ag
T' = — M x

. A“ ZWG i=6 i=0 S SdS dog,

5 _ 1 2" 8" Ag cos/oz

{v}- — 2116 [mg flit) “S? {sin a} 5 ds dd,

(2-23 1)

(2432)

( 3h w 27; [1:0 fig) T5073 dd. (2-233)

To evaluate these integrals we expand Ag into a Taylor series at the computa-
tion point P:

a )1 ‘ y ,
Ag = Ag? + xgm ygg + i; (xggm ~r lxygmy + yzgw) + ~--

The rectangular coordinates x, y are defined by ,

x==sc03a, y=ssinae,
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56 that the x-axis points north. We further have ' - V -

__ @flo’. ‘ _. H $4.8! .gr. — < ax >1; gem — ( 8x2 )P’ 5150. A

This Taylor series may also be written - 7

Ag = Ag? + s(g¢ 008 01+ gy sin a) h '

2

, V + :~(gucos2a+ 2gxyc05asi1ia+ gW singa) +
On inserting this into the above integrals; we ean easily evaluate them. Perform-
ing the integration with reSpect to a first and noting that

[271- doz = 271',
0

L2"
sinoeda = AZWCOSOEdd = AgflsinaCOSada = O,

fgwsinzadoc: {zwcoszadoe=1r,
0 .10

we find - '

1 so 52 ' '-
Né=g 0 [AgP’FgCgm‘l'ng'i‘ "1613s . ' .,

5} firm-V = —— ,, d
_ {an 26 o gy+ 3’

6A 1 s"
. = (gmx’i‘gw‘i‘ "')d3~

We now perform the integration over s, retaining only the lowestnonvanishing
terms. The result is ~

‘ a t = gimp; ‘ ' (2-234)

_. .31 .= _§9_ -£5“ ‘ 2nga 771
(2—235)

a _ = 33g“ + gs). (2-236)

We see that the effect of the innermost circular zone on Stokes’ formula
depends, to a first approximation, on the value ofAg at P; the efiect on Vening
Meincsz’ formula depends on the first horizontal derivatives ofiAg; and the
efiect on the vertical gradient depends on the second horizontal derivatives.

Note that the contribution of the innermost zone to the total deflection of
the vertical has the same direction as the line of steepest inclination of the
“gravity anomaly surface” because the plane vector - _

94' = (5i: 7H)

i

'
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Linesvofcanszant
steepest descent.

Ag and lines 0f

is proportional to. the horizontal gradient of Ag, '

' ' gradAg=(gz9gy)* ~ '

The direction of grad Ag defines the line of steepest descent (see Fig. 2-24),
The values of g1 and g, can be obtained from a gravity map. They are the

inclinations of north-south and east—west profiles through P. Values for gm
and gm, may be found by fitting a polynomial in x and y of ' second degree, to
the gravity anomaly function in the neighborhood ofP.’ . 'V

The‘influence of distant zones on Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’ formulas will
be discussed in Sec. 7-4.

Forfurther computational details concerning Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’
formulas see Uotila (1960). Applied geophysicists have developed interesting
numerical techniques for integration and differentiation which are useful for
evaluating formulas like (2—217) and (2-236); see Jung (I961).
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. 3
, ‘ Gravimetric Methods

3—1. Gravity Reductionf
Gravity g measured on the'physical surface of the earth is not directly compa-
rable with normal gravity 7 referring to the surface of the ellipsoid. Areduction
ofg to sea level is necessary. Since there are masses above sea level, the reduction
methods differ,depending on theway in which these topographic masses are dealt
with. - \

Gravity reduction serves as a tool for three main purposes: ,

I. determination of the geoid, ' r

2. interpolation and extrapoiation of gravity,
3. investigation of the, earth’s crust.

Only the first two purposes are or" a direct geodetic nature. The third is of interest
to theoretical geophysicists and geologists, who study the general structuxerof
the crust, and to exploration geophysicists, who search for shallow features
which might indicate mineral deposits. ' ~

The use of Stokes” formula for the determination of the geoid requires that
the gravity anomalies Ag represent boundary values at the geoid,‘ which implies
two conditions: first, gravity g must refer to the geoid; second, there must be
no masses outside the geoid (Sec. 2-13); Hence, figuratively speaking, gravity
reduction consists of the following steps: the topographic masses outside the
geoid are completely removed or shifted below sea level; then the gravity station
is lowered from the earth’s surface (point P) to the geoid (point P0, see Fig. 3-1).
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Gravity reduction.

<

The first step requires knowledge of the density of the topographic masses,
which of course is somewhat problematical.
By such a reduction procedure certain-irregularities in gravity due to difi‘er-

ences in height of the stations are removed, so that interpolation and even
extrapolation to unobserved areas become easier (Sec. 7-10).

3-2. Auxiliary Formulas f '

Let us compute the potential U and the vertical attraction A of a homogeneous
circular cylinder of radius a and height b on a point P situated on its axis at a

height c above its base (Fig. 3-2).

P outside cylinder. Assume first that P is’tabove the cylinder, 0 > b. Then
the potential is given by: the general formula'(1-‘~1'1),

- U=kffllfldvj
z _ z .

’ P P_ ‘

__a_ . l , ‘

c
b " b

t a ‘ xy

FIGURE 3-2 I . ~

Potential and attraction ofa circular cylinder on an external point.
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Introducing polar coordinates s," a in the xynplane by
V ' x = sees as, y = ssina (3-1)
we have v - '

l=\/:::2-}-(c~—z)2 ' V

and K e i ‘ 7133

. d2; = dx dy dz : 5 d5 do: dz. V

Hence we find, with the density p = coast, I f

2* “ b~ 5 ds dz do: , j,

U=kpfl=efl=0£=ovs2+(cmz)2 1‘

a s d3 dz . , I j

_ 27%? [2:0 jz=0 V32 + (c —- z)2 If.

The integration with respeei to 3 yields 4 i]

“ 3 ds View!“ -—~—’-- ‘3m=usg 0—22 =\/a2+c——zz—c+z, ‘L'V's2+(c~z)2 +( H9. ( ) '

so that we have ' ; ‘ ' ‘

Ux2n-kpfl:(—~c+z+Va2+(c—-z)2)a’z. 3 ’

The indefinite integeal is 21rkp times ’ _ ‘

%(c—~ z)2-—— £62 - z)V/a2+{c — z)2 ~éa21n(e— 2+ V’a2+ (c —z)2),

asmay be Verified by difl'erentiation. Hence U finally becomes I

U, = «we —— b)? -—' c2 — (c’—- b)\/a2 4,» (c -— b)2 + CN/z'fl + c2 f

-— mm (c ~e b + x/ae + (c —- by) + a21n(c + Vaz + (:2); (3-2)

where thesubscript e denotes that P is external to the cylinder. .

The vertical attraction A is the negative derivative of U with respect to the -

height 0 [compare equation (244)]: " >

6U
A — ~E- 1

(3—3)

Differentiating (3-2) we obtain , '

r, A9 = 2mm +vm —W]. (3-4) "

P on cylinder. In‘this case we have c = bfgand equetions (3-2) and (3—4)
become . . I . '-

> W ' 2 ‘ i

.\ Uo = wkp (~13? ~l-,_b'\/r:=2 + 52 + a” InW 5’ (3—5) 3

f Ac = 27rkp(a +-b —+ Va? + 52). ' e (3.5),

W2 .4— ré'- 232

Va?~l~(n-~ m2
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' P inside cylinder. We assume that P is now inside the cylinder, c < b. By
" the plane 2 =1 c we separate the cylinder into two parts, 1 and 2 (Fig. 3-3),
g and compute U as thesum of the contributions of these two parts:%.. m=m+a '

" Where the subscript i denotes that P is now inside the cylinder. ,The term U1

g ' is given by (3-5)with I; replaced by c, and U2 by the same formula with [2 replaced
y by b —-— c. Their sum is

‘ .Ui = wkp [~c2 - (b -— (3)2 —§- c‘\/a2 + c2 + (b —- c)\/a2 + (b ~— c)?- -

g1 .
. ' - ’
1' m _ x/m+ a2 1n $611115.“ + 02 lnywziib—Qg]. (3-7)

It is easily seen that the attraction is the differenceA; ~— A2:

A1. = 21rkp[2c —- b —W + We+ (z; —*— (2)2]; (3-8)
(I

this formula may also be obtained by diiierentiating (3-7) according to (3-3).

~ I Circular disk. Let the‘thickness by of the cylinder go to- zero, the product

remaining finite. The quantity K may then be considered as the Surface density
fl (Sec. 1-3)withwhich matter is concentrated on the surface of admit: of radius a.
i ‘ 1 We need potential and attraction for an exterior point. By setting

‘ - K
' P = ' I ,

- in (3-2) and (3—4) and then letting b ———+ 0, we get by well-known methods of
the calculus )

U2 = 27rkx(\/a2 + c2 -— c), . (39)

iv A2 = 21rkx<l - (3—16)
x/az + ca , a

» 7 Sectors and compartments. The preceding formulas are not used for an entire
cylinder or disk, but for sectors and compartments such as those shown in ,

Fig. 2-22; For a sector of radius a and angle ' ~

. a — 7 <3 11>

b —-——-~—~-— - ---——-—-—- ! neum: 3-3

I C ' I0 Potential and attraction on an internal point.

' '

[*2 .;__
10'a
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'-

Po‘:::E/////,//>L
\g: -

V a; )a:, a2

FIGURE 3-}:

'A template compartment.

we must divide the above formulas by n. For a cOmpartment subtending the

same angle and bounded by the radii a1 and a2 (Fig. 3-4), we get, in an obvious

notation, _

. 1 .

AU = EEK/(612% wag], I
(3-12)

' AA = iii-[Mag — A(a1)].. ,_ (3-13)

Since Ag ahd A5 éiffer only by a constant, this constant dreps out in (343)
and we obtain from (3—4) and,(3-8) I /

AAe=AAi=%kp[vm—Vm ' -

' ‘ ' ' — (3-14)

On the other hand, AUe ¢ AUi. X

3-3. The Bouguer Reduction

The object of the Bouguer reduction of gravity is the complete removal of the
topographic masses, that is, the masses outside the geoid. ' ‘ _ . .

The Bouguer plate. Assume the area around the gravity station P to be com-
pletely flat and horizontal (Fig. 3-5), and let the masses between the geoid and
the earth’s surface have a constant density, p. Then the attraction A of this so-
cailed Bouguerv plate is obtained by letting a —->- oo in (3-6), since the plate,
considered plane, may be regarded as a circular cylinder of thickness b = h
and infinite radius. By well-known rules of the calcuius we obtain

, AB = 21rkphr ' ' ' . (£15)

~

/////
.\

FIGURE 3-5

The Bouguer plate.
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as the attraction of an infinite Bouguer plate. With standard density p. = 2.67

g/cm3 this becomes .

AB = 0.111% mgal ~
(345')

g ‘ for h in meters. V

' Removing the plate is equivalent to subtracting its attraction (3-15) from the
3": V - observed gravity. This is called incomplete Bougner reduction. ' i

To complete our gravity reduction we must then lower the gravity station

from P to the geoid, to Po. This is done by applying thefree-air reduction
a l' __ 6g

F ~— 5;; h, ‘ p
(3-16)

so called because after removal of the topography the station P is in “free air.”
" For many practical purposes it is sufi‘icient, to use the normal gradient ofgravity,

obtaining 7 >

F a
—%}’2 h e +0.3086h mgal (3-17)

for-h, in meters. ' .' , t ' ' .

Thiscombined process of removing the topographic masses and applying
1 ’ the free-air reduction is called complete Bouguer reduction. Its result is Bouguer

‘i‘ gravity at the geoid: . '

I V gBfigwAB+F-. ’(3—18)

With the assumed numerical values we have
"V' v

gravity measured at P g.

1‘7. V

minus Bouguer plate -O.1119h
3. V plus free-air reduction +0.3086h V_

\ I Bouguer gravity at P0 g; = g + 0.l967h. (3-18’)

. Since g3 now refers to the geoid, we obtain genuine gravity anomalies in the
1" sense of Sec. 2-13 by subtracting normal gravity 7 referred to theellipsoid:

i p . Am=m~r om
They are called Bougner anomalies. ‘ '

Terrain correction. This simple procedure is refined by taking into account

the deviation'of the'actual topography from the Bouguer‘ plate ofP (Fig. 3-6).
‘ This is called terrain Correction. At A the mass surplus Am+, which attracts

upward, is removed, causing g at ‘P toincrease‘At B the mass deficiencyAm-
- is made up, causing g at P to increase again. The terrain correction is alivays

,, positive. ‘

5, The practical determination of the terrain correction A, is done by means

i' of a template similar to- that shown" in Fig. 2-22, using (3-14) and adding the

f; ‘ effects of the individual compartments:

. ‘ _ i=2“. om
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A
- earth's.

> v - surface

, - v = V h-hp
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The terrain correction. ‘

For a surplus mass,Am+, it > hp, we have

b=h—-hp, yic=0;
and for a mass deficiency Am”, h < hp, ' ~

1 ' > b = C : hp — h.

By adding the terrain correction A; to (3-18) we-obtain the refined Bouguer
gravity ‘

g; = g - (13 + A: + F. ‘ (3-21)
The Bouguer reduction and the corresponding Bouguer anomalies Agg are
called refined or simple, depending on whether the terrain correction has been
applied. ‘

. In practice it is convenient to separate the Bouguer reduction into the eifect
of a Bouguer plate and the terrain correction, because the latter is usually
much less. Even for mountains 3000 meters in height the terraincorrection is
only of the order of 50 mgals '(Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, p. 154).

Umfied procedure. It is also possible to compute the total eflect of the topo-
graphic masses,

. AT = A3 —— Ag," , (3-22)

in one step by using columns with base at sea level (Fig. 3-7), again subdividing
the terrain by means of a template. (Note the differencc betweenAT, the attrac-
tion of the topographic masses, and the terrain correction Ail) Then

' Ar = 2: AA,

. hp
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FIGURE 3-1

The.Bouguer reducn‘on.

Where we now haVe b = h, 0 =1 hp.‘ For the innermost circle use (3-6) with
b.= hp. . ' - .

Instead of (3-21) we now have . ‘

‘ g3 = g — AT+‘F. (3-21')
* The Bouguer reduction may be still further refined by the consideration of
density anomalies, anomalies in the free—air gradient of gravity (Sec. 2-23),
and spherical effects. More computational formulas may be found in Jung
(1961, Sec. 6.4),
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3-4. Ecstasy

Onemight be inclined to assume that the topographic masses are simply super-
posed on an essentially homogeneous crust“ If this were the case, the Bouguer
reduction would remove the main irregularities of the gravity field, so that the
Bouguer anomalies would be very small and wouid linotuate randomly around
zero. However, just the opposite is.true.i Bouguer anomalies in mountainous
areas are systematically‘uegative and may attain large values, increasing in
magnitude on the average by 100 mgals per 1600 meters of elevation. The only
explanation possibie is that there is some kind of mass deficiency under the
mountains. This means that the topographic masses are compensated in some
WaY- .
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There is a similar effect for the deflections of the Vertical. The actual deflec-
tions are smaller than the visible topographicmasSes would suggest. In the
middle of the nineteenth century J. H. Pratt observed such an effect in the
Himalayas. At one station in this area he computed a value of28” for the deflec-
tion-of the vertical from the attraction of the visible-masses of the mountains.
The value obtained through astrogeodetic measurements was only 5”. Again,
some kind of compensation is needed to acoount for this discrepancy.
Two different theories for such a compensation were developed at almost

exactly the same time, by J. H. Pratt in 1854 and 1859, and by G. B. Airy in
1855‘ According to Pratt the mountains have risen from the underground
somewhat like at fermenting dough. According to Airy, the mountains are
floating on a fluid lava of higher density, so that the higher the mountain, the
deeper it sinks. - '

. Pratt~Hayford system. This system 'of compensation was outlined by Pratt
and put into a mathematical form by J. F.Hayford, who used it systematically
for geodetic purposes.
The principle is illustrated by Fig; 3-8, Underneath the level of compensation

there is uniform density. Above, the mass of each'column of the same .eross
section is‘equaliLet D' be the depth of the level ofcompensation, reckoneti
from sea level, and let p0 be the density of a column of height D. Then the den-
sity p of a column of height D + h (h representing the height of the topography)
satisfies the equation ' V 1

(D + mp = opt, , , r (3-2.3)

6 km
4 .
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which expresses the condition of equal mass. It may be assumed that ‘

r V p0 = 2.67 g/cm3. (3-24)
According to (3-23), the actual density p is slightly smaller than this normal
value p0. Consequently, there is a mass deficiency which, according to (3—23),
isgiven by '

. I - . h '

- ' AP =IP0‘ P = mm:- ' (3'25)

In the oceans the condition of equal mass is expressed as

'(D - 12% + h’pw = Dpo, ! (3-25)
where _ 3 .

, v ,o-w = 1.027 g/cm3 ' (3-27)
is the density and h’ the depth of the occan. Hence there'is a mass surplus of a
suboceanic column given by , r a

i . h’ ‘
- r 0 — Pa =m (pa — Pw)- (3-28)

As a matter of fact this model of compensation is idealized and schematic.
It can be only approximately fulfilled in'nature. Values 'of the depth of com-
pensation around

> D = 100 km ‘ r «(3429)
are assumed. ' . '

a
For a Spheroidal earth the columns will converge slightly towards its center,

and other refinements may be introduced. We may postulate either equality
of mass or equality of pressure; each postulate leads to somewhat diiferent
spherical refinements. It may be mentioned that for computational reasons
Hanyrd used still another, slightly different model; for instance, he reckoned
the depth of compensation D from the earth’s surface instead of from sea level,

_AirnyeiSkanen system. Airy proposed this model, and Heiskanen gave it a
precise formulation for geodetic purposes and applied it extensively.
Figure 3-9 illustrates the principle. The mountains, of constant density

‘ p0 = 2.67 g/em3, (3-30)
float on a denser underlayer of constant density , ‘ ‘

I p; = 3.27 g/emi. (3—31)

The higher they are, the deeper they sink. Thus, root formations exist under
' mountains, and “antiroots” under the oceans. r

We denote the density difference p; — p0 by Ap. With the assumed numerical
Valueswe have
V ‘ -Ap : p1 — p0 = 0,6 g/cms. ‘
Ifwe denote the height of the topography by h and the thickness of the cor-
responding root by t (Fig. 3-9), then the condition of floating equilibrium is

tAp = kpo, (3-33)

E; 7 ' ' ‘5 ’
\ ‘ ‘Mummfl.,w.mmw..____m_,,,wmmmmwwwmm
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so that ' I V

' z: if; h = 4.45h. , , (3-34)

For the oceans the corresponding condition is _ .

v. z' Ap = W90 —— pw); ' , (3-35)
where h’ and pw are'defined as above and t’ is the thickness of'the antiroot
(Fig. 3-9), so that we get E“

’ z" =me = 2.73155 7 «(3-36)
P1 — .00

for the numerical values assumed.
Again spherical corrections must be applied to these formulas for higher

accuracy, and the formulations in terms‘of equal mass and equal'pressure lead
to slightly difierent results. _

The normal thickness, of the earth’s-crust is denoted by T (Fig. 3-9). Values
of around , ' .

' ' T = 30 km (3-37)

are assumed. The crustal thickness under mountains is‘then

, , -T+h+ r, , (3-38)

and under the oceans it is , l

K s T — 11' — 1'. M v . ’(3-39)

Vening Meinesz regional system. Both systems just discussed are highly
idealized in that they assume the compensation to be strictly local; that is,
they assume that compensation takes place along vertical columns. This pre—

supposes free mobility. of the masses to a degree that is obviously unrealistic
in this strict fogs. '
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3 For this reason Vening Meinesz modified the Airy floating theory in 1931,
introducing regional instead of local compensation. The principal difference

, between these two kinds of compensation is illustrated by Fig. 3-10. In Vening
f Meinesz’ theory the topography is considered as a load on an unbroken but
yielding elastic crust. ' .

Although Vening Mein‘esz’ refinement of Airy’s theory is more realistic, it is
7 more complicated and is therefore seldom used by geodesists because, as we

shall see, any isostatic system, if consistently applied, serves for geodetic pur-
, poses as well. “

‘ Geophysical and geodetic evidence shows that the earth is about 90% iso-
r- statically compensated, but it is difficult to decide, at least from gravimetric

evidence alone, which model best accounts for this compensation. Although
seismic results indicate an Airy type of compensation,_ in some places the
compensation seems to follow the Pratt model. Nature will, of course,
never conform to any of these models to the degree of precision which we have
assumed above However, a well-defined and consistent mathematical formula-
tion is a prerequisite for the application of isostasy for geodetic purposes.
For more details on isostasy and its geophysical applications see Heiskanen

and Vening‘ Meinesz (1958, Chapters 5 and 7).

3-5. lsostatic Reductions - t

The object of isostatic reduction. of gravity is the regularization of the earth’s
crust according to some model of isostasy. The topographic masses are not
completely removed as they are in the Bouguer reduction, but are shifted into
the interior of the geoid‘in orderto make up the mass deficiencies that exist
under the continents. In the isostatic model of Pratt and kHayford the topo-
graphic masses are distributed between the level of compensation and sea level,
in order to bring the crustal density from its original value to the constant
standardvalue p0. In the Airy-Heiskanen model the topographic masses are
used to fill the roots of the continents, bringing the density from p0 = 267 to
p1 = 3.27 g/cm3. .

In other words, the topography is removed together with itsvcompensation,
and the final result is ideally a homogeneous crust of density p0 and constant

7 thickness D (Pratt-Hayford) or T (Airy-Heiskanen).

ii: i g ‘ r ‘

_— E *regienal compenshii‘ch ’ i '

' I 'mammpmmn '
Local and regional compensation.
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Thus wehave three steps:

1. removal of topOgraphy,
2. removal of compensation,
3. fies-air reduction to the geoid.

Steps 1 and 3 sage known from Bouguer reduction, so that the techniques of
Sec. 3-3 can be applied to them. Step 2 is new and will be discussed new for the
two main isostatic systems. »

Pratt-Hayford system. The method is the same as for the terrain correction,
Sec. 3-3, equation (3-20). The attraction of the,(negative) compensation is again
computed by .

l A0 = 2 AA, .

where the attraction of a vertical column representing a. compartment is given
by (ii—.14) with - '

x ‘
II) = D, C .= D + hp .

and [1 replaced by the density defect Ap'. If the preceding Bouguer reduction
were done with the original density p of the column expressed by

V ' D -

pp
——D + hpo V

(3-40)

according to (3-23), then 13;; would be given by (3-25); » .1

' Usually the Bouguer reduction is performed using the constant density p0;

the density defect Ap must then be computed by ” I '

r ‘ h n \

AP = 5100, - ' (3-41)

which differs slightly from (3-25), in order to restore equality of! mass accord-
ing to r , - , ' .

(po 7- AND + P0111 = 19019.

The first term on tire left-hand side represents the mass of the layer between
the level of compensation and 'sea level; thesecond term represents the mass

of the topography, now assumed to have a density p0.

Airy-Heiskanen system. Again we use

. Ag = 2 AA, ‘

Where b and c in (3—14) are, according to Fig. 3-11, given by

b= t, C:=hp—!—:T+t'
and p is replaced by Ap ‘pl «- p0 = 0.6 g/cm3.

Total reduction. In analogy with (3-21’) isostaticailyreduced gravity on the

g¢oid bacomssv , V '

' gi=g"'-4T+A0+F, ' (3-42)
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' r60! t Topography and compensation—Airy-Hgiskanen
> V ‘ model.

where. —A0 is the attraction of the compensation which 'is actually negative,
so that its removal is equivalent to the term‘+Ac.’The quantity AT is the attrac-
tion of topography, to be computed'as the effect of a Bouguer plate combined
with terrain correction, equation (3-22), or in one step, as described in Sec. 3-3;
F is the free-air reduction approximated by (3-17). ‘ ' ‘ .

Oceanic stations. Here the terms AT and F of (3—42) are zero, since the station
is situated on the geoid,’ but the term A0 is more complicated.
In the Pratt-Hayford model the procedure is as follows- The mass surplus

(3-28) of a suboceanic column Vof height D - h’ (Fig. 3-8) is removed and used
to fill the corresponding oceanic column of heighth’ to the proper density, po.In mathematical terms, this is - ‘

‘ A0 = “A1 + A2, I

where both A; and A2 are of the form (3-20), AA being given by (3-14). For A1we have ‘ _ '

b.= D —— h’, c = D J

and density p —— pa; for A2 we.have - .

v ‘ ' b = c = h’
and. density ,0!) -- pw.
In the Airy-Heiskanen model the mass surplus of the antiroot, p1 — p0, is

used to fifl the oceans to the proper density p5. The corresponding value is
again given by (3-43) where for‘Al we now have w

‘b = t’, c = T
and density p1 —- p9; and for A2 we have, as before,

. ' ' b = c = h’
and density p0 — pm.
In both models (3-42) reduces for oceanic stations to

g1, ocean = g + Ag. (3—44)
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Isostatic anomalies. The isostatic gravity anomalies are—in analogy to the
Bouguer anomalies—defined by .

~ Agr = gr — 7- (3-45)

If any of the isostatic systems were rigorously true, then isostatic reduction
would fulfil perfectly its object of complete .regulariZation of the earth’s crust,
which would become level and homogeneous. Then, with a properly chosen
referencemodel for 7, the isostatic anomalies (345) would be zero.
The actual isostatic compensation occurring in nature cannot, of course,

completely conform to such abstract models. Therefore, nonzero isostatic
anomalies (3-45) will be left, but they will be small,.smooth, and more or less
randomly positive and negative. On account of this smoothness and independ—
ence of elevation they are better suited for interpolation or extrapolation than
any other type of anomalies; see Chapter 7, particularly Sec. 7-10.
Their computation is relatively laborious; but this fact is rather insignificant

in View of the present possibility of using automatic computers. Reduction
tables and reduction maps further facilitate the work.
The gravity tables of Hayforci and‘Bowie (1912) have been the prototype of

later tables. Hayford’s tables give the effects of topography and its isostatic
compensation as functions of the height of the compartment, using the isostatic
system ofPratt and Hayford with pa = 2.67 g/cm3 and D» = 113.7 km. Hayforc‘a’s

Table 3-1
Hayford Zones and Compartments :W
Zone Outer radius Number of Zone Outer » Number (If

(meters) compartments radius compartments

A 2 V 1 18 . 1°41’13’.’ 1

B 68 4 ' ‘ 17 I 1 54 52 1

C 230 V 4* _ . 16 - 2 11 53 1

D 590 7 6 - 15 2 33 46 .1

E 1,280 8 14 3 03 05 1

F I 29290 10 ' 13 ' 4 19 13 16

G 3,520, 12 1 '12 1 5 46 34 10

11' 5,240 16 11 7 51 30‘ 8

I 8,440 20 1o ' 1o 44 6 .

J 12,400 16 9 I4 09 4
K 18,800 20 _ 8 20 41 ' 4 _

L' 28,800 ~ 24 7 ' 26 41 2 '
M 58,800 14 ‘ 35 58 I 18 , '

N 99,000 16 5 51 04 16

0 166,700 28 4 72 13 12

(1°29‘58”) ‘ 3 ' 105 48 10 1 r '

' 2 150 56 5
1 180 00 . 1.
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" division'into zones and compartments is shown in Table 3-1. The curious values
for the radii of the outer zones 1 through 18 are due to the use of the foot as
the unit of length. Nevertheless, Hayford’s division has become standard for
later tables, such as those of Cassinis et a1. and of Heiskanen.

' ' The fundamental tables of Cassinis et a1. (1937) are essentially a tabulation
' of the general formula (3-14). They can therefore be used for all kinds of gravity
reduction, but for practical application of any reduction method special tables
must be computed from them.

* Heiskanen (1938) made such special tables for the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic
system with pa = 2.67, p1 = 3.27 g/cm3, and normal thickness T = 20, 30', 40,-

.' and 60 km. These tables supersede Heiskanen’s (193l)_tables for T = 40, 60, 80,
' and 100 km. . V

‘ Tables for regional isostatic reductibn according to the system of Vening
Meinesz are given in Vening Meinesz (1939); -

, Since the combined effect of topography and compensation for the Hayford
zones 1 through 18 varies only slowly and smoothly, this effect can be given

- 'in the form of an isoanomaly map This was clone by Heiskanen and Nuotio
(1938); Niskanen and Kivioja (1951); Heiskanen, Niskanen, and Karki (1959);

v V and Karki, Kivioja, and Heiskanen (1961). The lastmap covers theWholeworld
and uses the Airy-Heiskanen system with T = 30 km.
For the Hayford zones 1 through 18 the planar formulas of Sec. 3-2 are no

, longer suflicient, and spherical formulas must be used. These expressions are
highly complicated; we therefore refer the reader to Lambert (l930),- Baeschlin
(1948, pp. 480—506), and Heiskanenand Vening Meinesz (l958, p. 162). For
formulas for automatic computers see Kukkamaki (1955). In Sec. 3-8 we shall
give a simplified qualitative treatment. .

It may be stressed again that'for geodetic purposes the isostatic model used
must be mathematically precise and self-consistent, and the same model must

. be used throughout. Refinements include the consideration of irregularities of
density of the topographic masses and the consideration of the anomalous
gradient of gravity. /
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3-6. The Indirect Effect

The removal or shifting ofmasses which underly the gravity reductions change
the gravity potential and hence the geoid. This change of the ge‘oid is an indirect
efiect of the gravity reductions.
Hence the surface computed by Stokes’ formula from isostatic anomalies,

say, is not the geoid itself but a slightly different surface, the cageoid. To every
gravity reduction there cdr‘respouds a difierent cogeoid. '

Let the undulation of the cogeoid be N“. Then the undulation N of the actual
geoid is obtained from U ‘ _

' N = NO + 6N, . (3-46)
)
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by, taking the indirect effect on N into account, which is given by
. . ' 6W

. W = 7i ‘ (3-47)

where "5W is the change ofyotential at the geoid. Equation (3-47) is an applica-tion or Bruns’ theorem (2—l44). - r

The change of potential 6Wis for the Bouguer reduction expressed by
V

6W3 = UT: (3-48)
and for the isostatic reduction by I

5W: = UT — Uo, (3-49)
the subscripts of the potential U corresponding to those of the attraction A
used in the preceding sections.
For the practical determination of UT and U0 the template technique, as

expressed in (3-20), may again be used:
{

r - U = 2 AU, (3-50)
where the relevant formulas are (3-l2), (3-2), (3-5), and (3-7). The: point to
which U refers is always the point P0 at sea level (Fig. 3-1). ‘ .

For UT we use U0, (3-5), with b = h and density .90 (see Fig. 3-11). For Uc
in the continental case we use U3, (3-2), with the following values:

Pratt—Hayford: _ ' ' . ‘ '

._ b = c = D, density—gm; _ ‘

Airy-Heiskanen: " L i .

‘ b=t, c=t+T, densitypl—po. ‘

The corresponding considerations for the oceanic case are left as an exercise
for the reader. , ‘.

,The indirect efi'ect with Bouguer anomalies is very great, of the order of ten
times the geoidal undulation itself. See the map (Tafell) at the end of Helmert
(1884), where the maximum value is 440 meters. The reason is, of course, that
the earth is in general isostatically compensated. Therefore, the Bouguer
anomalies cannot be used for the determination of the geoid.
With isostatic anomalies the indirect effect is smaller than N,- of the order

of 10 meters, as might be expected. It is necessary, however, to compute the
indirect effect 5N: carefully, using exactly the same isostatic model as for the
gravity reductions.
Furthermore, before applying Stokes’ formula, the isostatic gravity anomalies

must be reduced from the geoid to the cogeoid.This is done by a simplefree—air
reduction, using (34-17), by adding to Ag; the correction ~ .

' 8 = +0.30865nga1, (3-51)

6N in meters. This correction 6 is the indirect reflect on gravity; it is of the order
of 3 mgal. . _ “3

. t; - ‘
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' Now the isostatic anomalies refer strictly to the cogeoid.. The application of
Stokes’ formula gives N”, which according to (3-46) is to be corrected by the
indirect efiect 5N to give the undul‘ation N‘ of the actual geoid.
For the Hayford zones 1 through 18 spherical formulas must be used to

compute U. For these formulas we'again refer the reader to Lambert, (1930)
I and Baeschlin (1948, pp..480—5£l6); Tables and maps have been given by Lambert

if‘ and Darling (1936) and‘Heiskanen and Niskanen (1941). See also Secs. 3-8'
‘ ' and 8-2. v . 2 ~ .

‘ Deflections of the vertical. The indirect effect on the deflections of the vertical
' is, in agreement with equations (2—204), given by

' 1 651V '
:2' 514‘ = —- -—: r

. '
is

(3-52)
_ - 5 _ __ 1 9311’. -

n — Rcosqs 6k ‘

The indirect eifect is essentially identical with the so-called topographic-isostatic
3‘ _

deflection of the vertical (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, pp. 252—255).,
Spherical formulas and fuhdamental tables, similar to those of Cassinis et al.
(1937) for gravity, were given by Lambert and Darling (1938) and Darling
(1949). See also Baeschlin (1948, pp. 336~380). I ' '

- 3-7. Other Gravity Reductions ' -

The inversion reduction of Rudzkz'. It is possible to find a gravity reduction
where the indirect effect is zero. This is done by shifting the topographic masses

‘ into the interior of- the geoid in such a way that .- V

' 7 , Uc = UT. (3-53)
»_ Then . .

‘ - 6W == UT —“ U0 = 0. J (3-53')
This procedure was given by M. P.Rudzki in 1905. For the present purpose

wemay consider the geoid to be a sphererof radius R (Fig. 3-12), Let the mass
element dm at Q be replaced by a mass element dm’ at a certain point Q’ inside
the geoid situated on the same radius vector. i
The potential due to thesemass elements at the geoidal point Po is I

QIUT = k if?! = “Mm, ,
i V’rz—l—Rgn-Echose

; v . (3-54)
52ch = ‘k‘l’fl' :“Mmf .in V7” + R2 —- 2Rr’ cos 97/. h

We shall have v

iv}? ‘

L ‘ IQ
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FIGURE 3412

Rudzki reduction as an
inversion in a sphere.

if
dm’ = ifdm (3—55)

and . ‘ '

2 cr’ = 1—5. (3-56)r
This is readily verified by substitution into the second of equations (3-54).
The condition (3-56)means that Q’ and Q are related by inversion in the sphere

of radius R (Kellogg, l929, p. 231). Therefore, this reduction method is called
invasion reduction or Rudzki reduction. - i

The condition (3-55) expresscs the fact that the compensating mass dm’ is
not exactly equalto dm, but is slightiy smalieit. Since this relative decrease of
'mass is of the order of 10's, it may be safely neglected by setting

' ~ elm" == dm. « . (3-55’)

‘ Usually it is even sufficient to replace the“ sphere by a plane. Then Q' is the
ordinarymirror image of Q (Fig. 3-13). - .x

Rudzki gravity at the geoid becomes, in analogy to (3-42),

, g1: =g-AT+AC+F, (3-57)
where A0 = 2 AA with b = h, c = h + hp, the density being equal to that of
topography. .

Since the indirect effect is zero, the cogeoid of Rudzki coincides with the
actual geoid, but the gravity field outside the earth is changed. In addition,

I
p g? .‘ ‘ ’ anq=ooql

. v ggom‘

. h _,

FIGURE 3—13 .

Rudzki reduction as a plum appmxz‘marian.
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3%" , . . . .
V I the Rudzkx reductlon does' not correspond to a geophysxcally meamngful

»_ model. ,

‘ The condensation reduction 0fHelmert. Here the topography is condenssd so
_ as to form a surface layer (Sec. L3) on the geoid1 of éensity

IV V I _. K = pig, (3-58)
so that the total mass remains unchanged. Again, the mass is shifted along the
local vertical (Fig. 3-14). ' -

L',

.

. flF.
‘ h #4..

év FIGURE 3-14

‘ ' geoid Helm'ert’smethod ofcondensation.
u=gh‘ .

We may consider Helmert’s condensation as a limiting case of an isostatic
redaction according to the Pratt-Hayford system as the depth ofcompensation D
goes to zero. This is often useful.2 “ ‘

Again we have 2 v

r g; = g- Ar + A0 + F, i (3-59)
where A0 = 2: AA is now to be computed using formula (3-10) with c = hp
and K = ph; hp is the height of the stationP and h the height of the compartment.
The indirect effect is ', . .

(SW = UT —- Uc. (3-60)
The potential Uc = 2 AU is to be computed usingvformula (3-9) with x = pk
as before, but 6 = 0 since it refers to: the geoidal point P0. The corresponding
5N is very small, being about ,1 meter per 3 km of average elevation. It may.
therefore be neglected, so that the cogeoid of the condensation reduction prac-
tically coincides with the actual "geoid. v N

Even the “direct efi‘ect,” ~‘—AT —§— Ag, can usually be neglected, as the attrac-
tion of the Helmert layer nearly compensates that of the topography. There
remains ‘

gH = g + E (3-61)
that is, the simple free-air reduction. In this sense, the simple free-air reduCtion
may be considered as giving approximate boundary values at the geoid, to be

1 This is Helmert’s-“secondmethod of condensation” (Lambert, 1930). In his first methodHelmert {1884, pp. 148—186) condensed the topography on a parallel surface situated 21 km(the difference a — b) below the geoid. He did this in order to avoid problems connected withthe convergence of the spherical-harmonic series for the potential (Sec. 2—5).
2 Even the Bouguer reduction may be considered as a limiting case of an isostatic reducenon—«namely, for the Airy-Heiskan’en system as T—> oo , corresponding to a complete removalof the topographic masses. -

y w

.§7
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used in Stokes’ formula. To the samedegree of approximation, the “frets-air
cogeoid” coincides with the actual geoid.

V. Hence the free-air anomalies

V Agp = g + F —- 7 (3—62)
may be considered as approximations of “condensatibn anomalies”

Aga = get ~ 7. ' (3-63)
The subject of free-air anomalies will be taken up again in Chapter 8, in a'

rather different context. v

The reduction ofPoincare’ and Prey does not properly belong here because
it is intended to provide actual valuesof gravity inside the earth, and not to
give boundary values at the geoid. It cannot be directly used for the determina-
tion of the geoid., but is needed to obtain orthometric heights and will therefore
be discussod in See. 4-3. Actual gravity go at a geoidal point P0 is related to
Bouguer gravity g3, equation ($21"), by -

a ‘- go = 33 —— Am: i ' (3-64)
It is obtained by subtracting from g); theattraction AT,P0 of the topographic
masses on P9, which corresponds to restoring the topography after the free-ai:
reduction of Bouguer gravity from P to P9. .\ '

These are the main methods that have been proposed for the reduction of
gravity. » I

.11

£

.

,

l

3-8. Spherical Effects ‘ ' '. .» ' -

For the spherical Hayford zones 1 through 18, or at least outside a distance of
400 km from the station, spherical formulas must be used for the computation
of gravity reduction and the indirect effect. '

Wehave already mentioned that the exact spherical formulas are yery compli-
eated. Therefore,.we shall consider here an approximate technique that provides
simple qualitative insight and yields results that are aecurate enough for many
purposes. We shall-use surface potentials of simple and double layers on the
sphere; see Secs. 1—3 and 1-4.

Surface potentials on a sphere. The potential U; at an exterior pdint P of
radius vector . - . " ‘ ‘r: R+hpw . (3-6;)
due to .3, simple layer of density x on a sphere of radius R is given by - ' _

.
0;:- k/fflkzda = km/ffya. ' (3-66)
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The vertical attraction A1 of this layer at P is the negative radial derivative

'_ The potential U2 of’a doublelayer of density p; on this sphere is expressed by
. _ a _l ;_ 2 6 ,1

. U2—k//u%(I)R2d¢r——kR ffflfi(7)dfi (3-68)

‘
since the normal at the surface element dS = R2 do is the radius vector R;

‘
compare also Fig. 2-14. The corresponding attraction A2 is therefore given by V

, - ,_ __sU2 _ _ 2 ‘ a2 (i _A2 ‘ 8r “ kR “was I 4‘," I (3 69)

We now need 1/! and its derivativesuWe have I v ‘. ' '

= (r2 +132 —— 2rR.cosgb)*1’?.’ ” ' ' (3-70)
" By difierentiation we find . t 'i _l_ ____‘r-—Rcbsy’/ ii ____R—rcos¢l _ar (1) ‘ l3 ’ 6R " £3 ’ (3 71)

’
~59:— l - l {[2 cos ix + 3(R -— cos 11/)(1‘ — R cosW] (“-72)_ sr an I ‘ l5 r ‘ °

:Now let P move onto the sphere, P —-——>Po. Then these formulas become

3 ~
"I ‘ 2R sin (zit/2),

's .6"! at ‘ ‘1 M M
a7 (7) f as (7) r - (3'73?

62 <i>___1__( 1 g 1

.
6r are I * 8R3 sins‘ia'y2) T sin (30/2) -

“
As a further specialization we consider the case that x and p are constanton the spherical zone bounded by the spherical distances y’xa and 5!; (Fig. 345);outside this zone we assume I: = p = 0. We then have _

’ ffmy = K 2:0 singl/ do are 2 27m f; sin¢x d¢ ' (3-74)

and an analogous expression for h. By taking this into account and insertingequations (3-73) into equations (3-66) to (3—69), these formulas become,_
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géPT\\“ié

i i

'” l:

_ ' " FIGURE 3-15 I ~ I

V i A spherical zone. * _

I U = erkx j“, Msmvb dill ’ >

[IL I

1 in sin (to/2) ‘ - , .

y _ 1 it sin n _ - I » ‘

Ai—iwkxfiowsin(¢/2)dxp, y - I I - Z

‘ _ 1 ‘b sin in
U2~ inkpfiomdzfi, . V V .

4R m . sings/2) SEW/2) ' r

The integrations are easily performed. For instance, v ‘ '

"’ sin \I/ I [‘0 v'z '- iii - =l/o ‘ V

Lawsin(¢/2)d¢—2 W1 cos—Z-dgt—4(sm~i——sm—2—>l- r i ‘

Since all our formulas will be used as differences for two consecutive radii \1/2

and'glq, the constant term containing sin (1390/2) can be dropped, so that the result

may be considered‘to be simply

- I 4 sin ‘ I ‘

In this way we finally get, apart from a constant depending on «4/0, the following i
expressions: _ I '

simple layer: . _ . 7"

U1 = 4%.: sin , (3-75) :

A1 = arkx sm 2; ‘ . . g

deuble layer: 1 /

v©
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U2 = ~27rkp sin 3;: (3-77)

—--——~— ' ‘ ‘ (3-78)826/42) _ .

1‘ Wk“ (W2)A2 = R

Bouguer reduction. Distant toppgraphy may be considered to form a simple
surface layer on the sphere representing the geoid, and theyheight of P may be
neglected so that P0 is considered instead ofP,The density of the surface layer
is, as in (3-58), given by
‘ K = pk,
so that the effect of the attraction on gravity may be computed by (3-76),

‘ AT = 27rkpklsin 1:4. (3-79)

For the indirect effect on the potential the formula (3575) is used:

‘ . Up = 4R7rkph sin ‘92.. _ , (3-80)

Compensating reductions. Here double layers are to be used. The dipole
moment of a column of unit crosslsection is, according to Sec. 1-4, given by

' ‘ H = hp'd, (3-81)
since hp is the mass of both the topographic column and its compensation;
d is the distance "between the two centers ofmass ST and Se of Fig. 3-16 (it is
the h of Sec. 1-4). The condition d -—-—> 0 is veiy nearly satisfied if d is small
compared to the distance from the station. , ‘

Hence the combined effect of topography and compensation on gravity and
potential are obtained by (3-78) and (3-77) as V .

__ __ fig cos2 (iv/2) VAT AC -" WkpW3
UT — Uc = —hd-27rkp sin ' (3-83)

3E5: E
'w “ i W )

I a ' geoid

' i” .

FIGURE 3—16 .

Topography and compensation as a dipole.
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Pratt Airy Rudzki HeImert

h h h h

' 5

7} ”
x I

0N r FIGURE 3-17

Topagraphy and compensation
for dijj’ere/zt gravity reductions.

The distance d for difi‘erent gravity reductions is shown by Fig. 3-17; we have:
Pratt-Hayford : ‘ -

, Airy-Heiskanen: ' ‘

d: T+ 11%}, .

J Rudzki (inversion): : (3-84)

Heimert (condensation): > - ” _

.‘ ‘ 'h . ’

. - d — 3- , I.

These hold for the continental case. ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘

For the oceanic case there is no inversion or condensation, but only isostatic
compensation. Instead of (3-81) we have
7 - - Ix =f-h'(p ~ pw)'d', ‘ (3‘85)
where pm and k’ are density and depth of the ocean, and d’ is found in the same
way as beforeto be: ' _

Pratt-Hayford: -l V v - _‘ - ‘

I z m, . -

d 2 .

Airy-Heiskanen: ' h ‘

I I
‘ t d’ = T — h—j—i, 1

(3-86)

Rudzki and Helmert: ' " I

r I d’ = 0.

The minus sign in (3—85) indicates that mass is shifted in the opposite direction
as before. '

MN
is “
N w ‘k a" *

§ ».V
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‘ For isostatic compensationaccording to PrattLHayford (3-82) thus becomes:

. continents: I ' ._ _ ho + D) cost (mp/2) ’

' .
AT A0 ‘“ 2R “‘9 Sinai/2)" ' .

oceans: , a I - ' . ' (3'87)
‘l ‘ ~ h’D 6032(49/2) , .

:t v '
AC *‘ if“? P”) sin (111/2)

. These two formu‘ias were derived by Helmert. \ r

V All these formulas'are to be used in connection with a system by which the

earth is divided into spherical compartments like Hayford’s, so that actually

1:15 j ’ A = 2 AA,
' , ' U = 2 AU, . -

(3'88)

where the density and elevation can be considered constant in each compare.

32‘ ment. '

3-9. Practical Determination of the Geoid

Reduction method to be used. In principle, all gravity reductions are equivalent

and must lead to the same geoid if they are properly applied, the indirect effect
being considered; There are, hewever,certain-requirements that severely restrict
the number of practically useful reductions. The main requirements are:

l. The reductionmust yield gravity anomalies that are small and smooth,

so that they can be easily interpolated and, where necessary, extrapolated.
In other words, a single anomaly should be as representative as possible

of a whole neighborhood. . ‘ '

2. The reduction must correspond to a geophysically meaningful model, so
that the resulting anomalies are also useful for geophysical and geological
interpretations. ‘

3. The indirect'efiect should not be unduly great. ' '

The Bouguer anomalies have good interpolatory properties—they are large
but smooth—and are geOphyrsically significant, but the Bouguer reduction must

be excluded for. the present purpose in View of its excessively large indirect
effect (Sec. 3-6). , y

The Rudzki reduction has no indirect effect on the geoid, but changes the
potential outside“ the earthy which is currently as important as the geoid. The7

Rudzki anomalies have no geophysical meaning. ' 7

The condensation reduction is very simple to compute, since it approximately
yields free-air anomalies; and has a negligible indirect effect. It has some gee;
physical significance, corresponding to an extreme case of isostatic compensa-

tion. Free-air anomalies are small but extremely dependent on topography,
so that their interpolation is very inaccurate.
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Isostatic anomalies fulfil all three requirements. The underlying models
correspond best to geological reality. The isostatic anomalies are small, smooth,
and independent of topography, so that they are ideally suited for interpolation
and extrapolation, and are very representative. The indirect effect is moderate.
Hence the free-air anomalies and the isostatic anomalies must be considered

best suited for the present purpose. The main advantage of free-air anomalies
is that they are. easy to compute; their main disadvantage is that they are diffi-
cult to interpolate. With the isostatic reduction, just the opposite holds.
Because of the present possibilities of automatic computation the work

involved in isostatic reduction no longer carries great weight. 011 the other
hand, gravity data are still scarce and should be processed in such a way that
the maximum amount of information is extracted fromthern, and that they
are made as representative as possible. This speaks strongly in favor of employ-
ing isostatic reduction at the present time. , ' '

Itmay be mentioned that isostatic reduction can also be used in connection ‘

with the direct gravimetric determination of the physical surface of the earth,
a topic which will be discussed in Chapter 8 ; see Sec. 8-11.

Gravity data. Prerequisites of the gravimetric methods are:

1. Theoretically, gravity anomalies must begiven at every point of the earth’s
, surface; practically, a dense gravity net around the computation points!

and a reasonably unifOrm distribution of gravity measurements outside\
are suiiicient. ' ‘ .

2. All gravity anomalies must be converted to the same system. —

Absolute gravity measurements by means of pendulums arevery laborious,
and it is difficult to achieve the required accuracy of ii mgal‘. Therefore,
relative gravity measurements are preferred,which can be made by pendulums
to an accuracy of :l:1 mgal and better, and by gravimeters to around $0.1 mgal,
These relativemeasurements must be tied together in such a way that they

refer to a uniform world gravimetric system. One or several stations in each
nation form a worldwide gravity base station network (Uotila, 1964a). The
prescnt reference datum is the so—called Potsdam system, which is based on
absolute gravity measurements performed around 1900 at the Geodetic Institute
in Potsdam, Germany. v

' The Potsdam system needs a constant correction whichis currently estimated
to be about ~13» mgals. Several absolute determinations of gravity are in
progress. They employ diiferent techniques such as the use of pendulums and
the observation of freely falling bodies.
The gravity data are collected and processed at such gravimetric data centers

as the Isostatic Institute in Helsinki, The Ohio State University, and the Bureau
Gravimetrique Internationale in Paris. _

’ For automatic processing the data are stored as mean values of compartments
ofstandard size, such asv5' X‘ 5’, 10’ X 10’», 1" X 1°, 2° X 2°, and 5° X 5°. p

The map of Fig.- 3-18 shows the gravity data available in 1959. The
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s

tion is far from being satisfactory. The large unsurveyed areas shown in the

oceans can be expected to be filled in with the results of seaborne and airborne
gravity measurements in the near’future. '

In the meantime we must try to fiil the gaps with values extrapolated by
statistical techniques (Chapter 7‘) or by means of a geophySical model or with
values obtained by using a combination of both methods Uotila (1964b) com-
puted'free-air gravity anomalies representing the effect of topography and its
isostatic compensation only, so that they correspond to zero isostatic anomaly,
using a spherical-harmonic expansion up to the 37th degree and obtaining
5° >< 5° mean values. Part of his results are shown in Fig; 3—19. Whereas Uotila
did not use any actual gravity data, Kivioja (1964) tried a combination ofmeas-
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V ured gravity dataand geophysical extrapolation tothe unsurveyed areas, again
using an isostatic model. “ I ,

iv ' Geoia'al computations. The principles of the computation using Stokes’ for-
. mula were outlined in Sec. 2-24. ' '

The first practical computation of the geoid on a worldwide scale was carried ’

out by Hirvonen- (1934). He calculated the geoidal-undulations for 62 points
-, distributed in an east-westband encircling the surface of the earth. He estimated

mean free—air anomalies of 5° X 5° blocks in which gravity data were avail-
able; in unsurveyed areas he used free-air anomalies corresponding to zero
isostatic anomaly. \ '

Tanni (1948, 1949) computed geoidal heights, using Stokes" formula as . 4

I-Iirvonen did, but on the basis of a much larger quantity of gravity data. He
employed isostatic reduction by means of both the Pratt-Ha'yford system with

i; D = 113.7 km and the Airy-Heiskane‘n system with T : 60 km. Tanni com— v

f ' puted global undulations, using 5° X 5° blocks, and a more detailed geoid for
.5‘ : Europe using 1° X 1° blocks. _ ‘

Themost recentdetailed gravimetric geoid is the'Colurnbus ‘geoid (Heiskanen,
f- 1957). Five times more gravity data than Tanni had was available then. Free-air

anomalies were employed, and the numerical integration in Stokes’ fermula
i was performed using an electronic computer. The computational details are A

; described in (Uotila, 11-960). Figure 3-20 shows the European geoid. ' ‘

Z The large-scale features of the geoid can also be obtained. by means of a
I- spherical-harmonic expansion of lower degree, say up-to degree four or eight,
1' using methods such as those described in Sec. 2-20. Wemention Jeffreys (1943),

Zhongolovich (1952), Kaula (1961), Uotila (1962), and Kaula (1966). Figure
J 3-21 shows Uotila’s (1962) geoid, which corresponds to a spherical-harmonic

expansion of the fourth degree. The results of the various authors differ with
respect to the gravity data available and the methods employed for handling < '

the nonuniform distribution of data.
,- For more information see, for instance, Heiskanen (1965) and Kaul'a (1963).

Deflections of the vertical. Vening Meinesz’ formula (2—210) for computing
the deflections of thevertical is much more sensitive to local gravity anomalies
around the computation point than Stokcs’ formula for the geoidal heights.
Therefore, a dense gravity net is needed around the computation point. The
effect of distant zones is somewhat less than in Stokes’ formula but still con—
siderable (see Sec. 7—4)" ,

Highest accuracy is required, since $0.3” corresponds to about :50 meters
in position. This is much more diflicult to achieve than the corresponding ac-
curacy of iIOmeters in geoidal height.
For details of the numerical integration the reader is again referred to Sec.

2-24. The effect of the innermost zone involves a carequ evaluation of the
horizontal gradient of gravity. The radius of- this innermost zone varies be-
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The Columbus geaid far Europe, referred m the international ellipsoid (f= 1/297). Contour

interval 2 meters.

tween 0.1 and 10 km according to different authors and also depending on the».

gravity data available and the accuracy desired. See also Heiskanen and Vening
Meinesz (1958, pp. 257477). - -

If isostatic anomalies are used, then the indirect eflect, which is identical
with the topographicdsostatic deflection corresponding to the isostatic model
used, must be piecisely taken into account (Sec. 3-6). If free-air anomalies are
used, thenvdeflections of the vertical at the earth’s surface, rather than on the
geoid, may be computed utilizing the refinements described in Sec. 8-9.

Worldgeodetic system. Since the gravimetric determination ofgeoidal heights
yields absolute values for a reference ellipsoid coinciding with the center of
mass of the earth, it plays a fundamental role in a worldwide geodetic system
(Heiskanen, 1951; Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, Chapter 9). This
requires a combination with astrogeodetic data (see our Chapter 5). During
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the past few years artificiai satellites have also been used to gather data for a

world geodetic system (see our Chapter 9). ‘
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.4
Heights Above Sea Level

4-1. Spirit Leveling ‘ r .t . -

The principle of- spirit leveling is wellknown. T0' measure the difference in

height, 6H, between two points A'and B, vertical rods are set up at each of these

two points andra level (leveling instrument) somewhere between them (Fig. 4-1).

Since the line 23 is horizontal, the difference in the rod readings [1 = A2
and [22: BB is the height difference: ,

A 3HAB = [1 -‘ i2: "

For details of the technique ofmeasurement the reader is referred to Bomford

(1962). I. ' .

' Ifwe measure a circuit, that is, a closed leveling line, then the algebraic sum

of all measured (inferences in height will not in general be rigorously zero, as

one would expect it to he, even if we had been able to cbserve with perfect

precision. This so-called misclosure indicates that leveling is more complicated

than it appears at first sight. ' ‘ -

Let us look into the matter more closely. Figure 4-2 shows the relevant

geometrical principles. Let the points A and B be So far apart that the pro-

5 *__§d—- '2

4, :3

MW“ _______.__..__.JSHAH
A

FIGURE 4-1

Spirit leveling.
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4-2

and orthometric height.

cedi'ire’ of Fig. 4-1 must be applied repeatedly. Then the sum of the leveled
height differences between 'A andB, will not be equal to the difference in the
orthometric heights HA and H3. The reason is that the leveling increment 621,
as, we shall henceforth denote it, is different from the corresponding increment
5111; ofH3 (Fig. 4-2), owing to the nonparallelism of the level surfaces. Denoting
the corresponding increment of ‘the'potential W by (SW, wehave by (2—13) 7

_ ——6W = gén = g’ 5113, ‘ f (4-1)
where g is the gravity at the leveling station and g’ is the gravity on the plumb
line of B at 51:13. Hence, V

l ‘ 1 , 5113 = 295:1 #511. (4—2),

There is thus no direct geometrical relation between the result of leveling
and the orthometric height, since (4—2) expresses a physical relation. What,
then, if not height, is directly obtained by leveling? If gravity g is also meas-
ured, then

‘ 6W = —-g 511

is determined, so that we obtain ~ *

B , .

W3 — WA =y—Zg5n. , (4—3)
A

Thus, leveling combined with gravity measurements furnishes potential difirerp
ences, that is, physical quantities; '

It is somewhat more rigorous theoretically to replace the sum in (4-3) by an
integral, obtaining , ’ B

WB — W; =' — [A g dn. (4-4)

Note that this integral is independent of the path of integration ; that is, dif-
ferent leveling lines connecting the points A and B (Fig. 4-3) should give theJ FIGURE 4-3

Two dz‘fikrem leveling lines connecting A
andB; taken together, they form a circuit.
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162 Heights Above Sea Level ‘

same result. This is evident because W is a function of position only; thus to
every point there corresponds a unique value W. If the leveling line returns to
A, then the total integral must be zero: - -

_
95gcin= ~WA+WA= 0, ' (4-5)

The symbol 95 denotes an integral-over a circuit.
On the other hand, the measured height difi‘erence, that‘is, the sum of the

leveling increments
- B

t I V B .

y _ mm = 5n = [A dn, (4—6)

depends on the path of integration and is thus not in general zero for a circuit:

Shah == misclosure $5 0. (4-7),

In mathematical terms, aim is not a perfect differential (the differential of a
function of position), whereas dW = —g tie is perfect, so that dn becomes a
perfect difierential when it is multiplied by the integrating factor (—g).

Potential. differences are thus the result of leveling combined with gravity
measurements. They are basic to the whole theory of heights; even orthometric
heights must he considered as quantities derived from potential differences.
' Leveling without gravity measurements, although applied in practice, is
meaningless from a rigorous point of View, for the use of leveled heights ($6)
as such leads to contradictions (misclosures); it will not be considered here.

g

E4n2. Geopotential Numbers and Dynamic Heights
Kt

Let 0 be a point at sea level; that is, on the geoid; usually a suitable point on
the seashore is taken. Let A be another point, connected to 0 by a leveling line.
Then, by formula (4-3), the potential difference between A and 0 can be deter-
mined. The integral

, ' 'figdn=Wo—WA=C, , (4-8)-

which is the differencebetween the potential at the geoid and the potential at
the point A, has been introduced as the geopotential number of A in Sec. 2-4.

As a potential difference, the geopotential number C is independent of the
particular leveling line used for relating the point to sea level. It is the same for
all points of a level surface; it can thus be considered as a natural measure of
height, even if it does not have the dimension of a length. i

The geopotential number C is measured in geopotential units (g.p.u.), where

l g.p.u. = 1 kgal meter = 1000 gal meter. .

Since g =‘--- 0.98 kgal, . V ' -

1 ‘ C & gH é 0.98H,
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' so that the geopotential numbers 1n g.p.u. are almost equal to the height above . 11

sea level in meters. ' , f;

' ' The geopotential numbers were adopted at a meeting of a subcommission :

of the International Association of Geodesy at Florence in~1955, Formerly
the dynamic heights were used, defined by

' v
HM = 9» ' (4-9)

where m is normal gravity for an arbitrary standard latitude, usually 45°: : i'

' 745° = 980.6294 gals . g

. for the international ellipsoid. ’ y ‘

‘ - Obviously the dynamic height differs from the geopotential number only in f"

I.‘ the scale or the unit: The division by the constant 110 in (4-9) merelyconverts a
g, geopotential number into a length. However, the dynamic height has no geo- _;

r metrical meaning whatever, so that the division by an arbitrary ’Yc merely ob- ' ’

scores the true physical meaning of a potential difierence. Hence, the geopotential. .

1 numbers are in general preferable to the dynamic heights. ' ‘

Dynamic correction. It is sometimes convenient to convert the measured
height difi‘erence AnAB (4-6) into a difference of dynamic height by adding a
small correction. ‘

‘f Equation (4-9) gives ' “ - '

" was = Ha“ - Ht“ = L (CB — CA) = L] g d” ‘
’Yo 70 A

I i ' =L/Blgmw—i-WMH=/Bdn+/Bmdm .

I} 70 A A A W
so that 7 i

13117333 = AnAB + DCAB, , (4‘10)
' where ' ’ '

B
, Bg — 1m g - WeDC =f ——dn= —~—5n . 4—11

‘
AB A. 7e ; w ( )

is the dynamic correction. r

' As 'a matter of fact, the dynamic correction may also be used for computing
' differences of geopotential numbers. We at once obtain '

: ' CB “ CA = 70 AnAB + YoDCAB- (4'30!)

7' 4-3. The Gravity Reduction of Poincare’ and Prey _

To convert the results of leveling into orthometric heights, We need from (4-2)
, the gravity g’ inside the earth. Since 3" cannot be measured,it must be computed

from the surface gravity. This is done by reducing the measured values of gravity
« ‘1 according to the method of Poincaréand Prey.
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We denote the point at which g’ is to be computed by Q, so that g’ = g9.
Let P be the corresponding surface point, so that P and Q are situated on the
same plumb line (Fig. 4-4). Gravity at P, denoted by gp, is measured. ‘

The direct way of computing g9 would be to use the formula V

P
' . __ __ fig .‘ -

39 ~— gP jg 6% (HI, (412)

provided that the actual gravity gradient ag/ah inside the earth were known.
It can be obtained by Bruns’ formula (2-20), ‘

, 3g
gil- = —-2gj+ 41rkp - 2:132, (4-13)

if the mean curvature J of the geopotential surfaces and the density p are known
betWeqn P and Q. ,

The normal free-air gradient is given by (2-79): -

a
' 5% = “27-70— 2&9,

Wheré JG is themean curvature of the spheropotential
imation -

' 81 "‘3‘ ’YJo' »

is sufficient, then-We get from (4-13) and (4-14)

‘ :95 _ :91
6h ‘“ ah + 4”]‘9'

Surfaces. If the

(4-14)

approx-

(4-15)

Numerically, neglecting the variation of ay/ah with latitude, we find for the
density p = 2.67 g/cm3 2111de = 66.7 X 10—9 c.g.s. units: 7

2% = ——0.3086 + 0.2238 = —0.0848 gal/km; '

so that (4-12) becomes ‘ - .

‘ g; = gp + 0.0848011: ——. HQ) r (LL16)
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with gin gals and'H in kilometers. This simple formula: although being rather
crude, is often applied in practice. ' ‘

The accurate way to compute g9 would be to use (4-12) and (4-13) withthe
actual mean curvature J of the geopotential surfaces, but this would require a
knowledge of the detailed shape of these surfaces far beyond what is attainable
today. , ’

Another way of computing‘gQ, which is more practicable at present, is the
following. It is similar to the usual reduction of gravity to sea level (see Chap-
ter 3) and consists of three steps: ,

1. Remove all masses above the geopotential surface W = WQ, which con-
tains Q, and subtract their attraction from g at P.

2. Since the gravity stationP is now “in free air,”apply the frecrair reduction,
thus moving the gravity station from P to Q. ' '

3. Restore the rammed masses toth'eitformer position, and add aigcbraically
their attraction to g at Q. ‘

together: gravity at Q g) = gp + 0.0848 (Hp —— HQ)

This is the same as (4-16), which is thus confirmed independently. We see now
that the use of (4-15) or (4—16) amounts to replacing the terrain with a Bouguer
plate. ‘ '

Finally we note that the reduction of Poincare. and Prey, abbreviated as

Prey reduction, yields the actual gravity which, would be measured inside the
earth if this were possible. Its purpose is thus completely different from the
purpose of the other gravity reductions, to give boundary values at the geoid;
see Sec; 3-7. ,

The purpose of this somewhat complicated procedure is that in step 2 the
free-air gradient can be used. If we here replace the actual free-air gradient by
the normal gradient 67/6h, the error will presumablyvbe smaller than in using
(4-15).1 r .

The effect of the masses above Q (steps 1 and 3) may be computed by the
methods of Chapter 3—~for example, by means of some kind of template. If
the terrain correction is neglected and only theinfinite Bouguer plate between P
and Q of the normal density p = 2.67 g/cm3 is taken into aceountg then we
obtain simply, With the steps numbered as above: ,

a gravity measured at P ’ g?
, 1. take away Bouguer plate ‘ ——0.lll9 (Hp — HQ)

. 2. freeflair reduction from P to Q I +0.30% (Hp -— HQ)
3. restore Bouzuer nlate . -O.lll9 (Hp — Ho)

1 The free-air gradient can also be accurately computed using (2-217); the gravity anomalies
Ag to be used in this formula are the gravity anomalies obtained after performing step 2,
that is, Bouguer anomalies referred to the level of point
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4-4. Orthemetric Heights

We denote theintersection of the 'geoid and the plumb line through point P
by P0 (Fig; 4-4). Let C be the geopotential number of P, that is,

. C = Wu —' W, b ,

and H its orthometric height, that is, the length of the plumb-line segment
between Po and P. Perform the integration in (4-8) along the plumb line P0P.
This'is permitted because the result is independent of the path. We then get

H
C = A g dH. , (4-17)

This equation contains H in an implicit way. It is also possible to get H ex-
plicitly. From ,

dC= ~dW=gdH, dH: 1:17: i;
we obtain ’

‘ ' W dW 0 dc
H=—/ ——-=/-- (4-18)

W0 g 0

As before, the integration is extended over the plumb line.
The explicit formula (4-18), however, is of little practical use. It is better to

transform (4-17) in a way that at first looks entirely trivial:
H i a

C = db! = H - — « dH,[0 g HJC g
so that I ‘

. v C = gH, * ‘ (4-l9)
where ' r v i r

_ g = A gdH (4-20)

is the mean value of the gravity along the plumb line between the geoid, point
P0, and the ground, point P. From (4-19) it follows that , fl

, y C;H = :3
g y

< >

which permits H to be computed if the mean gravity g is known Since 'g does
not strongly depend on H, equation (4-21) is a practically useful formula and
not merely a tautology. ' '

For evaluating (4—21) we need the mean gravity :2. Equation (440) may be
written » '

, — z _ d _
y g H 0

3(2) 2 ( g )

where g(z) is the aetual gravity, at the variable point Q which has the height 2
(Fig: 4-4). ' ' r - I

The simplest approximation is to use the simplified Prey reduction of (4-16):

1’a

:1;
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gs) = g + 0.084er — 2), (4-23)
" ‘ .

Where g is the gravity measured at the ground point P.‘The integration (4-22)
. can now be performed immediately, giving g_1H d 10 H 2in

‘ ' g = EL 1 [g + 0.0848(H — 2)] z = g + @848 [ z -— 2—1) s

, r :2 = g + 0.0424H (g in gals, H in km). (4-24)

' The factor 0.0424 holds for the normal density'p = 2.67 g/cm3. The correspond—
. . ing formula for arbitrary constant density is, by (4-15), .

- ' la ’ 7 i

. - :2 =—~ g —~ (i 5% + 2m) H. (4-25)

If we use "g according to (4-24) or (4-25) in the basic formula (4-21), we obtain
the so-called Helmert heights (Helmert, 1890): v _ _

H " g + 0.042.411 (4'26)

with C in g.p.u., g in gals and H in km. ‘ I

As we have seen in Sec. 4-3, this approximation replaces the terrain with an
- infinite Bouguer plate of constant density and of height H. This is often suifie

' cient. Sometimes, in high mountains and for highest precision, it is necessary
to apply to g a more rigorous Prey reduction, such as the three steps described

7 in Sec, 4—3. A practical and very accurate method for this purpose has been
given by Nietharnmer (1932). It takes the topography into account, assuming

'. only that the free-air gradient is normal and the density is constant down to
the geoid. _ ‘ ’

It is also sufiicient to calculate 'g as the mean of gravity g measured at the
1 surface point P and of gravity g9 computed at the corresponding geoidal point

P0 by the Prey redfiction: _

g = its +730}, (4-27)

This has been proposed by Mader (1954); it presupposes that gravity g varies
g linearly along the plumb line. This can usually be assumed with sufficient ac-

curacy, even in extreme cases, as shown byMader (1954) and by Ledersteger
‘

‘v (195 5). ' '

Orthomem’c correction. The orthometrio correction is added to the measured
height difference, in order to convert it into a difference in orthometric height.

‘ Weiet the leveling line connect two points A and B (Fig. 4-5). We first apply
a simple trick:

‘ AH” = H3 —— HA = H3 —- HA — He" + H?“ + (H? - Hiya)

ii : = Arne + (H3 — Ht“) — (HA —‘ Hr“). (4-28)
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By (4—10) we have .

A113?“ = AnAB + DCAB. (4—29)

Consider now the difi'erences between the orthometric and dynamic heights,
HA — Hi” and HB — Hi”. Imagine a fictitious leveling line leading from the .

foot Ag at the geoid to the ground point A along the plumb line. Then, obviously,
the measured height difierenee would be HA itself: ARAOA = HA, so that

DCAOA = AHgi’i — MAM ? Hg“ — HA' '

and ' . v - - '

H—Héy“=—DC,,, » ‘A, A” n A .4 (430)
' H3 - H?“ = *DCBDB. _

Inserting (4-29). and (4-30) into (4-28) wefinafly have

'AHAB = ARAB + DCAB + DCAQA — DCBQ'B I

or .

: AHA}; =1 ARAB + OCAB,
where ‘ . A

I OCAB = DCAB + DCAoA — DCBaB (4'32)

is the erthemetric correctiofi. This is a remarkable relation between the ortho-
metric and dynamic corrections (Ledetsteger, 1955).

From (4-11) we find '

B ._ B _‘. ‘
DCAB =f g—L’Odn 2 ELEM,

A 70 A 70

A _ I '_ ._._ fl? '

130M = [ .UdH = gift—+0 Hg,
A0 70 7% '

z - ' B ._. ‘ '_' ._ . ‘
D0303: / L19 5H = HEB, '

‘ Ba 79 ‘ r 70 ‘

where EA, or 71:13, is the mean value of'gravity along the plumb, line of A, or .8.
Thus the orthometric correction (4—32),becemes

B . « ~ ._ __
OCAB = 2 L13 5!: + w HA ~ 33—19 H3. (4-33)

A W 70
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Here again we'need the mean value of gravity along the plumb line, gm and “g3;
f «m is an arbitrary constant—rfor example, nermal gravity at 45° latitude.

Accuracy. Let us first evaluate the chest on H of an error in the mean gravity
3' From H = C/g we obtain by differentiation --

154-? ” ‘ C H
a, V - . 7

g2 g g g

Sincegr is about 1000 gals we have, neglecting the minus sign, the simple formula
’7 I

617mm '3: 6vgrngall'lkrm (4‘34)

., the subscripts denoting the units; 6H is the error in H, caused by an error fig
in g.

:1: For H = 1 km, ‘

' é 53mm},

' which shows that an error 52 as great as 100 ingals falsifies an elevation of
V 1000 meters by only 10 em.

if: Let us now estimate the effect of an error of the density p on g. Dillerentiating
(4-25) and omitting the minus sign we find

62 == 27rkH5p. (4‘35)

a: 1r 5;) = 0.1 g/cm3 and H = 1 km, then , 7

' ' ‘ _ . = 4.2 Ingals, _

which causes an error of 4 mm in H. A density error of 0.6 g/cm3, which cor-
3, reSponds to the maximum variation of rock density occurring in practice thus
3. falsifies H = 1000 meters by only 25 mm. '

r Mader (1954) has estimated the difference between the simple computation
f: of mean gravity according to Helmert, equation (4-25), and more accurate

, methods that take the terrain correction into account. He found for Hochtor,
in the Alps, H = 2504 meters: ' V

Helmert (4-25) 2 = 980.263 (Bouguer plate only),
Niethammer 286‘;

1 (also terrain correction).r = in + go) (4-2?) 285)

Mean gravity 3‘ according to (4-27) differs from Niethammer’s value by only
l mgal, which shows the linearity of g along the plumb line even in an extreme
case. This corresponds to a difference in H of 3 mm. The simple Helmert

' height differs by about 6;cm from these more elaborately computed heights.
The difi'erences are thus very small even in this rather extreme case; we see

that orthometric heights can be obtained with very highaccuracy. This is of
‘ greatirnportance for a discussion of the recent theory of Molodensky from a

practical point of view. See Chapter 8, particularly the last section.

p

'(
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4-5. Normal Heights -

Assume for the moment the gravity field of the earth to be normal, that is,
W = U, g = 7, T = 0. On this assumption compute “orthometric heights”;
they will be called normal heights and denoted by H*. Thus equations'(4-l7)
through (4-20) becOrne ' ‘ ‘

'~ We - W = C = AdeHt (4-36).
V I O > . ‘

. H* --= f 5’9, ' (4-37)
0 ’Y ' .

, V . C = 17H*, _ ’ (4.33)
Where . , '

V 1 r 3* .

' r7 = m]: 'de’“ I
(4-39)

is the mean normal» gravity along the plumb line. . a

As the normal potential U is a simple analytic function, these formulas can
be evaluated very easily; but since the potential of the earth is evidently not
normal, what does all this meaflConsider a point P on the physical surface of
the earth. It has a certain potential WP and also a certain normal potential Up,
but in general W1: 325 Up. However, there is a certain point Q on the plumb
line of P, such that UQ = WP; that is, the normal potential U at Q is equal to
the actual potential W at P: The normal height H* of P is nothing but the geo-
metric height of Q above the ellipsoid, just as the orthometric height of P is
the height of P above the geoid. .

For more details the reader is referred to Sec. 8-3; Fig. 8-2 illustrates the
geometric relations.

We shall now give some practical formulas for the computation of normal
heights from geopotential numbers; If we write (4-39) in the form

t , 1 _”* a '
. . / ~ ,7; j: 4(2) dz .

(4-40)

Corresponding to (4-22), then we can express 7(2) by (2-123) as >

i 7(2) = *r [1 — 3,0 +1“ + m w 2fsin2 402 + 53522], (4-41)

where 'y is the gravity at the ellipsoid, depending on the latitude d) but not on 2.
Thus straightforward integration with respect to 2 yields ‘-_.i _g'{1+f+m_2fsiz)z_2+iz_3 H*‘ny’t'Y Z a Ins/1‘2 c123 o,‘

' 1 l , . l ,E '
r =EEV[H*——a(l—s—f+nz—2fs1n2¢)H*2+5§H43]

or ‘ l I '

“ . H* 15""2 if?»
«7 = 4 [1 —— a +f+ m .— 2fsm2 93) 7,- 4- (4-42)Il
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.
3 T1113 formula may be used for computing H* by the formula r .

_ I

,Y a

(4 43)

The mean theoretical gravity itself depends on H*, by (4-’42),but not strongly;
so that an iterative solution is very simple.

It is also possible to give a direct expression of H* in terms of the geopotential
number C by inserting (4-42) into (4443) and expanding into 'a series of powers .,
of H*: . _ -

H =17
l+a(l+f+m—-2fsm2¢)H*+0-H*2+---. .

: Solving thisequation for H* and expanding 11* in poWers of 0/7, we obtain

H* = — [1 . 1 m — 2 sm2 ~— ' (m) 4-44
7 +( +f+x f em+ av ( )

I where'y is normal gravity at the ellipsoid, for the same latitude 0,5. The accuracy
of this formula will be suficient for almost all practical purposes; still more

»‘ accurate expressions are given in Hirvonen (1960). p '

Corresponding to the dynamic and orthometric corrections there is a normal
correction NC of the measured height diiferences, Equation (4—33) immediately

V yields, on replacing 'g by}? and _H by 11*: '

B _ — __W - _ -

_ A 79 'Yfl I YO .

.I so that I '

AHjiB = H; — H: = A1143 + NCAB. (4’46)

The normal heights were introduced by Molodensk‘y in connection with his
v method of determining the physical surface of the earth; seeChapter 8.

4—6. Comparison of Different Height Systems , /

‘ By means of the geopotential number '

‘ _ _, Poi“ .

f ’ CWW°— W‘
fgeoid 3d”

we can write the ditlerent kinds of height in a common form which is 'very

instructive: '

H ' ' height = “ ‘
(4-47)

where the height systems dilfer according to how the gravity value G in the

- denominator is chosen. Wehave:v
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dynamic height:
G = 1/0 = const.,

‘V‘ orthometric height: '

G = g, . (4-48)
normal height: - . _ _

G ="7- :6 V

It is seen that one can devise an unlimited number of other height systems by
selecting G in a dillerent way.

The geopotential number C is, in a way, the most direct result of leveling
and is of great scientific importance. However, it is not a height in a geometrical
or practical sense. The dynamic height has at least the dimension ofa height,
but no geometrical meaning. One advantage is that points of the same level
surface have the same dynamic height; this corresponds to the intuitive feeling
that if we move horizontally. we remain at the same height.1 The dynamic
correction can be very large, because gravity varies from equator to pole by
about 5000 mgals. Take, for instance, a leveling line of lOOO m difference of
height at theequator, where g is 978.0 gals, computed with 70 = 745° = 980.6
gals; Then (4-11) gives a dynamic correction of approximately ‘

DC = ~ 1000 meters = f2.7 m.

Because of these large corrections, dynamic heights are not suitable as practiCal
heights, and the geopotential numbers are preferable for scientific purposes.

Orthometric heights are the natural “heights above sea level,” that is, heights
above the geoid. They thus have an unequalled geometrical and physical sig-‘
nificance. Their computation is relatively laborious, unless Hehnert’s simple
formula (4-26) is used, which is sufficient in most cases. The orthometric cor-
rection is rather small. In the Alpine leveling line of Mader (l954), leading
from an elevation of 754 meters to 2505 meters, the orthometric correction is
about 15 cm per l km of measured height (inference.

The physical and geometrical meaning of the normal heights is less obvious;
they depend on the reference ellipsoid used. Although they are basic in the new
theories of physical geodesy, they have a somewhat artificial character as com-‘
pared to the orthometric heights. They are, however, easy to compute rigor-
ously; the order of magnitude of the normal corrections is about the same as
that of the orthometric corrections. In the countries of the eastern hemisphere
they‘have replaced the orthometric heights in practice.

Forestimates of the difference between orthometric height H and normal
height H* we refer the reader to Sec. 8~l3. - . -

All these height systems resemble C in being functions of position only.

1 The orthometric height differs for points of the same level surface because the level sur-
faces are not parallel. This gives rise to the well~known paradoxes of “water flowing uphill,” etc.
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' There are thus no misclosures, as there are with measured heightsFrorn-a purely
practical point of view the desired requirements of a height system are that .

if 1. Misclosures be eliminated. ‘ _ ' _

2.’ Corrections to the measured heights he as small as possible.

Empirical height systems have been devised to give smaller corrections than
j_ either the orthometric or the normal heights. They have no clear physical
? significance, however, and are beyond the scope of the present book.

Accuracy. Leveling is one of the most accurate geodetic measurements. A
t‘ r standard error of 10.1 mmper km distance is possible; it increases with the V

I“ square root of the distance. ' t

If the error of measurement and interpolation, etc., of gravity is negligible,
then the diiierences in the geopotential number C can be determined with an '

accuracy of $0.1 gal'meter per km distance; this correSponds to iOJ mm
in measured height. To achieve this, Bomford (1962, p. 206) suggests a distance

. between gravity, stations of 2 to 3 km in level country, 1 to 2 km in moderate
f V hills, and 0.3 to 1.5 km in mountainous areas; however, Ramsayer (1963)
t} found station distances of 15 to 25 km, 10 to 15 km, and 5 to it) km, to be short

enough. " 2

Dynamic heights and'normal heightsare clearly as accurate as the geopoten- _

tial numbers, because normal gravity 7 is errorless. Orthornetric heights, how-
_ ever, are also affected by imperfect knowledge of density, etc, but only slightly;

see the end of See. 4~4.' ‘

4-7. Triangulated Heights ' '

For the sake of completeness we must also deal briefly with the determination
of heights by triangulation, that is, by means of zenith distances.

The problem is to determine the differences in the ellipsoidal heights h; and
122 of two points P1 and P2 if thehorizontal (ellipsoidal) distances, the zenith .

distances 2; and 23, and the deflection components 61 and e; are given (Fig. 4~6).
Here-e1 and‘ez are the components of the deflection of the vertical in the direc-
tion of the line P1P2; as we shall see in Sec. 5—4, equation(5-lé), they are com-

’ puted by '
61 =51 COS at + 7]; sin '06, ,

'7 ' Q = 52 cos a + in sin a,
. where a is the azimuth of the line Ple, and 5, e7 are the components of the deflec~ ‘

1 tion of the vertical along the meridian and the prime vertical. -

The measured zenith distances refer to the astronomical zenith, that is, to
the plumb line. Hence they must be converted to the ellipsoidal zenith, which

it v'
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dorresponds to the ellipsoidal normal. These ellipsoidal zenith distances 2 are
computed from the measured zenith distances 2’ by the formulas .

p
21.: 21 + e; = z{ + .51 cos a + m sin a, '

(449')
z; = z; —- E2 = z; - EchSa -— nzsina,

which are obtained by inspecting Fig. 4-6. ‘ '

In this figure we have replaced, with sufficient accuracy, the ellipsoidal are
by a spherical arc of radius ‘ 7 '7

R = 5 (R1 + R2), , _ ‘ (4-50)

where R; and R2 are the radii of curvature for the azimuth a at P1 and P2:

1 w 005% + 31112::

R1 M1 1V1 ’
I __coszoz , Sinza.

R2 M2 T N2 ’

(4-51)

M and N are the principal radii of curvature; of the ellipsoid (see Sec. 2-8).
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w

7 Apply the law of tangents, known from planetrigonornetry,‘ to the triangle
0P1P2, obtaining - .

a +- a2 -— re - a :-tan-§—(180° —- 21 — 180°:+ 22)

R + hz + R + hi tan $4180“ -— 21+ 180° — 22)
01‘ V A

leg—Jr} _ v zg~21
» 212 + a + h; ‘ tan ‘2 m“T” (4'52)

We read from Fig. 4-6 that

s
’1' = 75 (4-53)

so that ' , v

1:1 113...“: 32tanz 2+3<2) “2R<1+121a2"')'
0n introducing '

- 1

the mean elevation of the line Png, equation (4-52) finally. becomes

' n ' hm $2 22 n" Zr I

k . -—- = -— -—-— -——-—-—- -a I h; h; s (I . R + up) tan 2 (4 54)

if only one zenith distance 21 has been measured, we can compute 'y from
(4—53) andr22 from the condition that the sum of angles of the triangle OP1P2

is l80°: ‘

180° —- 21+ 180° — 22 -§4 7 = 180°;
or. .

‘ Z1 + 22 -" *y " 180° = 0.

1
Thus,

- m _ a Z ._ -
E51,, 2 ~—

90 +. 2 z1. (4 56)

The main problem in determining heights by triangulation is the effect of
atmospheric refraction, which afl‘ects the zenith distances much more strongly
than the horizontal angles. Owing to uncertainties and variations of refraction
an accuracy of i l” in z is at present possible only in exceptional cases, such as

in high mountains. To eliminate the effect, of refraction as far as possible‘it is

preferable to. measure both 21 and 22 (reciprocal observations) rather than to
measure only 21 and use (4-56). Ifs = 10 km,.the standard error of the elevation
difference for reciprocal observations is 'of the order of $10 cm. Thus the

accuracy of triangulated heights is muchiess than that of leveling.
The problem of atmospheric refraction will not be treated here; we have

assumed that the observed zenith distances had already been corrected for the

effect ofrefraction.V
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f earz‘b'S'
J surface

H ‘
1 [32" 2

HI Lb: ’ I geoidMaui-P5013!
FIGURE 4-7

Heights above the .elfwsoid and
above the geaid.

Determination ofdifferences in vertical deflections'ana' geoz‘dal undulations.-
The procedure described in this section presupposes that astrogeodetic deflec-
tions of the vertical (see next chapter) are known, at least at certain points.
On the other hand, measurements of zenith distances may be used to determine
diflerences in the deflection of the vertical: The insertion of (4-49) into (4-55)
gives 4

e2 —— e; = 25 + z; — 7 — 180°, (4-57)

where 7 = s/R is'assumed to be known.
Triangulated'heights. are heights 11 above the reference ellipsoid. Orthometric

heights H, obtained by leveling, are heights'above the geoid. As Fig. 4-7 shows,

h = H + N,
so that

N2 - N1 = (112 —- kl) ~— (H2 —— H1). V
(4-58)

Combining the triangulated (geometric) height differences with the leveled
(orthometric) height differences we thus obtain differences of geoidal undula-
tion N. -

r Zenith distance measurements are also important as a means for height
determination in a‘ slightly different context, in the so-called three—dimensional
geodesy (Sec. 512). '

J
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W. 5
Astrogeodetic Methods

5-1. Introduction :

Geodesy, as the theory of size and shape of the earth, may appear’to be apurely
geometrical science. Actually, however, the earth’s gravity field, a physical "

entity, is inextricably involved in most geodetic measurements, even the‘purely .

geometric ones. The measurements of geodetic astronomy, triangulation, and '

leveling ail make essential use of the plumb line, which, being the direction of “
the gravity vector, is no leSs physically defined than its magnitude, that is, i

the gravity g. - “'

Thus the astrogeodetic methods, which use the astronomical determinations
of latitude, longitude, and azimuth and the geodetic operations of triangulation,
base-line measurements, and trilateration may properly be considered as belong- 4

ing to physical geodesy, fuliy as much as the gravimetric methods. f

As a general distinction, the astrogeodetic methods use the direction of the
gravity vector, employing geometrical techniques, whereas the gravimetric
methods operate with the magnitude g, making use of potential theory. A sharp i
demarcation is impossible and there are frequent overlaps. The gravimetric
methods are usually considered to constitute physicai'geodesy in the narrower
sense. #5

In this chapter we shall consider some basic principles of the astrogeodetic
methods, which, apart from their intrinsic interest, are also indispensabie for-a
deeper understanding of the gravimetric methods. J

.x‘ :4.
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‘ A few introductory ideas may help in comprehending this subject. To fix
the position of a point in space we need three coordinates. -We can use, and
have used, a rectangular cartesian coordinate system. For many purposes,
however, it is preferable to take what we have called the natural. coordinates:
<1) (geographical latitude), A (geographical longitude), and H (height above the
geoid), which directly refer to the gravity field of the earth (Sec. 2-4).

The height H is obtained by geometric leveling, combined with gravity meas-
urements, and 11> and A are determined by astronomical measurements; As long

L7" as the geoid can be identified with an ellipsoid, the use of these coordinates for
computations is very simple. Since this identification is sufficient only for results
of rather low accuracy, the deviations of the geoid from an ellipsoid must be
taken into account. As we have» seen, the geoid unfortunately has rather dis-
agreeable mathematical properties. It is a complicatedsurface with disconti-

=3§f nuities of curvature. Thus it is not suitable as a surface on which to perform.
mathematical computations directly, as on the ellipsoid.- .

Since the deviations of the geoid from the ellipsoid are small and can be
3'; " computed, it is convenient to add small reductions to the original coordinates
g; (I), A, H, so as to get values which refer to an ellipsoid. In this way we shall find

in Sec. 5-4.: '

. A=A—nsec¢. _ p

35 ‘ _ h=H+M “

o and A are the geographical coordinates on the ellipsoid, also called geodetic
latitude and geodetic longitude to distinguish them from the astronomical
latitude i1) and the astronomical longitude A. Astronomical and geodetic coordi-
nates differ by the deflection of the vertical (components 5 and 7;). The quantity h
is the geometric height abOVe the ellipsoid; it difiers from the orthometric height
H above the geoid by the geoidal undulation N.

Geodetic measurements (angles, distances) are treated similarly. The prin-
ciple of triangulation is well known: distances are obtained indirectly by meas-
uring the angles in a suitable network of triangles; only one base line is necessary
to furnish the scale of the network. Triangulation was indispensable in former
times, because angles could be measured much more easily than long distances.
Nowadays, however, long distances can be measured directly just as easily as
angles by means of electronic instruments, so that triangulation, using angular
measurements, is often replaced or supplemented by trilateration, using distance

gmeasuremcnts. The computation of triangulations and trilaterations on the
ellipsoid is easy. It is therefore convenientto reduce the measured angles, base
lines, and long distances to the ellipsoid, in much the same way as the astronom-
ical coordinates are treated; Then the geodetic (ellipsoidal) coordinates o, A,

obtained (1) by reducing the astronomical coordinates and (2) by computing
triangulations or trilaterations on the ellipsoid, can be compared; they. should
be identical for the same point.

' - < - v .m . .i'vxsfiv,;,,fiw '«wm 52,59“: a: v 7 r W 7 r r r w _
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180 ' Astrogeodetic Methods ‘

5-2. Projections onto the Ellipsold

Let us establish the position of a point P by means of the natural coordinates

43 A, H. Then we may project it onto the geoid along the (slightly curved)

plumb line. The orthornetric height is the distance between P and its projection

Po onto the geoid, measured along the plumb line (Fig. 5—1). Although this mode:

of projection is entirely natural, the geoid is not suited for performing computa-

tions on it directly; the point P0 is. therefore projected onto the reference ellip-

soid by means of the straight ellipsoidal normal, thus getting a. point Q; on

the ellipsoid. In this way, the ground point P and the corresponding point Q;

on the ellipsoid are connected by a double projection, that is, by two projections

which are performed one after the other and which are quite analogous, the

orthometric height H = PPO corresponding to the geoidal undulation N = Pogo.

This double projection is called Pizzetti’s projection.

It is simpler to project the point P from the physical-surface of the earth

directly onto the ellipsoid through the straight ellipsoidal normal, thus obtain-

ing a point Q. The distance PQ = h is the “geometrical height abOVe the ellip-

soid". The ground point -P is then determined by h and the geographical coordi-

nates o, l. of ' Q 011 the ellipsoid, so that the so-called geodetic coordinates 4;,

)\, h take the place of the natural coordinates @, A, H. This projection is called

Helmert’s projection. . v .

The practical difference between Pizzetti’s and Helmert’s projection is small.

The ellipsoidal height h is equal to H + N within a fraction of a millimeter. The
geodetic coordinates <15 and )x, with reSpect to the two projections, are related

by the equations '

‘l’Helmert ,= ¢Pizzetti

H
‘AHelmert = xPizzetti + ’R 12 sec (1),

which can be read from Figlre 5-1, since QQQ é He; R = 6371 km is the mean

radiusrof the earth. Even if e = 1 minute of arc and H = 1000 meters, the dis-

P,A
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tance QQc is only about 30 cm and the geodetic coordinates differ by less than

0.0l”, Which is below the accuracycf astronomical observations. For most

purposes we may therefOre neglect the difference between the two projections.

Pizzetti’s projectionis better adapted to the geoid, because there is an exact

correspondence between a geoidal point P0 and an ellipsoidal point Q0. Helmert’s

projection has practical advantages, notably the straightforward conversion of

the ellipsoidal coordinates 45, k, h into rectangular coordinates x, y, 2; it is also

simpler in other respects. For this reason we shall henceforth use mainly

Helrhert’s projection, but practically the results hold for both projections.

However, because of the curvature. of the plumb line we have to distinguish

carefully whether the astronomical coordinates refer to the ground point P or

the geoidal point P0. Even if the angle 5 in Fig. 5-l is only 1 second of are, a

change of 1” in the geographical latitude means a linear displacement of Pa

by RB é 30 m. This must. be taken into account if we combine astronomical

coordinates <I> and A; measured at the ground point P,- and the gravimetric

deflections of the vertical 5 and n, computed by Vening Meinesz’ formula for

the geoidal point P0. ‘

if

I

5-3. Helmert’s-Projection. Geodetic and Rectangular Coordinates

We shall now derive the relation between the geodeticcoordinates (I), A, ,h of

Helmert’s projection and the corresponding rectangular coordinates x, y, z.

The equation of the reference ellipsoid in rectangular coordinates is

x2 + y2 22

The representation of this ellipsoid in terms of geographical coordinates is given

by ' - ‘ ' r .

. r x==Ncos¢cos)\,

y = Ncos 4> sm A, (52)
2I

i. t Z = 45’ -r r . r _ _
H.

,1
.U». I z. .:.w<. .

where N is the east—west radius of curvature (2-81): '

a2N =W »
5-3'

' Va? 0032 qt + b2 sin2 qS- ‘ ( )

These equations are known front geomettidal geodesy; it may aiso be verified

by direct substitution that a point with xyz—coordinates (5-2) satisfies the etha-

tion of the ellipsoid (5-1) and so lies on the ellipsoid.

The components of the unit normal vector n are

‘ ‘ n = (cos :35 cos A, cos ¢v sin A, sin <13), (5-4)
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because <13 is the angle between the ellipsoidal normal and the xy—piane, which
is the equatorial plane (Fig. 5-2). ' '

Now let the coordinates of a point P outside the ellipsoid form the vector
- X = (X, Y,Z); _

similarly we have; for the coordinates of the point Q? on the ellipsoid, f
- x = (x, y, z). I

From Figure 5~2 we read '

X = x + 1211,

that is
X_=x+heos<bcosk, '

' Y=y+hcos¢sih>e I

, Z = z + h sin ¢.

By (52) this becomes '

. X = (N + h) cos ¢ cos A, (5-5a)

' Y = (N + Boos (,5 sin A, ' ' ’ (5-51))
‘ 2z = N + a) sin (:3. ~ (5-50)

Lava”
2‘2

'n\G
X/

x,y plane
N

FIGURE 5-2

Geodetic and rectangular caardinaz‘es.
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5‘? These equations are the basic transformation formulas between the geodetic
Q coordinates :75, A, h and the rectangular-coordinates X, Y,Z of a point outside

the ellipsoid. The origin-of the rectangular coordinate system is the center of
the ellipsoid, and the z—axis is its axis of rotation; the x-axishas the Greenwich
longitude 0° and the y-axis has the longitude 90° east of Greenwich (i.e., 7\ =

. +90°). s -. ' .

A possible source of confusion is that the east-west radius of curvature of
‘ the ellipsoid and the geoidal undulation are both denoted by the symbol N;

in (5-5)N is, of course, the radius of corvature. t - .

Equations (5-5) permit the computation of rectangular coordinates X, Y,Z
from the geodetic coordinates o, )\, h. The inverse procedure, the computation
of as, )5 h from given X, Y,Z, ismore complicated because (5—5) cannot be solved
for o,‘ A, h ina closed form; accordingly, the computation must be done iter—

atively (Hirvonen and Moritz, 1963, p. 4). . . '

Denoting V X2 + Y2 by piwe get from equations (5-521) and (5-5b) or from
I 5-2 V _

P = VX2+ Y2 = (N+'h)005¢,
whence . v L

‘ ._ J}. ._ .hru COS (b I N. (5f6a)

‘ Equation (5-5c) may be transformed into ‘

" ' 2 —- b2 .Z: (N— ETN—l—h) 81nd) = (N+h— e2N)sin¢,

where e2 = (a2 — b2)/a2. Dividing this equation by therabove expression for p
Y we find 7

Z N '
t r __ = _ 2__ i
‘ _ P (I eN+h)tan<§, V}

so that " ' V

a Z N ' ~1
t = —- —~ 2 ~——‘——- -

L
‘an¢ p<1 eN+h>. (56b)

j, “Given X, Y,Z, and hencep, equations (5-6a) and (5-6b) may be solved iter-
at1vely for h and ea. As a first approximation, we set it = O in (5—6b), obtaining

. tan (to) = $0 — e2)”. .

3
Using 95(1), we compute an approximate value Nu) by means of (5—3). Then I

(5-63) gives ha). ' i

, Now, as a second approximation, we set 11 2: nil) in (5-6b), obtaining
‘ , z N
1 tanqs. =~<1~ 2__._<1L....). .

Z . .
(2) P e Na) + he)

1
Usrng 95(2),. improved values for N and It are found, etc. This procedure is re-

: peated untll gland 11 remain practically constant.
It 18 important not to confuse the geodetic coordinates as, A, h with the ellip-
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Geodetic, reduced, and geocemric latitudes.

soi<lal coordinates '5, )9, u; introduced earlier in connection withthe normal
gravity field, nor with the spherical coordinates <13, A, r. The longitude A is the
same in all three systems; (b is the geodetic latitude (geographical latitude on the
ellipsoid), 13 is the reduced latitude, and d”; is the geocentric latitude (see Fig. 5-3).
The following equations express the rectangular coerdinates in these three

systems: . ' '

X“: (N+ h)cos¢eos>\ = Vu2 4: Ezcosficosk == rcosécosk,
Y: (N+ h)cosq5sin >\ = Vu2+ Ezcosfisin )\ = rcosésin )\, (5-7)

2 .

Z=<2§N+h>sin¢ =usinfi ‘ =rsinq‘5. \

These relations, which follow from combining equations (1-36), (1-103), and
(5-5), can be used ifweWish to compute u and .8 from h and 95 or from r and <13,

etc. ' . , , ’

5-4. Reduction of Astronomica! Observations to the Eilipsoid

Now we shall establish _the relation between.the natural coordinates (E, A,
H and the geodetic coordinates qb, x, h referring to‘an ellipsoid according to

. reference 5 V ‘

aid
U=Ua .

coordinate ellip
‘ u=b u=const.
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Helmert’s projection. Leaving aside, for the moment, the heights h and H, we
may also formulate the problem asthe reduction of the astronomical coordinates
lI> and 'A to the ellipsoid. Ifwe'also include astronomical observation of azimuth
we have to reduce the astronomical coordinates (I) and A and the astronomical
azimuth A to the ellipsoid in order to obtain the geodetic coordinates qs and’x
and the geodetic azimuth (2.

Consider a unit sphere (sphere of radius 1) with its-center at the observation
station P. This spherelhas already been used in Sec. 2-13; see also Fig. 2-13.
The actual plumb line intersects this sphere at the astronomical zenith Z“,-
whereas the ellipsoidal normal intersects it at the geodetic zenith Z9. Figure 5-4
shows this unit sphere as viewed from above. The. line of sight-to the target,
for which the azimuth A is measured, intersects the unit sphere at the point T
and has the zenith distances 2’ and z with respect to the zeniths 2., and Zg.
The point PN corresponds to the direction to the north pole, which has the zenith
distances 90° — d: and 90° —— gs, withrespect to Z, and 2,1,; the angle at PN is
the difi'erence ’ .

7 A)‘ = A —— x (5—8)

between the astronomical and the geodctic longitude. The angle at Z., is the
astronomical azimuth A, corresponding to the geodetic azimuth a at Z”. The
point F lies on the astronomical meridian, the-great circle connecting PM and

N . '
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The unit sphere illustrating the deflection of the vertical, as seen from above, and an enlarged
§ view of the central portion of the figure.
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Z“, so that the angle ZaFZg is 90°; :5 = ZJ‘ and n == 'ZgF are the components of
the deflection of the vertical. .

Consider first the rectangular spherical": triangle with corners Zg, F, and PM.

By Napier’s rules we have
‘ v sin <1» = cos (90° - ‘1’ + 5) com,

sin n = cos (90° —— AR) cos <1».

For'the small angles 77 and AA we may use the approximations

cos n i 1, sin n i 27; cos (90° -— AX): sin A) i Ax. '

Thus we find I

E = ‘1’ W 95 = A43, ~
(5-921)

17 = (A — x) cos q5 = AA cos <1). (5-9b)

These are the basic equations that express the components 5 and n of the deflec-
tion of the vertical in terms of the geographic (astronomical and geodetic)
coordinates, thus linking astronomical and geodetic coordinates. They have
already been found in Sec» 2-13 in a differentway.
The difference in azimuth .

Ace = A —- oz ‘ . ' (5-10)

consists of two parts, A10; and Azol (Fig. 5-4): ’ ,

_ Aw: A104 + Agni. (5-10,)

Ala is obtained from the spherical triangle NgNaPN, which is obviously simflar
' to the triangle ZQFPN previously used, NgPN = 4) corresponding to ZgPN =
90° — gs, and Ala corresponding to n. The equation corresponding to (5—9b)

is thus
. Ala = Ax sin (f); »

(5—11)

together with (5-91)) this becomes

‘ r Ala =‘ 7, tan 4;. (5.12229.

On'introducing a point G on the great circle connecting 2,, and T so that the
angle ZaGZa is 90°, and putting ZQG = 8, wesee that the figure ZaGTTgTa has

the same geometry as the figure ZgFPNNaNg, so that Aza, 5, 2’ correspond to

Ara, 17, 90° - o. The equation. corresponding to (5-123) is thus

' A20; = 5 cot z’ é‘ 5 cot 2. V

Since the small figure ZaFZgG may be considered plane a (see the enlarged
section of Fig. 5—4), we get by the usual formula of the transformation of.plane
coordinates ‘ h

. §=$sinoz~—nc03a, ‘ -

so that -

I Am 2 (5 sin a — 27 cos a) cot z, (5—1213)

and with (5-1220 we obtain ' * ‘

t ’ Aa = fitanqs+ (5 Since - 2700501) cotz. (5-13)

2
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The first term, Ala, is the same for every target, independent of its azimuth
and zenith distance; the second term, Aga, depends on azimuth and zenith

' distance. The term Ala results from the astronomical azimuth A being reckoned
3 from astronomical north N,z rather than from geodetic north Na, as is the geo-
detic azimuth a. It thus represents a‘shift of the zero point, which is the same for
ali targets. The term Aga arises’hecause the target T is projected from 2,, and Z,
onto different points Ta and T9 of the horizon; the efl‘ect is the same as that of
aninaccurate leveling of the theodolite. _ '

" , Usually in first-order triangulation the lines of sight are almost horizontal,
‘7 v

so that z i 90°, cotz é 0. Therefore, the correction Aga can in general be
neglected and we thus get

An: = ntan ¢ = Arsin a. (5-14)

r This is Laplace’s equation in its usual simplified form. It” is remarkable that the
differences An = A — a and At = A -— x should be related in such a simple.

‘- way. '

For later referencewe note that the total deflection of the vertical-that is,
}.j_ the angle 0 between the actual plumb line and the ellipsoidal normal—is given by

a = Vs + 77.2, (5-15)

and that the deflection component a in the direction of the azimuth a is

_ . e = 5 cos at- + nsin a. (5-16)

Both relations can he read immediately from the enlarged section of Fig. 5-4;
,5 e and 5 are related to g and 7; by a plane coordinate transformation.

: Finally, therelationship between the orthornetric height H above the geoid
and the geometric height ft above the ellipsoid can be written down immediately

_ 7 because from Fig. 5-1 we read that, to a suficient approximation,

h = H + N.

Thus the conversion formulas from natural to geodetic coordinates are

t; a=o~e
)x = A —— 17 sec o, (5-17)

a h=H+M
and the corresponding formula for the azimuth is '

at = A — 7; tan 9!». (5-18)

In the application of these formulas we need the ‘geoidal undulation N and
the deflection components 5 and 77 with respect to the reference ellipsoid used.
Two points should he noted:

1. The axis of the referenceellipsoid is parallei to the earth’s axis of rotation
25;, ' (otherwise there would be two different poles PN in Fig. 5—4), but it need

not be in an absolute position, its center coinciding with the earth’s
center of gravity. , _ _
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2. The deflection components g 21:16 7; refer directly to the point on the ground
at which the astronomical observations are made, and not to the geoid.

If components 5 and 17 of the deflection of the vertical are computed gravi-
metrically for the gebid by'Vening Meinesz’ formulaxthen <15, A, h, and or refer
to an ellipsoid in absolute position, but care should be taken,_because of the
curvature of the plumb line; see also the end of Sec. 5-2.
It should also be mentioned that the ellipsoidal azimuth a (5-18) refers to

theuactual target T,which does not in general lie on the ellipsoid. For the con-
ventional method of computation on the ellipsoid one wishes the azimuth to
refer to a target To on the ellipsoid, which is the point at the foot of the normal
through, T. Furthermore, a refers to What is called a normal section of the
ellipsoid, rather than to a geodesic line, which is used in computation. In either
case very small azimuth reductions are necessary; since these reductions are
purely problems in ellipsoidal geometry, the reader is referred to any textbook
on geometrical geodesy or to Bomerd (1962). . ‘

Eflect ofpolar migration. The direction of the earth’s axis of rotation is not
rigorously fixed with respect to the earth but undergoes very small, more or less
periodic variations This phenomenon arises from a minute difl‘erenee between
the axes of rotation and of maximum inertia, the angle between these axes,

being about 0.3”, and is somewhat similar to the precession of'a spinning tep.
This motion of the pole has a main period of about 430 days, the Chandler
period, but is rather irregular, presumably because of the movement ofmasses,
atmospheric variations, ete‘ (Fig. 5-5).
The International Latitude Service, which is maintained by the International

Astronomical Union and by the International Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics, continuously observes the variation of latitude at several stations and

y
' 1.90 0/ PX, "

X y

PN »- 1905.0 .v - 906.0‘ .

FlGURE 5-5

Polar motian.

x

l

IV. 'PN »- 1905.0 - _v - 906.0 '<‘.
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thus determines the motion of the pole. The results are published as the rec- ,2

. tangular coordinates of the instantaneous pole Pp; with resoect to a meanpole P?“
' (Fig. 5-5). The astronomically observed values [of SID, A, and A naturally refer f

to the instantaneous pole PN and must therefore be reduced to the mean pole, V

using the published values ofx and y. ' ' ~ ' .. ' - ‘ =

This is accomplished by means of the equations I ' ,_

I ~ <I> = (Echo —- x cos A +3) sin A, 7 - i ‘

> ' A = Aobs '— (x sin A ~34 y cos A) tan d + y tan (bar, (5-19)
_ A = Aob, —~ (x sin )\ + 32 cos k) sec 4)..

Now {I}, A,le are referred to the mean pole; these values are used in geodesy
because they do not vary with time. Longitude, throughout this book, is reck— r

‘ oned positive to the east, as is usual in geodesy; it should be mentioned that
in the literature theseformulas are often written for west longitude, according

1 to the practice of many astronomers. Since the correction terms containing x
and y are extremely small (of the order of 0.1”), wemay use either the geodetic ‘ r

Values (15 and )t or the astronomical values 62 and A in these terms. The term
. containing och (the latitude of Greenwich) in the formula for Ais usually
omitted, so that the mean meridian of Greenwich remains fixed, rather than

,- the astronomical longitude of Greenwich itsclf.‘ ‘ _ ‘

The derivation of these formulas; is beyond the scope of the presentbook;
it is given in textbooks on spherical astronomy. Nevertheless, it is interesting

' to note the close similarity. between the azimuth reduction (5-13) because of
- the “zenith variation”~'—_that is, the deflection ‘of the verticalaand the longitude

reduction of (5-19) because of the polar variation. Actually, the geometry for
both cases is the same. The quantities g, 77, 90° - z, 95 corresraond to x, )2, gb, oar;

' the difierence in sign of sin a and sin A is due to the fact that, when viewed from v V

the zenith, azimuth is reckoned" clockwise and, whentviewed from the pole, , t

:2 east longitude is reckoned counterclockwise. _

' .

5’5 .r-Reduction of Horizonta!_antl ‘ -

' Vertical Angles and of Distances . V v . . .

Horizontal angles. To reduce an observed horizontal angle to to the ellipsoid

we note that every angle may be considered as the difference between two azi-

muths: . l

w = to; —~ 011.

Hence we can apply formula (5-13). In the dilterence 012 — on, the main term
V

1’9 tan <1) drops out, so that for nearly horizontal lines of sight the whole
reduction

may be neglected. . . i .

Vertical angles. The relation between the measured zenith distance 2’ and
.1 the corresponding ellipsoidal zenith distance 2 was found in Sec. 4-7. Equation '

(4-49)gives'
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‘ z=z’+e=z’+£c05a+nsina, v

(5-20)

where a is the aiimuth of the target. This equation- may also be obtained by

inspecting Fig. 5-4. '

Base lines. Figure 5-6 illustrates the reduction ofmeasured baselines to the

ellipsoid. Denote an element of the measured distance by d]. It has an inclina-

tion 8 towards the local horizon (the level geopotential surface passing through

d1). The deflection component in the direction of the measured line that has

the azimuth a is again denoted by e and given by (5-16). The element d5, which

is the component of dl parallel to the ellipsoid, is

ds '= dlcos (5 — re) a dlcosp’ + edlsinfi;

Denoting by dl’ the projection of dl onto the local horizon,

. . dl’ = dicos ,6, - ‘

and noting that -

. F -dl sin 6 é 'a’h,

we have
7 ' ds = dl’ +‘ e dh. _

IfR is the local radius of curvature of the azimuth a of the ellipsoid, then it

is shown in differential geometry that ,_ .

I . , 1 _' cos2 as sin“3 a . >

I . ii 5 MM 4» -————N s . ‘ I

V‘(5-21)

.4

LJ

4

i=1:

‘ » ‘ ' éarlh’s surface

.
dl flab
d5 parallel to ellipsoid

dl' local horizon

b

‘
d5:

ellipsoid

R
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5-5. Reduction ofHorizontal and Vertical Angles and ofDistances ‘ 191

whereM and N are, respectiVely, the north-south and east-west radii of curva—
ture. Then, if also is the projection ofdl onto the ellipsoid, . '

' ‘ ds __ R + h __ h ’ .

, ‘ 33; “‘ R " 1 + R
1 , h . , h

' dSo -= 45’ "“ R (2’39 = 6 ‘“ Rdsa.
Setting ' ‘ p

* dSG __ ' V I

'
—R~ — dz!) . p _ (5-234).

we have - V i I -

also:dl’+edh-hd¢=dl’+d(eh)éhd(¢+e), ’ _'
and on’integration between the end pointsA and B we obtain

so_=, I’ + eBhB — obi — f: h d(xb+ e). (5—24)-

It‘ the elevation h is nearly constant along the line, as occurs almost always in
base-line measurements, then the application of a mean-value theorem of inte-
gral calculus gives ‘ 7 I

S0 = I, fake ‘— éAhA- — hm(€B r— 6.4) ~— 11»; [AB (3111. ' , ‘

Here . ‘ , _

g r . ', _ B ,

._ l—[Adlcose g V,
is the sum. of the locally reduced dl’, and hm is a mean elevation along the line.
On expreSsing dy’x in terms of also by (5—23) and integrating we finally obtain

. r so = 1' + 53013 — hm) - alas m h,,.) — figs. ’ ’ (5—25)

Strictly speaking, R, the local ellipsoidal radius of curvature of azimuth a,
is slightly variable along the line from A to B. In practice, however, it is per-
fectly permissible to replace the local value of R by its average along the line,
so that R in (5—23) can be considered constant, which leads to (5-25). This
amounts to the approximation-of the ellipsoidal arc AB by-a circular arc Whose

radius R is the average along AB of the values given by (5-21).
The terms with all and 63 represent the efiect of the inclination between the

geopotential and spheropotential surfaces; they will often be negligible, The.
term sch/R is due to the convergenceof the ellipsoidal normals.
The rigorous reduction of base lines according to (5-25) thus inVOlves the

geoidal undulation N, through the height h above the ellipsoid, and the defiecv

tion of the vertical 6. The baselines are reduced directly to the ellipsoid by means

of the straight ellipsoidal-normals, in conformity with Helmert’s projection.

Spatial distances. Electronic measurement of distance yields straight spatial

distances I between two points A and B (Fig. 5-7). These distances may either

|
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Reduction ofSpatial distances.

be used directly for computations in the geodetic coordinate system «2;, k, h, as

in “three-dimensional geodesy” (seeSec. 5-12), or they may be reduced to the;
surface of the ellipsoid to obtain chord distances [0 or geodesic distances so.

We shall again approximate the ellipsoidal arc A030 by a circular arc of
radius R that is the mean ellipsoidal radius of curvaturehalong {1030. By applying
the law'of'cosines to the triangle OAB we find

. . a ' 12 = (R + h1)2.+ (12+ hm ~ 2(R-+ h1)(R + h2)cos w. .

with: ‘ , , v i “ _ _ j --

. I cosy’le—Zsimg ~ ,1 "
this. is transformed into ' ' p “ ' ‘ ' p l i ’ ' i

-' - hi. [’12 . . 1!" I2 = _ 2 2 _ __ __nI, (ha 12;) + 4R (1+ R) (l + R) sm2 2,

and with I '

I V ' ' Vlo=2Rsin5g ' ‘

and the abbreviation AI: = I22 a: 111, we obtain
. V phi hz ‘ .2 = 2 .1. a. __ 2 ~

. 1 Ah +(1 . R) <1+R)zo.
Hence the chord lo and shearc' so are expreSSed-by ’ t -

‘- . , I ‘ 2 _. 2 ’ k ., i

_‘ Io : ~ . (5-26)

\(1+2€)(1+§). a

i ' '
as .

[a r

. .- 9 = . z ~1__". _ 7
I: _ 5

R42
2Rsm 2R . (52)
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Ellipsoidal refinements of these formulas may be found in Rinner (1956).
The reason for the great difference between" the reduction procedures for

base lines and for electronically measured distances is that base lines may be
‘ considered as measured aiong the earth’s surfaee and piecewise reduced to the
j' local’horizon, which invoives the direction of the vertical, Whereas straight
« spatial distances are independent of the vertical. Therefore, the reduction
f formula (5-26) does not contain the deflection of the vertical 6. -

5_6
Reduction of the Astronamicai Cucrdinates

' fur the Curvature'of the Plumb Line

The astronomical coordinates at and A, as observed on the surface of the earth,
are not rigorously equal to their correSponding values at the geoid because the
plumb line, the line of force, is not straight, oriin other words, because the level
surfaces are not parallel‘..Thus if we wish our astronomical coordinates to refer
to the geoid, we must reduce our observations accordingly.

Helmert’s projection in principle avoids the reduction for plumb-line curva—.

ture because it does not use the geoid directly,fbut we still need this reduction
ifwe want to use or to obtain quantities that are referred to the geoid. Examples

of such cases are: i ' - '

l. The gravimetric deflections are usually computed by Vening Meinesz’
formula for the geoid, so that either the gravimetric deflections must be

reduced upward to the ground point or the astronomical observations

must be reduced downward to the geoid, in order to make the two quan-
titiescomparable. J ' '

2. If astronomical observations are used for the determination of the geoid,

the same reduction must be applied, as explained in the next section.

Consider the projection of the plumb line onto the meridian planet Accord-

ing to the well-known definition of thecurvature of a plane curve, the angle

between two neighboring tangents of this projection of the plumb line is

(31¢: = “‘K; di’l, ‘

where the minus Sign is conventional and the curvature K1 is given by (2-22a):

K .. 1:95.

The x-axis is honizoetal and points northward. Hence thetotal change of lati-

tude along the plumb line between a point on the ground, P, and its projection

onto the geoid, P0, is given by
P , g _ P '

695 2 [25“ ab w I?“ K1dh'
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or - v r

P_ 1 9.3w _ a g ax dh. .

Similarly we find for the change of longitude, K2 (2-22b) replacing K3,
V P . . i

1 6g
6% cos = ~ - —— dl ,¢ g 6y ’

Where the y-axis is horizontal and points eastWards.

(5-2821)

(5-2813)

Alternative formulas. There is a close relationship between the curvature
reduction of astronomical coordinates and» the orthometric reduction of level-
ing, considered in Sec. 4.4.. '

21%

x

: I
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dH local horizon
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The orthometric correction d(0C) has 1been defined as the quantity that must
be added to the leveling increment dn in Order to convert it into the orthometrie
height difierence dH: > ‘

- (KOC) = dH ~— dn. . (5-29)
From Fig. 5-8 we see that, for a north-south profile, the curvature reduction
and the orthometric correction are related by the simple formula '

~ ~ _ 59:29. '5e — 6x (5-30a)

Similarlywe find - '

' _. 3(00)‘ ”
' ‘ dKCOS sb - a}, (5-3012)

According'to Sec. 4-4, wehave

f 'dC'=gdn==-dW,
Hence (5-29) becomes * I i

d(0C)=dH—§dc='dH+%dW, A

so that »

6H 1 6W
at "‘ 53: + g3? '

8H 1 W ' ‘

(5'31)
6k cos = — ————- '

l ' ' 4) W + g 6y . >

These equations relate the reduction for the curvature of the plumb line to the
orthometric height H and the. potential W. In View of the irregular, shape

of the plumb lines it is remarkable that such simple general relations as (5-30)

and (5—31) exist;
These relations may be used to find computational formulas for the curvature

reductions (Sq) and 5x (Bodemtiller, 1957). We have ,

' 116‘ c dC
~ d0 =dH———:d<:)'-—-

_ ( C) g‘ g g

dC C dC C m g ~ 'g (10=---d'“~--=~:d +—-:#——
- E 20:2 g g g2 g g g

01'

H "7 gmflgdn.d(0C) == “12;; dg+ g

By substituting this into (5-3051, 1)) we obtain

“ * H rig g ~ :2“ '
_ 7 aqs ‘— ? 6x + ———-§ tan 5;,

I Hi§+gtaflfim5kcos¢=~§ay g ‘

(5.32)
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where we have set ' a

an an _ ' ‘ v

tanfil —— é}, tanfig —- '63: - ‘

so that {31 and {1’2 are the anglesof inclination of the north-south and east-west

profiles with respect to the local horizon; 'g is the mean value of gravity between

the geoid' and the ground; in these formulas we need only this mean value g‘,

together with its horizontal derivatives, and the ground value g, whereas in
(5-28) we must know the horizontal. derivatives of gravity all along the plumb

line. The detailed shape of the plumb lines does not directly enter into (5-32)

as it does into,(5-28). 7 '-
The mean value g is found by a Prey reduction of the measured gravity g.

In order that the numerical differentiations ag/ax and ag/ay give-reliable re-
sults, a dense gravity net around the station is necessary, and the Prey reduction
must he performed carefully. The inclination angles'fii and 62 are taken from a

topographical map. ‘

The sign of these corrections may he found in the following way. If g de—

creases in the x-direction, thenformulas (5-28) and (5—32) give 6e > O and

Fig. 5-8 shows that c? at P0 is then greater than at P. The same holds for A,_

so that we have '

i’geoid = @ground “'l‘ 64’: V' 5.
Ageoid = Aground + 5k-‘ (

For other methods for determining the curvature of the plumb line seeArnold
(1956, See. C) and Ledersteger (1955). .

Curvature of the normal plumb line. If, instead of the actual gravity g, the.

normal gravity v is used for the computation of the plumb line curvature, we
find, using _ '

'Y = 7e<i “3):
that ' p ‘ .

87.167.27a -. .2 .
29—); = Eat-1b = ~R~f* Sindcosd) = srndeose,‘

é! a: __.L_(11' _ 0 l ’ ,

' ‘ 6y Rees-956m~ '

l-Ience the integrand (1/7)(ay/6x) in (5~28a) does not depend on 12, so that the
integration can be performed immediately. We find

‘ 5¢norrnal = h Sin := 450.171! hkm sin 245, ' I

(Extras-ma} = ‘ > i

The Curvature of the normal plumb line in the east-west direction is zero, owing
to the rotational symmetry of the ellipsoid of revolution. '

The normal reduction (5-34) is often conventionally applied, but this is of little
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use, for the effect of topographicirregularities on the curvature of the plumb
1. line 15 often much greater than the “nermal” part. In high mountains, the actual
1- reduction may amount to several seconds of are (chold and Hunziker, 1962).
. i For- a rigorous use of the normal reduction (5-34) see Sec. 89.

5-7. The Astrogefbdetic Determination of the Geoid

iv
The shape of the geoid can be determined if the deflections of the vertical. are I

' given. The basic equation is (2-202): .

(IN = ——5 d3. ' r - (5—35)

On integrating we get - _

' 7 NB = NA ~ I: 6 d5, g

(566)

Where ‘ ' l '

' » - e=ECOSoz+4nsina . ”

3 is the component of the deflection of the vertical along the‘profile AB, Whose

azimuth is a; see equation (5-16).
V This formula expresses the geoidal undulation as an integral of the vertical

_ deflections along a profile. Since N is a function of position, this integral is
‘ independent of the formlof the line that connects the points A and B. This line _

need not necessarily be a geodesic on the ellipsoid, and a may in the general

case be variable. In practice, north—south profiles (e = 5) or east-west profiles I

‘ (e = 77) are oftenused. The integral (5-36) is to be evaluated by a numerical

or graphical integration. The deflection component 6 must be given at enough
' stations along the profile such that the interpolation between these stations ’

. can be done reliably. Sometimes a map of 5 and n is available for a certain area. - '

Such a map is constructed by interpolation between Well—distributed stations

at which 5 and a have been determined. Then the profiles of integration may be
3 suitably selected; loops may be formed to obtain redundancies which must be

» adjusted. ‘ ' -

If the deflection components 5 and a are obtained directly from the equations

g: r) - a, n = (A —- t) cos a, (5-37)

_> that is, by comparing the astronomic and geodetic coordinates of the same point,

then this method is called the astrogeodezic determination of the geoz'd.

The astronomical-coordinates are directly observed; the. geodetic coordinates

' are obtained inlthe following way. In a larger triangulation system a certain “ini— ‘

tial point” P1 is chosen for which the undulation N1 and thev COInPOHCmS 531 and

V m of the deflection of the vertical are prescribed. Here 51, m, and Ni may be as-

v sumed arbitrarily in principle; the position of the referenceellipsoid with reSpect

' to the earth isthereby fixed. For the sake of definiteness let us consider the case

that isofgreatest practical importance, that is, the case in which 51 = m = N1 =
0.11; this case. because 51 = m = 0, the geoid and the ellipsoid have the same sur-
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The reference ellipsoid is tangent to the geoz'd at P1. 1‘ . V U 3

face normal,1 so that, because N1>='O, the ellipsoid is tangent to the geoicl

below P1 (Fig. 5-9). The condition that the axis of the reference ellipsoid be'par- ‘

allel to theearth’s axis of iotation'finally determines the orientation of the tri-
angulation net because Laplace’s equation (5-14) then gives Act; = m tan gal = 0, if

so that (21: A1; that is, at the initial point the geodetic azimuth is equal to the
astronomical azimuth; ' ' ‘

Now we can reduce the measured distances and angles to the ellipsoid and I

compute on it the position of thepoints of the triangulation net (their geodetic

coordinates qS and k). in the usual way. After measuring the coordinates <12 and A

astronomically at the same points, we can then compute the deflection com- .

.ponents E and 17 by (5-37). Starting from the assumed value N; at the initial point '

P1 (in our case N1 = O) we can finally compute the geoidal heights N of any v

point of the triangulation net by repeated application of (5-36). These geoidal

heights refer to the ellipsoid that was fixed by prescribing 51, 131, N1, and, of

course, its semimajor axis a and its flattening f. To employ a frequently used ;

term; they refer to the given estrogeodezic datum (a,f; 21, in, N1).
By means of N and the orthometric height H, the heightfh above the ellipsoid ‘

is--,obtained (h = H ~54 N), so that the rectangular spatial coordinates'X, Y,Z -

can be computed by (5-5). But unless g and n are absolute deflections, the origin

of the coordinate system will not be at the center of the earth; see Sec. 5-9.
. A flaw in the procedure described above apparently is that N, 2, sq are already

i We disregard the curvature of the plumb line. ,
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{131,1 so that, because N1>='O, the ellipsoid is tangent to the geoicl

(Fig. 5-9). The condition that the axis of the reference ellipsoid be'par- ‘

teearth’s axis of 'rotation'finally determines the orientation of the tri-
n net because Laplace’s equation (5-14) then gives Act; = m tan al 2 0, if

;.= A1; that is, at the initial point the geodetic azimuth is equal to the

lical azimuth; ' ' ‘

ve can reduce the measured distances and angles to the ellipsoid and I §

on it the position of thepoints of the triangulation net (their geodetic

tes <15 and k). in the usual way. After measuring the coordinates <12 and A

lically at the same points, we can then compute the deflection com- .

E and 17 by (5-37). Starting from the assumed value N; at the initial point '

1r case N1 = O) we can finally compute the geoiclal heights N of any ,

the triangulation net by repeated application of (5-36). These geoidal V:

:efer to the ellipsoid that was fixed by prescribing 51, 131, N1, and, of

,ts semimajor axis a and its flattening f. To employ a frequently used ;

ey refer to the given astrogwdezic datum (a,f; 21, in, N1). 93

am of N and the orthometric height H, the heightfh above the ellipsoid ‘

ied (h = H ~54 N), so that the rectangular spatial coordinates'X, Y,Z -

omputed by (5-5). But unless g and n are absolute deflections, the origin

Jordinate system will not be at the center of the earth; see Sec. 5-9.
v in the procedure described above apparently is that N, 2, 7:] are already

disregard the curvature of the plumb line. ,

§.‘
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-7nee_ded for the reduction of the measured angles and distances to the ellipsoid.
However, for this purpose approximate values of N, g, Y} are sufficient. These .

are obtamed by performing('fthe process just explained with unreduced angles
V

and distances. We can also get suitable values for N, g, 17 in other ways, for
’ Instance by Stokes’ formula. ,

It should be mentioned that_in practice the component 17 is often obtained
‘ from azimuth measurements by (5-l8),

n = (A —~ a) cot a, (-5.38)

‘ because astronomical measurements of azimuth are simpler than those of
longitude. Moreover, longitude and azimuth are often measured at the same
point; Then Laplace’s condition ‘

- ‘ Aa = Ah sine '

furnishes an importantcheck on the correctorientation of the net-and may be
" used for adjustment purposes. Astronomical stations with longitude and azimuth.

* observations are therefore called Laplace stations.
‘ The, astrogeodetic determination of the geoid was known to Helmert (1880);
‘ it is also called astronomical leveling. -

Comparison with the Stokes method. It is quite instructive to compare Hel-
* mert’s formula , .

-- ‘ ‘ B

~ for the astrogeodetic method with Stokes’ formula I

4' N = ———R Ag so) do
3' 4779 » '

, for the gravimetric method. Both methods use the grav1ty vector g. It 1s com-
pared with a nornial gravity vectory.The components 5 = A45 and n = Ah cos 4)

of the deflection of the vertical represent the difierences in direction, and the
gravity anomaly Ag represents the difference in magnitude of the two vectors.

~ Helmert’s formula determines the geoidal undulation N from Sand 7;, that is,
1 by means of the direction of g, and Stokes’ formula determines N fromng,
. that is, by means of the magnitude of g. Both formulas are somewhat Similar:

they are integrals which contain 6, or E and n, and Ag in arllnear form. ‘- '

Otherwise the two formulas show marked differences, which are characteristic

for the respective methods. In *Helmert’s formula the integration is extended

over part of a profile; thus it is sufficient to know the deflection of the vertical

in a limited area. The position of the reference. ellipsoid w1th respect to the

' earth’s center of gravity is unknown, however, and can be determined only by
' means of the gravimetric method (Sec. 5-10) or the analysrs ofsatellite orbits

(Sec. 943). Furthermore, the astrogeodetic method can be used only on land,

because the necessary measurements are impossrble atsea.,
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In Stokes’ formula, however, the integration should be extended over the

Whole earth. The gravity anomaly Ag must be known all over the earth; how-

ever, accurate gravity measurements at sea are possible. The gravimetric method

yields, for the whole earth, absolute geoidal undulations, the center of the ref-
erence ellipsoid coinciding with the center of the earth. ’

Thus, of the classical geodetic methods, only the gravimetric method makes

possible a world-wide geodetic system. The astrogeodetic method is necessary—-

for instance, to furnish the scale. Thus both methods must be combined, sup-

plemented by such geodetic information as can be obtained in other ways,

particularly that obtained from artificial satellites; see Chapter 9.

Correctionfor the curvature of the plumb line. In formula (5-36), the deflection

components 5 and 7; refer to the geoid. This means that the‘astronomical ob-
servations of <1) and A must be reduced to the geoid according to Sec. 5-6.

It is also possible and often more convenient to apply this correction for
plumb—line curvature not to the astronomical coordinates Q and A but to the

geoidal height difierences computed from the Myneddeflection components

(Helmert, 1900 and 1901). .

These N values, denoted by N’, are obtained byusing in (5-37) the directly
observed CE and A, which define the direction of the plumb line at the station P
in Fig. 5-10. The notation N will be reserved'for the correct geoidal heights.
Then we read from Fig. 5-10: ‘ -

db = dN+ dH : dN’ + dn,
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iii-(where h is the geometric height above the ellipsoid. Thus we see that the difier- .

gV-fence between the unreduced and the correct element of geoidal height, ’

dN’ e dN =V dH — (in = (we), (5-39)

is equal to the difference between the element (if! of orthometric height and . .

the leveling increment dn', which is the .orthometric reduction (KOC). '

' 1V3 -— NA = Ni; 7-- Nfa. —— OCAB, ' (5-40)

so that we can immediately apply equation (4-33) of the preceding chapter: ‘ 7

if" B ‘ B i _ ‘ _ _ '. -

NB — NA ={-/ “is “/ g-1°dn+ g—wfi' “’“HB — gMA . “Hi, (5-41) ‘

A, A 'Yo ’Yo 'Yo

where 70 is an arbitrary constant value that can be chosen conveniently; the i

deflection components.- 6 are computed from the observed ground values <I>

and A by (5-37) and (5-16).
VThe‘astrogeodetic method has often been applied to the determination of

;I I geoidal sections; see, for instance, Bomford (1963), Fischer (l961), Galle
{1914), Niethammer (1939), Olander (1951), Rice (1962), and Wolf (1956). A
discussion of the method’s practical aspects and accuracy will be found in
Bomford (1962, Chap. 5, Sec. 5).

f: 54' Interpolation of Deflections of the ' ' I ' '

- ‘ Wanamflfimwmm ‘ r

“ Helmert’s formula (5-36) for the astronomical leveling presupposes that the
‘y ’ stations at which the deflections of the vertical are known are very close to one

another.‘ Thus a profile for a can be constructed. by interpolation, and, the inte—

: gratibn in (5—36) can be performed numerically or graphically. ‘

. If for A and B in (5—36) we take two neighboring astrogeoiietic stations, and

if they are so close together that the geoidal profile between them can be approx-
; imated by the arc of a circle, then this formula becomes »

2»

,/ - NB —— NA = Jig—33 3, (5-42)

1 where s is the distance between A and B. In this way the interpolation can be

avoided; but this is only apparent, since the assumption that the geoid between
A and B forms a circular arc is itself equivalent to an: interpolation, and not

necessarily the best One.
, In moderately level areas a station distance of 25 km, say, and the approx-
. imation (5-42) are usually satisfactory; but in high mountains a spacing of even

10 km or less may not be sufiicient." V

Since astronomical observations are time-consuming, more efficient-means

for interpolation between the astrogeodetic stations have been devised. Such

methods are:
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, .measurement ofzenith distances;
use of the torsion balance;
astrogravimetric leveiing; ‘

/ use of‘topographic-isostatic deflections.

Wash/gnaw discuss some aspects of these methods“.

“A-

Zenith distances. Measurements of zenith distances can, at least theoretically, ‘

be used to replace astronomical observations (derGraaf-Hunter, 1913). If:

The principle has already been described in Sec. 4-7. The basic equation is f

(4-57): ’ . ~

e2 ~— 61 = z; + z; ,— 7 -- 180°, .
(5—43) ‘

where 23 and z; are the measured zenith distances which have been corrected 5}

for the effect of atmospheric refraction. The angle 7 is given by

7::R (5-44)

where sis the ellipsoidal distance between the stations 1 and 2, and R is a mean

radius of curvature along the are S. The distance sis obtained by triangulation
or trilateration. . ' ' '

The difficulty with this method is, of course, the proper allowance for atmos-
pheric refraction. At preSent, therefore, its use is limited to high mountains.

This method is being applied successfully in the Swiss alps, where deflection

differences have been obtained with an accuracy of 31:1” (Kobold, 1951).

Torsion balanbe measurements. The torsion balance is an instrument that

measures certain combinations _ ‘ . -,;

r . ’ 62W _~ 62W, 62W, 62W 62W 4

‘ 6y? 6x2 » axay 6x 62’ ay 62 a

of the second partial derivatives of the gravity potential with respect to a rec-
tangular coordinate system having a vertical z—axis.
Let us take the x-axis northward and consider the quantity 3!

62W
6x 6y

at the geoid. Since the normal potential U is constant along the’ellipsoid, and
consequently ‘ :1

aZU » - . ‘ ' -

the; xy-plane being tangent to the ellipsoid, we have

7 . ' 621‘ _ 62W.
' . , 8x 83%” 6x 6y
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Making use of the basic relations
__ 1 6T _ ‘ 1 6T .if “65’ ’7 - “as? -

where G is a mean value of gravity, we obtain 7 r

6%; _ 6n __ 1 (WW
. V 3}; — a; — ~55)??? (Sr-45)

from torsion balance measurements. ‘ _

We thus know certain horizontal derivatives of the components of the defies;
tion of the vertical. It is clear that we can get differences £2 — £1 and 172 —— m
of the deflection components by a suitable integration of (5-45). The details
are somewhat involved; the reader will-find descriptions in Baeschlin (1948)
and in Mueller (1963). '

This method is very sensitive to topographic irregularities, and the measure-
ment is time-consuming. It is seldom used nowadays, but it is perhaps unduly
neglected. Apart from its great theoretical-interest it may be of practical im-
portance in level areas where a detailed gravity survey, necessary for astro-
gravimetrie leveling, does not exist or is not feasible—{or instance, along coast
lines. - -

Astrogravimetrz’c leveling. If in Vening Meinesz’ formula the integration is not
extended over the whole earth but only over a neighborhood of the point con-
sidered, then an error is introduced because the distant zones are neglected.-
This error, however; is almost the same f0: points that are nottoofar apart,
and varies only slowly over the points of a short profile; so that the gravimetric
deflections computed in this Way can he used for interpolation between astro-
geodetic deflections.
' From 5’ and 13’, obtained ‘gravimetrically, the components 5’ are computed
in the usual way: s

e’ = E' cos a + 7/ sin a. ’ (5-46)
The differences ' i -

. 66 = e -- 6' (5-47)

between the “correct” astrogeodetic deflections e'and the approximate gravi-
metric values 5’ vary only slowly and may be assumed to change linearly with
distance, so that they can be oomputedby a linear interpolation ,

8&1; - 56A
5613 = 56A + —————-—SAP:

SAB
(5-48)

where P is any point on the profile between the astronomical stations A and B,
and s is the distance between the paints corresponding to the subscripts.
The procedure is thus as foliows. At A and B the astronomical deflections

EA and 63 are given. Compute at these points and at the intermediate points
P1, P2, . . . , Pu the gravimetric deflections 'efii, e59, ei, eé, . . . , a; and interpolate
fie,- at the intermediate points by (5-48). Then the desired deflections of the verti-
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cal e at the intermediate points, referred to the astrogeodetic datum, are-com-

puted by ‘

ei = e2 + 56.5. ’ ‘ (5-49)

This combination of “astrogeodetic deflections with gravimetrically inter-

polated values is called astragravimetric leveling (Molodenskii et at, 1962,

Chap. 6). It is considered to be tbebestmethodof interpolation If this method
is used, then the astrogeodetic stations may be as far apart as 100 to 200 km

in level country, but. then a, sufficiently dense gravity net must extend to at

least twice the distance between two stations.
Astrogravimetric leveling shows the great flexibility of the gravimetricmethod.

The Vening Meinesz formula can be applied for two completely different pur-

poses: if we are integrating over the whole earth, it gives absolute deflections

of the vertical, thus providing the absolute orientation of the astrogeodetic

systems; ifwe are integrating over a limited area, it helps to interpolate between

the relative astrogeodetic deflections.

Use of topographic-isostatic deflections. In (5449) the vertical deflections «5’

can also be computed from the effect of topography (Helmert, 1900 and 1901).

This method may be refined by considering the effect of the isostatic compen-

sation as well. No gravity information is needed here. This method has been

applied successfufly for'interpolation between Alpine astrogeodetic stations

that are not too far apart (Niethammer, 1939). However, it is afiected by un—

known density anomalies, eta, and is rather, laborious. Hence astrogravimetric

leveling will be preferred when distances between astrogeodetic stations are

large. ' ,

fl 54}, Coordinate Transfermatinns and Datum Shifts

As we have establishedin Sec.- 5-7, a geodetic datum is determined by the
dimensions of the: reference ellipsoid (semimajor axis a and flattening f) and

its position with respect to the earth or the geoid. This relative position is

usually given by the geoidal undulation N1 and the components £1 and m of
the deflection of the vertical at an initial point P1. Instead of 51, 771, N1 we might
as well use the geodetic coordinates (351, A1, hl of P1 because

51 = (1’1 “‘ (51,
m = (A1 “ X1) 003 €59 (5-50)
N1 = [’21 —“ H1. I I

A superficially difierent but equivalent metth is to. use the rectangular co-
ordinates X3, yo, 29 of the center of the reference ellipsoid with respect to {the

center of the earth. .

If we vary the geodetic datum—that is, the reference ellipsoid and its posi-

J.‘

5-
.14
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tion~then the geodetic coordinates 45, Mia and consequently the deflections '

.of the Vertical and the undulations of the geoid,
is r=s—u ~y

n = (A —— x) cos <13, (5-51)
V N = h — H,

5 will also change. Since there are'three different ways of fixing the datum,- we ,

can formulate these changes in terms of the variation of '

i I El, 7719 N1: (31' Ii’iig )‘1: hi: 01" 350, ya, 26.

Mathematically, the problem is simply a transformation Of coordinates, since
everygeodetic datum corresponds to a different system'ofgeodetic coordinates

3 i 4): 7‘s h-
f: Suppose that the center of the reference ellipsoid does not coincide with the
2' V earth’scenter ofgravity,but that the axis of the ellipsoid is parallel to the earth’s

axis of rotation. Assume arectangular coordinate'systern XYZ whose origin
is the earth’s center of gravity (not the center of the ellipsoid, as before), the

‘ axes being directed as usual. Let the coordinates of the center of the ellipsoid

’l with respect to this system be 350, ya, 20, as stated above. Then equations (5—5}
s v must obviously bemodified so that‘they become '

X = 3:0 + (N—+ 11) cos «1) cos k, '

‘ . Y = yo 4: (N + it) cos <15 sin ;\, (5-52)
iv ‘

I. 2

- Z=zo+(—:¥2N+h)sin¢.

'3': These equations form the starting point for various important diiferential
f," formulas of coordinate transformation. . ‘ ,

First we ask how the rectangular coordinates X, Yr Z change if we vary the
,- geodetic coordinates 4:, X, h by small amounts 5d, 5h, 5k and if we also alter

g; the geodetic datum, namely the reference ellipsoid (a,f) and its position ’

‘J:_ (x0, yo, 20); hytla, 5fand 5x0, Bye, 620. Note that 53cc, aye, 620 correspond to a small
translation (parallel displacement) of the ellipsoid, its axis remaining parallel

'35} to the axis of the earth,
{17" > The solution of this problem is found bygdifierentiating (5-52): I I

. 6X 6X 6X ‘ 6X 6X
» = —— —— —— ~— — -6h
{:3

5X 5Xu+16a5a+6f5f+6¢6¢+ak5ki‘ah ,

‘ a Y a Y a Y Q): (LY 563 -

62 32 32 32' 62
I — w. —— -—- -——— ~— 5?!52—520+6ara+6f5f+a¢5¢+mai+6h ,

V since, according to Taylor’s theorem, small changes can be treated as differ-
; entials. v r(
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In these differential formulas we shall be satisfied with an approximation.

Since the flatteningf is small, we may expand‘Q-Sl) as r I I a

N =
950 + 8/2 €052 ¢)—~1/2 = %2<1 __ églz COSZ (I) . .

= 0(1+f-~')(1 ~fcos2 ¢ ~~> : a(1+f~f0052¢-~);
- N a ia(1 ~l~fsin2 a);

;N = (1 -' 2f-")a(1+fsin2¢m)-*- 0(1- 2f+f3i1<12 <10,

since ’

b = a(1*f),. e'2 = 2f-;-. ~-

Thus equations (5—52) are approximated by '

' X = x0 + (a + afsin2 43 + h) cos 4; cos A, .

Y = yo + (a + afsin2 e +' h) 093 (in sin 2‘, (5—52’)

Z = 20 + (a — 2af+ afsin2 <1) + h) sin <1). ‘

Now we can form the partial derivatives in (5-53), for instance '

(3%: = (l +fsin2 4)) cos e cos k a cos (1) cos k,

since wemay neglectthe flattening in these cesiiieients. This amounts to using .

for the coefficients, and only for them, a Spherical approximation analogous

to that of Sec. 2-14. Similarly, all coeficients are easily obtained as partial

derivatives, and equations (5-53) become

5X: axe—asinocoskéo—acososinxlsh , A

‘ ' ‘ + cos qb cosM5}; + 6a + a sin2 45 6f), (5-54a)

5Y=aye-—asin¢sin>§5¢+acos¢cosm>i ' '

+ cos o sin >\(6h'+ 6a + a sin2 51> 6f); (5—5413) I

5Z = 62° + a cos (15 as + sin ow; + 5a + a sin2 <1) 5f) - 2a sin qb 5f. (5-540)

These formulas give the changes'in the'rectangular coordinates X, Y, Z in
terms of the variation in the position (x0, ya, 20) and the dimensions (a,f)of the g

ellipsoid and in the geodetic coordinates <35, )9 h referred to it. - p

Transformation of the geodetic coordinates. Several important formulas for
the transformation of coordinates may be derived from equations (5-54). First,
let the position ofP in space remain unchanged; that is, let

- ' 5X=5Y=52="0. '

Determine the change of the geodetic coordinates <15, k, k if the dimensions of ,
the reference ellipsoid and its position are varied. , A 5

The problem is thus to solve equations (5—54) for 595, 5x, 512, the left-hand sides

being set equal to zero. To get so multiply (5-54a) by L—sine cos )x, (5-54h)
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—sin in sin )\, and (5-540) by cos o, and add ail equations obtained in this
.way. For 5x the factors are —sin )x, cos a, and 0; for 6h they are cos¢ cos A, _ '

. cos qs sin )x, and sin QB;The result is _ ‘-

a 5o = sin 96 cos A 5x0 —§~ sin (is sin }\ 65m,— cos c 620 + 2a sin 45 cos n 5f,
c It a cos 93 6x = sin A 6x0 ~— cos A Bye, (5.55)

» ab = ——cos n cos A 5x0 — cos'qb sin a 551;, ~ sine 629 —~ M + a sin2 45 5f.

We have seen that the translation of the ellipsoid may also be given in terms 7

_ 'of the changes in the geodetic coordinates 5m, 5x1, 5h; of an initial point, instead ' . '

of 5x0; aye, 620. The probiem is then to determine the variations 6q5, ah, ah at the
other points. _

. First-we express the'parallel displacement (5x0, 5329, 520) of the ellipsoid in
terms of the given 5961, 13%;, «Sin. In equations (5-54), set 6X == BY 2 oz == 0 7 ‘_

(again because the position of the points in space remains unchanged) and ’

o = on, k = M, h = hi. Then we get 7 r

5x0 = a sin #51 cos A1545; + a 608 as sin M an ' ' -

~ — cos o1 cos )\1(5h1 + 6a +. a sin2 (in 6f), ‘
6320 = a sin (:51 sin )\1 5¢1>—- a cos o1 cos A; 5M V

— cos (#1 sin Mail/2'1 + M + a sin2 o1 5f), (5-56)

,~ 520 = ——a cos oi as— sin (151(5h1 + 50 + a sin2 «:5; 6f) + 2a sinol 6f. .

" These expressions for the shift components 5x0, 5320, 529 are inserted into
. equations (5-55), so that we finally obtain: ‘ t '

‘ 5n = (cos o1 cos as + sin {in sin 95 cos Ah) 6% ~— sin 42 sin AX - cos (in 5x;

. 5h 5a .
, + (sin ([51 cos (in -— cos qsl sm a cos ARK—211 + Z— + Sin2 4:; . , .

' , . + 2 cos son; a — sin a) 6f, . f

cos <15 6x = sin o1 sin AX 5451 + cos Ax :cos ol 6)“ ’ ‘

'7 i I -—— cos 451 sin AK (67? + .55 sin2 (s1 6]"): (5-57)

iris 5’3 = (cos o1 sin g6 ~— sin 451 cos gs cos AA) 5gb”; + cos gb sin Ax-cos 4n an
a .

I ’ 571 5a -.+ (sin (#1 sin (15 + cos o1 cos qs cos ARK—Cf,+ Z + 81112 $1 5f)

~ --
5:3 + (sinz r]: -- 2 sin 43; sin <36) 6f, _ . ‘

where >" AA = A —- M. v -

These formulas express the variations 545, 5k, 5}: at an arbitrary point in terms

of the variations “5:451, 5M, 5h; at a given point and the changes 5a and 6f of thef ‘

v parameters of the reference ellipsoid. They thus relate two difierent systems 0

\.
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geodetic coordinates, providedthese systems are so Close to each other that

their differencesmay be considered as linear. Mathematically, equations (5-57) »

are infinitesimal coordinate transformations; to the geodesist, they give the

effectof a changein the geodetic datum. They are equivalent to equations
(5—55).

Both (5—55) and (5—57) are infinitesimal transformations of geodetic coordinates;

they difi‘er only in the parameters used for determining the coordinate system, I

the geodetic datum; in (5-55) the coordinate system is defined by (a,f; xo, yo, 20)
and in (5-57) by (M; 951, n, 121).
Tranyormation ofE, 21,,N. Usually, equations (5—57) are expressed in terms of

the variations of the deflection components 5 and n and of the geoidal undula-

tion N. Since the natural coordinates CID, A, H are not afiected by a datum shift

and remain unchanged, we get from (5—51) , -

~ w=—n{‘ - é
' I 6x cos :1; = —8n,. 'M (5-58)

‘ v 5h = 5N, ‘ -

so that equations (55?) assume the form

55 = (cos 4); cos <12 + sin o1 sin <15 cos Ax) 651 —- sin 45 sin AX 5m , '

' w (sin 43; cos d: —— cos (#1 sin «b cos AUG—ill + 6—3 + sin2 qbl 6f)

. ' ~ 2 cos qb(sin 4; — sin (in) 5f, ' _

557 = Isin o1 sin AK 55 + cos A) 5271 ‘ . ' ' ‘ ‘ ’ -

y ' ‘ 6N1 .'+ cos of srn A)‘ + 67:5 + Sin2 451 5}”): (5-59)

6N ” . . “

~0— = «(cos ¢1 Sin qb ~ Sin qbl cos <1: cos AR) 82; ~ cos 4‘; sin AA 527;. “‘5‘

' - ~+ (sing!) sings + cos ‘
5N1 5“ ' e if

1 _ e1 cos 45 cosM) 7+ 5» + 3m? (1;; of I

__ s9 . 2 . . 75:

a + (sin e — .2 srn o1 Sin o) 5f. p

Q ' 1‘

These formulas for the effect of a shift'of} the geodetic datum are among the .1‘3

gigs implortari‘; eouations of geodesy. They were derived by several scientists,1

kmpng Sem fiening Meinesz (1950, 1953}, by whose name they are usually I

but up:
orally Similar formulas due to Helmert were in use earlier, ‘ _;,

_ ‘ey are aseo on completely different geometrical principles, and are not
suiteo for the purposes ofmodern geodesy.2 , , »

1 We mention de‘ Gram—Hunter in 1929, Krassovsky in 1934 and 1942, and Bomford is
1939. ‘ . f

2 Helmert’s idea was the translation of geodesic lines on the ellipsoid, which is essentially
a two—dimensional problem, whereas Vening Meinesz’ idea is the translation of the ellipsoid in ‘

space. Only this corresponds to the essentially three-dilnensional character ofmodern geodesy.
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It may. be noted that the first two equations (5-59) could also have been
s derived by difl'erentiating'the third of these equations, since (2-204) gives

5,: awn a a»: ‘

- R 69') * aa a ’
5=_ 1- 6(5N);_ 1 any

I ‘
7? R cos (a 6A _— cos d a). a

as a spherical approximation. ‘ V r .

Applications. As an illustration, we shall apply these formulas to the most

important practical case, theabsolute orientation of a local geodetic system, or,
. its conversion to a world geodetic system (Heiskanon, 1951). Let us assume that

7,6. -‘ a triangulation or trilateration not has been computed on a local geodetic datum

(a’,f’ ; 5;, 27$, Ni). The quantities referred to this system will be indicated by a

prime. Thus 53, mi, N; belong to the fundamental point P1; they may be assumed
7;; , to be zero or to have any other values.

Suppose now that at the initial point the absolute geoidal height N1 and the
’ absolute deflection components 51 and m are known. (Their determination will
‘ be discussed in the following section.) The absolute values N, E, n will in general

refer to a different ellipsoid (a,f), whose center is at the center of gravity of the
f5 earth. Ihequantities a, f; 51, m, N; determine this “world geodetic system”

completely. “ ‘ -

It is now very easy to transform the local system (a’,f’; 51, n3, N1) to theworld
system. Set

-' . r = __ I
‘ i _ 551.~ El 51,, M = a _ ax,

7h — 711: =f__frl
v ,5N1=N1—N{;. p ’

and compute, for all points of the local system, the changes 55, 517, EN by equa-
- tions (5-59). Then the 5, 7;, N in the world systemare given by

' ' z = s’ + as, '

., ‘ n = 77’ + 5m

if ' N = N’ + 5N. .

The geodetic coordinates in the world geodetic system are obtained from

)\ =>\’ ~5eysecgb,
,.,, h = h’ + 5N, V

and the geocentric rectangular coordinates X, Y,Z can be computed by (5—5).

g; A related problem is thatof determining the coordinates x6, y6, 2301? the center

- of the original referenceellipsoid defining the local datum (a’,f’; 51, 22$, Ni). Since
the new datum (a,f; 51, 271,.N1), the world datum, is in an absolute position, we

have ’
} xo=yopmzo=0’_ "h
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so that
"‘ 5x0 = x0 "‘ x3 = "x5,

aye = yo ~ y5 = ~yé,
‘ 520 = 20 '— 26 "—" *Zé,

and - , v .x6: wfixu, yé = ~5y0, 26 = -—520,

where 5x0, 5y9, 520 are computed from (5-56). This solves our problem;

’ (5-61)

“:5 5-10.. Determination of the Size of the Earth ‘ . g:

Ifwe use the gravimetric method with a fixed reference ellipsoid whose center

coincides with the earth’s center of gravity, then the geoidal undulations are “3::

obtained by (24831)), _ y

A N = N0 + 1% ff Ag Sw) da, (562)

and the determination of the size of the earth is reduced to the problem of V 5:

determining the constant No (See. 2-19). As we have seen, No has an immediate _.

geometrical meaning: if a is the equatorial radius of the given reference ellip-
soid, then . . '

LIE: a + No (5-63)

is the equatorial radius of an ellipsoid whose normal potential U0 is equal to I’ll;

the actual potential W0 of the geoid, and which encloses the same mass as that"
of the earth, the flattening f remaining the same. If the assumed reference
ellipsoid has been chosen so that it hasthe same value of

' ‘ C —— A .

as the earth, this quantity now being known accurately from artificial satellites
(see Chap. 9), then (IE will be the semimajor axis of the mean earth ellipsoid;
see Secs. 2-21 and 5-11.. ' ~ ‘ _ a

By the gravimetric'method we can determine only the second term on the
right-hand side of the above formula, that is, the Stokes integral; to determine
Ne-we need, to use the astrogeodeticmethod with at least onemeasured distance.“
The principle has already been described in Sec. 2-l9; we shall new approach
the problem more practically}.
The problem may be formulated coneiselyrin the following Way. The gravi-

metric geoid is assumed to-bevknown all over the earth; it is in an absolute
1303mm: but Since No is not known, its scale is indeterminate. The astrogeodetie
geoid is known over part of the earth; it is in a relative position defined bythe
local geodetic datum, but its scale is correctly known. What we have to do is
to fit both gemds together, thus (1) determining the Scale of the gravimetric
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Eggedmand (2) transforming the local astrogeodetic datumto the world geodetic ,

fSuppose that the same reference ellipsoid (a,f) is used in both systems.
[I not, “76.03.11 'first transformthe. astrogeodetic system to the parameters

1
of the gravrmetric reference ellrpsord by means of formulas (5-59), setting
65; = 6171 = dill; = 9.] Wedenote the deflection components with respect to the
absolute gravrmetric [datum by E, n and those with (respect to the local astro-

V
geodetic datum by g, n . Then, because the same reference ellipsoid is used

‘ for both systems, we have 5n = 6f = 0, and with

55=E-£’, 5n=s~tf
the first two equations of (5-59) yield i, ~ ' ’

5 = 5’ + (cos 9%; cos «:2 + sin (:31 sin e cos AR) 651 — sin 96 sin AA 5111

y 7 r _ f (sin «ti cos d —~ cos o1 sin e cos Al) 5%: (5-64)

- 27‘ = 27’ + sin (in sinA) 651 +, cos AK 6771 + cos 431 sin in (32—8, *

_If 551, 6711, 5N1 at the initial point are assumed to be known, then wecan com-
pute the deflections E and n in the world system by means of these formulas
and compare them with the corresponding gravimetric deflections, obtained
directly by the Vening Meinesz formula. Theoretically, we should obtain the
same result. Denoting the transformed astrogeodetic deflections (5-64) by $3720

and the direct gravimetric deflections by 59, "9, we thus should have
Ed 2 5”: 77“ = 770- p 7

In'practice, 551 and am can be directly computed for the initial point by

i as = H ~ 5:, 5m = «it — ni, '

but 5N1 cannot be determined because No is not at first known. Furthermore,
because of inaccuracies in measurement and computation, there would be small
nonzero residuals £0 -— 59 and 1;“ ~— 17”, even if No Were known. It is therefore
reasonable to treat 65; and em as unknown; as well as M, and to determine

_ them in such a way that the sum of the squares of these residuals at all astronom-
n ical stations is a minimum :. .

2 it? —— as + on — 1102] = Minimum. (5-65)

This can be done by the usual least-squares adjustment, with 551, 6111; and 5N1

. as unknowns and equations (5-64) as the observation equations.1

As regards the parameters resulting from the adjustment, the quantities 551

and 5711 help to determinethe absolute position of the astrogeodeuc system.

1 The Simple condition (5-65) is not quite correct from the theoretical standpoint of adjust-
‘ ment computations, because difierent weights of observations and correlations between them

j are not'taken into account. For an improved method see Kaula (1959),
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Since the sum (5-65) is extended‘over many astronomical stations, 65; and 5111
from the adjustment will be much more accurate than if they were computed
from the gravimetric deflections 5% and 775’ at the fundamental point. P1 only,
as indicated above.

Of greatest interest, however, is the quantity . _

' am=memy ' ow
N1 is the astrogeodetic geoidallheight at the initial point, and like a and ni it
has been assumed beforehand to define the local geodetic datum (a, f; 55, 77;, Ni).
The quantity N; is expressed by the generalized Stokes formula (5-62), which
contains the constant N9 as an unknown parameter. But now, since 6N1 has
been found, it is possible to determine this parameter by ‘

R
. . N0 = N{‘+ 5N1“ Ag Swan’s, (5-67)

as equations(5-62) and (566) show.
The parameters 5N1 thus serves two different purposes. It determines the scale

ofthe global gravimetric geoid; and, together with 551 and 612;, it is needed for
transforming the. local astrogeodetic datum to the global system. ,

If thefiattening'of the given reference eilipsoid is in agreement with the
coefficient J2 of the actual earth, then the"‘equatorial radius of the earth” is

' computed by adding No, obtained from (5—67), to the semimajor axis of the given
ellipsoid according to (5-63). I a

If astrogeodetic geoidal heights N’ have been determined at suitabie points,-
it is also possible to express N as a function of 651, 5771, 5N1 by using the third
equation of (5—59), 7 \

N = N’ — (cos as; sin 45 —— sin «:51 cos 4: cos AMa 551 - cos e sin AA a 6m '

* » + (sin o1 sin (12 + cos o1 cos (15 cos Ax) 6N1, (5-68)

and to determine 551, 5271, 6N1 from the condition

2 (Na — N92 = Minimum, , (5-69)

where N“ are the transformed astrogeodetic geoidai heights (5:68), and N9 are

those obtained gravimetrically by means of the extended Stokes formula (5-62).
The analogy between these equations and (5-64) and (5-65) is obvious.

_ Actual determinations of ' the equatorial radius of the earth were made in
this way, for example, by Ledersteger (1951) and Fischer (1959).

An alternative approach. We have seen in the preceding sectiQn that we may
define a geodetic coordinate system or a reférence datum in two aEternative

ways: eithsr by
" (aaf; x9: yo: ZS) ‘ . .

or by
(dif; £1: 731: N1)'
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In the first case the position ofthe reference ellipsoid is determined by the co-

ordinates xo, yo, 2;, of its centerwith respect to the center of theearth; in the

second case, by the assumed geodetic coordinates 951, h, h; of an arbitrary initial

point, or by the equivalent quantities 51, 111, N1.
3 The second definition is the more customary of the two, and we have therefore

'* used it so far in this section. The first definition, however, provides an approach

‘ to our problem that is in seme respects simpler (Molodenskii et a1., 1962,

,1

pp. 113—117). ' -

r , We have found, in Sec. 2-18, that a parallel shift of the reference ellipsoid

with respect to the earth’s center is expressed in the geoidal undulation by

3 adding a first-degree spherical harmonic (24761)) to the generalized Stokes»

v formula (5-62). Ari astrogeodetic datum differs by precisely such a shift from i

’ a geocentrie system to which (5-62) refers. Therefore, the estrogeodetic geoidal'

undulation must have the form '

N’ = N + 5x0 cos 43 cos A + «Syn cos qS sin A +520 sin e 7

‘ = Ngt + Na + 5x0 cos d cos )x + eye cos 4) sin )\ + 520 sin qt, (5-70)

Where _ p

I , Ns = ~5— Ag S(1,l/)da’ (5-71)
t 42rG ,

is Stokes’ integral andexg,‘ eye, 520 are certain constants, In agreement with

(5-61) they are the negative coordinates of the center of the ellipsoid with respect

to the center of the earth. As compared to (2-1760), we have repiaced'é, a, r
by 5x3, am, 520 and 0 by 90° -— 4;. V ‘ '

Since the deflection components are, according to (2—204), defined by

” g: are; 7.. ._._1.. 2-. '
1 If _

R695 17? Rcospdka ‘ '

_' u we have > .

f. 6N 8N
:v'.‘ . — —RE,V 3—): — "Rn 0’03

By ditierentiating (5-70) with respect to it: and )x and multiplying both sides of

_ the resulting equations by —-1/R we get

1 . ’ . .

a: 5" = g + E (5x0 srn 4) cos A .+ 5329 sm gt Sin )\ -— 5qu cos <35),

f?- n’ = 17 + E (5x0 sin A ~ Eye cos h),

where E’, n’ are the astrogeodetic deflections and 5, 77 the gravimetric deflections

is}; as obtained by Vening Meinesz’ formula. ‘

Equations (5-70) and (5-72) are basic for determining the scale parameter No

and the shirt parameters 5x0, aye, 520. The data are: astrogeodetic deflections
. and undulations, 5’, n’,N’; and the grayimetrically computed quantities E, n, NSt.
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Four equations of type'(5-70), obtained by setting up (5-70) for four astro-
geodetic stations, are the minimum requirement for the determination of allfour parameters; three equations of type (5—72) give the shift parameters. It is
remarkable that the scale parameter No cannot be determined from deflectionsof the vertical alone, since equations (5~72) do not contain it.In practice many equations of types (5-70) and (5-72) will be available, oneor more for every astrogeodetie station. This calls for an adjustment. Againwe may use the minimum condition (5-65), supplemented by at least one gravi-metric determination ofN to furnish the scale parameter N0, or else the condition(5-69). Then ’

Eu .9 = 5'“ — g m %{5xgsmécosk + Byasinosink -—— azocosqSL'

n“ — 77" = 71’ — 1; ~ £05m sink - 63):; cos A), (5—73)

N“— N0 = N’ —— NSt — axocosqacosk —- Bygcosdusink — ézasimf) — N0.
Each of these expressions should ideally be equal to zero.

The only difi‘erence between (5-64) and (5-681011 the one hand and (5-72)and (5-70) on the other hand is the choice of parameters: 551, 6711, 5N1 or 6x0,
aye, 521}. Therefore, we could also have derived these equations from the for-mulas of Sec. 5-9, using equations (5-55) with _ _

L ~ ‘ 15¢=—§£=E’“£s _

' . I . 5ACOS¢=~'T‘5777—77?f‘“7b. j_

‘ 5h=6N='—(N’—N),'-
" 6a = 5f = 0. '

52’ 5-11... Best-fitting Ellipsoids and the Mean Earth Ellipsoid
In Sec. 2—21 we defined the mean earth ellipsoid physically as that ellipsoid ofrevolution which shares with the earth the mass M, the potential We, the dilier-ence'hetween the principal moments of inertia k(C.— 71), and the angularVelocity 0:, where Z =—— (A + Bl/Z. ‘ _ V

It is also possible to define the'mean earth ellipsoid geometrically as thatellipsoid which approximates the geoid most closely. This definition is perhapsmore appealing to the geodesist; it may, for instance, be formulated by thecondition that the sum of the squares of the deViations N of the geoid from theellipsoid be a minimum: _ , .

. ‘ ff N2 (10 = Minimum (5.74)

(this integral is to be considered the limit of a sum). The condition of closestapproximation may also be expressed in terms of the deflections of the vertical:
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ff (52 + 772) air = Minimum, (5-75)

-' minimiiing the sum of the squares of the total deflection of the vertical .

Many other similar definitionsof closest approximation are possible.
" The first definition is the most plausible and the most appropriate intuitively,
'V as has been already noted by Helmert; in principle, hoWever, all definitions
i are more or less conventional and are equivalent theoretically. ' _

The second definition, based on the condition (5-75), uses deflections of the
vertical and is thus particularly well adapted to the astrogeodetic method.

‘ However, since this method can be applied only over limited areas, at most
Spanning the continents, the integral (5-75) must be replaced by a sum covering
the astronomical stations of a restricted region: /

r 4 _ Z (5’2 + to = Minimum. (5-75”).

' In this way we can get only the best-fitting ellipsoid for the region considered,
rather than a general earth ellipsoid. As Fig. 5-11 indicates, a locally best~
fitting ellipsoid may be quite different from the mean earth ellipsoid, which
can be considered a best-fitting ellipsoid for the whole earth.

If a good approximation of the earth ellipsoid by a local best-fitting ellipsoid
is desired, it is advisable to subtract the efiect of the topography and of its

33., isostatic compensation from the astrogeodetic deflections of the vertical before
the minimum condition (5—75’) is applied. The purpose of this procedure is to I

1;- smooth the irregularities of the geoid. In this way Hayford computed the inter-
3: national ellipsoid as ellipsoid that best fits the isostatically reduced vertical
fig-H deflections in the United States. See his papers quoted at the end ofChapter 2;

Rapp (1963) made an interesting recomputation. » I '

This method is impaired by unknown density anomalies and by the lack of
complete isostatic compensation. Therefore, it is better to go still one step

FIGURE 5-11

A total best-fitting ellipsoid
and the mean earth eliip-
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further and subtract the gravimetrically computed values from the astrogeodeticdeflections. Then the minimum condition (5-65) results. ' - -

.
Thus we may say that Hayford’s method is equivalent to the use of (5-65),the gravimetric values 5?, 279 being approximated by deflections that representthe effect of topography and of its isostatic compensation only. If the isostaticcompensation were complete, and if we had perfect knowledge of the densityabove the geoid, both methods would give exactly the same result if appliedproperly. It may be noted that these two methods have their exact counterpartin the gravimetricai and the-topographic interpolation of the astrogeodeticdeflections of the vertical, discussed in Sec. 5-8.

Thus a relation between the two minimum conditions (5-65) and (5-75), or(5-75’), has been found, Hayford’s method being a transition. It should be keptin mind, however, that these two conditions are of an essentially differentnature. Equation (5-65) involves the residuals 5° - 50 and 57“ -— 77?, which aretheoretically zero,.being henzero only because of inaccuracies of measurement,whereas the conditions (5-75) or (5-75’) involve the 35 and 1; themselves, whichare essentially nonzero. Hence (5-65) is only a condition of adjustment, whereas(5-75) is an essential definition. '

Equivalence afdgfj’erem definitions of the earth ellévsqz‘d. It is quite remarkablethat the minimum definitions (5-74) ‘or (5-75) and a similar definition due toRudzki, using the condition ‘

ff (Ag)? dz; = Minimum, (5-76)

yicld/rcsuits which, to the usual spherical approximation, are identical witheach other and with the physical definitionin terms of M, W0, C‘ —~ 2, and (.0.This can be seen as foiiows. We Write the Spherical-harmonic expansion ofthe disturbing potentiai in the form .

kaM , °° ” '
. T = T+ Z: [anmanai‘g +

‘ ‘ 71:1 m=0 '

Then, according to Sec. 2-19, equations (2-178’) and (248421), we have

k5M 5W 1 °* 7“ , ‘

and

kéM 26W, 1 .°° " ' " ' 1

Ag + ~eR2— + T + E g0 [(71 ~ 1)anman(9,>\)+(n 1>bmsm(0,x)].

The condition of equal masses, 5M = (his very natural and wiil be assumed.If we square the formulas for N and Ag and integrate over the whole earth,
then all the integrals of products of different harmonics Rum and Sm will be

..

lI
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Zero, according to the orthogonality property (1—68), and the remaining integrals
‘ will be given by (l—69). Thus we find easily ‘ I

-, __ 47r 2 47:" 1 ~12 n (n 'i‘ 2 b2 "I 'f/WG“.‘6§5W'+‘G‘2,{:-;2n+1 atg+gglzrn~mnmm+ 7"”); ,

v ” ' . (547a)
pier 4r "° (n—m 2 . ” (raw)! 2 2](Ag)2drf — F5W2+Fy§ ano‘é‘ glm(anm+bnm) .

>7 0' . p ‘ I

.1 I

'_ » By a more complicated derivation, which we shall omit here but which can be
I found in Molodenskii et al. (1962, p. 87), one gets the similar formula. ~ V

' 471' °° n’n—i—l) ” (n+m)! r, V2 2 3 w on.“ 2 m a 2 e

‘ v ' ' ' ' . g . ' . (5-77c). V

Varying the size and shape of the reference ellipsoid and its position with
-

respect to the earth changes only the coefficients 6W, am, an, bu, and am, leaving
.

the other coefficients practically invariant. Thus the minimum of any of the _integrals (5-77) is obtained if all these coefficients are equal to zero. Now 6W ‘= 0means equal potential Uo = Womm = an = bu = Omeans absolute position (co-
incident centers of gravity); and (120 = 0 means equality of J2 or of C —

'
Thus the equivalence of the physical definition by means of M, W0, [C(C —— Z),

cc and of the condition of closest approximation in any of the forms (5-74), ‘(5-75), or (5-76) hasbeen‘ established. [It may be noted that (5-77b) contains _no first-degree term, because of the factor (n — 1:32, and that (5-77c) contains :no term of degree zero; so that these equations do not determine the missingterms] v

Strictly speaking, the above argument presupposes that there are no masses '.1 outside the geoid. Practically, this means that free—air anomalies must be usedfor Ag; see Sec. 8-13.

5-12. Three-dimensional Geodesy ‘ -

The idea» of a rigorous computation of a triangulation network in space dates ~

.
back to Bruns (1878).1 Consider the polyhedron formed by triangulation benoh- - '

3;
marks on the surface of the earth and the straight lines of sight connecting them

\

(Fig. 5-12). Another set of straight'lines~one through each Corner—represents
‘

the plumb line at the stations. Inorder to determine this figure we need five

I 1 See also Wolf (1963a).
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parameters for each stationm-three coordinates and two parameters definingthe direction of the plumb line; The main observational data for this purposeare:

y
1.,horizontalrangles and zenith distances, obtained by theodolite observa-
' tions; . I ' ' V V

2. straight spatial distances, obtained, for instance, by electronic distance
measurements; and . '

3. astronomical observations of latitude and longitude to fix the direction
of the plumb line? and ofazimuth A to determine the orientation of the
polyhedron. * ' '

We may use a rectangular coordinate system; then the three coordinates
to be determined will be X, Y, Z; The parameters defining the direction of the
plumb line are conveniently taken'to be <1) and A, astronomical latitude and
longitude. We shall now express the astronomical azimuth A, the measured
(astronomical) zenith distance .z’, and the spatial distance 5 in terms of these
five parameters. - _

We introduce a local coordinate system u, a, w accOrding to Fig. 5-13. The
origin is at the station P under consideration, the w-axis coincides with the
plumb line, and theu- and v-axes point northward'and eastward, respectively.
Then azimuth A and zenith distance 2’ to a neighboring station Q are given by

tanA = 5:
. ’ t h - V . r 7 (5-78)
" ' ricosz’ra-v—vv " . '

Wehave - V _ " . y “ ' .7 _ _

x. >
.7 ; i ' *u = AX‘e’, I '

' . 'V . V = Ax_eii’ > / ' ,

‘ . l ' w = AX-n, V ‘ ' ' ’

. ‘ ' FIGURE 5-12

I Bruns’ polyhedron“
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where e’, e”, n are the uniteoordinate vectors in, the yaw-system, and AX is the
' vector leading from P to Q: ' ' '

" In the XYZ~system we have the components .- a J

. AX: AY = Yae- YP (5‘80)

and, according to (2-26), , ‘ I i ‘ ‘

‘ c036 cos A ' ‘

n = cos <I> sin A .‘ _ § , ' (5-813)
u“ ' . sin KID ‘

‘
In order to express e’ and e”»we inspect Fig. 5—14. The projections of e’ and'le”
onto the X Y-plane having the lengths sin ti) and I, and the Iongitudesizt + 180°
and A 4: 90°, we find‘at once " V _ 3

3' . , —— sin (P cos A —~ sin A I

' e’ = f-sinq) sin A , 6’”: 003A . (5-81b)
' cos <I> O ; ' V

0n expressing u, v, w in terms of these components according to (5-79) and 'inserting them into (5—78) we obtain '

e A = tar, —~AX sin A + A Ycos A
- —AXsiu<I>cosA-——AYsinésinA—FAZcostb’

.7 2/ = cos—1WW, (5-82)
> e

AX2 + AYE + A22

s.== x/sz + AYE + n22.
For the sake of completeness we have added the obvious equation for the dis-

v tance s. ’

Awhenith) I ‘

s
- Z' ,’ e’ W'v £1070th V

a" I V .

. FIGURE 5-13 '

' u e The loan] coordinate system uvw.. fleas?)

i)
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These equations express the observables: azimuth, zenith distance, and'linear
distance in terms of rectangular coordinates and direction parameters:

A = AUG), YP: ZP; XQ, Yazcz; ‘1’, A),
- ( r p

Z! = ZICXP, YBZP; X42, YQQZQQ (EA): (5‘82)
V _ r s = 5062, YPaZP§ X9, Yazo); ’

The first of equations (5-82); or (5-82’), serves thispurpose not only for the
azimuth A, but also for horizontal angies, since every horizontal angle may be

considered as a difierence of two azimuths. \ '

Differential.formulas. Since eqfiations (5-82) are somewhat complicaéed,.it is
often convenient to assume suitable approximate vaiues and to Compute cor-
rections by difierential formulas. The differential formula for the azimuth has

the form ., _ , r _

6A=k15Xp+k26Yp+k352p+k46XQ+k56YQ ’

V ‘ '+ ks 52;; + k7 643? + k8 (SAP; (5-83)
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where
aA _aA

161-535), “.3 k8_3K.
It should be noted that <17 and A define the direction of the plumb line at P,
so that ‘ 7

_ 4:3 .= €310, A = A1».

Similar expressions hold for 5,2" and as. I '

Instead of rectangular coordinates X, Y,Z we may also use geodetic coordi-
nates a), A, h. The insertion of equations (5-5) into (5-82) gives'A, z’, and S as
fimctions of qbp, AP, hp; (15g, A9, kg; and 4512, AP. These functions, however, are so
complicated as to be of little use; we do better to limit ourselves to the cor-
responding differential formulas from the outset. For this purpose we write
equations (5-54) with 5x; = aye = 520 = 5a = 6f = O and a i R, obtaining

5X: ~sin <1: cos X-R 545 #— sinA'R cos ¢ 5x + cos as cosh-5h;
6Y = ~sinq5 sin A-R 6:1) + cos A-R'cos 95 5% + cos ¢ sin )x-Bh, (5-84)62‘: cos¢’R5¢> ' +sin ash,

and insert'them into (5-83) and the correSponding expressions for 52’ and 6s.
Omitting the simple but laborious details we merely state the-result:

6A 2 “154.15? + [126%]: + £13 flip a4 5¢Q + 0;, 5kg + as 5kg '

‘ ‘ a7 5?}: + (18 5A1),

52' = 171 5(15? + 52 5M + be 5,313 + 54 59179 ‘i‘ [)5 5N2 + be 5'59 (5'85)
3» + 57 54312 + bs 5A1»,

5st: 01 M? + 02 5XPI+€s 5h? + (34‘5be + Cs 519+ Ce 5%” '

Where

Rsina Room:“1 == *7“, a2 = "" ‘ a a3 = 0,
$31132 $81112

R sin a . , - i
024 = -m [ces (¢Q -_ ¢) + sm (,DQ sm‘Ak (:01: a},

COS .. .
as =-'R~—~—-—-. 0‘ (cos Ax — sm ¢ 31:; AA tan 0:),s sm 2

a5 =. (EEO—ls}??? ism AA + (sin 4» cos AA — cos 4> tan 959) tan a],
a7 = sin a cot 2, as -=- sin «33 — cos 04 cos 9b cot 2;

R R . I .bl = —~? cos 2 cos a, b2 ~——~ —-§ cos 2 sm a, [)3 = 3 sm 2, (5-86)

174 =
E-S—iE—z

(cos «1: sm 45;; cos AA -— sm ¢ cos gbq - cos 2 sm 29 cos Gig),

b 1:, R ( ' . A) . a= ———.- co s1 — c 1 sm5 ssmz 8:» n \ oszsnze

a9),W
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“‘v‘ 1 ‘ . . ' v - ‘ v

[as '— —mfi—Z (cos 2 cos 29 + 31:; ¢ sm 45g —§~ cos (1: cos qsg cos Ax), .1

(5:: 4003a, b3: ~003qbsina; '

c1 == ——R 571112903 a, (32 = —R sinzsin a, c3 = fees2,
c4 = —-R sin ZQ cos (10, c5 = 4R sin 29 sin 019, c; = —cos 29.

Here we have used the abbreviation ~

i ' Ax = A0 '" )q: ‘ I ‘

and have omitted the subscript P in quantities referred to point P; we and 2Q
are azimuth and zenith distance'to P measured in Q. ' ’
A complete deriVation canbe feund in Wolf (1963b). It.may be mentioned

that by following the method outlined above we end up with expressions for
the coefiicients (5-86) that partly contain the astronomic coordinates <13, A, and
partly the geodetic coordinates-42, A. The former arise from the differentiation
of (5-82); the latter enter through (584). For the sake of consistency we have
in (5—86) used the geodetic quantities only, since in these small coefficients We
may replace <I>, A by :25, A without losing accuracy. .

However, the fundamental conceptual differencebetween the astronomic and
the geodetic latitude and longitude should be carefully noted. The astronomical
“coordinates” <3? and A enter as direction parameters, defining the direction of
the plumb line [compare equations (5-82)}, whereas their geodetic counterparts
<1: and )t, together with h, enter as true point coordinazes essentially equivalent
to X, Y,Z. This is also the reason why the-equation for 53 does not contain 5<I>

and 8A, for the spatial distance s does not depend on the direction of the plumb
line.

“Three-dimensional” and “classical” geodesy; The formulas developed so far
contain the main principles of three-dimensional geodesy. The computation is
as foliows. Prefiminary values of 4>, A, h are obtained, for instance, by using
the corresponding natural coordinates:

<35“ = ‘1’,
k0 = A, Z" " - '

110 = H5

(Ifsavailabiegqbo and X“ may preferably be taken as fire geodetic coordinates
computed on a local datum) These preliminary coordinates 95”, A”, h“ are con-
Verted into rectangular coordinates X0, Y9, Z0 according to equations (5-5).
Then. azimuths A0,. zenith distances 2",, andllin‘ear distances 59 are computed
from these prefiim‘inary coordinates by means- of (5-82), as far as needed to
compare them with the observed values ofA, 2’, and s, or with measured hori-
zontal angies, Which are azimuth differences. Each difl'erence

' 5A=A—‘A°, 62‘=z’—z°, §s=s-s°
will furnish one equatiOn of type (5-85).-A,sufiicient number of such equations

4 1r’

'

2 :7;

-,1 i

:32?
j

, V3“
. :‘51

3:3

tr};

3%

31-:
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will permit the‘solution With respect to the nnknowns 5o; 6k, 5h, 5%, 6A for,each
station, preferably by means of a least-squares adjustment. ' ' -

This procedure was advocated by Bruns (1878), who stated the form of
equations (5—85) without evaluating the coefficients, and by Hotine (1959), who
gave a very detailed and complete exposition and initiated extensive recent
activity.1 ‘ , _

It is easy to see the relation between this procedure and themethods described
earlier in this chapter. Let us first specialize the first two equations (5-85) for
the case _ ‘

5111 = 8% = 6k = 0 '

for both points P and Q, and _ _ V

. w=e4¢=g _

, , 6A=A—-}\.=7;seco. (587)

This means that without'changing the, ellipsoidal coordinates 43, A, k as such
wemake the transition from the ellipsoidal normal, for which <35, k are the direc-
tion parameters, to the actual plumb line defined by q), A; ' a .

' For this special case we shall evidently have ‘ ‘ -

l _ I . 5/1 = A —- oz, 1

62' = z’ —— z, ‘

corresponding to the transition from the ellipsoidal azimuth a and zenith dis-
tance z (referred to the ellipsoidal normal) to the observed azimuth A and
zenith distance 2’ (referred to the actual plumb line). With these substitutions
we obtain from (585) .r

’ a = A ‘— £175 — aga sec (i), _ 8
' z=a’-'—b7£—bsn868¢, (58)

and with the coeificients (5-86); ' '

r , a==A-ESina¢Otz-n(tan¢—COSaCOfiZ) '

' ' = A —- 7; tan 41- (g sin a — n cos a) cot 2; (5-88’)
' z=z'+£c05a+nsina. v

Thus we have again arrived at equations (5-13) and (5-20) for the reduction
to the ellipsoid, but in a quite different way. -

After this specialization we shall return to the general case of equations
(5-85). Wewrite the first two equations (5—85) in the form

5A — a7 ae~ as M = al at? + a2 in: + a3 ahp + a4 5% + a5 an; + a6 she,
52" — [)7 13¢ -- 173 5A == b1 5(1)? + b2 BAP b3 671? + b4 54%; + b5 5M; + be, who.

Ifwe again define 6d; and an by (5-87), then the left-hand sides become '

.r . 1 5A —— £1754 an; 8&3qu r: 6(A - ayé — (137; sec 4)) = 5a, .

62’ -— 1975 -* by; sec 4: =, 6(2’ —- b7E — 138?? 36¢ ¢) = 52-

i For simple computationai formulas see Hirvcnen (i964).
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This means that these left-hand sides are now the changes in ellipsoidal
azimuth a and zenith distance 2 due to a variation of the geodetic coordinates.
In other words, we are-left with the purely ellipsoidal equations

561 = a1 54? + 612 5N? + as 5h? + ‘14 (We+ as 5M + “6 5kg,
52 = 515$? + [72 5%}; + [)3 5h? + 54 (3(1):) + £355)“; + [)5 5kg.

Thus the “Classical” method of reduction to the ellipsoid and computation
by means ofellipsoidal quantities is seen to be formally equivalent to. the “three-
dimensional” method as expressed in the original equations (5-85). Both meth—

ods,‘ if applied correctly,must give the same result (Levallois, 1963)..
Since the deflection components .5 and 27, which are needed for a reduction

to the ellipsoid, already presuppose good values of the geodetic coordinates is

and A, which can only be computed after this reduction, “We are again led to an
iterative procedure quite analogous to that outlined in Sec. 5-7. The principal
difierence is that in the astrogeodetic method the geoidal heights N are deter-
mined by an integration of the deflections of the vertical, as described in Sec. 5-7,
whereas in the Bruns—Hotine method they are obtained through the use of
zenith distances, as differences between triangulated and orthornetric heights;
see Sec. 4-7, equation (4-58). The astrogeodetic determination of N is usually
preferred in practice because themeasured zenith distances are strongly affected
by unknown anomalies of atmospheric refraction. ' ,

It goes Without saying that the spatial triangulation of Bruns and Hotine
and the conventional astrogeodetic method are equivalent also in that they
alone are not sufficient to determine the position of the local datums with
respect to the center ofmass of the earth.
Another aspect of the application of zenith-distances, their use for deter-

mining dei’lections of the vertical as outlined in Secs. 4-7 and 5-8, is of course
also implicitly contained in the second of equations (5-85).
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6—1. Introduction

The practical interest in the gravity field outside the earth is of a comparatively
v recent date. The two main-purposes of such studies are (l) the evaluation of

the effect of gravitational irregularities on motion in the earth’s field, and (2) the
application of gravity measurements made with airborne instruments; '

For computational reasons it is again convenient to split the gravity potential
W and the gravity vector _

g = gradW (6-1)

into a normal potential U and a normal gravity vector

y = grad U, (6-2)

and the disturbing potential T = W — U and the gravity disturbance vector

, 6 = grad'T = g —— up, (6-3)

The normal gravity field is usually taken to be the gravity fieldof a suitable
equipotential ellipsoid. This permits closed formulas and ofi‘ers other advantages
ofmathematical simplicity; see Sec. 2—12.
Thus U and 'y are computed first, and W and g are then obtained by

- W=U+m . ' we
. g = 'y + 6. (6-5)

For some purposes we need the vector of gravitation, grad V (pure attraction
Without centrifugal force) rather than the vector of gravity. The
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vector is computed from the gravity vector by’subtracting the vector ofcentrif-
ugal force:

wzx ‘

grad V = g -—- grad <1: = g —— (My , ‘ (6-6)
. V ' .0. .

the notations of Sec. 2-} being used. The rectangular coordinate system x, y, 2
Will be applied in this chapter in the usual sense: it is geocentric, the'x- and
y-axes lying in the equatorial plane with Greenwich longitudes 0° and 90° East}
respectively, and the z-axis being the rotation axis of the earth.
The Sign of the components of g, 7, 6, etc. will always be chosen so that they

are positive in the direction of increasing coordinates.

6-2. Normal Gravity-Closed Formulas

The gravity field of an equipotential ellipsoid is best expressed in terms of
ellipsoidal coordinates u, E, )3 introduced in Secs. 1-19 and 2-7. They are related
to rectangular coordinates x, y, 2 by

x = V/u2+EZCOS;6COS)\,
y = Vuz + E2 cos [3 sin X, (6—7)

I , z z: u sin ,8. '

Ifx,y,z are given, then u, ,8, A can be computed by closed formulas. First we find
x2 + y? = (142 + E) cos2 B, Z2 = u2 sin2 6. -

on eliminating 5 between these two equations we obtain a quadratic equation
for ufi, whose solution is ‘

2 = 2 2 2 M 2 i f. ’ “MEL . _u (x +y +2 E)L2fz\/1+(x2+y2+zg_E2)2J (68a)

Then ,8 is given by ' 'A " A _ ’ .

zN/u? -§— E2 V ‘
- - tan = ~——————-—~, (5‘83?)

. 5 uV x2 y? ‘

and for x we simply have

_ Z. v -tan A -> x v (6 8c)

The ellipsoidal coordinates now being known, the normal potential U is
given by (2-62):

_kM'_1E12g . ,1"1 2 '.U ~,— tan a + :2 w (2256 (31mg? ~ g.) + §w2(u + E2) 003%. (6—9)

The componenm of y aieng the coordinate lines are, by (2-65) and (2-66),
__1__<9_I[__;_i_ kM w2a2E q’ 1. 1

7% " wau * 'w mflismm " a) “ “21“3052‘3}
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, 1’ ab 1 < @2212 q ———— ' "
7 :1MM2 A... __...___ ,2\/ 2. Ez i _
fl VIA/“2+1?” W ‘I’ttz-idTL'an—E—CL >Snficosfi’ (6 10) t

J 'V/u2 + 52 cos [5’ 3R . ‘ ‘ , 7 , _ I

To get the components of 7 in the xyz-system, We compote - ‘ L "

, ' 6U _ 6Uéx 6176}; aUaz'
“(in _6x 6u+6y 5E+EEW etc'

' he‘partial derivatives of x, y, z with respect to u, ,8, >\ are obtained by differ? -

_ entiating equations (6-7); we find » '

6U u ‘ ‘ aU- u . aU . ' aU ‘ '
i9: ~— = WM... cos os ~ —~————-———--— . ——-— ~—: '

‘ au vuz + E2 [3 c A ax -§— «142 + E2 cos ,8 sm \ 6y + sm ,8 62

aU z—mw' .' ,————‘ . v . I
7 ——~‘= — u2+E251nficoskgg— u2+E2-smfisinxg—I-Q—ucosfiéya ‘

v. 65 6x 632 62

fl _ _\/—2“-*2 - a” «77‘ W i

> ak~ u +Ecos3sm>xax+ u +E2cosBcosA5J7- . ~ -

‘ 0n introducing the components ' ‘

’
7x 6x""’ 7"-w6u""~

We obtain 2 v v j ”‘ ‘ ‘- > . v

'y =—-—L—cosficos>\y +—-.u-——~cosfisin)w +~1—sin‘8 ' ‘
V y, Wv/uz + E2 1’ H 2 wV/uz + E2 3: w 72:

73 - «1; Sin 6 cos A 7,; —- a; sm ,3 $111 A 7;, + cos ,8 7:, (6-11) .

T n = ~sin >\w ' +008 A w- I

‘ ‘ These are the formulas of‘an orthogonal rectangular coordinate transformation. '

* It is well known that'the inverse transformatibn is obtained by simply inter-
changing the rows and columns in the matrixiof this equation system. Thus ‘

_ we obtain I '

fl vu , _ 1 - 1 - ‘
‘ 7,, n w cos 33 cos )\ 7,, w sm 5 cos >\ 75 $311 kw,

= “1% cos sin A u — — sm ism A cos 7\ , 6-12>711 wvu2+E2 7 w ‘ 38 713+ ’Yx ( )

72 W Tu '_ ' I “Ix/“2 + E2 733‘ V ,

~ This folloWs from the definition of these coefficients as direction cosines; equa-
tions (6-12) may also be found by solving the linear equations (6-11)W-ith respect

53:3; to 7x, 71,, 7, in some other way.
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The formulascf the present section are compietely rigorous.” It ispossible

to expand them into Series; more convenient, however, are series expansmns

in spherical coordinates,~which will‘be considered in the next sect10n.

ems. Normal Gravity—Series Expansions ‘

In this section we shall useordinary spherical coordinates r (radius vector),

q‘s (geocentric latitude)a and is (longitude): v I I

' r = x/xz +122 + 22, - l

1 ” = t ‘1fl; - ' 6-13 _

I <1) an vxz + yz ( )

h = tnrr1 3- ,
‘ ‘ x -

According to Sec. 2-9, the potential .of normal gravitation V may be written

in the form ‘ , ' V '

[did 7 °° a 2n . _ , ' a ,7};

The potential of normal gravity U is then given by '

_ ‘ r, U: V+q>, ' (6-15)

where Q is the centrifugal potential. By (2-92), the coefficients J2” are

see c — A
. = ._ n+1____..__..____ _. ___ . _ ,,::

Jzn ( 1) (2n 1X2” + 3) (1‘ n + 5n ME2 > (6 16)

The components of 7 (along the coordinate lines are defined by .

aU . ~ 160' _ 1' aU
. 77’25? 755:7‘Efi7‘" w=rcos$3X=Q (6‘17)

These components closely.c0rre5pond to the components (6-10), because ,for
E = 0 we have u = r,5 = 56, w = 1. Thus the rectangular components 7w, 7”, 72
are obtained from (6-l2) directly by setting E = 0: 4 _ _l .p '

ya = cosécosM/r— sinécoskya~ sin My); I
W = cos 5 sin N7, - sin 6 sin 7i 7;, + cos ?\ 7x, (6-18)

Y 'Ye = sin d W l + cos $ 323,. r

These equations also hold when 'y)‘ ¢ 0; but as a matter of fact we have in =
in our case. j
It, is convenient first to compute the components of the vector of normal

gravitation,
, F = grad V, - (6-19) ;

and then to calculate y by adding the centrifugal force: , V

7 = F + grad 91>. ' ‘ (6-20)

a"?
‘ v7.1

. r'
w?

if:
E"

j:
.4

R,r :V

15s 7

'13.:

{55:‘4-
'J. L‘
IL'vz
55’. , -
xv’ Ik-

.
1],;- .v

1.3%,»,
3:1»!1:};

“P!

:-,’-”=‘

11:" n

qw‘

1:5},
13‘

~

1,335:

1’

" it‘- 4

~:’ g:

51.}:

in"
'1

.31-

’E
.‘i I

131::

15;" 1'

'_;y

:7»
V ;' 5

«51’:
22?“;W; 1

.g. 7?;

LI
t?1» .:
‘ 1,:a»;

a; “Ait:
3" 4e:

A;

‘33 u;
‘3 ’

fa ‘

:33
$7 w.
a I

I: 1'
2‘. g

, u
.' ES»

‘3'
v3 51‘a,
31,

n
“ £5}: 3,34.

3' 5'
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.1'3‘In xyz—components this equation reads . ‘ ‘

,7; = 113: + 032x,

' w = Pg + «fly, (6-20’)
Y; = F” ‘ )

The vector 1" also has considerable interest of its own, because it represents
the effect of the normal gravitational attraction of the earth on a satellite. '

_. The components of 1‘ along the coordinate lines are, in analogy to (6-17),

['3'- given by x

- mgr min? _ 1 are
‘ r' _ 6r _I:¢ — r6973, r“ ’— rcosé as ’— 0‘ (6'2!)

‘_ It is easily seen that equation (6-18) also holds‘ifwe replace all components of *y,
by the correSponding components of F.

'1; The components (6-21) are obtained by differentiating (6-14) with respect to r
and $.At‘ter elementary manipulations we thus find - ,r

- ka “i 4 a 2” . _
I rr 7 ——r-2— [1 — g; (232 + In?” (7) lPMsrn 45)],
, . r » (6-22) >

3' V ’ kM “5 (61)?” szn I

. v I” = ~-— J2“ ” —-:' '
¢ ‘ rg V "2:1 r 61¢ .

These equations are suitable for numerical calculations. Since these series con-
. verge very rapidly, itris often sufficient to consider terms up to J4 oniyr
} A slight modificationis obtained by introducing

G = kin—4, G0 = (6-23)
. r~ a
fj; so that I y

(9)2"— (QY- :
I: v v r '— Go I - _

w ' Setting .

_ ‘ ' , Jo '
' a v i = ‘

53;] we easily obtain ‘ . = _ > ' ' '

3, V . . V = r [G — Z anGMleAsin 5)],
n=1 _

i F7 ='_..G+ Z (271 + 1)C2nGn+1P2n(Sin <5), (5'25)
1::1

°°' d132,, .F- = -— CnGfl+1~—~:-- '
_ “’ 2 , dvs -

These formulas may be used instead of (35-14) and (6—22).

A more explicit form that is directly suited for hand calculations is obtained

by expressing the P2,. and dPgn/dé in powers of cos 2&5. Substituting

.5
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V . 1 ' 1 ‘
t2 — smgé —- §— 5008.25

into (1-58) we find
1 3 , _ 13 _ 5 3g V

P2 — 37- acos 2%, P4 — ~35 1—6 cos 2;; + 32 0052 2%.

These equations are easily differentiated withiespect to 5, yielding szn/dé.
On insertion into (6-25) we get, retaining terms up to n = 2 oniy, - v

V: r(G-%CgG2—§‘%C2GZCOSZ§ - V r'

" 13 4 5 ' _ '
I + 33 C463 + T56 C463 cos 25 —— 25 C463 cos? 2gb);

r,z -9 + 2:3ng — 3C2? cos 243 (6-26)

65, _gg 3‘- 175 _.M 35 C4G3 C4G COS + “3—2'“ C4G3 (1052 245,

r;, = sin 5 cos a; (—3 €ng — 20463 + a? C463 cos 2%)-

With the numerical values of the international eilipsoid (Sec. 2-11), formulas
(6-23) and (6—26) become _ ; ~

and

G = (r always in kilometers) ' (6-27)

V = r(1000G ——_ 0.2786G2 + 0.8359G2 cos 25'
—- 0.001109? — 0.0008G3 cos 293 + 0.0028G3 cos2 25), .

I‘, =. M‘IOOOG+ 0.8359G2 - 2.507762 cos 2g? ' ’ 1 (6—28)
+ 0,00516'3 '+ 0.003963 cos Zq‘s —- 0.013863 0032 2%, ‘

T5 = sin é cos :3? (—3.3436G2 + 0.003IG3 ‘— 0.022003. cos 2%).

These expressions give V in geopotential‘ units (1 g‘p.u.‘= 1000 gal-meters)
and 1‘; and I‘; in gals, to an accuracy of '1 mgal.1 ‘ ‘ A .

After the computation ofF,and F5, FAbeing zero, the rectangular components
I‘x, PE, 1"; are obtained by means of (6-18), where the components of y are to
be repiaced by those of P. If the components of 7 are needed, they may be
computed from (6—20’). ‘ ' I

1 Series expansions of higher order will be found in Hirvonen and Moritz (1963, p.‘ :2)
We have in (6-28) adopted the generai notations of this paper, but the derivation is different.
It should be noted that Hirvonen defines 1‘.- and I37, with opposfite Sign and thathe denotes the
geocentric latitude-by y). ’ ' r ( - .:
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5'4. Gravity Disturbances-anirect Method

; It is convenient to start with the components 5?, 53;, 5k of the gravity disturbance
{1: vector 6, equation (6-3), in the spherical coordinates r, (3, x that Were used in
the preceding section. In analogy to (6-17) we have1 I

. , _a:r __IaT _ 1-6T ‘ _

2 I 5’ * ar’ e
5e “ ; aa’ 5* “m7; :9: (6'29)

if" ‘ The disturbing potential Tmay be expressed in terms of the free-air anomalies
1 at the earth’s surface by the formuia of Pizzetti, equations (2-161) and (2-162),

n = m, a i) = a}: [f Ag so, i) dai ’ (6-30)

where S(r, 119) is the extended Stokes function, ' '

“25 §_ ELK r—Rcowatl
>

S(r,gi/) ~— I + r 3 r2 r2 COStI/ 3111 2r ‘ )9 (6—31)

'5';.‘_.and V V . I

i = V r2 + R2 -- 2Rr cos 22/? (6—32)

According to (6—29), we must differentiate (6-30) with respect to r, 5, and )x.

Herewe note that the integral on the right-hand side of (6»30) depends on r, <13, >\
only through the function 3(r, 1?). Thus, Ag being constant with respect to the

5;" differentiation, we have _ .

~ _3{ t .
‘

5? ~ ,4? u f Ag 3r d?" .

i -4. R '" 6250-») " .

' ' H R ear, in e

L; I ' m ~ 4w cosé [ Ag at dg' '

The point P at which 6 is to be computed has the coordinates 6, k; let the cor-
responding coordinates of the variable point P’ , to which Ag and dc refer, be
denoted by 5’, N'. Then da' wili be expressed by v

V do = cosé‘s’ (15' and (6-34)

. and y'x, the angular distance between P and P’, becomes

L y; = .cos—1 [sin <13 sin 43’: + cos d cos 5’ cos (N — M]. (6-35)
' We have ; _

050‘, 11/) 5350, 1P) 391’” 530‘, XI’) = 630‘, 3”) 52!. ‘ i (636)
3 _ as 7 as" as at at» 6A

I ‘ ‘ 1For comparison, we note that in Hirvonen and Moritz (1963) the notations 8,. = —5,.,
' in. =’ 5.3, a; = 5;, are used. a

Vfl + R2 - 2choé 21/.
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Now we recall the corresponding derivations of Sec. 2—22, leading to Vening ,v

Meinesz.’ formula. As a sphericai approximation; which is sufficient for T, 6,» -

etc., we may identify the geocentric latitude 6 with the geographical latitude «p. ’i
Thus equations (6—36) and (2-206) are completely analogous, and (2-209) may
be borrowed from See. 2-22: “ ‘1» 2*

- é! _'__ at r. __ . .2;

x I
693 ——

cos a, 6A _— cos <5 5111 a. (6-37? :3,

The azimutha is given by formula (2—212): ‘ »

_ cos 6’ sin (A’ ~ A) ‘
‘

tan- “ _ cos 6 sin (13’ — sin <5 cos (Frees (N '~— A) (6—38) "-3;

By means of (6-36) and (6-37)? eQuations (6-33) become ;_

‘ __1:' ‘ astwi ', ’ L

6, -— 47r // Ag 6r dc, > .

(669a) ,V

' _ -__.§_W
V :qu —- 47rrff Ag ad] coquda, i:

‘5 - ~ ‘ <6-39b) ;.

6 _ _'fl , 65(r, 1/2) , 7 - - :3

’ in w. |V47fluj~f Ag W, SID. ado. > .r V

Now we shall form the derivatives. of the extended Stokes function (6-31)
with respect to r and xix. By differentiating (6-32) weget

dl__r—-Rcostb flflgg. _ ff5—WZV. 3 agpf-i 5111319. (640)

By means of these auxiliary reiations we find I I

a _ ‘_R<r2 -...._R2> - 431 __ a + 632*» ‘ .

6r _ rl3 fl r2 r3 _ '- (6-41)“

R2 . "rv—Rcosyfz—lal , .

I -V
+Fcostb(13-§61n . 2r. )2 - I I

é§gsini[_%£‘fr_§£f;fl§§f” V ‘
61,9 _ V 13 rl r2 - (6'42)

3R2 r—chosw—l r—-Rcos:p+l)]._ ‘

v - Jainw +1n 2r

Somewhat more convenient expressions are'obtained by substituting ' :1 "

, , = _, , 6~4
Q n f ,1 r (

- " ' ' D = é: x/i ~ ~2z¢os¢ + :2.l 1 _ .01 Ana”; .1. 112
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Then the extendedStokes furietion (6-31) and its'derivatives (6-41) and (6-42)
become ’ . - ' , I

so; 4/) = 2% +1 —- 3D ‘- reps to (5 44 sin 1-192—31955—9 (6-45) '

65031;) _ _g t 1:2 4 , ’ I

War ._ R [—733 +§ :5 T .1, — 6D % I

_ > -— tcosy’z (13. + 6 in 1%” ‘C‘f‘i’+ 13)], (646a) ’

aS(r,¢)_ 2. (3 §_ - ~ - '-
’ at,",z.sm‘1’ D3+D 3.

,

‘7
_"1—-—‘tcos¢~—D_.» l—tcos¢+-D ‘. t

I H __ . 3 W. DEW Kb . . 3 inM_ 2 ) (6-4613)

:These expressions aroused in (6-30) and (6-39) to compute T and 6. '

The Separation Np of the geopo't’e'ntial surface "through P,W = WP, and the
corresponding spheropotential surface U = WP is according to Bruns’ theorem

"3-1 ' given by t ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ‘ 7i -' fl”MFE; , ’ (Mo
. ' ‘i. " 'YQ ' .

_ see Sec. 2-15 and Fig. 2-15. " ‘ V

The deflectionof the yerticallé which islthedeyiation of the actual pllumbiine
from the normal piumb line at P, is reoresented by its north-south and east-

V west components, ' f ‘

r ;. laNg, : 1...: .1 U I

SP ” r 6% 11‘“ _. {003$ 6)‘ ’_
(6-48)

: these equations correspond to (2-204). Since 7 variesavery‘ littie with latitude - '

and is independent of longitude;we‘have 9' - v

w=1(2)=xé&_emtia§ ~ ‘

66 65 “Yo 7:;- 6<5 drew" «m '65 -‘ '

‘ 6k 7‘70 at _ ‘ __ .

Comparison of (6—29) and (6-48) shows that ‘ a “ . ‘ I

- I . = v“- 53 :2 _‘”_‘5 .
f 5P ,m e WP W x ‘ ( . )

' We see that N14, 5p, ma are given by equations (6-30) and (6-39b), apart'from

the factbr :bl/yg. Hence these equations are the extensions of Stokes’ and

Vening Meinesz’ formulas 'for points outside the ‘earth and reduce to these

formulas for r = R, t = 1. , , ,3

Writing equations (6:49) in the form 7

' 1 - 5.; = ~75, 5x = ~77): (6'49!)
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we see that the horizontal components of 6 are directly related to the deflection 'of the vertical, which is the difference in direction of the vectors g and 7. Theradial component 5,, however, represents the difference in magnitude of thesevectors, since as aspherical approximation

'
~5r = as = gp -— w, " (6-50)which is the scalar gravity disturbance; see Sec. 2-13.

6-5.. Gravity Disturbances—~00atingIMethod '

An alternative method for computing T and 6 (Orling 1959} uses the fact thatthe disturbing masses may be replaced by a surface layer, or coating, on thereference ellipsoid, without changing the external potential. According to atheorem of potential‘theory‘this is rigorously possible ifrthe geoid enclosesthe total mass of the earth. In the case of the actual earth this is possible to aVery good approximation.
In accordance with See. 1-3, we represent the disturbing potential in theform (1-16),

Tp '= T = k 51:15. ' (6-51)

The surface S is the reference ellipsoid, which as a Spherical approximation isconsidered as a sphere-of radius R. We nowfihave to determine the surfacedensity n of the coating. _ _

On the ellipsoid S (at sea level) the normal deriVatrve of T IS the “outerderivative” (l-l7a); '

5T 5?; 1) 5-52
‘ Efi~ é2wkx+kafxanc dS. ,- l

Generally, according to (6-40), '

‘ . a 1 - 3(1) = 1:33.082,
- . 55 2 WM . 13 ‘

and at sea level (r = R), . I r

‘ a 1 _ '_R<i -— cow) = _______1_____= ____1_.'
' 5;; l ” . 8R3 sin3 (gt/2) 4R2 sm (41/2) 2111

Hence (6-52) becomes '
,I

at -33/ffds ‘ »
. 3,-2- — *2.ka 2R S . l I I

and, by (6-51), T ' T , r , i

' ‘ 6 _ _ _' .... (6-53)
r I ‘ a? 2.ka 2R
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VWenowset 7 “ _ ‘ i- ' V

- ' . ’ Zyrkx = p, y ' ’ I (6‘54)
so that (6-53) may be written as I I ' ‘ V ‘

' 6T '1’ - r~ m. ” ' - .
a . = __,_ __ _. > 6-55
‘ ' ” an 2R V C )

Finaliy we express 617% in terms of the gravity anomaly Ag by the “funda-
mental equation of physical geodesy” (2-1510 ' '

' v ‘ 82" v 2T , 1 ‘
. -—-—-—~ = ' —-3

an Ag + R ( )
obtaining ‘ ‘

' a ‘ - 3T 36 -
‘ \ u=Ag+§§=Ag+§§M r - (6-37)

G is mean gravity at sea level, and N denotes the geoidai undulation.
1
Thus the density ,u of the coating can be computed if both Agand N are

known. ’ , '

After expressing 1c in terms of it according to (6-54), the disturbing potential
(6-51) becomes * '

a 1 u H R2 f " y -

TP~2TZ/ldS~§;jjz—da, (658)

because as a sphericalappfiximation d5 = R2 do; the symbols (1'6 and 1 have
the same meaning as in the preceding section. 5 . I

To‘form the components (6-29) of the gravity disturbance «S, we must difler-
entiate (6-58) in exactly the same way thatwe difierentiated (6-30) in the pre-
ceding section. Instead of

. 2f; 30‘:
we now have ' I 7

' . ' 153.1. I '

27:- I g V '

and ,u‘takes the place ofAg. We‘find the expressions .b

R? 8 1 ~ ‘5r~§;//ug;(j)cla, ‘ E

.y
a. y / y

122' a ' 1 ~ ‘ -

V

’55: COSozdcr, ‘ (6-59) ,

, R2 ' a r . '
3

3A: 01016, '

which are comparable to (6-39}. The derivatives with respect to r and 319 arefound by using (6-40), so that we have
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On substituting

5 .

22/]
7T,

(7

R[CO3 S-if/
do’

5:7: __ {f 5 . (:0er
{5%} ~ 27r // M 13 sm ‘0 {sin a} dg'

(6-43) and (6-44), equations (6~58)and (6-60)

_ 133 ii .

finally

(6-60)

become

(6-511)

.V 't2 .1—tcos¢ ,

, a, = _—-27ff“Tdo,

{5&7 _ L3 sin}; {cos ca a, ‘ (66gb)
» ’ \ (Rf ~ 27r 'u D3 [sin a a.

7 Again, equations (6-6i) and (6-6213) together with (6-47) and (6-49), may be
used to compute the separation ofcorresponding geopotential and spheropot‘en-
tial surfaces, and the deflection of the vertical. . . _ » ‘

The coating method presupposes the geoidal heights N to be given in addition
to the gravity anomalies Ag. ‘ ~ - '

, ~25

,4

x

ca‘fl

#3,

2-”

“is

'-::=

912??

6—6. Gravity Disturbances—Upward Continuation

We apply Poisson’s integrat formula (1-89) to the harmonic function T:
I , . R(r2 - R2) T ‘ ' \

, ‘ TP=TI//fid0. L

In the neighborhood. of P (Fig. 6-1), the sphere practicatly coincides with its
tangent plane at F. Since the value of the integrand is very small at greater
distances‘from P,wemay extend the integration over the tangent plane instead
ofmet the sphere. Then, according to Fig. 6-1, ' '\

1: Vs2 + H2. (6-6421)

We introduce a rectangular coordinate system x, y, z, the x-axis pointing north
and the y-axis pointing east in the tangent plane. Then we may also write

I = V x2 + y2 + HZ, (6-6433)

the surface element becomes ‘ ' ' I ' _

- ' Raina 5' ,

and we further have .

. , r = R + H, ' ,

' 'ré — R2 = (r + 1% ~ 1%) a 21211. -

x2+V v2 -J—'H'2
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P
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vs' dxdy
. ' XV

R2115F:

R
R

‘l/ - FIGURE 6-1

' The plane approximation.

Thus (6-63) becomes the plane formula -v

H °° ”°° T m H °° °° T= _. ._ 2 _. ————~—~—-————d d . 6-65TP 2T f_m 11—“ 27r/_w jam (x2+y2+H2)3/2 x y ( )
This important formula is called the “upward continuation integral.” It permitsthe computation of the value of the-harmonic function T at a point above the |xy-plane from the values of T given on the plane, that is, the upward continua-tion of a harmonic function. Both T and its partial derivatives, 6276):, 6176)),81762, are harmonic, because if A , ‘

' 62T V 621‘ 621‘ _
. a; + + 323' v- 0:

then we also have

' 6” 6T 62 6T 62 6T 6 621’ BET 621‘5a(o)+oz(e)+sa(e>ta(ei+w+ a?) *0-
Thus the upward continuation integral (665), which holds for any harmonicfunction, may also be applied to LET/{92g 621/632, and 61762. 'As T is the disturbing potential, its partial derivatives are the componentsof the gravity disturbance: K

61” . _ 6T _ 6T __ .5w5¢3 733—5): E~5w
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We are not writing 51, 610.5,; because we wish to reserve this notation for the
cemponents in the geooentric global coordinate system, which should. not be
confused with the focal system introduced in this section. Thus we have in
addition to (6-65) ' .

‘ M ' H 5 I ‘ j ,

7
6r = ,2; f/ 1—; dx ctiy, ‘

(6-66a)

a; = gig—[fem
“:0 (6-660)

~5x =§ff§§dxdy

On the left-hand side (if these equations, the Components of 6 refer to the ele-
vated point P g in the integral on the right~hand side, they are taken at sea level
and are to be computed from the expressions I

_ ar = —6g = —(Ag +
‘31—? N), (6-6721)

63> = 7 n

‘ 5A :_Gfl’m . .

(6—6ih)

which follow fr01n(6-49’) and (6-50), applied to sea level, togetherwith (2-151d).
The symbols R and G denote; as usual, 3 mean earthradius and a mean value
of gravity on the earth’s surface. _ / ‘

Hence We may compute T and 6 by means of the upward continuation
integral if the geoidal ’undulatiOns N and-the deflection componentsig and n

at the earth’s surface are given. ‘ '

The plane approximation is Sufficient except for very high altitudes (>250 km, ~

say). Otherwise we must the the spherical formula (6-63) for T. For the radial ‘

component at, equations (6-74) or (6-75) below, with at replacing Ag, may be
shown to hold. The corresponding spherical formulas for thenpward continua- --
tion of the horizontal components 65 and 6A are not known. The reason why
the same formula, the upward continuation integral, holds for T and the com-
ponents of «S in the planar case only is that the‘iierivatives of T are harmonic '

only when referred to a cartesian coordinate system. '

6-7. Additional Considerations ‘ ‘ ‘ ,

Reference surface The preceding formulas for the disturbing potential T and
the gravity disturbance vector 6 are rigorously valid if the reference surface is a
sphere. In practice the gravity anomalies are referred to an ellipsoid. The above
formulas for T and 6 are also valid for an ellipsoidalreference surface if a rela-
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tive error of the order of the flattening fi 0.3% is neglected, that is, as a
spherical approxrmation; The reader is reminded that this does not mean that
the ellrpsord is replaced by a sphere in any geometrical sense; rather it means
that}? the originally elliptical fermulas the first and higher powers of the
flattening are neglected, whereby they formally become spherical formulas.
Since the gravity anomalies, etc, are referred to an ellipsoid, we must be

very careful in computing t, which enters into the. formulas of Secs. 6-4 and 6-5.If an exact sphere of radius RWere used as a reference surface, then we should
have r = R —i— H, whereH is the‘elevation of the computation point above the
sphere. Actually, we use a reference ellipsoidgthen we again have

. ‘
pr=R+H, i=1??? (6-68)

but H is now the elevation above the ellipsoid (or, to a sufficient accuracy,
above sea level), the constant R = 637i km being the earth’s mean radius.
Thus r as computed by (6—68) differs from the geocentric radius vector 1' =
V/x2 + y2 + 22. As a matter of fact, this holds only for Secs. 6-4 and 6-5, but
not for the formulas of Sec. 6-3, which rigorously referto Spherical coordinates.
We have already’mentioned that we may replace the geocentric latitude <5

by the geographic latitude o, as far as T and 8 are concerned—for instance,
by putting {5 =—T 45 in (6-35).or (6-38). ’ '

Data. For all computations dealing with the external gravity field of the
earth, free-air gravity anomalies must be used for Ag,.since_ all other types of
gravity anomalies correspond to some removal or transport ofmasses whereby
the external field is changed. If, in addition to Ag, geoidal undulations N (in
the coating method) or deflections of the vertical 5, 7;: (in the upward continua-
tion) are used, then these quantities should be computed from free-air anomalies.
If, as is usually done, the normal free—air gradient avg/ah. +— 0.3086.mgal/rneter

is used for the free-air reduction, then the free-air anomalies refer, strictly
speaking, to the earth’s physical surface (to ground level) rather than to the
geoid (to sea level). The N—values computed from them by Stokes’ formula
are height anomalies greferring to the ground, rather than heights of the actual
geoid. However, this distinction is insignificant and can be ignored in most
cases, so that we may'consider Ag as sea-level anomalies (see Sec. 8-13).
' Ifwe cannot neglect this distinction, aiming at highest accuracy in high and
steep, mountains for low altitudes H, then we may proceed as follows. (see
Secs. 8-8 and 8—10). We reduce the free-air anomaly Ag from the ground point A
to the corresponding point -Aa. at sea level (see Fig. 6-2):

- ,, Ag" = Ag “$52; , (6-69)

and use the sea level anomaly Ag=* so obtained. The vertical gradient dAg/ah
may be computed by formula (2-217) using, the ground-level anomalies Ag.
Or we may reduce to any other level surface W = W1, for instance to that
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FIGURE 6-2

Reduction to sea
to [128 level ofF.

level and

passing through P (Fig. 6-2), using h; instead of h in (6-69). Then we should

also use H1, rather than H, in (6-68). For large-scale purposes, reduction to sea'

level appears to be preferable._,Probably such a reduction will attain a considery

able amount only in exeeptiohal cases, so that it can usually be neglected, and H
in the formulas of- Secs. 6-4 through 6—6 may be taken as the height ofP above v

sea level, or above ground. For other methods of considering the topography ‘3

see Arnold (1959), Brovar. (1963), Levallois @960), and Moritz (1966). t

Comparison of methods. Of all methodsdescribed in the three preceding
sections, the formulas for. the direct method are the most complicated, but they
can be handled very well if the required functions have been tabulated or if the,
formulas are programmed for an automatic computer. Only the gravity anom-g

alies Ag are required here. If the geoidal heights N are known in addition to Ag,

then the coating method is preferable because it involves somewhat simpler,

formulas. Although computation is simplest in the upward continuation method,_

it requires the largest amount of data: N for T, Ag and N for 6,, and s and r7 ,

for 5; and 57‘. t ‘, h

To get a better insight into the applicability of these threemethods, we shall

consider the effect of the distant zones. Table 6-1, taken from Hirvonen and

Moritz (1963, p. 63), shows the root mean square influence K67, ESE, = TAX of

the zones beyond a spherical radius-x129 0n (Sn-(la, and 6%. The method by which

this table was computed 'is essentially that to- be described in Sec. 7—4. The

values in this table hold for all altitudeer frOm zero up to‘several hundred
kilometers. ,

We recognize that for rim > 20° 'or 30° the influence of the distant zones.

decreases very slowly. Therefore, it seemsto beimpractical to extend the inte-
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Table 64 ' . ~ ‘ ~

R.M.S. Influence of the Zone beyond a Radius 1% on 6,, 5;, 5.x. ’ 'WWW
' ' I DireczMethod ' Coating Afetkoa’ _

so» 733: 33% = 3% 357 ' '23; = E;
‘ L ‘ (mgal) (mgal) ’ - (mgal) (mgai) 4 _W
90° (1000 km) 8 4 8 2 ‘ 6
13.5°(1500 km) 7 ‘ 7 ‘ 2 5‘
18.0“(2000 km) . ‘ 6 . 6 r . ' 2 > 5 -

20° » 6 5 , 2 - I , 5 .

25° V 5 r 5 . 2 I 5 - V

30* q 5 ' ‘ 5 ‘ 1 ' 5

45° , s ' ‘ ‘5 1 5
60° 7 4 ‘ 5 1 ‘ '. 4

.
90° 3 ‘ 4 , ' -1 - ‘ 3
120° _ . 2 ' 3 V 1 2 .

150° v 2 ' 3 . o ' . 2 ' W

180° 0 ' 0 ' o I I o '

:j‘

3,

k z

<

H,

‘,

4.

gration much farther than 20° (coating method)’or 30° (direct method), unlessit is extended over the whole earth. '

We further see that the efi‘ect of the remote zones on 5,7,- and 5; is not verymuch less in the coating method than in the direct method. The influence on 67.is less in the coating method; but ifwe know N in addition to Ag, then we shouldcompute 8,, not by this method but by upward continuation, where the influenceof the distant zones is negligibly small.It is easily understood why this influence is so small in the upward continua-tion method. IfH = 0, then the effect of the remote zones in the directmethodand in the coating method is still.giVen by Table 6-1. In the method of upwardcontinuation, however, this elfec’t is zero for H = 0, P = F,because the “com-puted” value at P is then identical iwith the corresponding ground value at F,neighboring values being without influence. If H ¢ 0, then only the nearestneighborhood ofP is of any relevance in this method. We shall see in the nextsection that it is‘ usually sufficient to go as far as ten times the elevation ifupward continuation is used.
This is also the reason why we were able to use the plane approximation inthe method of Sec. 6-6, but not. in the other methods, which involve larger dis-tances for which this approXimation breaks down.As a summary, the following methods are suitable for practical use: if only '

Ag is given, the direct method; if Ag and N are given, the coating method forthe horizontal components1 and the upward continuation for the vertical corn-. lponent of 6 and for T; if Ag, N, a}, 1; are given, then the upward continuationthroughout. '

The accuracy obtainable is about the same with. all threemethods ifproperly
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applied, in particular if the integration is extended sufficiently far. The standard :'errors of all three components are approximately,proportional to l/H and are 5;very small for large elevations, but the correlation betWeen neighboring valuesmay be appreciable. . . 5

Practical integration. The integral formulas of this chapter mustbe evaluated LY

approximately by summations in precisely the same way as, for instance, 'Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’ formulas; The procedures were described inSec. 2-24. ' :7

Details on the upward continuation method will be found in the following 5:,

section. As for the direct method and the coating method using standard—sizedblocks, wemention that the following sizesare considered appropriate at about 1:

45° latitude. Up to a latitude difference from the computation point ofAd = 15° ;
and a- longitude difference of AA = 2° use 5’ X 5’ blocks; outside this zone, 2;

up to A95 2: 3.5° and AK = 4.5", use 20’ X 20’ blocks; outside this zone, up to i

AqS = 12.5° and A)‘ = 15°, use if” X l°blocksg and outside this zone, 5° X 5" {2

blocks.
For points at elevations of only a few kilometers, even 5’ X 5’ blocks alone i

may not be sufficient around the computation point, and additional considera-
tions may be necessary, such as the use of a template for the innermost region 3

or the employmentrof horizontal gravity gradients analogous tothat in Vening
Meinesz’ formula. ,

The details of these numerical integrations are thus somewhat intricate; the 3

readermay find more about them in Hirvonen and Moritz (19,63); 1

- Computation ‘of the gravity vector. After computing the components 6,, 65, 5;,
by numerical: integration, We may transform them into cartesian coordinates g

6,, 5,, 6, with respect to the world coordinate system. The transformation equa~ i

tions are (6-18), the components of 7 being replaced by thecorresponding
components of 6; it is easily. seen that (6-18) holds for an arbitrary vector. 3:

Wemay also first form thercomponents of the gravity vector g in spherical f
coordinates by V _ ' '

I gr = 71‘ 'i“ 5r: gii i: 75 + 55: g}: = 6A: (6'70) ‘2

where 7,, 1/5, on are given by the formulas of Sec. 6-3, and then‘apply- (6-18) l

to : t .
g g, = cosécoskgr ~isin$COSXga * Sin kg»

’ gy=cos6sin>tgfwsin5sinAgent-comm, _ ' ’

g, ‘= sin (lg.— + cos 6g;- - i

Another‘possibilityis to use the componentsin ellipsoidal coordinates act 1,

cording to Sec. 6-2. For the small, quantities 5“, 55, ex we may again apply the I

spherical approximation, neglecting a relative error ofthe order of the fiatten-
ing. If the flattening is neglected, then the ellipsoidal coordinates .u, ,8, A reduce
to the spherical coordinatesr, <5, >\, so that as a spherical approxrmation _,

, x , Bu 2“ 5T9 653 = 6559 j“
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6% being rigorously the same in both systems. Thus 5,, 55;, 6A may also be con-
sidered as the components of 6 in ellipsoidal coordinates. -

Then we have '

' gu = 714 + 577 g3 = 73 + 559 g} = 5A; I

and gap, gy, g; are obtained by (6-12), the components of g replacingthe cor-
reSponding components of 7. Itis evident that the spherical approximation
can only be used for 6, so that 7“ and 75 must be computed by the rigorous
formulas (6-10). . . r , v

The gravity potential-W may be computed by (6-4); the gravitational poten~
tial V is obtained by subtractingthe centrifugal potential w2(x2 + y2)/2; and
the vector of gravitation is given by (6-6). ‘

Spherical harmonics. The anemalous potential T and its derivatives may also
be obtained by means of their spherical-harmonic expansions, Whose eo~
eflicients are computed by harmonic analysis of gravity anomalies (Sec. 2-20).
Because of the slow convergence of these series, however, they can be applied
for computations at satellite elevations (arcimci 1000 km) oniy. They are useful
for the computation of satellite orbits; see Secs. 9-6 through 9-8.

6-8. Gravity Anomalies Outside the Earth

Suppose gravity g is to be computed at'some point P outside the earth (Fig. 6-3);
we shall be concerned here only with the magnitude of the gravity vector. This
is conveniently done by adding a correction 'to the normal gravity 7. From
See. 2-‘13‘we recall two different kinds of such a correction, g —— 'y:

1. Thegravity disturbance 5g, in Which g and 7 both refer to the same point P0
2. The gravity anomaly Ag. Here g refers toP,but 7 refers to the correspond-

W:WP
» P:1:~p :

> Q

"d

earth’s
surface FIGURE 6-3

Gravity anomalies and disturb-
ancies.

fig,

. [NF
Q

.5 ‘
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ing point Q, which is situated on the plumb line ofP, and whose normal
potential U is the same as the actual potential W ofP, that is, 09 = WP.

These tWo quantities are connected by i 7 v

. ‘ - 2G - . . a *5
' 135’ = 5g — :R—NP;

this simple form is sufficient for moderate altitudes.
The gravity‘dzlsturbance is used when the spatial position of P, that is, its 5;;

geocentric rectangular coordinates x, y, z, is given, such as in the computation
of gravity along space trajectories or satellite orbits. Then one usually needs
the complete vector g, not just’its magnitude g, and the computations are done
by the methods described in the preceding sections. In Sec. 2-l3 we saw that
the difierence in magnitude 6g is practically equal to the vertical component.
of thegravity disturbance vector:

. ‘ » _ 6g =V __5h ‘

In this section we shall be concerned with the gravity anomaly Ag. It is used.
whenever the natural coordinates (Sec. 2—4), in particular the potential W, ofP
are given. For then we can determine Q as that point Whose normal potential
is equal to the given value of W; that is, wecan compute the height of Q above
the ellipsoid by an ellipsoidal fermula such as (4-44), with C = W9 — ,W. Then
the normal gravity at Q is given, for instance, by (2423).
.At the earth’ssurface, the potential W isdetermined by leveling (Sec. 4-1);

this is Why gravity anomalies, and not gravity disturbances, are the basic ma—
terial of gravimetric geodesy. If the height H; ofP above ground is given, then
the potential at P may be obtained by

v _ W = W1 -— EH1, (6-73) I,

where W1 is the potential at the ground point Fbelow P,and g is the mean
gravity between F and P. Thus even in this case W is given rather than rec- 5‘2,

tangular coordinates x, y, z, and the use of gravity anomalies Ag is appropriate.
This is the case, for instance, in airborne graVity measurements, where the
height of the aircraft above ground is measured. v

Formulas. The basic formula is r

_ R202 ._ R2) Ag '

, ‘ ‘ "‘ “‘f—'_—4er -‘[f d0,

which diners from (2460) in that the spherical harmonics of degrees zero and.
one, which have been excluded there, are left in the present formula. Bymaking , "
the usual substitutions (6-43) and (6-44) we obtain '

i __ i2“ — 12) 3g \

Agp — 4W D3 d0. ,7,

i5

,4;

r'. E

- V

F”;

47¢

fiij‘m‘
'

£553

3f
2‘ u

‘ u

‘ 5*

’ ‘E r!

13‘;37w

>

‘ 5 Lfr’5

a;
5;?
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H a;
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Again '

2;:1 . t n R '

whereH is the height above the reference level to which the given anomalies Ag
' refer; see the correspondingremarks in the preceding section. -

Up to flight altitudes wemay again use the plane approximation of Sec. 6-6,
so that (6-75) reduces to an upward continuation integral of type (6-65): . r

I H w °° Ag
Agp —— 2% j”) [Mo Fdx dy, A

(6-76)

or in polar coordinates s and a, ' i

I L H 2" °'° Ag I
_ I

Ag? =2; Lao i=0 75—5 ds da,‘ 7 » (6-76)

where . i i ‘ '

§~ wry—5‘11";- VA."Ty“'TH“.
Practical integration. Wemay again use standard blocks.(5’ X 5’, 10’ X 10’,

or 1° X 1°, say), suitable fer automatic oomputation, or We may employ
templates. ' ,

The integral (6-76) is then replaced by

' . a ‘ Agp = 2 Ct Kék, , (6'77)
Io .

where BEL. is the mean over the kth compartment. If standard blocks of sides
Act and Ax are used, then

' __ H R2A¢m cos qsk -

1 p

ck — 27FT,, V (6 78)
where m and Ik refer to the center of the block. These coefficients are of type(2'224). For a polar template the preferable “integrated” coeficients of type
(2-223) also have a simple form. Using (6-76’) and the notations of Fig. 2—22(with \I/ replaced by s), we have

*3 “2 ‘9” sdsda _Hoe2-a'1/82 sds ’
0" f‘ 2« W (S2 + Hag/'2 “ 2w (s2 + H2)“

and on performing the integration,

a “0‘2"” 1— 3 6~79cl: "‘ H 27F ([11 [2): ( .)

Where [1 = V’s? + H2 and [2 = V}? 1— H2. If the ring between the radii $1 and 32is divided into n compartments, than

02‘61’1 1M=__,271*n
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and we obtain ~ »

' I ' H l 1 , '
Ck — E g), ‘ (6—79)

where A belongs to the inner and [2 to the outer radius.
Hirvonen (1962) has made an optimal design for a template. It is constructed

so that the error caused by each compartment has the same root mean square -;

size. Table 6-2 gives Hirvonen’scoelficients. The radii 51 and s2 and the elevation
H are to bemeasured in the same unit. 5::

Table 6—2 ‘ ' '

Hirvonen’s Template Constants

Outer Inner Number of Coefiicz'ems
Radius Radius Compariments Ck

32 s; n Hml H=2 11:05W T0.4 0 1 0.07152 _ . 0.01942 0.21913 - 1;;
1.0 0.4 " 8 _ 0.02767 . 0.01077 7 0.04171
1.8 1.0 r 12 > 0.01846 0.01259 0.01496
3.0 1.8 12 0.01412 0.01572 0.00860
4.5 3.0 16 0.00621 0.00920 ‘ 0.00337
6.7 4.5 16 0.00433 0.00753 0.00225 '
10.0 6.7 16 0.00301 0.00562 0.00153 41:;

15.0 - 10.0 16 0.00206 0.00400 - 0.00104
22.0 15.0 ' 16 . 0.00132 0.00260 0.00066 1 .

32.0 ~ 22.0 16. 0.00089 0.00176 0.00044

As we saw in the preceding section, upward continuation is essentially a local ‘

problem. The main contribution to the integrals (6-76) or (6-76’) comes from
the area around thecomputation point P, the influence of distant regions being
negligibly small. Let us consider the effect of the zone beyond a certain disé
tance so fromP (Fig. 6-4). According to (6-76’), this effect is given by . '

H 2” °° Ag H [2" °° Ag
= —— -~—————————5 d +- w . ~—dy5 27r [no L... {sz + H2)” ‘13 0‘ 20 «.0 H, s2 do"

because for large s wemay replace l = V52 + H2 by s. Ifwe introduce a certain ~

average value XE of the gravity anomalies in the zone 0 > so, then, according r

to a mean value theorem of integral calculus, wemay express the average value 7

of the effect of this zone‘as ' a .

, ‘ _ H— 2” '°° 0’s -

which is equal to ' - . '

. . e.= ~40. . (6-80)
. SD .>
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From this formula we see that so must be roughly proportional toH ifwewish
to get the same error E for difierent elevations H. For instance, if so = 10H,
then a = 0.1 A}. if 73E does not exceed 10‘ mgals, then é will be smaller than
1 mgal. This can. often be assumed, because wemay expect that the values ofAg
for the zone s > St} tend to average out for large values of 59. In such cases
it will be sufficient to extend the integration only asfar as 10 times the elevation.
In many respects the considerations of the preceding section are applicable

to the upward continuation of the gravity anomalies as well. Again free-air
anomalies referred to ground level or, more accurately, to some level surface,
are to be used. If the ground is elevated above sea level, but reasonably flat;
it is somewhat better to regard H as elevation above ground rather than above
sea level, because the ground may then be considered locally part of a level
surface.
For accuracy Considerations the reader is referred to Moritz (1962).
The inverse problem, the downward continuation ofgravity anomalies, occurs

in the reduction of gravity.measured on board an aircraft, and also in a certain
refined solution of the geodetic boundary-value problem to be described in
Sec. 8’10. There is no closed integral formula inverse to' (6—75) or (6-76), but
the problem of downward continuation may be solved by the iterative method
of Sec. 8-10. ‘ - '

Upward and downward continuation are also tools of geophysical explora—

%7/.“%’//
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tion, but here the objective
veloped* in this connection:
purposes; see, for instanée,
(1960), and Tsuboi (1961).

‘vx

the Earlh

is quite different, Sevefal methods have been de—
some. of which are also applicable for geodetic
Jung (I961, Sec. 7422), Dean (1958), Henderson
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7-1. Introduction " i V -

The most important problems of‘physical geodesy are formulated and solved
in terms of integrals eXtended over the whole earth. An example is Stokes’
formula. Thus, in principle, we need the gravity g at every point of the earth’s
surface. As a matter of fact, even in the densest gravity net We measure g only
at relatively few points, so that wemust estimate g at other points by interpola-
tion. In large parts of the oceans we have made no observations at all ; these
gaps must be filled by some kind of extrapolation.
Mathematically there is no difference between interpolation and extrapola-

tion; therefore they are denoted by the same term, prediction.
Prediction (interpolation or extrapolation) cannot, of course, give. exact

values; hence, the problem is to estimate the errors that are to be expected in
the gravity g or in the gravity anomaly Ag. Since Ag is further used to compute
other quantities, such as the geoidal undulation N or the deflection components
5 and n, we must also investigate the influence of the prediction errors of Ag
on N, g, 77, etc. This is called errorpropagation.
It is also important to know which prediction method gives highest accuracy,

either in Ag or in derived quantities N, E, 1;, etc. To be able to find these “best”
prediction methods, it is obviously necessary to have solved the previous prob-
lem, to known the prediction error ofAg and its influence on the derived quan-
tities.
»Another question is. this. In principle, our integral formulas, always involve

integrations over the whole earth. In practice, however, integrations are
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extended only over a limited area, either because there are'no gravity meas-urements beyond this area, or because there is practically no increase in accuracyifwe go farther. The elfeet of the neglected distant zones is then tobe estimated.
' Summarizing, we have the following problems: ' -

1. Estimation of interpolation and extrapolation errors of Ag; - v

2. Estimation of the effect of these errors on derived quantities (N, E, 71, etc.); '3. Determination of the bestpredictionmethod; ~

4. Estimation of the effect of neglected distant zones, .

Since we are interested in the average rather than the individual errors, weare led to a statistical treatment. This will be the topic of the present chapter. 7

7-2. The Covariance Function . _ . r

It is quite remarkable thatall the problems mentioned above can be solved by. .

means of ‘ only one function of one, variable, without any other information.1 7

This is the covariance function. of the gravity anomalies. f
First we need a measure of the average size ot‘ the gravity anomalies Ag.Ifwe form the average of Ag over the Whole earth, we get the value zero:

M {Ag} E a; [j Agdzr :0. (7-1)

The symbol M stands for the average over the whole earth (over the unit
sphere); this average is equal to the integral over the unit sphere divided by its
area 47:. The integral ‘is zero if there is no term of degree-zero in the expansion ‘

of‘the gravity anomalies Ag into spherical harmonics, that is, if a reference
ellipsoid of the same mass as the earth and of the same potential as the geoid
is used. This will be assumed throughout this chapter.2
Clearly the quantity M {Ag}, which is zero, cannot be used to characterize

the average size of the gravity. anomalies. Consider then the average square
of Ag, - /

‘ ' l t . ::'='.f:-Ivar {Ag} 2 M {Agz} = I;/ Agzdcr. (7-2)
‘ . . a '

It is called the variance of the gravity anomalies. Its square root is the root mean
square. (r.m.s.).anomaly: ‘ . f};

' r.m.s. {Ag}. a V/var {Ag} =‘ V’M {Ag2}; V (7-3)

1 We are first neglecting the correlation with elevation. r v ’ v . ‘

2 Ifthis is not the case, that is, ifM {Ag} 2 m yé 0, then wemay form new gravity anomalies
Ag* = Ag -— m by subtracting the average value m. Then M {Ag*} = 0 and all the followrng 1:
developments apply to these “centered” anomalies Ag*. «2:

r;

:1z
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The r.m.s. anomaly is a very useful measure of the average size of the gravity
anomalies; it is usually given in the form

. 12111.8. {Ag} = $35 mgals;

the plus and minus signs express the ambiguity of the sign of the square root
;‘j and symbolize that Ag may be either positive or negative. The r.m.s. anomaly

is very intuitive; but the variance of Ag is more convenient to handie math-
ematically and admits of an important generalization.
Instead of the average square ofAg consider the average product of the gravity

anomalies Ag Ag’ at each pair of points P and P’ that are at a constant distance
' s apart. This average product is called the covariance of the gravity anomalies

j: for the distance 3 and is defined by ' '

covs {Ag} 2 M {Ag-Age. (7-4)

The average is to be extended over allrpairs of points P and P’ for which PP’ =
“Z s = const. ,

' The covariance characterizes the statistical correlation of the gravity anomalies
Ag and Ag’, which is their tendency to have about the same size and Sign. If

' the covariance is zero, then the anomalies Ag and Ag’ are uncorrelated or inde—
;- ' pendent1 of one another; in other words, the size or Sign of Ag has no influence

on the size or sign of Ag’. Gravity anomalies at points that are far apart may be
considered uncorrelated or independent, because the local disturbances that

g, cause Ag have almost no influence on Ag’ and vice versa. ’

1* If we consider the covariance as a function of s = PP’, then we get the
fj covariance function C(s) mentioned at the beginning:

C(s) E Govs {Ag} = M {AgAg’} gPP’ = s). (7—5)

For 5 = 0 we have t

T . 0(0) = M {A32} == var {Ag}, (7-5’)
' . . f . -

_ according to (7-2). The covariance for s = 01s the variance. '

, ‘ FIGURE 7-1

' _ The covariance function.
_ -——>5

A typicai form of the function C(s) is shown in-Fig. 7-1. For small distances S

(1 km, say), Ag’ is almost equal to Ag, so that the covariance is almost equal
to the variance; in other Words, there is a very strong correlation. The covari—
ance C(s) decreases with increasing 5, because then the anomalies Ag and Ag’

11:1 the precise ianguageof mathematical statiStics,'zero correlation and independence are
not quite the same, but we may neglect the difference here.
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become more and more independent. For very large distances the covariance};
will be very small, but not in general exactly zero because, the gravity anomalies f
are affected not only by local mass disturbances but also by regional factors. Q}:

So we shall instead expect an oscillation between small positive and negative
values.1 ‘

_ The practical determination of the covariance function C(s) is somewhat “L3:

problematical. Ifwewere to determine it exactly,we should have to know gravity J.

at every point or” the earth’s surface. This we obviously do not know; and ifwe.
knew it, then the covariance function would have lost most of its significance, f;
because then we could solve our problems rigorously without needing statisticswfj
As a matter of fact, we can only estimate the covariance function from samples ‘

distributed over the whole earth. But even this is not quite possible at present, 7 ’f

because of the imperfect or completely missing gravity data over the oceans. {:3

For a discussion of sampling and related problems see Kauia (1963, l966).
The most comprehensive estimate that we have at the present time was made

by Kaula (1959). Some of his values are given in Table 7—1. They refer to free-
air anomalies. The argument is the spherical distance -

.. 4 t =
9% . (7-6)

corresponding to a linear distance s measured on the earth’s surface; R is a ‘

mean radius of the earth. The r.m.s. free-air anomaly is ‘ _

. r.m.s. {Ag} = V1201 = $35 mgals. . (7—7) x

Table 7-1‘ ~ _ '

Estimated Values of the Covariance Functian for Free—airAnomaiies
Unit I mgaz’2 » ‘ ‘ J, -

dz CM) ab CM) ' vb

(10° +1201
0.5° 751
1.00 468

1.5” 356
2.0° 332
25° 306
30" 2%
4° 272
5" 246
6" 214
7° 174

8° r . -+124 27°
9° . 104 29°
10° * 82 31°
11° 76 33°
13° 1 54 35°
15° 47 40°
17° 45 50°
19° 34 60°
21° 35 90°
23° 10 120°
25° 2 20 150° -

+18
+ 6

+ 8

+ 5

— 8

~12
—2o
—30
— 4
+12
~21

1 Positive covariances mean that Ag and Ag’ tend to have the same size and the same Sign;
negative obvariances mean that Ag and Ag’ tend to have the same size and opposite sign. The
Stronger this tendency, the larger is cm; the absolute vaiue of C(s) can, huwever, never
exceed the'variance C(O). '- f . '~
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3 We see that C(s) decreaseswith increasing 5 and that, for 3/12 > 30°, very small
values oscillate between plus and minus. V ‘ '

For some purposes we need a local covariance functionrather than a global
one; then the average M is extended over a limited area only, instead of over
the Whole earth as above. Such a local covariance function is useful for more

' detailed studies in a limited area—for instance) for interpolation problems. As
' an example wemention that HirVonen (1962), investigating the local covariance
function of the free-air anomalies in Ohio, found numerical values that are
well represented by an analytical expression of the form‘

s r CG ' ' a= ——————, ‘ 7..

where . . i ' . . ’

f ‘ I ' C3 = 337 mgalsz, d == 40 kmf (7»9)

This function is valid for ‘s < 100 km. ' '

1‘3 Expansion of the Covariance Function
' in Spherical Harmonics

The more or less complicated integral formulas of physical geodesy usually
take on a much simpler form if they are rewritten in terms of spherical liarn
monies. A good example is Stokes? formula (see Sec. 2w17). Unfortunately this
theoretiCal advantageis in mostcases balanced by the practiCal disadvantage
that the relevant series converge very slowly. In certain cases, however, the
convergence is good. Thenthe use of spherical harmonics is very convenient
practically; we shall encounter Such a case in the next section. ' .

The spherical-harmonic expansion of the gravity anomalies Ag maybe
written in differentWays, such as |

' ' . ‘ ' Age, A) = 2 Agnes i), - .. A

(7410)
n=2 ‘

Where Agnw,Misthe Laplace surface harmonic of degree n; or,more explicitly,

Age),A):Z 2 Emma, A) + bnmsmw, >03, (7-11)
n=2 m=0

Where . ' ' ’

me, k) = an(cos 6) cosmA, ’ _

Snm(9, A) = an(cos 6) sin mA (7 12)

are the conventional spherical harmonics; or in terms of fully fiormalized
harmonics (see Sec. 1-14): -

~ Ag(49, A) =' Z Z gamma,» + imam»; (7:13)
n=2 m=0 '

Here 6 is the polar distance (complement of geocentric latitude) and A is the
longitude. V
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Let us now find the average products of two Laplace harmonics

Agnw, A) = Z {‘dWRMQ, i) + Emsmo, p]. (7-14)

These average products are“ . .

M{Ag,,Agw} = l f ,
[f Ag,(6, MAgS'w, A) sin 9 d2? d)\, (7-15)

47F i=0 _, 9:0 ‘

since the averaging is extended over the whole earth, that is, over the whole
unit sphere. Take first 11’ = n, which gives. the average square of the Laplace
harmonic of degree n: v

I 21: T ‘ _

M{Agi} 7= —1—f f [Agn(6, A)? sin 5 d6 dk. (7-16)
47F k=0 ego

Inserting (7-14) and taking into account the orthogonality relations (1-68) and ‘

the normalization (L74), we easily find

' - Megs} = 2 on + brim), ' (7-17)

Consider now the average product (7-15) of two Laplace harmonics of different
degree, n’ 75 n. Owing to the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics the inte-
gral in (7-15) is zero: .33;

‘ M{Agn Agm} = 0 if n’ ¢ 11. (7-18)

In statistical terms this means that two Laplace harmonics of different degrees y.

are: uncorrelated or, broadly speaking, statistically independent.
In a way similar to that used for the gravity anomalies we may also expand

the covariance function C(s) into a series of spherical harmonics. Let us take 1:"

an arbitrary, but fixed, point P as the pole of this expansion. Thus spherical polar ff]
coordinates a (angular distance from P) and a (azimuth) are introduced (Fig. fifefi

7-2). The angular distance 1/; corresponds to the linear distance s according to
(7-6). Ifwe expand the covariance function, with argument up, into a series of
spherical harmonics with respect to the pole P and coordinates it! and a, we
haVe . . .

' ‘ Co) = Z Z realise", a) + ammo, an, » *3;

. > I n=2 m==0 ‘ _

which is of the same type as (7-11). But since C depends only on the distance at

and not on the azimuth a, the spherical harmonics cannot contain any terms
that explicitly depend on a. The only harmonics, independent of a are the zonal
functions ' ' p ,5“

Raw, a) E Pn(cos.xp), I I

so that we are left with ' -

.' * cop) = E ‘cnmcos it). (7-19) 1 f:
. , “=2
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The en 3 one are the only coefficients that are not equal to zero. We shall also
I use the equivalent expression in terms, of fully normalized harmonics: ‘ .

‘ Co) = Z ammo. (7-20)
n=2

The coefficients in these series,’according to Secs. 1-13 and 1-14, are given by
"21r or i

cu = git—1’] C(¢)Pn(cos¢) sinzp dip da -

47f; a=0 we _

t ‘ _ = f O C{¢)Pn(cos to) sin 1;; do - (7-21)
. r ¢= r

and ' ‘ , _ ‘ -

V . ' C -

, . e = —~_—Z‘.~=- 7-22
-' " V211 + 1 ( )

We shall now determine the relation between thevcoeflicients cn of C(yb) in
(7-19) and the coefficients Elm and Em ofAg in (7-14). For this purpose we need
an expression for C(flin terms of Ag, which is easiiy obtained by writing (7-5)
more explicitly. Take the two points 1’09, A) and P’(6’, N) of Fig. 7-2., Their

, spherical distance zlz is given by r ”

cos 1/; = cos 9 cos 6" '+ sin 6 sin 6’ cos 0" ——~ A). (7—23)

Here 31/ and the azimuth. a are the polar coordinates of PIG”, X’) with respect
to the poleP(0, k).
The symbol M in (7-5) denotes the average over the unit sphere. To find it re—

quires two steps First, we average over the spherical circle of radius 30 (denoted
in Figs 7-2 by a broken line), keeping the pole P fixed and letting P’ move along
the circle, so that the distance PP’ remains constant. This gives

’21:

0* = 51- / Ag(0, A)Ag(z9’, )x')doz,
7" (1:0 '

‘ I // .

=consf
y ./

[ P

. \ _‘
. \ v -

equator
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where 0" still depends on the point P chosen as the pole 11/ = 0. Second, we
average C* over the unit sphere: ‘

~1— / f C* sin 6 d6 dA
47r 2x=o 6:0 7

, 1 21' r [2w 1 . ‘ I I . d d
_ = {3:2 [My fig) “=0 Ag(6, mAgw , A ) sin 9 V A 0:.

This is equal to the covariance function C(z/x); the’symbol M in (7-5) now being

written explicitly: '

211‘ 1r - 27':

,V C(zp) = 3—5 f f f Ag(6, A) Ag(6’, N) sin 6 d6 dx da. (7-24)~
. 87!‘ i=0 9:0 a=0 i

The coordinates 6’, N in: this formula are understood to be related to 6, >\ by 1

(7-23) with at = const, but'to be arbitrary otherwise; this, oficourse, expresses ,

the fact that in (7-5) the average is extended over all pairs of points P and P’
forwhich PP’ =41) = const.
To compute the COeificients cm'insert (7-24) into (7-21), obtaining

cu = 2—”? j: 0
C(‘P)Pn(COS-¢) sin ti aw, ‘

1 2n + 1 on' f7: [21: fr I I ‘

=—~—-—« A mini 0,>\ «

47F 47F >\=G 0:0 a=0 ¢=0 g( ) g(, it?

' -Pn(cos t) sin c (111/ dag sin 9 d6 as. (7—25)

Consider first the integration with respect to at and «1/. According to (1-71) we If"

have ' i «1;

2r 7 r A 3‘

gait-1‘] / Agw’, >\')Pn(ccs 117)Sin 119 diff do: I '

W «=9 e=o 1

_ + 1
2m- T I I , ' ‘ I I I _

, . . ‘~ “47:? LEOLw Ag(8 , MPnCcos wtsui 9 d6 dk ~_ Agnw, i),

the change of integratiori variables being evident. Hence (7-25) becomes _ \_

I ~ _ V V 1 271’ f7!- - ' ‘_

V n = —- A , A n ,‘ . "
r 7 c 47: i=0 9:0 g(6 >x) g6) A) smedfidx (7 26)

This may also be written ‘ f
' c” = 1M{Ag Agn}. . '(7-27) .

Into this Wenow insert (7-10), which wewrite v ' V

_ ' Age, A) = Z Agate; a), , A e ‘ ‘

~ ‘ n’==2

denoting the summation index by 11’ instead of n. We get ‘ 2 _'

e = M{22 Agm Agn} = Z) M{Agn Agn'}~ _

‘ n’= n’=2
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According to (7-18) only the term'with yg’ = n is different from zero, so that
by (7-17) we finally obtain' '

C» = M{Agil = 2 (atm + Sim). (7—28)
m=D .

Hence cu is the average square of the Laplace harmonic Agnm, A) of degree n,
or its variance. For these reaéo'ns theWTM
“degree covariances” are zero, because of (7—18)] ' ,

Equation (7-28) relates the coefficients Em and 5mm of Ag and an of C(s) in
the'simplest possible way“ Note that “am and Em arecoefficients of fully nor-
malized harmonics, whereas an are coefficients of“conventional harmonies. As a

matter of fact, we may also use the am and bnm (conventional) or the 3,, (fully
normalized); but then (7-28) will obviously become slightly more complicated.1

if 74 Influence of Distant Zones on Stokes’ '

' and Vening Meinesz’Formuias '

The spherical-harmonic expansions of the preceding section will now be used

to evaluate the effects of neg‘iecting the distant zones on the computation of the
geoidal height and the deflection of the vertical. . ' t

Let us spiit Stokes’ integral (2-165) into two parts:
I R 1/10 2n

N = fijwo LzoAgSKcosrb) sinapdgbda
Jr 2n-

+ j ] Ag S(cos ill) sin 31/ dip da. (7-29)
. TFG Ill=xllo «=0

We are now denoting Stokes’ function by S(cos 4/) instead of Set) in order to
have a simple and consistent notation later on in this-section.
If the integration is extended not over the whole earth but oniy up to a

spherical distance 1%,, then only the first integrai of (7-29) is considered. The
error 6N that results from neglecting the zones beyond it = $0 is therefore
given by the second integral in (7-29),

P .— R 7r ‘ 27f ‘ ' h

51v -— (MG Lam [we Ag
S(cos xix) sm e dzp da. I (7130)

Introducing the (discontinuous) function (Fig. 7-3)
- _ 0 '~ ir0§¢<¢e, ‘
S(cos up) ——{S(COS Hp) ifw é if, é 7r, (7 31)

1It should be mentioned that the mathematics behind the statistical description of the
. gravity anomaiies is the theory of stochastic processes. The gravity anomaly field is treated as

a stationary stochastic process on a sphere; the spherical-harmonic expansions of this section

are nothing but the spectral analysis of that process. An elementary introductionto stochastic

processes is found in Miller (1956-).
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' 1 noun: 7-3

#5 Jr >3? The function 5(0034'1).

we may write (7-30) in the form 7

R 7r 211' _ '
5N —~ m =0 [i=0 Ag S(cos If!) Sln 1,0 dzlv da. (7-32)

The integration can now be formally extended over the whole unit sphere
because the zones with #1< :14, make no contribution to the value of the integral.
The function 5(cos 5b), being piecewise continuous, may be expanded into a

series of Legendre polynomials (zonal harmonics): -

' _ °° 2n + 1 ,, Snow) = cameos i). (7-33)

For formal reasons we denote the coefiicients in this expansion by (2n + DQn/2.
According to Sec. 1-l3, equation (1—70), they are given by '

2% 7r ‘ I,M Qn =Mf [ 3(005 11/)Pn{cos-ijx)sinilxd1[v da. 1

2 r 41.- a=0 ¢=o ;

The integration with respect to a can be performed immediately, giving i

‘ r fl
[2” do: = 21r, v ' I
(27-0 . I

so that ;

Q,‘ = A” §(cos ¢)Pn(cos 1/1) sin :11 dglx. ‘ h .

Using (7-31) we finally find ' .I _ I I

' — 5 ' Qn =, S(cos¢)P,,(cos1;) sinwe. - (7-34)

This equation determines the Q, as functions of the limiting radiusnl/o. The
evaluation of this integral is but a matter of routine; it will be given below. > i

We now insert (7-33) into (7-32). After interchanging the order of integration '

and summation we obtain - I

R “3 2r 1’1r .
(W = ~— 21: I) n A Pu cos Sin a’ da. 5

8Wg_7;0( + ,9 L10 M .g ( $9) at a

By (1-71)i the double integral isequal to 47:- Agn/(Zn + 1), so that ' f

. R .0 g

_ am, A) — i5 Qn Agni, A), (7-35) a

dig, being, as before, the nth—degree Laplace harmonic of Ag.

l

I I: i Iy; 2r
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Equation (7-35) gives the error in N at a certain point P(6, A) caused by
neglecting the gravity anomalies beyond a circle of radius 1&0 whose center is P.
If we want the r.m.s. effect 57?, we must form the aveifage M over the unit
sphere: I ‘ p

' —. R °° 2 .
r ,- §N2_=.M{5N2} QnAgn)} I

I = .13: M 2
46'2 n=2 Q72 Agn aRing QWAV gfl’1

J

= .333.
482 M{i '2":2 n’ V:2 QflQfi' Ag1: Agn’}

R2 °° w

= 21:65 4:32 Agn’}.

Themanipulations performed here are obvious. First we inserted (7-35); then
we introduced another summation index n’, in order to transform the square
of a sum into a double sum;lfina11y we interchanged the order of integration
(symbol M) and summation. ' I

According to equation'U-IS) of the preceding section all 1kf{Agn Agni} are
zero exceptwhen n’ ‘= .n. Hencewe finally obtain . ‘ _ '

‘ __ 2 °° v 2 °°W = 2 Q:Mega} = 23 92c“. (7-36)
n=2 n=2 '

Thus the r;m.s. influence of the remote zones on the geoicial height N may
be computed from the degree variances or, what amounts to the same thing,
from the covariance function° This is an example of the fundamental role of
the covariance function in statistical problems of physical geodesy. '

Formulas for the influence of the remote zones on the deflection of the vertical
are considerably more difficult to derive.We shall therefore sketch only themain
points; a detailed derivation may be found in the paper by Hirvonen and
Moritz (1963), referred to in Chapter 6. i ' .

By equations (2-204) and (7-35) we have

°° 613g”,
1 M_ _§L Q”???as a-” 843 it;

.. ~_ 1 6(5N)_"__L°° 1 aAgn.
6” * Rcosd) 8A _ ZGg;2 Q”cos¢ 6A

The total r.m.s. error of the deflection of the vertical} is thus giVen by

562 5 M552 + 5172};

“*1 E”: E”: ' M GA ‘ 1 013= QanM __g:*___g£ gn 6Agn. __

462 "=2fl/22 { + 0032 45
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Itmay be shown that fer an arbitrary Laplace surface harmonic Y; of degree n
the following relations hoid: ‘ r ' n ' ;

6Y2. 2 ' 1 egg 21 __ 2

MK???) + cos2 ¢< ax ) I'— no? + 1)MW}, (7 37)

“an an, 1 an an, _ " . , _ '
Mi??? an +603qu ax ax }" 0'. If" 75’“ f;

see also Jefireys (1962, p. 135). Hence, for Yn = Ag”; we obtain_ 1 5° I l °° ‘ .

2 .___ M 2 2 z __ 2 _ ,69 462 no + onMegs 4G2 no + none“. (7 38) r;

This formula gives the r.m.s. influence of the remote zones on the totai defiec-,
tion of the vertical 6;1 it corresponds to equation (7-36) for N.

The coefi’icients Q”. To obtain the Qn explicitly as functions of the radius
1%, Wemust evaluate the integral (7-34). Substituting

- a .. - n I. ’ _sm 2 — 2, Sin 2 — t _ V (7 39) 7 .5

we get ' .. . :5:

‘ Qn; [w S(cos ¢)Pn(cos t) sin to d4; = 4 fl1 13,,(1 —- 229.90 -— 2:22): dz,

because I ' ‘ H

‘ » » cos ¢-=71 — Zsitfigs 1 —- 222, - L‘

’ ~ -’ _' . i. t? L .Sinxpa’y'x —— fismzflcoszdzr— 4zdz. 7

By interchanging the limits of integration we finaily find

QR ; —4 [15110;— 222}S(1 — 22.2)2 d2. - ' (740) j};

The 5(1 —— 222) means that in the Stokes function S(cos 3b), we must replace
cos go by 1 — 222, and sin (ill/2) by z:

SQ - 222) = é— 31-13120 z) + 622 in 2(1 :+ z) — 4 — 62 —§— 1022; (7-41)

similariy Pn('1 ~ 222) means that the argument of the zonal'harmonic Pn
[t in equations (1-58)] is to be replaced by 1 — 222, for instance v {:1

P00 — 222) = 1, 191(1 —— 222) :1 — 222, at: e 222) = $0 - 222)2 —

-' a ' A
(7-42)

t 3 Above,'the symboi 9 was usedrto denote the poiar distance! ‘4
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The integral (7-40) can thus be evaluated “by the usual methods of integration;
we obtain, for instance, ‘ »

Q, = ~42 + 522 + 623 - 7:4 +:(6:2 —- 6:4)111 t(l + t),

Q1 = -2t + 4»:2 +9; :37— 14:4 — 855 + 33—2 t6 I

- ’ "+ (6:53— 12:4 + 816) In z‘(l + r) —- 21n(1 + 1), (7-43)

Q = 2 — 4: + 5:2 '+ 141:3 —— :4 — so:5 + 47ze'+18t7'— 521:8

_ _ +‘(6t2 '—- 2414+ 36:6 ~ 18:8)1n 2(1 +1). 7

Formulas forlthern up to‘ n = 8 and a table of‘values may be found in
Molodenskii etal. (1962, p. 1487150). 7’ '

If we = 0, then the function 36:03 ll!) of equation (7-31) reduces to Stokes’
function S(cos 5b) for all values of 4:: _ ‘ V ,

_ M 06 1 ' _ ca + 1 V

S<cos ll) — T games v) ~ Sm? 11!) - 37:7 macs w), ,

so that A " . ‘ r ‘

Q9 = Q: =. 0, Q“ = ,% (n; 2) M = 0. (744)

ATV 7 up AN A—e
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Numerical results. Since the size of the Qn decreasesquickly with increasing n,
except for small if“), the series (7-36) and (7-38) converge rapidly, so that a few
terms are in general sufficient. ' _ ' r

7 Kaula (1959, p. 2419) proposes the following maximum plausible values
(mgalsZ) for the degree variances: 2- ‘

'62 = 15, 'c3 = 43, C4 = 30, c5 = C5 =-- cg]: cs = 25, (7-45)

which are consistent with the Values of the covariance function of Table 7-1“.
Then the mean effect of the gravity anomalies beyond a spherical radius was
given by Table 7-2. The first three values. of 1/43 correspond to linear distances of
1000, 1500, and 2000 km. The summation in (7-36) and (7-38) was extended
up to n = 8.

Table 7-2 V. .

R.M.S. Influence of the'Zone beyond the Radius 3% on
G‘eoidal Height N and Deflection of the Vertical c9
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Molodenskii et a1._ (1962, p. 167) give numerical estimatesflof and 35.

which are about 70% higher. They are based on values of on —-= Agi correspond-
ing to a spherical-harmonic expansion obtained by Zhongolovich in 1952.

7-5. Interpolation and Extrapolation of Gravity Anofiiaiies

As was pointed out in Sec. 7—l, the purpose of prediction (interpolation and
extrapolation) is to supplement the gravity observations, which can be made at
only a relatively few points, by estimating the values of gravity or of gravity
anomalies at all the other points‘P of the earth’s surface.
If P is surrounded by gravity stations, we must interpolate; if the gravity

stations are far away from P,we shall extrapolate. Evidently there is no sharp
distinction between these two kinds of prediction, and themathematical formu-
lation is the same in both cases. '

In order to predict a gravity anomaly at P,we must haveinformation about
the gravity anomaly function. The most important information is, of course,
the values observed at certain points. In addition; we need some information
on the form of the anomaly function. If the-gravity measurements are very
dense, then the continuity or “smoothness” of the function is sufiicient~for
instance, for linear interpolation. Otherwise we may try to use statistical in-
formation on the general structure of the gravity anomalies. Here we must
consider two kinds of statistical correlation: the autocorrelation—the correla-
tion between each otherwof gravity anomalies, and the correlation of the gravity
anomalies with elevation. _ V ,

Correlation with elevation will for the moment be disregarded; Sec. 7—10 will
be devoted to this topic. The autocorrelation is characterized by the covariance
function considered in Sec. 7-2.
Mathematically, the purpose of prediction is to find a'function of the ob—

served gravityanomalies Agl, Agg, . . . , Ag”,1 such that the unknown anomaly
Ag? at P is approximated by the function . _

Agp emgr Agg. . . we). ' (746)
in practice, only linear functions of the Ag are used. Ifwe denote the predicted
value ofAg: by 221:, such a linear prediction has the form ‘

r-v . n
» p ' Ag; = an Ag: + an 15532 + ' ' ' +0517,» Agn. ”=-= 4113i Agi- (7-47)

' 6:1

The coefificients up; depend 0111an the relative position of P and the gravity
stations 1, 2, . , n; they are independent of‘ the Ag. Depending on the waywe
choose these coefficients, we obtain different interpolation or extrapolation
methods. Here are some examples.

Geometrical interpolation. The “gravity anomaly surface,” as repreSented

1 Here Ag; denotes the vaiue of Ag at a point i, not a
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by a gravity anomaly map, may be approximated by a polyhedron by dividing
‘ the area into triangles whose corners are formed by the gravity stations,. and '

passing a plane through the three corners of each triangle (see Fig. 7-4).’This
” is approximately what is done in constructing the contourlines of a gravity
anomalymap by means of graphical interpolation.

_4 Analytically this interpolation may be formulated as follows. Let point P be
situated inside a triangle with corners 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 7-4). To each point we assign
its value Ag as its z-coordinate, so that the points 1, 2, and 3 have “spatial”
coordinates (x1, y;, 21), (x2, y2, 22), and (x3, ya, 23);vx and y are ordinary plane co-

_; ' ordinates. The plane through 1, 2, 3 has the equation

V z = (x2 "“ xX'Ys -‘ 3’2) *' 0’2 '— J’Xxs — x2) 21

i . (x2 " x1)()’s " 3’2) " (3’2 — yrxxs ’“ X2)

' r . (x3 — XXLVI “‘ J’s} ‘“ (Y3 "‘ J’)(x1 '* x3)M 7-48
5:

lw~mmam~m~mm~mh ( )

* .5.W 23
fl“ . 7

(x1 “)6an “- Y1) " 0’1"“ ysXx2 — x1) °

If we replace 2;, 22, 23 by Ag}, Agz, Agg, then 2 is theinterpolated value Kg;
at point P,which has the plane coordinates x, y. Thus '

‘ ‘ _ ' Agp == am Ag, + 0592 Ag; + up}, Aga,

where the 0112,; are the coefficients of z; in the preceding equation.

, Representation. Often the measured anomaly of a gravity station 1 is made
to represent the whole neighborhood, so that - '

, _ r“
‘ AgPE Ag; (7-50)

as long as P lies within a certain neighborhood. of point 1.
. Here I

‘ QP1=13 01P2=G€P3="'=apn=0.
‘ Thismethod is rather crude, but simple and accurate enough formany purposcs.

V

FIGURE 7-4

Geometrical interpolation.
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2220‘ anomaly; if there are'no gravity measurements in a large area~—for'
instance, on the oceansw—then the estimate" 'fl 7 .

Ag? E 0 ~ ’ (7-51)
is used in this area. In this trivial case all 0955 are zero.If all known gravity stations are far aviay, and ifwe know of nothing better,
then this primitive extrapolation method is applied, although the accuracy ispoor. Isostatic anomalies are preferable for this purpose. ' v

None of these three methods gives optimum accuracy. In the next section
we shall investigate the accuracy of the general predictiOn formula (7-47) and
find those coefiicients cm; that yield the most accurate results.

7_6 Aecuracy of Prediction Methods; ,' Least Squares Prediction

In order- to compare the various possible methods of prediction, to determine
their range, of applicability, and to find the most accurate method, we must
evaluate their accuracy. . .

Considerihe general case ofequation (7-47). The correct gravity anomaly at P
is Agp, the predicted value is ’

. r—r 7’" -

~ ‘ Ag? 2 z mAgr
i=1 -

The difference is the error eP of prediction,

61: = Ag? —’- {Ag}: '—‘-' Ag? — apg Agni. .

By squaring we find ‘

5% = (1181’ —2 am Agz-Xéigp-Z 0de Ag»)
1’ v is

I = Ag; — 22 a1»; Agp +ZZ apiapk Ag.‘Agk.i i 16

Let us now form the average M. of ibis formula over the area considered
(either a limited region or the Whole earth). Then we have, l031(7-5),

‘ I Agk} = E C27”

_ M{AgP Agi} = C(Pi) 3 CM, ' ‘ (7'54)
' = C(O) “:2 Co. I ‘

These are particular values 'of' the covariance function C(s), for s = 1k, s 2 Pi,
and s = 0; for instance, ik is the distance betWeen the gravity stations 1' and k.
The abridged notations Cm and Cpi are seif—expianatory.
We further set

' M {e33} = m?» (7-55)

{3

.".-DJ

Ci“:

:4

' a};
. é,
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ya:
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Thus mp is the root mean square error of a predicted gravity anomaly at P,
or briefly, the standard error ofprediction (interpolation or extrapolation).
Takng all these relations into account, we find the averageM of (7-53) to be

, n n 72 r

I ' ' V

mil)? ? Co “‘ 2Z OZPz‘CPi +s aptapkctica (7-56)
~;=1 i=1 Ic=1 7

This is the fundamental formiila for the standard error of the general prediétion
formula (7-47). Forthe special cases described in the preceding section, the
particular values of am- are to be inserted ' _

yAs an example consider. thecase of representation, equation (7-50); all 088
are zero except one. Here (7-56) yields - ‘

In?) = C0 —- 20?; + «Co = 2C“ ~— 2Cyl.
Often we need not only the standard error mo of prediction but also the

correlation ofthe prediction errorsep and 5Q at two different points P and Q,
expressed by the “error covariance” cm, which is defined by

‘ UPQ = M {epEQ}.‘ (7-57)
(If the errors 5p and 69 are uncorrelated, then the error coVariance O‘PQ = 0.)
By (7—52) we have ' '

GPQ =M {(AgP ‘—Z 01M AgiXAgo ~ 2 were A370} 1

'i k . l

= M {AgP Age '”Z 011%” Age Agt *‘2 Dick Ag? Agk ' t

i , k V

' " + Z Supt-awe Age Age},
‘ , ‘ i k'

and finally '

7! n 3 1L n '

.. 5P9 = CPQ 'i aPtCQt— Z 0%:ng + ZZ aPiOéQkCrik. (7-58)
. ' as: 1 i=1 2:21 k=1 -

The notations are seifrefikplanatory; for instance, CPQ == C(PQ).

The error covariance function. The values of the error covariance am, for
different positions of the points P and Q, form a continuousfunction of the
coordinates of P and Q. This function is called the error covariance function,
or briefly, the errorfunction, and is denoted by, (70612, 3212, x9, ya). IfP and Q are
difierent, then we simply have , r

“(x15 3’13, x0: yQ) m GPQ; (7459a)

ifP and Q c0incide,'the:n (7-58) reduces to (7-56), so that

6062», yr, 2cm y?) = m% (7-59b)

is the square of the standard prediction ergor at P. ' .

Thus the error covariances UPQ may be considered as special values of the
error covariance function, just as the covariances Cm of the gravity anomalies
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may be considered as special values of the covariance function C(s). To repeat,
the error function is the covariance function of the prediction errors, defined as

. M {EPEQ}, ‘

whereas C(s) is the covariance function of the gravity anomalies, defined, as

h M {Agp Ago}. ‘

The term “covariance function” in the narrower sensewill be reserved for C(s).
By (7-56) and (7—58) the error function can be expressed in terms of the co-

variance function; Wemay write more explicitly ‘

«(x5 yp, 350, yo) = C(PQ) -—Z apt-arcs «=23 wean)
. i=1 0 i=1 ' we

+Z Z: ammonia). (7-60)
i=1 i=1 "-2;

Thus we recognize the basic role of the covariance function in accuracy studies.

The error function, on the other hand, is fundamental for problems of error
propagation, as we shail see in the. following sections. ~

Least squares prediction. The values of am for the most accurate prediction ,

method are obtained by minimizing the standard prediction error expressed by
(7-56) as a function of the a’S. The familiar» necessary conditions for a minimum ‘

I are ‘ ' ‘

.7. fl” __=_ ,wchi + 2 Zn: aPkCik = »=' 1, 2’ . . I s n). a .

g 5”“ k=1 '

' or ' , >

, , » 2 Cream- = on. ‘ - » ~

(7-61)

This is a system of 72 linear equations in the n unknoWns arm; the solution is ,

05131: = 2 Cir" DCPi: ' (7'52) '

i=1

where cg; 1) denote-the elements of the inverse of the matrix (Ce). ~

Inserting (7-62) into (7-47) gives 7

Ag? :4 Z 01th = ZZ C§51)CP5 Agk. ‘ r

v k=1 i=1 k=1 ‘

Inmatrix notation this iswritten ‘ “
v Cu Cm 1‘: " Cm _1 A91 .

l i ,v v r I' C21 C22 ' ’ ‘ Can 15ng

Age = (Cm, 01.92,. ., . , CM) 2 1 b I Z - (7'63)

_ I ' , V Cnl ’ ' ' can '
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We see that for optimal prediction we must know the statistical behavior of the
_- gravity anomalies through the covariance function C(s). ~ .

Q .There is a close connection between this optimal prediction method and the
method of least squares adjustment. Although they refer to somewhat different
problems, both are designed to give most accurate results. “The linear equations

V (7-61) correspond to the “normal equations” of adjustment computations. -

Prediction by means of formula (7-63) is therefore calied “least squares pre-
diction.” Details will be found in Kauia (1963) and in Moritz (1965);
It is easy to determine the accuracy of least Squares prediction. insert the.

I a’s of equation (7-62) into (7-56), after appropriate changes in the indices of
summation. This gives ' ' ' ' > . '

min ~= Co ""2E aPkai ,+ 0051501?sz ' ' r . ‘ .

In ' k z ' ' ‘ i '

v = C0 — 2ZZ csncptcpi + Z.ZZ2 ctrvcpictrncpjcu.
t to e i la a .

We have . ‘ V

. i _ 1 ifj = k ‘ -
r 71) = _ :._ s

A3399 C“ ‘1’“ {0' ifj¢k. , , ‘

' The matrix (6“) isthe unit matrix. This formula states that the product Of a
’ matrix and its inverse is the unit matrix. Thus we further have ~ _'

I . ZZ dingo—DC“ = E Gigi—mafia = 05—1),
‘ ‘ k l k '

because a matrix remains unchanged on multipiioation by the unit matrix.
Hence we get '

' mi: = C0 :— 2ZZ CtrBCPtCm i—ZZ C’s-schem-
f 2‘ k j ' ‘

g2? ' = C0 — 2ZZ ctrncpicpk —:—ZZ cérncpicpt
_ 1: k 5 If;

= C0 " Cit—ncPiCPk. '

i ' ta

1- Thus the standard error of least squares prediction is given by
7‘; ‘ n n n m

m? 2 Co —'ZZ C§E1)CP;CP;¢ 'V

i=1 ic=1

‘ . C11 C12 ' ' ‘ Cm "f CP1 .

’ ’ 621 C22 ' ' ‘ C2” C122

= C9 - (Cm, C122, . . . , CPR) _ _ (164)

~ ‘ ‘ Cm Cm -~ cm; op;
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In the same way we find the error-covariance in the points P and Q: ’

“Pa “'5 CPQ ‘—Z Ciil)CPiCok ' ” '

i=1 i=1 , 2

‘ ~ C11 C12 ' ‘ ‘ C91 ' a

V C21 C22 ' ' ' C2”. Cos ,

= CH2 ’— (CPI, CP2, - - - : CPn) ' . (7-65). 1‘

V Cu] an ' ' ' Cm; V,

By these two formulas the error covariance function for least squares prediction 1

is given. Both formulas have a form similar to that of (7-63) and are equally

well suited for'automatic computations, so that and its accuracy can be
calculated at the same time. ; .3

Practical considerations." Geometrical interpolation (Sec. 7-5) is suited for the r ,

interpolation of point anomalies in a dense gravity net, with station distances
of 10 km or less. Ifmean anomalies for blocks of 5’ X 5’ or larger are needed 7

rather than point anomalies, then some kind of representation, such as that
considered in the previous section, may be simpler and hardly less accurate. 7

Least squares prediction is, of course, more accurate than either geometrical
interpolation or representation, but. the improvement in accuracy is not'strilo
ing. The main advantage of «least squares prediction is that it permits a sys- j;
tematic, purely numerical processing of gravity data; the construction of
gravity anomaly maps is no longer necessary. The same formula applies to ’
both interpolation and extrapolation, sothat'gaps in the gravity data make ‘ 1:

no difference in the method of computation, which becomes completely sche- 7

matic. Because large matrices are involved, an electronic high-speed computer,
is indispensable. For practical and computational details see Rapp (1964). V

For larger station distances,‘of50 km or more, prediction of individual point ;

values becomes meaningless. 'In this case we“ must work with mean anomalies .

of, say, 1° X 1° blocks. This will be the subject of Sec. 7-9. -

f f 74- Error Propagatiqn. Accuracy ' _ ‘ ' .jjy’g

~_ of Spherical Harmonics _ . '

The gravity anomalies are the observational data from which other quantities
of geodetic interest, such as geoidal undulations, deflections of the vertical,'_
or'the external gravity field, are computed; All these computations are done
by means of integral formulas. The problem is now to estimate the accuracy
of these derived quantities from the given aeeuracy of the gravity anomalies.
Conventional'error theory does not directly cover this case. Itmust be slightly

modified; this is done by anatural and logical extension of the usual theory of
error propagation. Readers interested in thegeneral method are referred to the.
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literature (Moritz 1961, 1964a); here we must limit ourselves to two practical
cases, which will be considered in this and in the following Section.
The first problem is this. The gravity anomaly field is expanded into ascrics

of fully normalized spherical harmonics (7-13):
ca 1; ' .

i = Z ,[anm-anw: A) 57111552sz )0], ‘
‘ n==2 m=0

where _

— =—- .. A at m ’ smfidfid. V 7-
{bum} 47" k=0 5:0 ) Smn(9, I A (

The error covariance function or. of the gravity anomalies is given; we need to
determine the’accuracy of the coefiicien‘ts Em and Em, that is, their error vari-
ances (standard errors)and covariances.
We denote the individual error 5; of the gravity anomaly at a point P with

coordinates Sand. k by '_ I

- ((6, A). .

The totality of these errors at all points of the sphere obviorlisly forms a func-
tion of 6 and k. The-error covariance function'is then, according to (7-5921)

and (7-57), given by ,

“(69 As 9,: >‘1) = M{5(62 X) 6(9’7

as the average product of the individual errors at two points with coordinates
6, A and 6’, )x’. The error covariance c" is here considered as a function of Spherical
coordinates 6, A rather than a function of plane coordinates x, y.
The effect of these errors e(8, k) on the coefficient am is, according to (7-66),

represented by 7 _ s -

27v 7r

1 ' - y 27 33— ea), M'RWQ, i) sin 0 d6 am, (7-68)
471“ )‘=O 5:0

where 97 is thus the individual error ofam. The error variance of am,” the square
of its standard error, is evidently given by

W E M{722} (7-69)

as the average‘of the individualxnz. Hence, wemust first form 712. We hate
1 2n 7r 2' V

2 = _— m , ' d6 dkx .n 161% [fiso [he 46¢)? (6 k) sine :1

l 21:" r r

= ——~— "m , ' 6 d)\ ‘
167:2 1M) [6:0 e(0,MR (8 A) 511:in

' ' 21r , r I l '

- f f 45’, A’)an(6’, N) sin s’de'dx
. r ~ - y=o a‘=o « ~

1 27;“ 11' 27r 1r I i ’— F I I I

= --— , e(6, x) 49 , )x )anw, )x)an(0 , A ) sm 6
167r2 ran 5:0 w=o a'=o

‘ sin 9’ (2?? CIA dU' dh’.
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Here we have used two Well-known theorems of integral calculus:

1. The symbols that denote variables of integration in 'a definite integral
ale irrelevant; they may be replaced by any other symbols. In our case,
0, x have been replaced by 6’, N in the second integral.

2. Products of definite integrals may be written as ohe'multiple integral.

Now we can average the East equation to get the standard error m according to
(7-69). We find - . r ‘

’ 2% 1r 21:- wt

".12 = Télw‘rrz fl=0 fl=0 flf=0 £320 5(6/9 Rflm(9’ )0an(6’, A!) sin 6

, sin 6’ d9 dA de’ dA’,
We have been able to place the symbol M inside the integral because M, by
its definition as the average over the unit sphere, is really a double integral,
and the order of integrals with fixed finite limits can be interchanged.
The definition (7-67) finally yields

21r 7r 21 1 1r ‘
m2 = =0 £30 M) [be 0(6, )x, 6’, A')R,,m(e,manw", N) sin a

v sin 6’ d6 d)» dfi’ dkx’. (7-70)

This-is the desired‘formuia for the standard error of they spherical-harmonic
coefiicient am. If we want the standard error of the coefficient Emmy we must
merely replaceRm by the corresponding function 5%.
' This formula thus solves a particular problem of error propagation in gravi-

metric computations. Like (7-66), it is an integral formula. The error covariance
function 0' enters essentially; we thus-see the fundamental importance of a’ for
error propagation. If the error function is' given, then the evaluation of the
integral (7-70) can be effected without theoretical dificulties,“ for instance, by
numerical integration.
Avparticularly simple result is obtained if we subject the error function to

two assumptions: ' ‘ p " t .. p

1. Only errors at neighboring points are noticeably correlated; beyond a
certain distance there is no correlation.

2. The accuracy is the same for every point of the earth’s surface.

Let us examine what these. assumptions mean practically. The principal inac-
curacies of the gravity anomalies are caused by interpolation. If. other errors
are neglected, then the error covariance function may be computed by the
formulas of the preceding section. Assumption 1 is natural because, in a. reason-
ably dense gravity net, interpolation errors at points that are at some distance
apart are practically uncorrelated. Assumption 2 holds in the idealized case of
uniform coverage of the whole earth by gravity measurements. It merely states

, «,1
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that the accuracy is the same at every point; ,the accuracy may, however, be
difierent indifferent directions, as in the case of profile measurements.
The crUcial point, which permits a drastic simplification of the fourfold

integral (7-70), is that by assumption 1 the integrand will be noticeably different
from zero only if 6’ é 0 and >\’ 13 >\-, because the error function for two distant
points is zero. Hencc wemay approximate (7—70) by

' 1 2')? 1r 2m /7r ‘ ‘ ~— .
r, 2 i ___.___ _ V I I 2

m 1W [MLo [ho {Mdo, a, i )[anaa All sm 9 t .

‘ I - sin 6’ d6 d>\ dfi’ d}\’
and perform the integration over 6’ and N first. We set , V

21.- r I y

- . S '

‘ flea Azo «(0-, A, 6', N) sm 6’ (18’ dx’ = F ) (7-71)

‘5 (R = 6371 km); by assumption 2 this will be a constant independent of posi-
‘ tion. The quantity S will be called error constant; a practical way of com-
}? puting it and numerical values will be given in Sec. 7-9.

Then the formula for m2 becomes
S 27r 7r ’— '

v 2. =w 2 -
1, m 167T2R2 [ho i=0 [an(3, >0] Sin 8 d6 dx. (7 72)

By equation (1-74), the integral is 41r, so that we finally Obtain the simple result

“ r 2 = -——-——9 ' ..
. I , ‘ _ r m 471422 _‘ V

(7 73)

: where m is the standard error of any coefficient am. For 5m, the function Rm
3 must be replaced by SW, which obviously gives the same result.
1» Thus the standard errors ofall fully normalized coefficients 2in and 5% are

equal and given by (7-73); ' > ' I

Let us now compute the error covariance of two different spherical-harmonic
i coefficients am and am. The individual error 27 of an". is given by (7—68); the
5 error 17* ofa“ is” - 7

' , 21:" 7r 7 l I» r

= * = __ I I I I - I I I
E I 27 4F flea IMO e(0,>\)Fm(6, A)s1ne9 d6 dk.

I The error covariance of 5m and am is defined as

“(5mm am) = M{7177*} - -

I Repeating the procedure leading to (7-70) we find - I

~ - __ l '21- 7r 2” W I I ’— r I '
Valium; apq) ~' Wfl=o 'lg=o filao jil=0 9(6, A, 9 , >\ , >\ ) Sill 8

g; ‘ ' sin 9’ d8 dA de’ dA’.
' Instead of (7-72) we now have -__j S 2”"” ~ .

'danm, apq) =W £30 fl=0 an(6, A)qu(6, Sln 6 dA.
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Because of the orthogonality of tWo different spherical harmonics this is zero. 5We would have obtained the same result if we had replaced R“ by 5‘“ to get i

, the error covariance between the eoefiicients am and 5m. Thus all the coefli—
cients Tim and 5m are uncorrelated. V

As a matter offact, these simple results hold only as long as the approximate j

substitution leading from (7-70) to (7-72) is permissible. As one easily recog— '
nizes, it breaks down for‘spherical harmonics of very high degree 11, but is 1

valid for the harmonics of lower degree, which are of greatest geodetic interest -‘

Using these results, one can also easily compute the accuracy of the coefii—
eients in", and Km ofrthe gravitational potential V(M'oritz, 1964a). ‘

i _/ V _ - iA 2 8 Accuracy of Geondal Undulatlons
" ': Computed from Gravity Anomalies

' This problem initiated the application of statistical techniques to gravimetric
_ - . geodesy. Two basicvpapers (do Graaff—Hunter, 1935 ; Hirvonen, 1956) have been

' devoted to it.‘ The second gave rise to an extensive modern development.
a

We shall again consider an idealized gravity‘net that is uniform and homo- f:

_
geneous over the whole earth, and study the accuracy in the geoidal undu1a~
tion N obtainable with such agravity net. This question is of importance 1‘

because the result indicates how a gravity survey must be planned in order to '
achieve a certain prescribed accuracy in N. It is therefore considered in several "I

publications: de Graaii~Hunter (1935), Kaula (1957), Groten and Moritz
(1964).,
We shall thus study the error propagation in Stokes’ formula - a;

V i v

211' 1r / I _ _'

' ;_ N = ~3—/ ' / Ago, swimmers dag _ ~41rG «an ¢=0 . 3

This is done in quite the same way as in the preceding section. The individual -1

error ofN is given by \ ‘

R 271’ ,w:M - S i d d - K
7] 4WGL=O Lao 66’” a) ‘l’ as I

and its square becomes _

R 2/2” no)" MM '2‘ = 9—— srn a .‘7i , a=0 lll=>0 €(‘p’ a 3

I __ ‘ ’ 2t 11' ’ '~

' . ' ' ' f aw,- a')so'>sin w dr’ da' 5,

. ¢"=o the f
or , ' I i . ‘ ‘1

2 2w 11“ 271' 7r_ " I I . HY

n2 = (w) . so, a) as , aWise > sm i - . 147FG (1:0 59:0 (2’50 W=0 > I ‘7

_ ' r i sin I", difi do: dxi/ da’.é
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Forming. the averageM of both sides of this equation we find I

R 2 [211- 1r 2‘» a- . " '

2 = _ ' I i i ' .
m (M) mo [M {=0 [M an, a, v , a )Srosa.) snub

p ' sin gl/ dip da dr/x’ da’. (7-74)
Here m is the standard error of N,_ and 0(0, A, 0’, N) is the error.function of the
gravity anomalies. This is the general formula for error propagation in .Stokes’
formula. It is valid for an arbitrary'form of the error function.
This equation may again be simplified drastically ifwemake the two assump-

tions—«no correlation of errors beyond a certain small distance and uniform
accuracy—which we already used in the preceding section; We apply the
same trick as with equation (7-70). We set say)i 8(1/1) and then perform the
integration over 1%. V - 5

Using the error constant Saccording to (7-71) we obtain
. , . S {‘21 gr . V , : .

2 = ...__._ 2
m was JM [H [San sm va 4a.. .

The integration with respect to a may now he performed at once; we finally get
i S " .

2 = ___._. 2
' m STGZ [limo [$0101 sm 1,0 dip.

~
This formula is very simple, but unfortunately it does not hold in this form;

in fact, it yields the value 00. The reason is that if we approximatelyreplace
Shy) by SW) we must assume that for :1/ 2 :[1 we also have SQV) é 501/); This
is not so at the neighborhood of the origin 1,19 = 0, because 8(a) increases rapidly
there and is, in fact, discontinuous at the origin: 5(311) ——+ so if :[1 —-—->— 0. .

We must therefore exclude the origin by beginning the integration with
:p = 3.00 (ii/o small) instead ofwith 117 = 0:

S ’7' .
2 = ___, . 2 ..m 8mg jWU [3(a)] sm a as. (7 75)

The small neighborhood #1 < 3% must then be taken into account in some other
way,.forwhich the reader is referred to Groten and Moritz (1964).
The integral in (7-75) maybe evaluated in several ways. One possibility is to

take the functions S(1,b)y,and 5(a) sin yb from the tables of Lambert and Darling
(1936), referred to in Chapter 2, and compute the integral by numerical integra—
tion. For certain values of we the integral '

[,3 [Sam Sin‘l’ cab, ‘

computed in this way, is. tabulated in the paper by Groten and Moritz referred
-
to above. There is also a closed formula for the integral? given inMolodenskii
et al. (1962, p. 157), but it is rather complicated.
The numerical values of Table 7-3 were computed on the basis of the results,

particularly for the error constant S, of the following section. They also ind

l1,1
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510816 A" X £“-- 2” X 2"

Table 7-3 ' . V

Standard Errdr of the Geoidal Undulation for
Idealized Uniform Gravity Distributions
Unit 1 meter ,

Point $1.5 ' i 5
Profiie $1.2 ' :53

50“X so

i139
':x’:7

10” X 10°

:i:25
3:9

corporate the central zone 1; < 1%, which is excludedxin (7-75), and correspond
to the cases in which there is one arbitrarily situated point, or one central
east-west profilegravity measurement in each 1" X 1°, 2° X 2°, 5° X 5°, or.
10° >< 10° block, uniformly over the entire surface of the earth.
7, A final remark seems to be in order about the error constant S, which should
not be confused with Stokes’ function 501/), in general problems of error propa-
gation. Assume that the error covariance function 0(6, A, 9’s, A’)‘ satisfies the
assumptions 1 and 2 of the‘precedingsection and that'we can apply the trick
of replacing 6’, N by 9, A in part of the integrand. This is possible if the partic-
ular part of ‘theintegrand changes slowly and continuously with 6 and A, in- .

stances being found in the last two sections. Then the error covariance function
enters into the error propagation formula only through the error constant S,
which can be computed once for ail-and is independent of the particular prob-
lem of error propagation..Thus the central role of Sbecomes evident.

if 7—9. Accuracy of Mean Anomalies

The mean gravity anomaly A—g of a rectangular block ABCD of sides a and b
is expressed by '

L __ 1 a b “ 1

Ag — 5—5 =0 wage, y) dx d.» (7-76)

(Fig. 7-5). This rigorous formula presupposes that the gravity anomaly Ag
be given at every point (x, 3/) inside the rectangle ABCD.
In practice we have measured Ag; at only a few points within the rectangle;

FIGURE 7-5 - .

The mean anomaly 0fa rectangle.
«3.)! V , ‘

f s v

a c

av .

A lb
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the problem is to estimate the mean anomaly Kg: from these measurements.

One way is to interpolate or predict Ag- at all other points of the black by the-

‘1 v

methods of Sec. 7-5 and to compute K; from theseestimated point anomalies
Ag by formula (7-76). ' ’ -

We may also use a more direct way. In analogy to (7-47), we may approx-

! ‘ imate E‘s—g by a linear combination of the measured values Agl, Agz, . . . , Ag”:

Z? = axAg1+a2Ag2 + +' anAgn = Zmagi. (7.77)
. i=1

If The error of the predicted value Ag 18 clearly the difi'erenoe

e=£§~3§=Z§nZaiAga ‘ (7—78)
V _ i=1 V .

By squaring we get , ’ - '

g: *__ n _ .n n ‘
E2 = Ag2 -“‘ 22 a4 Agi ZZ aria]; Ag; Agic. ’

z ’ i=1 i=1 k=1

’3 To find the standard error m of the estimated mean anomaly, we form the aver—

-" age M, obtaining , ' V

‘ ' m2 = c -— 2 230155; +ZZ amok. (7-79)
* n i=1 i=1 i=1 ' _

‘3‘

The quantity Cg; is defined by (7454‘); the quantity , . a . . a a

I ' E; M{Eg2} (7-80)

v is the mean square of the mean block anomaly X3}, or its variance; and

5'; é-MiAgs3E} .
(7‘81)

.‘ is the covariance between the point Ag and the mean anomaly
' These quantities can be expressed in terms of the covariance function C(s).

On inserting (7-76) into (7-80) and taking the definition (7-5) of the covariance
' function into account, we readily find

_ 1 a b a b _____7__2__________~___I__2_ I IC" W£=OL=0£I=OL=OC(V(x—X) +(y—y))dxdydx dy.
1 (7—82)

Similarly '

a b

(’31-: i / / C(\/(x — x32 + (y —- m2) dx dy, (7-83)
ab u ac=0 y=0

Where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the point at which Aggie measured.

If there is only one measured gravity anomaly Ag; in the block, the prediction

formula (7-77) becomes -

y . 73? = ozAgi, '
(7—84)
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’ and equation (7-79) is simplified to

*

m2 = e u 204‘:1 a are}, (7-85)
where we have set (11 =' or and Co = C(O). '

The on in (7-77) and a in (7—84)may be chosen in difi'erent ways. Particularly
simple is the case of direct representation, at = 1. 'The mean anomaly AT; is , 2'directly approximated, or represented, by the measured anomaly Agl. Equation(7-84) then becomes '

. ' A? = Agra (no.and (7-85) reduces to w p _ .

, m2 = c — 2C1 + C0. (7-87) 11;;

_ Equation (7—87) depends on the location (x1, y) of the gravity station through I
C1, equation (7-83). It is also useful to consider the average error variance.‘m‘? for an arbitrary situation of the gravity observation within the square:

I a b V“‘2 = __ 2 . .. m1;
1 m abfipo fyfiom (x1,y1)dx1dy,. (7 88)

31‘

Averaging (7-87) we must keep in mind that E” and Co, being constants, remain
unchanged, whereas the average of C1 becomes ‘

1 G b __ __ '

” — C dx (1* = C'. 'ab lama Lac 1 1 “h
This is immediately seen on comparing (7-82) and (7-83). ’ I

Hence we get simply
, "m2 = C0 -’ (“i p (7-89)

Hirvonen (1956), to whern this formula is due, wrote it in a particularly elegant ‘

' and instructive form: ' ' . ‘

E? = Gt '— Gi. - ("I-89’)
He called E, the (standard) error of representation. The symbol G3 is the rams. '15

mean gravity anomaly of a block of sides1 (he considered Square blocks with
a = b = 3); this follows from the definition (77-80), C = 6%. Accordingly, Gr, '
is the r.m.s. point anomaly, which may be considered as a mean anomaly of f

a block of side 3 = 0; in our notation Gé’; = C0.
The preceding formulas may be investigated for other prediction methods by

assuming different values of on. The values of or; that minimize m2, equation I;
(7-79), are readily found (least squares prediction). All this is done along lines. ‘

similar to those in Secs. 7-5 and 7-6, ’ .

Generalizations and extensions are obvious]. Besides error variances m2 we, .1

may aiso consider error covariances of different blocks, These can be usedto
compute the error constant S mentioned in the preceding sections. Another ,__'

extension is to profile Observations, where gravity is measured along profiles 5

1 In the present chapter we are using 3 in a differentmeaning!

..‘

v:

3:
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' rather than at point stations. All this, however, is beyond the scope'of the pres-
ent book; the reader is referred to Moritz (1964b). '

Numerical results. We shall merely give some numerical values from Moritz
(1964b), with explanation but without detailed'formulas. Basically, the error

. _ variances m2 of (7-85),rand the corresponding error covariances, were computed
for diflerent a. This is the case in which there is; one gravity station in each
blook. There is a similar set of formulas for the error variances and covari-

li’ ances for one measured gravity profile in each block; these formulas were also
5;: evaluated. The'integrations. were performed on the basis of the estimated co-
' variances C(41) of Table 7-1, usingan "electronic computer. The author consid-

ered 1° X 1°, 2° X 2°, 5°‘X- 5g, and 10° X 10° blocks in 45° latitude, so that
a 10° x 10° block is a rectangle, lllem x 788 km. '

Table 7-4 shows the error variances and error covariances for point gravity

1° X 1° 2° X 2° 5° >< 5° 10° >< 10°

Table 7-4
Error Variances and Covariances ('mgalsl) . Point Observations 4

" Zero Anomaly 844 584 379 591 388 298 375' 270 155 266 144 . 55
(a = 0) - 508 430 348 . 356 318 282 230 190 114' 110 76 42

334 327 313 269 262 243 95 v 85 68 34 30 22

Representation 153 .4 —1 434 —1 0 763 1 2 852 4 1

‘_ {a=1) —’~2 W4 —-1 6 4 —1 8- 5 «4 43 1 0
’ 1‘ 1 n n 0 e ,0 —1, 1 n n n

(oz = 0.788) (a = 0.565) (a = 0.338) (a: = 0.256)
Least Standard Error 99 26 18 . 208 77 56 238 116 67 ' 188 77 31

27 20 16 77 63 53 100 82 51 63 44 23
17 16 14 50 49 AS 44 30- 10 IO 17 1')

Average 330 22 ——6 609 ~15 2 825 12 7 934 18. 1

Representation -—34 —21 ——7 ~26 -5 I 13 12 «9 ~26 ~9 0
(a = 1) ——5 -2 0 2 ' 3 3 ~10 ——8 w} ~2 ~—Z ——1

(0: = 0.991) (a = 0.959} (a = 0.862) (a: = 0.659)
Least Error Constant 148 4 0 394 0 G 567 5 4 383 15 7

, -2 -—3 —1 8 4 0 9 6 0 10 12 5
1 1 0 0 1 n z '7 '7 4 A. 7

observations. The first yalue in the top line of each section (for zero anomaly,
representation, etc.) is the error variance; the second rvaiue in the top line of each-
section is the error covariance between a block and its neighbor to the cast
(or west); the third value in each top line is the error covariance between two
blocks that havelthe same latitude and are separated by one other block, zeta.
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The relative position of any two blocks under consideration is thus directlyrepresented by the place occupied by their covariance in‘the table.The meaning of zero anomaly (a = 0) and representation (a = l) is clear.“Least standard error” corresponds to that value of a which minimizes m2(7-85): I . ‘ 7

a 5 C0, . 1
0-90)

,t‘least error constant” refers to that a which minimizes the error constant S.
e

For these first four items the gravity station was assumed to lie at the centerof each block. The last item, “average representation,” refers to a randomposition of the gravity station within the block. The corresponding error vari-ances are expressed by (7-89), Whereas the error variance for “representation”was given by (7-87). v ‘

Table 7-5 shows the analogous results for the accuracy, of profile gravity
Table 7.5 1

Error Variances'and Covariances (mgalsi) V.‘Profile Observations . V

.

10 X 10 ~ 20 X 20' I 50 X 50 100 X 100

Zero Anomaly. 844 584 379 591 388 298 375 270 155‘ 266 144 55(a = 0) 508 430 348 356 318 282 230' 190 114 110 76 42
334 327 313. 269 262 243 95 85 68 34 30 22

Representation . 80 23. 2 165 26 0 180 13 ‘ 0 125" 10 0 ,V
(0: =1) l 1 ~11 ~1 10' 2. 0 7 3 ~4 ~9 ~1 0

’ 2 1 o I 0, 1 o o o o 0 o .oW
.

(a = 0.868) (a: = 0.752) (a = 0.666) (a = 0.660) - vLeast Standard Error 62 22 '7 113 34 18 115 32 ‘ 15 74 15 6
V

’15 8 6 35' 22' 17 29 22 11 14 10 5
‘

8. 7 5 17 16 15 , 13 11 8 4 4 2

(a = 0.992) (oz = 0.977) (a = 0.956) (a = 0.929)
Least Error Constant 78 22 1 156 . .25, 0' 164 11 0 106 7 0

1—2 —1 11 2'0. 6 2 ~4 —5'0
. 2 1 0 l” 0 1 0 ' 1 0 0 i O 0 0

Average ' 193 70 10 254 51 4 211 28 10 176 3.4, 3 6:5Representation ~46 ~20 —2 ~29 ~6 1 6v ~5 ~30 ~10 0
(a = 1) ~5 ~2 .0 1 2 2 ~12 -8 ~1 ' ~3 ~2 0

measurements. ‘,‘Representation,”' “least standard error,” and “least error
constant” refer to equally spaced east-westprofiles through the center of each
block, whereas “average representation"”~corresponds to a random position of ._

the east-westprofile Within the block. 1 7 -

p
The variances are, of course, smallest for the‘assumption of' a. centrally
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ioeated gravity station or'profiie. They will be larger for other situations of the
observations. This may be recognized by comparing “representation,”ewhieh
refers to the central ease, to “average representation,” where we have averaged
over observations distributed over the entire block. Note that for larger blocks
the location of the observations has less influence.

Tabie 7-6 ' - ’ ' ‘ _ ‘

Error Constants ' ‘ ‘ - v

S/R2 (mgalsz) ' ,W
. Pom: Profile

1°>< 1° 2°X2°'5° X 5° 10° X10° 1° X _1° 2° X 2° 5°X 5°‘ 10°X19°
. .

Representation 0.029 0.49 ‘ 4.2 .18.! 0.027 0.21 ' 1.2 2.5

Leas: Standard »

Error 0.184 2.14 12.3 Zfl.6 - 0.084 0.77 3.5 5.1

Least Error 7 ~ I I ' . ’

Constant 0.029 0.38' 3.6 13.8 0.026 0.21 1.1 v 2.4

Average 4 - ‘ V - ,

Representation -0.040 0.52 ’ 4.5 18.7 0.032 0.30 1.3 2.9

7
Finally, Table 7-6 shows the corresponding error, constants, or rather the

quantities S/RZ, where R = 6371 km. ' '

These tables show that the different methods of estimation differ widely in
accuracy and error correlation. “Least standard errorl’has a rather. large error
correlation, so that it is not best with respect to error propagation. This is
particularly clear from the error constants of Table 7-6: we have seen in the
preceding section that the error constant S, rather than the standard error m,
is relevant for error propagation, Thus theerror constant should in general be
minimized rather than the’standard- error; but the results of direct representa-
tion (a = l) are "almost as geod. “Least standard error” is distinctly inferior
with respect to error propagation. It gives toqsmali an a; ifwe interpret a < l
as a weighted average of observed anomaly and zero anomaly, then too much
weight is given to the zeroanomaly, which has a large correlation.

(a ‘

7-10.. Correlation with Elevation

'-
So far we have taken irit'o account only the mutual correlation of the gravity
anomalies, their autocorrelation, disregarding the correlation with elevation,
.which is important-in many cases. Therefore our formulaswere valid only for
gravity anomalies uncorreiateci with elevation, such as isostatic or, to a certain

WWW“
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_

extent, Bouguer anomalies; or for free-air anomalies in moderately fiat areas.Free-air anomalies in mountains must be treated differently.
Fig. 7-6; following Uotila (1960), shows the correlation of free-air anomalies :with elevation. The gravity anomalies Ag are plotted against the elevation in. »If there were an exact functional dependence between Ag and h, then all pointswould lie on a straight line (or,more generally, on a curve). In reality, there is >only an approximate functional relation, a general trend or tendency of thefree-air anomalies to increase linearly with elevation; exceptions, even large

ones, are possible. This shows very well themeaning of correlation.
We have characterized the mutual correlation of the gravity anomalies by

the autocovariance function (7-5), M -

‘ . co) = MegAg'}, - '

where s = PP’T. In a similar way wemay form the functions
8(3) 2 M{Ag Ah’} = M{Ag’ Ah}, (7-91)

expressing the correlation between gravity, and elevation, and
An) = M{Ah'Ah’}, . (7-92)

which is the autocovariance function of the elevation differences
Ah = h -M{h}; - (7—93)

the symbol Aflh} denotes the mean elevation of the whole area considered.If Ag and Air.arenotcorrelated, then the function 3(5) is identically zero.If this is not the case, then we should-also take the elevation into account in
our. interpolation. ; V r - . i ' _ _ . 7

It is easy to extend the prediction, formula (7-47) for this purpose; Restricting
ourselves to predictions linear in Air as well as in Ag, wemay write

A??? = Z CYPi Agi 'i-Z 58P’i Aht H BNIP, (7'94)

where the coefficients 01m, [31%, and 5 do not depend on Ag or Ah.
I Mm} ' , him} i

Y=45°NM1=3°E . _ 59:45am law:
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FIGURE 7-6 . ' » . V '
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In statistical. te‘rminoiogy, this is the removal. of trend (with respect to elévaé
tion) by linear regression. Similarly, (7-47) is an autoregres‘sz‘ve formula. .

. The error of prediction is ‘ ’ , -

w er = AgP —— is}? = Ag? +W? — 2 am- Agi - 2: 5m Ahi.

Squaring and averéging in theflu‘sual way yields

171% = Co + 2530 + :8on "' 2 OlPiCPi -' 2 3m + 5 051%)Bm

‘“ 213Z fiPiAPi +ZZ apiaPkCik + 2ZZ amfiPsz'k
i i k I . . ~ 7," k

7 +Z '2 yam/15k, (7-95)
- 12 k r -

Where ‘

140 == 21(0); Bo = 3(0), C9 = C(O),
AP,- = A(Pi), .8134; = B(Pi), Cm- = C(Pi),
Awe = 14(36): Ban = 30k), Cm = C(ik);

P being the point at which Ag is to be predicted,- and i or k denoting the given
gravity stations. ' - .

This formula, which is, clearly an extension of (7-56); gives the standard
error of- prediction if correlation with elevation is taken into‘aceount. It is easy
to find a formula for the error covariance function, generalizing (7-60), and
matrix formulas corresponding to (7—63) through (7-65) for a least squares
prediction that minimizes (7-95); seeMoritz (1963). It should be noted that the
functions A, B, and C, but no other statistical quantities, enter into these formulas.

Application to Bozlguer anomalies. 0f great practical importance is the 'ques-e
tion whether it isvpossibleto render the free~air anomalies independent of ele-
vation by adding a term that ‘is proportional to the elevation. In other words,
when is the quantity

_z = Ag ~ [7 Ah, (7-96)
with a certain coefiicient b, uncorrelated with elevation?
The form of z is that of a Bouguer anomaly; for a real Bouguer anomaly

we have, according to Sec. 3-3, , >

I b = 2116p;

if the density p = 2.67 g/cm3, then

(7-97)

H b = +0.112 algal/meter. (7-97’)
Let us form the covariance function Z(s) of the “Bouguer anomaly” (7-96)

with elevation:

Z(s) E M{2 4W} = M{Ag Ahf— b AhAh’} = 3(3) - was).

In 5

5‘ tion) 1

1.17 I . The
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If 2 is to be independent of h, then Z(s) mustbe' identically zero. The ccndi-
tion is - - '

Bo) — ans) 2 0, (7-98)
which must'be satisfied for all s and a certain constant 3;. l

We see that the “Bouguer anomaly” z is uncorrelated with elevation if the ,

functions A(s) and 8(5) are proportional for the area considered; the constant I) 5",
is then represented by ‘ r

' b = 1819 (7-99)
‘ AC”?

It may be shown that this is equivalent to the condition that the points of ‘

Fig. 7—6 lie approximately on a straight line, and not on some other curve. The ~

coefficient b is then given by
‘ b = tan oz ‘ - (7—100)

as the inclination of the line towards the h-axis. '

In practice these conditions are very often fulfilled to a good approximation;
and furthermore, by computing [2 from equation (7-99.) or determining it
graphically by means of (7400), we often get a value that is close to the normal
Bouguer gradient (7-97’). ‘ ‘

If we assume that {7' depends only on the rock density p, then we obtain a
means for determining the average density, which is often difficult. to measure
directly. This is the “Nettleton'method,” used in geophysical prospecting: 3

the coefi’icient b is found statistiCally by means of equations (7-99) or (7-100),
and the rock density p is then computed from (7—97). Figure 7-7 illustrates the ‘

principle of this method; see also Jung (1956, p. 600). ,

t i , Q

i” 5’ =22 91mg .

5 //”“—“~-\\\ « “xo ‘ \‘u /" \ - ,5 / 922,4 “fl” . \
g ' /
w \. // _

§' - \‘x 9% //’"“**~-~~__./V’ ,
o v = \§__// . g '
0: ~ > ‘ ' |

distance along profile—- .

FIGURE 7-1 ' U'

Bouguer anomalies corresponding to diflererzt densities p. The best density is p = 2.4 g/cm3
(no correlation); for other densities the Bouguer anomalies are correlated with elevation {positive
correlation for p = 2.2, negazive corlfellztion for p = 2.6).'
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Ifcondition (7-98) is fulfilled, then wemay consider the “Bouguer anomaly” 2
'as a gravity anomaly that'is completely uncorrelated with elevation; we can
directly apply to it the whole theory of the preceding sections. But even when
this condition is not quite-satisfied, Bouguer anomalies will in general be far
less correlated with elevation than free-air anomalies. The fact that in (7-96)
gravity is reduced to a mean elevation and not to sea level, is quite irrelevant-
in this connection, because this is only a question ofan additive constant.
From this crude statistical point ofView, such refinements as terrain correction,
etc., may also be disregarded. '

It is thus possible to consider the Bouguer reduction as a means of obtaining
gravity anomalies that are'less dependent on elevation and hence more repre-
sentative than free-air anomalies. More precisely, the Bouguer anomalies take
care of the dependence on the local irregularities of elevation. The isostatic,
anomalies are, in addition, also largely independent of' the regional features of
topography. See also Chapter 3. i
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Modem Methods for Determining
‘ the Figure of the Earth

:5:
!

l

3

I

!

8-1. Introduction ' ~ ‘

In the preceding chapters we have usually follOwed what might be called the
conservative approach to the problems of . physical geodesy. The geodetic
measurements—astronomicalCoordinates and azimuths, horizontal angles, grav-
ity observations,~etc.-——are reduced to the geoid, and the “geodetic boundary—
value problem” is solved for. the geoid by means of Stokes’ integral and similar
formulas. The geoid then serves as a basis for establishing the position ofpoints
of the earth’s surface, ~ ' ' ' I 7 I

The advantage of this approach is that the geoid is a level surface, capable
of simple definition in terms of the physically meaningful and geodetically im-
portant potential W. The geoid represents the most obvious mathematical
formulation of a horizontalsurface at sea level. This is Why the use of the geoid
simplifies geodetic problems andmakes them accessible to geometrical intuition.
The disadvantage is that‘the potential W insidetheearth, andhence the

geoid W = const., depends on the density p because ofPoisson’sequation (2-6)

AW = —41rkp + 2w2.

Therefore, in order to determine or to use the geoid, the density of the masses
at every point between me geoid and the ground must be known,- at least
theoretically. This is clearly impossible, and therefore some assumptions con-
cerning; the density must be made, which isunsatisfactory theoretically, even
though the practical influence. of these assumptions is usually very small.
. For thisreason it is of basic importance that Molodensky in 1945 was able

fl,

fl
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to show that the physical surface of the earth can be determined from geodetic.
measurements alone, without using the density of the earth’scrust. This requires.
that the concept of the geoid be abandoned. The mathematical formulation
becomesmore abstract and more difficult. Both the gravimetricmethod and the
astrogeodetic method can be modified for this purpose. The gravity anomalies
fand the deflections of the vertical .‘now refer to the ground, and no longer to ‘

sea level; the “height anomalies” at ground level take the place of the geoidal
undulations. ‘ >

These recent developments have considerably broadened our insight into the
principles of physical geodesy and have also introduced powerful new methods ’

for attacking classical problems. Hence their basic theoretical significance is
hardly lessened by the fact that many. scientiSts prefer to retain the geoid because 1»

of its conceptualandpractical advantages. v

In- this chapter we shall'first give a concise survey of the conventional deter- v

mination of the geoid by means of gravity reductions, in order to understand '

better the modern ideasi After an exposition ofMolodensky’s theory we shall
show how the new methods may be applied to classical problems such as gravity ~

reduction or the determination of the geoid.
It should be mentioned that the terms “modern” and “conventional” merely

serve as convenient labels; they do} not imply any-connotation of value or
preferability. ' -

- a out

8—2. Gravity Reductions and the Geoid ’ .

The integrals 0f Stokes and ofVening Meinesz and similar formulas presuppose
that the disturbing potential Tis harmonic on the geoid, which implies that there
are no masses outside the geoid. This assumption—mo masses outside the ‘y

bounding surface—«is necessary if- we Wish to treat any problem of physical ‘ >1;

geodesy as a boundary-value problemin the sense of potential theory. The
reason is that the boundary—value problems of potential theory always involve “lj

harmonic functions, that is, solutions of Laplace’s equation V V V

We know, for instance, that the determination of T or N from the gravity
anomalies Ag mayibe considered as a third boundary-value prOblem; see Sec.
2~13. V - . 13‘

Since there are masses outside the geoid, they must bemoved inside the geoid f";

or completely removed, beforewe can apply Stokes” integral or related formulas. . g,

This is the purpose of the various gravity reductions. They were considered ex--_
tensively in Chapter 3; we therefore can limit ourselves to pointing out those
theoretical features that are relevant to our. present problem. g

If the external masses,- the masses outside the geoid, are removed or moved
inside the geoid,‘ gravity will be changed. Furthermore, gravity is observed at

ground level, but is needed at sea level. The reduction of gravity thus involves fl,
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the consideration of’these two effects, in order to obtain boundary values on
the geoid. V V ' .

This so-cafled regularization of the geoid by removing the external masses
unfortunately also changes the level surfaces and hence, in general, the geoid.
This is the indirect afiect; the changed geoid is ealied the» cogeoz‘d or the regu-
larized geoid. ‘ _ . » I

The principte of thismethod may be described as follows (Jung, 1956, p. 578);
see Fig. 8-1. . , , ,

1. Themasses outside the geoid are, by computation, either removed entirely
or‘ elsemoved inside the geoid. The effect of thisprocedure on the value
of gravity g at the station P is considered. '

2. The gravity station is moved from P down to the geoid, to the point P0.
- Again, the. corresponding effect on the gravity is considered. ‘

3. The indirect efi‘ect; the distance éN = sz is obtained by dividing the
change in potential at the geoid, 5W, by normal-gravity (Bruns’ theorem):

' 6W6N == ——-- . 8-1
. - v , _ ‘ ?

4. The gravitystation is now moved from the geoidal point P0 to the cogeoid,
to the point P5. This gives the boundary vaiue of gravity at the cogeoid,‘go.

5. The shape of the cogeoid is computed from the reduced gravity anomalies

Ag? = g” — 7 (8-2)
by Stokes’ formula, which gives N? =v QP‘": ~

6. Finally, the geoid is determined by considering the indirect efi’ect. The
geoidal undulation N is thus obtained as

‘ V N :2 Na + 6N. (8—3)

At first sight it may seem thatrthe masses between the geoid and the cogeoid
should be removed if the cogeoid happens to be beio’wthegeoid, because Stokes’
formula is applied to the cogeoid.’ However, this is not necessary, and therefore
we need not be concerned with a “secondary indirect effect.”The argument is a
little too technical to be presented here; seeMoritz (1965, p. 26).
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In principle every gravity reduction that gives boundary values at the geoid

is equally suited for the determination of the geoid, provided the indirectei‘fect I :

is properly taken into account.1 Thus the selection of a good reduction method

should be made from other points of View, such as the geophysical meaning of

the reduced gravity anomalies, the simplicity of computation, the feasibility‘of

interpolation between the gravity stations, the smallness oreven absence of the

indirect effect, etc.; see Sec. 3—9.
The Bouguer reduction corresponds to a complete removal of the external

masses. in the isostatic reduction these masses are shifted vertically downward

according to some theory of isostasy. In: Helmert’s condensation reduction the

external masses are compressed to form a surface layer on the geoid. In the

Rudzki reduction they aremoved inside the geoid in such a way that the potential

on the geoid, and hence the geoid itself, remains unchanged (the external

potential and the external level surfaces, however, are changed); hence there

is no indirect effect in this case.
Quitedifferent are the Prey reduction and the freeLair reduction. ThePoincaré—

Prey reduction (Sec. 4-3) gives the actual gravity inside the earth; it does not

give boundary values. The free—air reduction, in the present context, requires
that the masses outside the geoid have been removed beforehand; it is here part

p of every gravity reduction to the geoid rather than an independent reduction.
In Sec. 8—10 we shall deal with another aspect of this problem. ,

In all reduction methods it is necessary to know the density of the masses ‘2

above the geoi‘d. In practice this involves some kind of an assumption—{or
instance, putting p = 2.67 g/cm3. A second assumption is usually made in the a":

free-air reduction, which is part, of, the reduction of gravity to the geoid: the 23;:

actual free-air gravity gradient is assumed to be equal to the normal gradient, ‘3“

'
%% é "0.3086 mgal/meter. '

These two assumptiOns falsifyour results, at least theoretically (Moritz, 1962).
The second assumption can be avoided by using the actual free—air gradient

as computed by the methods of Sec. 2-23. The anomalies Ag to be used in
formula (2~217) must be the reducedwg‘ravity anomal'igsiatrmthggeoideagravity g I;

after steps 1 and 2 of the abovrerlEscriptio—n, inihus theoretical gravity 7 on the
ellipsoid. This presupposes thatin step 2 a preliminary free-air reduction using 2

the normal gradient has been applied first. ' 3."

Deflections of the vertical. The indirect effect afiects the deflection of the
vertical as well as the geoidal height. We have found 1' 'i

, ‘ N: Nearing,”
where Ne is theundulation of the cogeoid, the immediate result of Stokes’

in liqzérifgrfiglfiprggi agreed on a transformation of a certain integral equation, may be found
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formula, and 6N is the indirect effect. By differentiating N in a horizontal direc-

tion we get the deflection component along this direction: »

I _ 6N __ 6Nc 6(5N) '

’ ‘ e ’— 85 7— W as I
(8 4)

This means that to the immediate result ofVening Meinesz’ formula, —-aNc/as,

we must add a term representing the horizontal derivative of 6N; see also

See. 3-6. ' ‘ -

In the case of the Rudzki reduction, where the indirect effect is zero, Vening
Meinesz’ formula will give deflections of the vertical that refer directly to the

geoid. -

V 8-3. Molodensky's Problem _ «

Wehave just seen that the reduction of gravity to sea level necessarily involves
7 ’ assumptions concerning the density of the masses above the geoid. This is
‘ equally true of other geodetic computations when performed in the conventional

way. , .
To see this, consider the problem of computing the geodetic coordinates

Q5, a, h, from the natural coordinates vb, A, H, as described in Chapter 5. The
geometric height h above the ellipsoid is obtained from the orthometric height H
above the geoid and the geoidal undulation N by ,

_ h = H + N. V

The determination ofNwas considered in the preceding section. To compute H
’ from theresults of leveling, we need the mean gravity g along the plumb line
‘ between the geoid and the ground (Sec. 4-4).Since gravity g cannot bemeasured

inside the earth, we compute it by Prey’s reduction, for which we must, know
the density of the masses above the geoid. I V

The geodetic coordinates (b and Rare obtained from the astronomical co-
ordinates <I> and A and the deflection components 5 and n by

‘ ¢=<I>~£, x=A—nsec¢. - '

The coordinates <3: and A are measured on the ground; 5 and n can be computed
. for the geoid by Vening Meinesz’ formula, the indirect effect being taken into
_ account according to the preceding section. To apply the above formulas, either

ti) and.A must be reduced down to the geoid or g and 11 must be reduced up to

the ground. In both cases this involves the reduction for the curvature of the
‘ plumb line (Sec. 5-6), which also depends on the mean value g through its

horizontal derivatives. Hence Prey’s reduction enters here too.
- - Thus we see that in the conventional approach to the problems: ofphysical

geodesy we must know the density of the outer masses or make assumptions

concerning it. To avoid this, Molodensky in 1945 proposed adifierent approach.
Figure 8—2 shows the geometrical principles of this method. The ground point
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\
P '/\it\ Sagas '
'iq - - ’ r‘ ‘ tetturoid ‘Z ' . v I _‘

ii _ FIGURE 3-2 , ' , -'

i The telluroid. The normal height H* and f'ffi

' 1 amps“ E the height anomaly 5“. _

' ' Q. ’

P is again projected onto the ellipsoid according to Helmert. However, the

geometric height h isnow determined by ‘ j;

. , h = 17* +3, .
(8-5):-

the normal height H* replacing the orthornetric height H, and the height anomaly '_

'g‘ replacing thegeoidal undulation N.- v

This will be clear if one considers the surface whose normal potential U at '

every point Q is equal to the actual potential W at the corresponding point
P,so that UQ r== WP, corresponding points P and Q being situated on the same

ellipsoidal normal. This surface is called the telluroid (Hirvonen 1960, 1961).

The vertical distance from the ellipsoid to the telluroid is the normal height H*

(Sec. 4-5), whereas the geometric height his the vertical distance from the ellips-

oid to the ground. The difference between-these two heights is thus the height

anomaly r n , tr = h — 11*, (8-6)

closely corresponding to the geoidal undulation N = h — H, which is the dif-
ference between the geometric and the orthometric height. I

The normal height H*, and hence the telluroid 21, can be determined by level-
ing combined with gravity measurements, according to Sec. 4-57 First the;

geopotential number ofP, C" = We — WP, is computed by *

, .V C—Agdn, ‘ g.

pwhcre g is the measured gravity and dn is the leveling increment. The normal
height 11* is then related to Cby an analytical expression such as (4-44),

C » . C c 2 - 9153

H* = '— 1 1 r '—‘ 2 Mr -— 9 ‘ i 5‘.

where 70 is the normal gravity at the ellipsoidal point'Qo. Obviously H* is

independent of the density.
The normal height H* of aground point P is identical with the height'above

the ellipsoid, k, of the corresponding telluroid .point Q. If the geopotential
function W were equal to the normal potential function U at every point, then

_._.;L,,‘!
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Q would coincide with P, the telluroid would coincide with the physical surface

of the earth, and the normal height ofevery point would be equal to its geometric

height. Actually, however, Wfi¢ Up; hence the difference ‘

- §P=hP~H§=hp~hQ
is not zero. This eXplains the term-“height anomaly” for t.
- The gravity anomaly is now defined as I

, Ag = g? -‘ ’Yo; - (8—7)

it is the differencebetween the actual gravity as measured on the ground and the

normal gravity on thetelluroid. The normal gravity on the telluroid, which we

shallbrieiiy denote by 7, is computed from the normal gravity at the ellipsoid,

70, by the normal free-air reduction, but now applied upward: - 1

. 2 .

r E 79*: a + glare + gfilmz + -. (8-8)

V For this reason the new gravity anomalies (8—7) are called flee—air anomalies.

They are referred to ground level, whereas the conventional gravity anomalies

have been referred to sea level. Therefore the newfree-air anomalies have ,

nothing in common with 'a free-air reduction of actual gravity to sea level,

except the name. This distinction'shouldbe carefully kept in mind.

A direct formula for computing 7 at Q is (2—123), ‘ --

* 2

7:701}—-2(l+f+m~2fsin2¢)%—+3<%)]a (8-9)

where 70 is the corresponding value on the ellipsoid. ‘ . V

The height anomaly g may be considered as the distance between the geo—

. potential surface- W = WP = const. and the corresponding spheropotential

surface U =‘ WP = const. at‘the point P. In Sec. 2-16 we have denoted this

distance by NP, and have found that Bruns’, formula (2-144) also applies to this

quantity. Hence we have for f = Np ,

_ I = I, ' ’ (8-10),
, ’Y

T = Wp —- Up being the disturbing potential at ground level, and 1/ being the

normal gravity at the telluroid. '

It may be expected that f is connected with the ground—level anomalies Ag

by an expression analogous to Stokes? formula for the geoidal height N. This

is indeed true. However, the telluroid is not a level surface, andto every point P

on the earth’s surface corresponds. in general a different geOpotential surface

' W = WP. Therefore the relation between Ag and y in the new theory is con—

siderably more complicated than for the geoid. The problem involves an in-

tegral equation, which may be solved by an iteration, the first-term of which

‘is given by Stokes’ formula. ‘ i -

Finally we remark that we may also plot the height anomalies g' above the

ellipsoid. In this way we get a surface that is identical with the geoid over the
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oceans, because there §-== N, and is very close to the geoid anywhere else. This

surface has been called the quasigeoz’a.’by Molodensky. However,~-thequasigeoid

is not a level surface and has no physical meaning whatever. It‘must be con»

sidered as a concession to conventional conceptions-that call for a geoidlike

surface. From this" point of view' the normal height of a point is its elevation

above the quasigeoid, just as the orthometric height is its elevation above the

geoid. - , ' '
4F '

-.

8-4. Linear Integral Equations

In the following sections we shall make use of linear integral equations. For the(
reader who is not familiar with this subject we shall now give a, brief intuitive»
introduction to linear integral equations, which is sufficient for our purpose.
More details may be found in such standard treatises as Courant and Hilbert
(1953). ' ‘ ,

The functions defined on the surface ofthe earth are functions of two-vari-
ables (for instance, latitude and longitude)? or simplicity, however, we Shall
be concerned here with functions of one variable only; this is sufficient for a

general understanding; ‘ ‘ ,

Consider the equation V ‘ -

. if Ks, sun) dt = f(s-)- v (8-11)

it is called a linear integral equation of the first kind. The functions f(s) and
-K(s, i) (called the kernel of the integralequation) are given; the problem is to
determine the unknown functiOn um from this equation.
The analogy of this integral equation with the system of linear equations

gKfiwfi (i=1,2,...,n>, (8—12)

which may be fully written as

Kllul + K1219; + ‘ ' ' + Klnun = f1:
[(21% + K22u2 + ' ‘5‘ K2nun = f2,

(8-12’)

I Km“: + anu2 + ' ' ° + Kmbun 3 f”;
is, evident. There correspond:

. . b 71

integx d1 16W to sum ,
. J =

variables 's,t to indices z',‘j.
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This shows that a linear integral equation may be considered as an analogué ofa
system of linear equations. ‘ I ‘

It is also very easy to approximate the integral equation (8-11) by a system
of linear equations. We may’divide the interval of integration (a, b) into 12

equal parts and set

7 . . -..h=b,.:2; .
n

‘ 11 3h 5}: . 2 -— 1 h~11=a+§a t2=a+7’ t3=a+—2—a ---, tn: a+--—-~—( n 2 )"
Then Fig. 8—3 shows that the integral may be approximated by

f Kts, one) at e Ko, outta-h + ms, auto-h + -~ + Kc, renew.
This is nothing but the usual approximation of an area by a sum of rectangles;
s is considered here as a fixed parameter. Thus the integral equation (8-H)
becomes approximateiy

. Iz[K(s, t1)u(t1) + KG, t2)u(t2) + --- + K(s, tn)u(tn)i =1”(S)-
Lettings successively be equal to ti, t2, . . . , tn, we obtain ‘

V thfh tr)u(t1) + K019 t2)u(32) + ' ‘ ’ ‘i‘ K01: 5074(5)} = Jail):
\ hiKOa t1)u(t1)‘+ K02, 12)u(12)+ " ' ' ’i‘ KW, mutual =f(t2): H

_ 1 . : (8-13)

hum mum) + Kan, auto + --~ + Km, outta] = flit)-
On substituting . . y

_ “((15, t5) = KiJ's “(£3 = “is f(it) =fr‘: '

the system (8-13)',becomes the system (8—12) or (842’)
As H. —> w , the approximate system of linear equations (8—13) changes rigor—

ously into the integral equation (8»11). We may thus regarda linear integral

equation as the limit (n we so) of a system. of linear equations.
The system (8-13)may also be used for.an approximate solution of the integral

equation (8-11): we may compute the values of fit) for t = t1, :2, . . . , 1r,L by

Ft). '

“5% ‘

“ F!t)=K(s,t)u(f) — .

I

I. 1

I’— v

t.
a f, {2 in b

FIGURE 8-3

Approximation of
sum of rectangles.

an area by a

(f) \ I

W). “

F!t):K(s,t)u

I
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solving-(843) and interpolate for other arguments t (in the same way as in a

table of functions). ' ‘ ' ‘ '

Considerably'more important theoretically and in application are the linear

integral equations ,of the seeond kind. They have the form
» ' b - .

u(s)_+ K(s, t)u(t) dt = f(s); ‘ (8-14)

As a matter of fact, such an integral equation is equivalent to a system of linear
equations of the form ' _ ‘

ut- + 2 Kim =12- ‘ t
(8—15)

‘ i=1

and may be approximated by it, in the way shown above. » V

Since it is easy to think of a linear integral equation as a limit of a system of
linear equations, we have chosen this approach here, although later we shall

solve our integral equations differently, by an iterative process rather than by
approximating them by systems of linear equations. -

8-5. Application of Green’s Identities '/
, By applying Green’s third identity tothe gravity potential W we derived in

Sec. 1~6 the formula (1-34), ‘ "E o a sew/W

~21rW + [1573(1) —— 19K] dS—i— 27rw2(x2 + y)
S an I I I an '

' . . ‘ +2w2/f/%)=0. (8-16)

Here S is the physical surface of the earth; i is the distance betweenqa fixed
pointP,to which the first and third terms refer,and the variable surface element
dS; n is the outward directed normal to the physical surface at (18; aW/a'n
is the component of the gravity vector normal to S; the z-axis is the earth’s
axis of rotation; on is the angular velocity; and 'i’ is the distance between P and
the volume element do. Slight changes of notation are obvious.
This equation, which was also obtained ’by de Graafi—Hunter (1960), relates

the earth’s surface S to the potential W and its normal derivativeaW/an. It
represents the most direct mathematical formulation of the problem of the
gravimetric determination of the figure of the earth S, or in other words, ofi the
boundary-value problem: of physical geodesy‘ according to Molodensky. It is
thereforeworthwhile to examine its meaning in some detail.
The gravity potential W at any point P is obtained, apart from an additive

constant We, by leveling combined with gravity measurements according to
r .12

7 . W = Wemi) gdn. . a (3-17)
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The normal component aW/an of the gravity vector g is determined'by the
measurement ofg, which is the magnitude of g, and of the astronomical latitude '

andlongitude, which establish the direction of g. I .

Hence the only unknown in (8-16) is the surface S itself, because I, l’, x, y
are determined by S and by the astronomical coordinates of the points involved.
It is therefore plausible to assume that this equation can be "solved for S in
some way. Thus we see how it is possible to determine a purely geometrical
quantity—namely, the shape of, the surface Swsolely from physical quantities
connected with the earth’s gravitational field (gravity potential and gravity
vector). v ‘

So far we have considered the constant W5, which can be taken as the poten-
tial at sea level, as known. As we have seen in See. 2-20, it is related to the
linear scale of the earth; see also Molodenskii et al. (1962a, p. 113). If W0 is
only approximately known, as it is at present, then the shape of the earth is
determined only up to a scale factor. Themeasurement of a single distance
(preferably a long are) is sufficient to establish'the scale. No other measure-
ments of distances or angles, neither triangulation nor trilateration, are neces-
sary in principle. ‘ '

'Thus the geodetic measurements that are necessary and sufficient for the
gravimetric determination of the physical surface of the earth may be sum-
marized’ as: ' '

I. gravity measurements;
2. astronomical determination of latitude anti longitude;
3. ieveling; ami '

4. measurement of one distance. .

This, of course, is the theoretical minimum; in practice triangulation and tri- 1

iatcration are very useful because of their high relative accuracy. -

' Linearizationfi The basic equation (8-16) has the symbolic form

'F(s, W, ‘93:) = 0; ‘

K (311 ~

the problem is to solve it for S.Unfortunately it is a nonlinear; integral equation
that cannot be solved directly. HoweVer,we can apply to it the usual treatment

of any complicated nonlinear equation: we linearize' it by introducing suitable

approximate values, so that we finally get a linear equation for the deviation

of the actual from theapproximate solution. The actual potential. W is thus

approximated by a normal potential U; the approximate solution for S is the

telluroid E. The deviation of ‘W from U is the disturbing potential T = W — U,
andthe deviation of S from Z is the height anomaly y.

We shall now proceed toythe linearization of (8-16} Since W in. this equation

is quite an arbitrary function, we may apply (8-16) also to the normal poten-

tial. U, getting ’‘
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i . ' \ do '

-—-27rU+ Ué: l t- dS+2ww2(x2+y2)+2w2/f[—,—= 0. t" an I I 8n 1 .
S, v

earth

Subtracting this fromthe original equation (8-16) we obtain

' . a 1 MT"; "'

-27rT+ [T671 (7) 7 an] as _ o.
S _ .

This equation is already much'simpler-than (8—16). The essential point, how- f

ever, is that in this equation we can replace the integration over the unknown ’-
surface S by an integration over the known telluroid 2, getting p

' r a l ’1 ar _ l
'i

-27rT‘+ [T5]; (7) — 7 53;] d2 — o. (818)
2 I

The reasonwhy this is possible is that :13 differs from d2 only by quantities

of the order of the height anomaly g‘: ‘ 4 j;

d5 = no + A; «me + m). _;

Thus we have '

TdsszE+§T2d2+uu 3,

ifwe limit ourselves to terms linear in T or f = 777,- then the terms containing 3: in

T2 and higher powers of Twill be neglected, and there remains

i » Tfl=Tfl ' a g

or, as long as it ismultiplied by terms of the order of T,‘
1 45.: d2. ' ' _ (8—19)

Note that this replacement of S by E is not permissible in the original equation

(8-16), because W is .of a greater order ofmagnitude than T;
In (8-48) thenornial n is the normal to the physical surface of the earth or, f,

to the same accuracy, the normal to the telluroid. It is thus in general not'vertical. u ‘_T

For this reason «ST/an isnot equal to , * ' r?

7 6T _ _ I 67 ‘1‘,
I eh m _rAg-i>-76hT _

(8-20)

[this is equation (2-147c) applied to ground level]; but it contains, besides Ag,
the components 5 and n of the deflection of the vertical. , ' 2""

The actual evaluation of 6T/an in terms of Ag, 5, n is somewhat laborious

(Molodenskii et al., 1962a, Chapter V; Moritz, 1965, p. 18). Therefore, and {#3

because We shall find a more convenient solution to Molodensky’s problem

in the next section, we omit the derivation here. The result is *

' . 6T 1 a ’ . '‘- _ _ a .= [~Ag + ; 5% r+ 7(5 tan 51+ 27 tan an] cosa (8-21)

' where 5; is the angle of inclination of a'north-south terrain profilewith respectg
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to the horizontal; similarly, in is the inclination of an east-wést profile; B is
the angle ofmaximum inclination of the terrain. '

The insertion‘of (8-21) into (8-18) yields

' 1 6' 1 1 67 cos 6» ‘T*27lll5a(7)“m*rlm
. z ' y

= g; [f % [Ag - 7(5 tan 51 + 72 tan 391008 B 012- (8-22)
. E

This is a linear integral equation of/ the second "kind for the disturbing poten-
tial T or for the height anomaly f = T/7. Ifwe‘compare it with (8—14), we see
that‘the unknown function u is now represented by T, the known function f
is given by the right—hand side of (8-22), and‘the kernel K is --1/27r times the
expression in brackets in the integral on the left-hand side of (8-22). This
integral equation is also considered by Levallois (1958).
,IfWewant to solve this equation for Twe must know, Lbesides Ag, the deflec-

tion components 5 and 17. Since the inclinations 51 and 62 are usually small,
and since 5 and n are multiplied by tan {3‘1 and tan 62, approximate values for
the deflection components are usually sufficient. Moloclensky has even sue-
eeeded in eliminating s and 77 from (8-22) in a highly ingenious way.
As'we have indicated, we shall deal with aconsiderably simpler method in

the following section; We shall therefore pursue the present approach no further
but mention only that the integral equation (8-22) can be solved by an iteration
analogous to that to be described in Sec. 8-7. -

I Application to the geoz'd. The integral equation (8&2) may also be applied
to the geoid, provided the geoid has been “regularized” by removing the masses
outside it. Insteadpf the telluroid Z we then have the reference ellipsoid E;
furthermore, {31 = .82 z [i = O, and a/an = 6/6h. Hence we obtain

1 a 1 lea/1 _ 1 Ag

This. equation is much simpler than (8-22), because it does not contain the
deflection componentsgg and 1;. ‘

If the reference ellipsoid is approximated by a Sphere, or in other words,
ifwe make a spherical approximation, the solution of (8-23) is given simply by
Stokes’ formula. This is immediately obvious because Stokes’ formula expresses
T in terms of Ag as a spherical approximation.
By expanding the ellipsoidal quantities of (8-23) in terms of e’2 or a similar

parameter of the order ot‘ the flattening, this integral equation may be solved
iteratively, using Stokes" formula as a first approximation. In this way it is

possible to find a relatively simple solution of “Zagrebin’s problem,”g the
determination of the regularized geoid by means of a reference ellipsoid to the,

order of e’2 (Molodenskii et al., ,1962a, p. 53).
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' The integral equation method thus makes possible the numerical solution of

boundary-value problems of physical geodesyv—problems whose solution by

someother method may hemuch more complicated or even, impossible. Besides

this advantage in solving problems we have also an advantage in formulating

problems. By the integral equations (8422) and (8-23) the respective problems

are compietely described. The corresponding conVentional formulation would

be to determine a function i" that outside a certain'surface (the earth’s surface

or the regularized geoid) satisfies Laplace’s differential equation '

. AT = 0 (8-243)

and is subject to the boundary condition (8-20), '

- 6T 1 61/ '

_ ‘ 2’71 — :y‘ 2971 T —‘ -—Ag V

on this surface. It is evident that the formulation by means of one integral

equation (instead of a differential equation and a boundary condition) is shorter;

it also brings the problem closer to a solution in many cases.

Even if T is not harmonic, in the case ofsthe actual geoid, a direct integral

equation approach is still possible,whereas the conventionai approach can no

longer be used directly. The application of an integral equation, corresponding

to (8—23), to the actual geoid provides a direct mathematical treatment of the

problem of gravity reductions for the determination of the geoid (Moritz,

l965, Sec. 4). Hence the integral equation method is also an efficient tool for

problems of classical geodesy. ,, ' ‘

//{5A 8-6. Integral Equation for the Surface Layer A

The integral equation (8-22) has the disadvantage that it contains, besides the

gravity anomaly Ag, the deflection components E and 77. As we havementioned,

it is possible to transform (8-22) so that it contains Ag only, but then it becomes

rather complicated. ' . v ' >

A simpler and more practical integral equation may be obtained'in the fol-
lowing way. We may express the anomalous potential T as the potential of a

surface layer (Sec; 1-3) on the earth’s surface or, tothe same accuracy, on the

telluroid: V y .

r t
T: ff¢7’d2. -

(8-25)
. . E ' '

The symbol e is the surface density K multiplied by the gravitational constant.

We insert this expression into the boundary cendition (8-20), '

. V 6T 1 67 __

Ifwe wish to differentiate equation (8-25) with respect to h,wemust remember
from See. 1-3 that the derivatives 053 surface layer potential are discontinuous

a»?
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at the surface. For the boundary condition we obviousiy need the outer deriva-
tive, which is given by equation (l-l9a): " ~ ‘

,r n

. = ~27rd> cos :3 +- j] a 531—5512, (8-26)
_ 2 ,

where the direction of m is now the vertical of the point P to which both T in
(8-25) and the boundary condition (8-20) refer; we have, therefore written
a/am =ra/ahp. The angle (in, n) is now the angle between this-vertical and the
surface normal, which is the inclination angle 3.
On inserting this expression into the boundary condition we obtain

, ' n 1. ‘ ’- ‘

' K
21r¢co513fff[£;(%)~%§%%}¢d2=rig. r ’tS-Z'I)"
. E 4

The quantities outside the integral are always taken at the point P. If quan-
tities inside the integral are to refer to this point, they are specially marked by
the subscriptP,otherwise they are taken at the surface element d2,
It is instructive to compare this equation with (8-22). Both are linear integral

equations of the second kind. The coefficient ofT inside the integral in (8—22)‘is
apparently quite similar to the corresponding coeflieient of qb in (8-27). However,
7 and the partial derivatives a/é‘n‘and 8/6}: in (8-22) are taken at d2, whereas 7
and 6/611 in (8-27) refer to P. ’ A

The advantage of the new integral equation (8-27) is that it depends only
on Ag. '

Spherical approximation. We I now write the integral equation (8-27) as a
spherical approximation; Note that this means that. the reference ellipsoid,
but not the telluroid, is approximated by a sphere. r

Then the geocentric radius vectors of P and ode are approximated by (see

Fig. 8-4) , . _

- . r = R +' h
. r . P P’ » (8.28)

r = R + h,

where R is a mean radius of the earth and h is the height above the ellipsoid

or, to the same approximation, the orthometrio or also the normal height. V

We have »

, l: V’ria + r2 — ZrPr cos 2;,i l _ : _rp- r0051}; 3

' ‘ 6h,» 1 "‘ an: I 13 ’ -

1 e7 2 ‘ . V ' '.______ = __.,‘
‘ , ’YP‘ahP r12 v

so that we find, after a simple calculation,

6 l 1 671m 3 r2~r3 ‘8_29
_ V (—971; ‘71: ah}? I at 2H); + 2:343 ()
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p

hp ~,

‘ dz

1' n

,R
_R

.o

~ I I , noun: 8-4

Spherical approximation. '

Thus (8-27) becomes ‘ ‘ , , ‘ 35‘

. _ ' 3 r2 —‘r% a ’
2m cos ,8 ff (erZ—l— 27?], )e d2 — Ag. 1’

E 7 V

The surface element d2 may be eliminated by noting that the projection of d?) ‘

onto the local horizon is given by ( ' 7 ,

- '. d2 cos {3. _ . \ ' ‘ ' ‘

This is also equal to. > _ I ‘ ‘ ‘ .'
‘ ‘ , \ ' , 7

1‘2 do, _ r

where da is the element of solid angle, because r is the radius vector of d2. ,

Hence we have , . ‘

_ ‘ 7 d2 = r2 secfi do'. ' ‘

Thus our integral equation finally becomes ' » . I

I ' 3 r2 —- r2 r2 l

27F¢COS ,3 '“‘ + a: SCC (30' = Ag. I‘

. This equation will be‘simplified and solved in the next section. '

If '45 is known, then T and f are determined by (ES-25), which may be written _

T: 7? = (Zérzsecfida. (8-31)

Application to the geoid. The integral equation (8-30) may also be applied
to the reghlarized geoid. Then we have

hzthzfizg’ r=rp.:::}{a ‘,

. hp

:1:

.' hp
, ,R

, v IR

' .7
. .o_
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and (8-30) becomes ‘ _

r a 3R q": ‘
‘ — "I/ add '-= Ag, I

where ' ‘ . ' / ' ‘ . ‘ _ ' - ‘

, -_. [0 =12}: sin é; ' ' ' ' (8-33)

see Fig. 1-43. ' ' ' i . ‘ .

T and N. are expressed in terms of 42 by. (8-31), which now becomes V “ ‘

. ' T== GN= lea/[31818, (8-34)
. 0 V

where G is an average value for the gravity. . ' -

On inserting (8-34) into (8—32) we find ‘ _ r

1 3 1 3G

This expression of o in terms of Ag and N is equivalent. to (6-57), since p = 21rq5.

The geoidal height N is given as a spherical apprdximation byStokes’ formula

. . R . , ’

I I N w
ZW—G— // Ag 86gb) dc. , 8

(8—36) ‘

This is inserted into (23-35), which gives _

' .288 = Ag + g; / Ag $88) day. (8.37) _

This formula expresses gs in terms of Ag and is thus a'solution of thevintegral

equation (8-32). ‘ ‘

Solving (8-35) we find '

, T = 3313 (27¢ — Ag). . (8-38)

These simple formulas are vaiid for the'reguiarized geoid to a spherical

approximation. 5, _ - '

8-7. Solution of the Integral Equation

Before solving flue integral equation (8-30) we simplify it by noting that

, wr=R+h=R<1+%) V

difi‘ers fmm R by less than 10*, which is smaller than the error of the spherical

approximation. Thus we may safelyput..
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. ' \ 2 - ‘

.. 1‘— = R, '
r r? .

r2 — 1% = (h -- hp)(r + rp) = 2R(h — hp), 't

obtaining .h _

. 2 _ I,

'21“; cos 5 —- ff (—33-; +W) sec fl-oda = Ag. (8-39) .

This equation is simpler than (8-30), but quite as accurate. "
We can also simplifythe expression for the distance I. We find

12 == 1% + r2 —,— zlfifl‘COStb .

= (R + hp? + (R + 1W “ 2(R + hP)(R + 11) COS if! -

= 2R2(1 — cos 2;) + ERG: + 1%le - cos 1/1) + h?) + h2 —- 2hph cos 30

. .h + h h h ' ‘

For the same reason as above we may neglect (h' + lug/R and kph/R2, obtaining -

-_12=13+(h—h2>)2, ‘ , . a

V ' __ 2 l n V

, 1: [Mil + -
(8-40)

9 - .

Here lo denotes the spherical distance (8—33).

With these preliminary steps completed we are now able to solve the integral
equation (8—39).’The basic principle is to use an expansion in powers of the

quantities _ » r _

i ' h — hp . '
7 ——7v—- and tan ,6, (8-41)

0 _ ,

These quantifies are of the same order of magnitude because; as to ——+ 0, then "

(h —— hie/lo obviously approaches tan 5’, where ,8’ is-the angle of inclination in
v the direction of lo. ‘ ’

‘ Note that the quantities (8-41) are of a greater order of magnitude than 12/R.‘
Hence they must be taken into account, although h/R was neglected in. (8-39).
To give a numerical example, we assume a moderate mountain slope of incli-
nation 13 = 15° at an elevation 11 of .1000 meters. Then ,

‘
jig = 0.00016, but tan 3» = 0.27.

Solution. The solution of (8-39) is obtained. by successive approximations.
‘ a) As a first step, the'quant‘ities (8-41) are neglected. Then (8-39) becomes ‘ '

. e : 2145‘, 4951f] $4,; = Ga,» .
(8-42)

- , . 2 [0 I

where we have put " - ‘ l ‘ -' (I '

‘ Go = Ag ‘ , (8-43)
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- and denoted the “zero-order approximation” of 45 by (1)0. ' ’ ‘

Since (842) is of the form (8-32), its solution -is given by (8-37), which in the
present notation reads . '

2m, -= G0 + 33; / Go Sop) dc. (8-44)

h) After this, the quantities {8-41) are taken into account, but only to the
first power; second and higher powers are neglected. "Then 45 will receive a
smallcorrection (in, so that as a “first-order approximation” .

' -¢ é €350 + 4:1. (8-45)

/ To this approximation we still have ' > V I j
' l i [0, ' ‘

« cosfiisecflél,‘ ‘ . ‘

because the quadratic terms in the series I v. ‘ "

= It‘ll? _: ill—lip _ .., ’ n

: z INHQTO ) [lei—1+2K—lo )‘+ J ‘ I

'. ' 1 1- . i _ _= = _ __,t 2 . . . ,cosfi mvl + mum 1 2 an {5‘ + V I

are neglected. ‘ ‘ ‘ ' .

Hence (869) becomes 4 _

SR“ is —— h
21r(<35o+ 951) — 7 W636 —- R2 fffifis—Pfio‘i' (1‘51).th = Ag:

Since boih (h — 1119/10 and 421 are first-order quantities, their product is ti) be
negiected in the second integral, and we obtain ‘ *

G9.
2 lo 2 A; v ‘ lo

The first two terms on the left-hand side areequal to the fight-hand side, accord-
. ing to (8-42). There remains . ‘

V » Zr¢1—--3—Ig//islda—szffi-:§££¢oda=0
‘ 2 In r [0

or , .

' . ’ 2m? 55—13 f]
(ES—153:7 : 61, (8-46)

. 2 [a .

where f ' I - t I V

, 9 h ’- hp ' '
- 61 = 12* -—73——~ 950 do: , (8-47)

I i ' 0 ‘ - ' , w ._.
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Equation (8-46) is the same as (8-42), with 1351 and G1 instead of pa and Go. it

Its solution is therefore given by (844), v;

’ 3
V

27r¢1 =’G1 + '8; f/ G; S(¢)>afl7. (8-48)

c)'As a next step we could take the squares of the quantities (8-41) into
account, neglecting third and higher powers. The procedure isessentially the *
same as. in (b). In this way we may proceed to higher and higher approximations.

Molodensky (Molodenskii et 31., I962a, p. 118) has devised an elegant method
for this purpose and has also computed the second4 and third-order approxima-
tions. However, practical tests have indicated that the first—order approximation 3-?

is accurate enough in most cases. Accordingly, we shall here limit ourselves'to ~.

this approximation. V

To obtain T and r from q‘), we use (8-31), in which we again set r é R:

T= szfilgsecsda = R2[f%d¢+R2j/j $230+ = T0+T1+
° ° ‘ 65;:

Since both qso and d1 satisfy equations of the form (8-32) and are related to To
and T1 by equations of the form (8-34), we may apply (8-38), obtaining

‘ QRT0 = ‘3‘“ (27r¢o "’ Go), ' ,

7 T1: G1).

On inserting (8—44) and (8-48) we find

V ' R » "l?

" ‘ ~ 7 (8-49)

' - T45 GS()d « \

' " “er 1 i i ‘

Bruns’ formula, g = T/y, thus finally gives 7 ' ’

i' — fir-l" i1 - Ag SW) 6176‘ + Gt “tilde: (8'50)

where, according to (8-47) and (8-35) i ‘ ‘

r “R2 h~hP " 36 .r -

Thus r is again approximately given by Stokes’ formula; this is the term {0.

In addition we have a small correction {1. The steps of computation are as

follows: first, compute go by Stokes’ formula; then, evaluate G; by means of
(8-51); and finally, use Ch to calculate the correction term :1 in
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In the following section we shall see that the term containing a in (8-51)
may even be neglected Without impairing the accuracy.

The integral formula (8-51) can be evaluated by the usual methods, as out-
lined in See. 2-24; see also Bursa (1965). I

The method of using the potential of a‘iigtitipn‘smsngface lgyegfwto obtain a
suitable integral equation, described in tliepreceding section, may be gener-
alized to construct ether integral equations for Molodensky’s problem. They
can be solved by the iterative method used in the present section (Brown,
1964). ' V 1 - r

8-8. Geometrical Interpretation

We shall now describe a geometrical interpretation of Molodensky’s
imate solution (8-50),

R
>

§~-g;r:I//(Ag+01)3(¢)d0- I

Using the notation of Sec. 6-5, we put I I

. 3G ,
fl '— Ag + 273%, i

so that (8-51) takes the form ' .

approx-

(8-52)

‘ (3-53)

.
R2 h—h

(8-54)

We shail now apply a transformation whose principle was given by Molodensky
et al. (1962b). We write a ‘ I

(/1 -- hay = (h — hr)!» + 1112.12? - hPMP
{ V = *‘hPOL — HP) + (kit " hp”)-

Then (8—54) becomes

‘ _ __ If M-ixp 53 hu~(hu)p _

Note that if 12;» is taken out of the integral, it may be denoted simply by h be-
cause, apart from the quantities within the integral Sign, everything refers to
the point P. ‘

V, By means of equations (1-101) and (L102) we may express (8-55) in terms of
spherical harmonics. Let the sphericaE-harmonic expansions of the functions ,5:
and he be .

I n = 2 Mn, by = Z) Um)”. ,(8-56)
n=0 n=0
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Then (8-55)~becomes ‘ t '_

6"1:: E 2; man *' E g: 3(hfl)n._ x g I

Subtracting and adding l/R times ' R ' _ z -

t
'h; “n '= ’1“ = 22 (m-

0 ' A '{
wetobtain ~ . ;

( h °° ‘ 1 °°" 7 ' a :
G1 = igo: — 1);», — 25 g (n — WM)”. . (8-57)

We may thus split 61 into two parts:

' G1 ~—— G11 + Gm, ‘ (8-58)
where ' ' 'h”" .‘R2 —— hG“: R; 5” ‘7 I)“: "h%// "—13%? * 22‘“, (8693)

._ -1 °° _. ,Rz‘ ' human»); h
. G12 — R 20:01, Dal-l)» —- T+ RAM. ,(8-59b) >

' ‘Let us first consider the term Gm. Writing Ag = ZAgn and To = 21",; "

(note that To here means the zero-order approximation of the function T and ‘VI:

not the harmonic of degree zero!), we have

‘ _. _3. 7 L:

Hence (8-593) becomes 7 ‘ _:;

h °° ' 3h °°- ‘ ' " '

h °° - h . Sh?" °° ‘= ... ’ _ _A .— .. i:
‘ R;(n—z—2)Agn ’3R g+2R2;(n 1m.

According to equations (2-216) and (2-1553) we have '

. 1 w ~ . gig I w ~ . t < :2:
— n+2)An=—~——.«a —- n~l)Tn:A,

so that ' " - ’ ' - r g."

‘ v 6A 3}: ’ ' ‘

G11 = 4; 35% - 2EAg. _ ; (8-60) ;

Since G; win he added to Ag, according to (8-52) and (8—58), the
(h/R) Ag, whichis at most of the order of 10‘3 Ag, may be safely neglected as

cOmpared to Ag, and there remains _

. _ _ 921g. ' . _ I :G11 ‘ h a]: (3
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Thus we see that the term G11 corresponds to the reduction of thefree-air grav—
ity anomaly from the ground to sea level, by the topographic elevation k.

g}; ' Neglecting again a relative error of Iz/Rwe have by (2-217) '

; R2‘ ‘ A - A _ .

011 a .412? // ifihézda, I . (8—61)

7' Before we consider G12 we note that the correction term {1, which represents
the effect of G1, may be split in the same way as 01. ‘1 ~ . V

f1 = {11 ’i‘ §12- ‘ _ r (8‘62)
j ‘Then . i

_i _ R aAg
: I 3‘11 —~ 41WGu S(1P)de - h 371— S(a,b) do‘. (8-63a)

The second component ' _ '

: . R ‘ t I V V‘

’ can be directly evaluated; Remember that the equivalent of Stokes’ formula

- ‘ R ' _ .' . -
~

in terms of spherical harmonics is

‘ R
n = ————-~—--A n. ‘

, r (n — Dy 3' .

Ifwe replace 5‘ by {12, Ag by Gm, and Agn by ——(n -'1)(h,u),,/R, in agreement with
(8-59b), then the conversion of (8-63b) to an expression in spherical harmonies
becomes

_ _ R 1 1
((12% "'m (‘1?)(71 "‘ = "'; (M4),"

The summation from n = 0 to 00 yields the simple formula ‘

h
{12 = 5—3- (8-64)

On inserting (8-53) with G é 7 this becomes

_ hAg 3/: '

I
512— 7 fig?)- 7 _ (865)

Since :12 is added to {0, we again introduce a relative error of the order of. only j
h/R if we neglect the second term on the right-hand side of this equation. Thus
we fihally obtain ' .

. Ag ,
{12. = —"-7" h. (8—65)

This term is as simple as (8-60’) and admits .of a corresponding geometrical

" . '- . 8-8.. Geometrical Interpretation 309 "

Thus we see that the term G11 correspoflds to the reduction of thefree-az‘r grav— {fl
ity anomaly from the ground to sea level, by the topographic elevation h.

J; ‘ Neglecting again a relative error of Iz/Rwe have by (2-217) ’

__ 8f ‘ Ag“. AgP - -
G11 112” // 13 630'. I ‘ (8—61)

I Before we consider G12 we note that the correction term {1, which represents
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interpretation. COnsider the vertical derivative of the height anomaly fit We findan: 1: 19.1.19: __1 -92" 1:91 ..

” 6h_8h<7)_78h 7261712,,“- 7( 6h+76hT)’ 7

according to equation (2-147c) this is equal to . _ I

6f 1 A '. . . m
Hence (8-65’) is equivalent to - .h

_. £5? 4{12 ~ ah h. ' (8-67)

Thus we see that the term £12 corresponds to the reduction of the height anomaly
from sea level to the ground, the sign of this reduction being opposite to that of
(8-60’). .

Using (8-633), and (8-67) we may write the solution (8—52) in the alternative
form . u

' _ _R_ f I _ {Ag 3“
§

... 4” J / (Ag ah h) some + M h. I (MB)

The geometrical interpretation of this equation is‘ evident from what has been
said: the free-air anomalies Ag at ground level are reduced to sea level to become

' ' Ag*'= Ag:— %h; ~ - {8-69)

then Stokes’ integral gives height anomalies at sea level, which are reduced
upward to ground level by addingthe term (8-67).

As a by-product we have obtained the important'result that a (8—53) can be
replaced by Ag without, introducing a relative error of an order greater than
h/R; this error has been neglected already in equation. (8-39). This is seen by
comparing (8-5921) with (8-61), and (8-64) with (8-65’). Thus equation (8-51)
for G1 may be essentially simplified to become

2 __ ‘ »

- J G; = it: / WAg dcr. ’ ‘ (8-70)

Equation (8-52), together with (8-70), and equationr(8-68), together with
(8-61) and (8-66), are two equally simple and practical formulas for the height
anomaly 3‘. They are both valid to a linear approximation, an approximation,
linear in the quantities (8-41). r

Hence We see why gravity anomalies Ag at ground level may be used in (8-61),
Whereas the equivalent expression (2—217) was originally derived for gravity
anomalies at sea level, which in the present case are given by (8-69). Since Ag*
and Ag differ only by terms of the order of h, the difference between using Ag
or Ag* in (8-61) is of the order of M, which is negligible in the linear approx-
imation. ‘ '

53M
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'_ Reduction to point'level. The elevation ha in (8-68) is taken above sea level.
(Fig. 8~5a). If we examine the arguments leading to this equation, we shall
find that the sea level is not distinguished from any other level. If we reckon

E; ‘the elevation above some other reference level, which has the elevation he

' ' , - , " (a) ' , _

h
E

f; sea level

(b)

, h-ho
P ' - I

H__ hE/h_____ reference/eve!
“W , ‘ "17? ‘5— w“

I

i

(c)

,
3M:

+__ P ___.._. m__£°flfli‘i’i_4__,

FiGuRE 8-5 ' '

Reduction (a) to sea level, (b) to an arbitrary level, and (c) to the level ofpoirzt P

, ; hp Vsealevel v

H__ hEk__ reference/eve!..
ho __‘__ ___

I ' T (c) '

,h—hP

'_____P poinHeVei 1'f“ +-T~+*4~—;

MM
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above sea level, we must replace h by h - ho (Fig. 8-51)). Thus (8-68) is equiv- .‘ .1;

alent to . '
f:

v _ .13. _ an ._ as" I?
r t ~ 4” ff [Ag 6h {/2 hogan d« + 673 (I: ~ ho). _

Hg:

in particular we may take as reference level the level of the point P itself,so that 3 . y

' ‘ ’10 = he ‘

P being the point at which the height anomaly g‘ is Computed. Ifthis choice ismade, the last term in the above expression will be zero, because outside theintegral always means hp, so that it ~ ho = hp ~ hp = 0. Thus we have i:
5 ‘ _ R _ aAg __

_ i g _ 4W ff [Ag gh— (h he] so) dc, I (8-71)

This forrhula is particularly simple; geometrically it means that the free-air'anomalies are reduced from the ground to the level of the computation point P 3(Fig. 8—50). The reference level is thus different for difi'erent computation points.
I , . , . .

,3

3-9. Deflectionspf the Vertical 7 “ .

In Sec. 2-22 we have found that the components of the deflection of the vertical a?"

at the geoid are given by r

; ‘ 5* aN_ laN,‘ '

l — *3“ * *E a“
5"” 7

lb ' 4

(8—72) i

, .., __§11’__-- '1 .1931
-

’7 “ ask " R cos qfi 6A ‘ . T

In the same way, the deflection components at the earth’s surface are expressed " ‘j
by '

‘ ‘_ 1 6f _ _ I _ 2 _
: v 5” “RISE, 7’— Rcoseak (8 73)

However, we must be careful in forming the partial derivatives of g”. In (8-73) V

the derivatives are takenalang the level surface W = WP containing the point P,
just as the derivatives in:{8-72) are taken along the geoid W = W0. On the other
hand, by solving Molodensky’s problem we obtain the height anomalies along-3
the physical surfacaof the earth S. " V

Let S be givenby’ an expression of the form -

i ' W = W,A); . 1

that is, the potential atthe physical surface of the earth isexpresseci as a function iv aof the geodetic coordinates :1) and)?» The height anomalies alOng S maybe
S53:symbolized by ' . t

3' = £195, A, W) = f[115: K, W013, Min’
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}‘{V:Difi'erentiat1ng this With respect to <25 along S yields, ‘ ' Q

eta x, We; m =/ [am A, Pro] - + zine, A, W) 6W, A), '

as - as mm. 6W aqs

gifficcording to well-known: rules of the calculus. We abbreviate this as , I

7‘ -_ ' I 34>)s _ 6¢ W= WP 6W 395
é>é-‘é?’fiSines ' -, t ' -

_‘ - dW = —gdlz,
is equivalent to . - '

(a) = (9:) +9591; ‘ '

' . «w s «94> mm, ah aqs . >

. . - <6¢>w=m “ (eras ah aqs " (8 74)

partial derivative fif/ah is given by (8-66); furthermore, we have _ , ‘

51, in the terminoiogy of Secs. 5~6 and 8-5, is the angle of inclination of a
giéfygnorth-south terrajinprofile with respect to the horizontal. Hence we find '

. a .

' as“ v - (13‘?) Ag
635: ‘V H » ‘_ ' z m .R '—" . i

(a¢)W=w,. ea 3 + 7 tan 31 ~ » -

recall that Elf/69$ along the levelsuri‘ace = WP is needed in (8:73),
that 6§/a¢ along Sis ‘obtained by differentiating (8-52) or a similar solution
f. Hence we get from (8-73): ' .

v N , ‘ 5 * (R ash 7 tan, 51’ v

r L = 59—5: —— Ag tan fi ‘ ‘
, -

17‘ , ' R cos ¢ 6k s ‘7‘ a?” ,

[32 correspondingly is the angle of inclination of an east-west profile.
we must differentiate (8-52). Since (8-52) is Stokes’ formula, applied

Ag + GI instead of Ag, the result is Vening Meinesz’ formulas (Sec. 2—22).
iiffRepiacihg Ag in equations (2-2109be Ag + G; gives the first term on the right-

sides of (8—75). We thus obtain ‘ . _

_ . , _ _ . .

,_ 1 {E 4. Ag
V n . COS a do." W i tan 519

* , 1 f . d5 ‘ A .

(8-76)

> V 1; 47m J/ (Agl— 6;) d!!! sm adar 1/ tan [32. .V .

are Molodensky’s formulas for the deflection of the vertical at the

WWW.thwF._._,.._~

.

- E;

.i,

‘ ;j‘

‘ é.

a 3';

' “‘2‘

é i,‘

35
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earth’s surface to a linear approximation. If we neglect the first-order terms—~the correction G1 and the inclinations [31 and ,82—~we are left with the originalVening Meinesz formulas (2-210’). ‘

An alternative formula. Numerical calculations (Molodenskii et 31., 1962a,p. 223) indicate that the two correction terms to Vening Meincsz’ formula,

_L COS 0‘ Ag {tan ,81'
‘ 47w ff G1 dip {sin a} dc; and ltan .32}, (8'77)

a” -

can each attain quite large values in- steep mountains, but that they tend to
cancel each other in equations (8-76). The reason for this becomes evident on
splitting G; according to formula (8-58) of the preceding section. Then the first
term in (8-77) for the component gbecomes

- 1 . dS , _ _1_ d_S 1 d8
mf/Glflcosozdc—47ml]Cfnd‘bcowdc+4W7/[G123KECOSQde

a - a I g-

._ __1_ fig. E'é‘ _ if}:
. ‘ 4m f < ah h) dab COS “ “7" R 64»

‘_ __1__ ” aAg dS ‘ 1 3mg)
. ._ 4W7jf<ah h)d¢COSada'-§—R7 6(1) 9 I

and finally, . . '

1 _ es 1 Mg )dS ~ »

G13?! COSozdo‘ -—- 41W (6h 12' d"! CIOSadc' ‘

- Ag h aAg‘
e ' -' —- t —~ ————-' 8-78 e, .;V;

Here we have used equations (8—63) and (865’); because the horizontalderiva-
tives of *y are so small, they have been neglected in these correction terms. >

As we did at the end, of the preceding section, we may refer the elevation 12
:13;

to the level of point P instead of to sea level by replacing h by}; —.— hp; Then the ,1;

last term of (848) becomes zero, because h denotes hp there and is replaced by
hp —-— hp = .0. We thus obtain ‘

1 as ' '. 'afi,‘/.[Glg¢:cosadU—- (

c
1 613g dS F Ag , ‘7;_.__ __. —— -—~ d —~ t n . 8-78 .V4mf/ ahlh hadipcose UT 7 a B; ,( )

0n adding the two terms (8-77); the first being expressed by (8-78’), we see that

~ - _ r A_g tan m}. r 5;

' ' 7 tan 32 ' r ' ' if

.—
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will cancel out, leaving ‘ s s

‘ i l 823g __ r_2’§ cos a} v 8.79“mi/797;“ 11?)de and d” ‘ ( 3

as the correction to Vening Meinesz’iorfiula. This correction will in general
be much smaller than either: of the terms (8-77), which explains their above-
mentioned tendency to cancel out. . V

Hence the generalized Vening Meinesz equations (8-76) become ,
_. r5 __ 1‘ y ‘__a_ag _V groom} _0

in} ~ [Ag 6h 02 hail 613% 15in (1 dm r
(8,8

This formula is as accurate as (8-76), but simpler. Its geometrical interpretation
is analogous to that of (8-71). The gravity anomalies Ag are reduced to the level
of point P, so that we obtain ‘

(Mg ‘* = —-= ~—.—.—- .1
. ‘ > Ag Ag ah hp).

Since these anomalies refer to a level surface, Vening Meinesz’ formula: can
now be applied directly and gives (8-80).- ' v ‘ _ , '

This shOws the relation, between-the equivalent formulas (8-76) and (8-80), _

and also indicates why (8-80) seems to be preferable in practice. In (8-76) the
two cancelling terms are computed in completely different ways, whereby addi-
tional errors may be introduced. In (8-80) they are omitted from the beginning.

Equation (8-80), supplemented by nonlinear terms, is also used by Arnold.
(1962a). ‘ - '

Relation with the geographical coordinates. The deflection components 5 and n
as given by the above expressions represent the deviation of the actual plumb
line from the normal plumb line at the ground point P. They are therefore
defined by k I

E 2 Q ;_ gs. ,
I n = (A —~ )6“) cos o. (8—81)

The symbois ¢I> and 'A represent the actual geographical coordinates of P; they
are thus astronomical coordinates referred to the ground. The symbols ¢>* and
)6" represent the normal geographical coordinates of P, defining the directionof the normal plumb iine at P; they are not identical with the geodetic coordi-nates of P, as and A, which are the normal geographical coerdinates of the footpoint Q0 of the straight perpendicular to the eliipsoid (Fig. 8-6).

The normal coordinates of P, (13* and N“, difler from the normal coordinatesof Q00, o’ and )x’, by the correction for the normal curvature of the plumbline; see Sec. 5-6. Formula (5-34) gives

d)": = ¢"+‘f* % sin 2:1),

A* = N. 'I.M
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normal ellipsoidal normal
plumb line

P
earlh'ssurface

. / ‘ para/(e! to
» /equator

.
//

7”?
. )0’ » ~

3° ' ~

/ q" 0" ellipsoid .

.w / :

neunz 8-6 ‘

Normal geographical latitude ¢* and geodetic latitude e. V V ' ' '

Because of the rotationai symmetfi' we have rigorously
‘ ' t - > x N = A, ‘ '

because Q0 and Q09 lie on the sameeflipsoidall meridian. Furthermore, even in
extreme eases the distance between Q9 and Q00 can never exceed a few centime-
ters. For this reason we meyvalso set ' ' . . ‘ r

without introducing a perceptible error. Hence we can identify gb’ and )x’ with
45 and )x, which are the geodetic Coordinates of P according to Helmert’s projec-
tion (Sec. 5-3). Therefore, we'may replace the above equations for e’“ and V by

=1: = a: H

' ' r N“ = A.

Ifwe introduce the deflection components accOIding toHel'mert’s projection;
defined as , >

‘ EHeimert = ‘i’ “7‘ ‘25, 3-83
‘ ' ‘ WHeimert = (A ")0 cos 4’9 , i ( )

we see that they are related to E and a7 by the equations H ’ I I

’ ‘ ' EHelmvez-tz‘v = YE +f* R Sin qu, . ' (8‘84)

7739mm =‘1}~ ‘ ' I I 7

Thus a; and Enema” difier by the'normal reduction for the Curvature of the plumb
line; V J -,, ' ‘ ‘ ,

' normal ellipsoidal normal
plumb [me

P I

' /
.

//
1 y"/
y” , ~

p
-P../ 0.. On ,I
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‘ I h .
~5¢normaY = f* R 5111 ‘

The deflection components 5539ng and megmert are,used in Vastrogeodetic compu-

tations; 5 and n are those‘obtained gravimetrieally from formulas (8-76) 0r

(8—80). : w » ' ' ' ' ' .

' These relations are quite ‘an‘a’logous to the corresponding equations(5-33)

for the conventional-method using the geoid. The corrections aqs and 5A for

the curvature of the plumb line are now replaced by their normal values (Sonormaf

and 5%,“,er= 0. This is comparable 'to'the replacement of the orthometric

height in the conventional theory by the normal height in the new theory. I.

8-10; Doiunward Continuation to Sea Level ‘ _

The basic integral equation (8-27) is extended over the physical? surface of the

earth. We may, However, interpret its solution as a free-air reductiOn to sea

level by means of the anomalous gradient aAg/ah,‘ as We have seen in Sec. 8-8.

This forms a link between the modern and the conventional point of View.
3 The interpretation Of Sec. 8-8 was limited to the linear approximation, terms

of second and higher degree in the quantities (8-41) having been neglected.

However,- we may also extend the principle of free-air reduction to sea level

to higher approximations; . , 1

Assume a fictitious field of gravity anomalies Ag* on the ellipsoid E (at sea

level), which generate on the earth’s surface S (at ground level) the measured

free-air anomalies Ag and the height anomalies f (Fig. 8-7). This is to be under-
stood in the sense that Ag and Ag* are related to each other by upward continua-

‘ tion according to Sec. 6-8. , _ ‘

An integral egruatz‘on; Aocordingto equation .(6-75)'We have» ' _

. _ #0 ~— t2) - fig: ‘ ' .

Ag v,—-—-—-47T ff D3 d0; _ V .

(8.85)

where ‘ ‘ - ~ ‘ t

R 1 .

- .Z=7 and T=R+hfn V .

In this equation the terms that depend on the flattening of the referenceellipsoid
are neglected (spherical approximation); R is a mean radius of the earth, and h

is the topographic heightw _ I . v

FIGURE 8-7

Free-air anomalies at ground level, Ag,
and at sea level, Ag“.

9

‘? *‘gmund S
E:h

1.....526 level E
Ag.

,_

' aw ‘ .
l i

hp? ‘ h
i . ‘Ag. IV
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. Given Ag* we may compute Ag from (8-85). But since Ag at ground level is
obtained by measurement, we shall obtain the fictitious anomalies Ag*‘ at sea
level by solving (8—85) for Ag*. In this sense, equation (8455) is a linear integral '

equation of the first kind for the function Ag*; see Sec. 8~4. It may again be f}

solved by an expansion in powers of the quantities (841), according to the
method of Sec. 8-7. The linearapproximation to the solution is then obviously ‘ 5

given by (869). . ~ «’

Another way of solving (8-85) is to use an iterative method. Let us transform '7‘;

(8-85) in the following way. The identity . - ’

' 12(1 ~ :2) dc: , “i
2 = _— _ - aIt I

41F D3 (886).";

may be'verified by a straightforward evaluation of the integral, taking the defi-
nition (6-44) ofD into account. Since outside the integral refers to the point P,
we may write (8-85) more precisely as -“ . " gnu—t2) {SEE " ',

. . V, Agp f 4’” , D3 dar. (8-85)

Next we multiply (8-86) by Ag}, which is a constant with respect to the integrar if

tion, and subtract the product from (8-85’). The result is ' 3

- fi_ m — z2) Ag* m Ag*‘ '

.. Ag!” Mg?” "» , "

The factor 12 of Ag?) may be set equal to unity Without appreciable loss of ac-
curacy. Thus we obtain, as an alternative expression for (8-85), the integral ‘ .

equation '

1
12(1 — :2) Ag* _ Ag*

.
Ag}? = Ag? "‘T “f—‘fi-ipdo’, ’7 L (8-87)

which lends itself to iterative solution by automatic computer. L ,

_ Asafirst approximation we set - r :- . I ‘ ' ' ‘

l ‘ v ,. ' r (1) ' _ f:

‘ Ag* = Ag, - i

then compute a second approximation by " ' - V

' ' . ’(1)- (1) . . ' i
l:

. <2) - t2(1 —— t2) Ag* ~ Ag* ’ l

s z __ W P
Agp Agp 47f ~—————-D3 do,

a third approximation by . . V i < '

‘ ' <2) (2) ~ I 'i(3) ‘t2lht2 " *_ =1: , .31;

and so forth. This process will usually converge well; V “

n

M!M
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’ In this way the “downwardcontinuation? of the gravity anomalies from
ground level (Ag) to sea level (Ag*) may be carried out. This iterative process
may also be performed as a plane approximation, using equation (6-76).

Physical interpretation; The sea—level anomalies Ag* thus obtained generate
on the physical surface of the earth a field of gravity anomalies Ag that is iden-
tical with the actual gravity anomalies on the earth’s surface as obtained from
observation. Therefore,- the gravityanomalies that they generate outside the
earth must also be identical with the actual gravity anomalies outside the earth,
according to an extension of Stokes’ uniqueness theorem for harmonic functions
(Sec. 1-7); remember that the function r Ag isharmonic according to Sec. 2-15.

It follows that the harmonic function ‘T that is produced by Ag* according
to Pizzetti’s generalization (2—161) of Stokes’ formula ‘ _

' T(r,a, r) = % ff Ag* S(r,1fi)d<r, - (8-88), .

is identical with the actual disturbing potential of the earth outside and on its
surface. ’ _ 1

Inside the earth, however, the harmonic function defined by (8-88) cannot
coincide with the actual disturbing potential, which is not harmonic. We say
that (8-88) inside the earth, but above the reference ellipsoid, defines the an-
alytical continuation, of the external potential. Hence Ag* corresponds to this
analytical continuation of the external field, and notto the actual internal field;
From this we see that Ag* and the mathematical model based on it have no
direct correspondence to physical reality. Nevertheless, a physical interpretation
is possible. Imagine that the masses outside the ellipsoid are shifted into its
interior in such a way that the potential on and outside the earth’s surface S
remains unchanged. The new disturbing potential is now harmonic outside
the ellipsoid;-since the exterior masses have been removed, and coincides with
the original potential on and outside S. It is therefore given by (8-88) everywhere
outside the ellipsoid.

. This interpretation furnishes a relation with the ideas of Sec. 8-2, because
this free-air reduction to sea level can indeed be considered a mass-transporting
gravity reduction. What characterizes our present reduction is the fact that this
mass-shift is not actually carried out, the anomalies Ag*i being obtained by

I solving the integral equation (8-85), which does not explicitly contain. the masses
outside the ellipsoid—en important distinction from the methods discussed‘in
Sec. 8-2. .

Applications. This method is very attractive theoretically and practically. It
combines the advantages of the modem and the conventional approaches, while
avoiding the drawbacks of both. In agreement with Molodensky’s ideas, the
method does not require-that the rock density be known, but avoids Moioden-
sky’s integral equations extended over the surface of the earth and replaces

‘W
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them by the very simple equation (8-85), which islextended over the reference
ellipsoid as approximated by a sphere or even by a plane. As in the conven~
tional method of using gravity reductions, the simple formulas referring to equi-
potential surfaces that were considered in Chapter 2, such as Stokes’ formula,
can now be applied rigorously, but unlike the conventional reductions the down-
ward continuation does not distort the external gravity field, which is of par!
ticular interest at present. . ‘

After reduction, or rather downward continuation, of Ag* to sea level by
solving (8—87) for Ag* we can compute the external gravity field, the spherical ‘

harmonics, etc., rigorously by means of the conventional formulas of Chapters 2
and 6, provided we use Ag* rather than Ag in these formulas. For instance,
the coefficients of- the spherical harmonicsoof the gravitational potential’rnay
be obtained by expanding the function Ag* according to equations (249519)
and (2-l96); see also See. 6-7.

If we wish to compute the height anomaly r at a point P at groundlevel we
must remember that P lies above the ellipsoid, so that the formulas for the
external gravity field are to be applied.'0n dividing (8-88) by y we obtain

3“ = 1% f] Ag* so, \1,) do, (8-89)

Where r = R + h, 12 being the topographic height of P. The function S(r, :11)

is expressed by (6-31) or (6—45). Similarly 5 and n, being deflections of the vertical
above sea level, must be computed by (6-49) and (6-39b). This gives

’ ' g t 850', J!) cos oz

. ‘ {vi ‘= 3}? [f A?" at Jism a} d“ t ‘
(8'90)

where 8S0; tin/as is expressed by (6-42) or (6-46b). The linear approximation
of (8-89) is evidently represented by (8-68). 1

This solution of Molodensky’s problem by downward continuation of Ag to
sea level is probably the most comprehensive and versatile method. The solution
is carried out in two steps: ‘ -

l. Downwardcontinuation of Ag from ground level to sea level, using (8-69).
' or an iterative solution of (8-87), which is meresaocurate. .

' 2.‘ Computation ofheight anomalies, deflections of the Chemical at ground
level, the external gravity field, etc.,'by means of the conventional spherical-
formulas. . 7 ‘- '

This indirect procedure, downWard centinuation to sea level and again upward
continuation to ground level or above, has the advantage that only the conven»
tional spherical formulas are needed; yet at the same time the irregularities of
the earth’s topography are fully taken into account. Step (I) need be performed
only once; the resulting anomalies Ag" may be stored and used for all further
computations. v r A jt
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This solution has been adx‘rocated by Bjerhammar (1964),.whoé‘ solved the
integral equation (8-85) in a different way. ‘

Validity of this method. So far we have assumed that the integral equation
(8-85) can actually be solved for Ag*. Obviously this is the case if,- and only. if,
it is possible to shift the masses outside the ellipsoid into its interior in such
a way that the potential outside the earth remains unchanged or,'inother words, ‘

if the analytical continuation of the disturbing potential T is a regular functiOn
everywhere between the earth’s surface and the ellipsoid. Thus the question
arises whether the external potential can be analytically continued down to
sea level. ‘ V I

Rigorously, the answer must be in the negative, in viewof the irregularities
of topography (Molodenskii et al;, 1962a, p. l20; Moritz, 1965, Sec. 6.4); This
fact is also related to the divergence at the‘earth’s surface of the spherical-
harmonic expansion for the external potential (See. 2-5).

However, the analytical.‘ continuation of the external potential down to sea

level is probably possible with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes.
Bjerha’mmar has pointed out that the assumption of a complete continuous
gravity coverage at every point of the earth’s surface, from which the above
negative answer follows, is unrealistic because we can measure gravity only'at
discrete points. If the purpose‘ofphysical geodesy is understood as the determina-

tion of a gravity field that is compatible with the given discrete observations,

then it is always possible to find a potential that can be analytically continued

down to the ellipsoid. '. ' I , '

'The practical applicability of downward continuation to sea level isalso
borne out by the fact that its linear approximatiOn may be obtained by a formal
transformation of (8-52), as discussed in Sec. 8-8, in a way which is not affected

by the difficulties of analytical continuation.

I 8-11. Gravity Reduction in the Modern Theory -

In Sec. 8-2 we have considered gravity_redueti0ns from the point of View of the
. determination ofthe geoid. It is quite remarkable that these reductions, such
I as the Bouguer or the isostatic reduction, can also be incorporatedinto the
_ new method of ‘ direct determination of the earth’s physical surface, although
5 with essentially changed meaning (Arnold, 1962b; Levallois, 1962; Moritz,
I 1965, Sec. 5.2; Pellinen, 1962);
5 Let the masses outside the geoid be removed or moved inside the geoid, as

5 described in Sec. 8-2, and consider the efiect of this procedure on quantities

referred to the ground. V

' We denote the changes'in"potential and in gravity by-fiW'and figythen the new

values at the ground will be ‘

I 6 ——
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The disturbing potential?" = W —— U becomes

-:rc = T - 5W. ' ~ ' r

The physical surface S as'such Wiii remain unchanged, but the telluroid 2 will
change, because its points Q are defined by UQ = WP, and the potential W
at any surface point P will be affected by the mass displacements according to
(8-91). The distance QQG between the original telluroid, 2 and the changed
teHuroid 2° (Fig. 8~8) is given by '4 ' .

5W .‘
QQ M 7 - _

according to Bruns’ theorem. This is identical with the variation of the height
anomaly 3", so that V

5W ‘

a a = y a :5 = 7- .
(8-92)

Normal gravity 7 on the telluroid 2 becomes on the changed teiluroid 2°: '

I c —- 9.3: m ‘ .1. 6—7 ..
r

77f7+ah5§~7+76h614€ (893)

so that the new gravity anomaly will be . ‘

c _ o _. ; _ _ _ 1?:
. Ag—g .vh—(g 5g) (7+76h5W)

' - , ' '. Ago =‘Ag _ 5g _ 1am ' (3-94)
7 p , 7 6h ' ' _

~ ' ' a ., P. *i ' .

/,-—¥'-\ '5' F: r earth's
‘ /- ‘

5% 5
surface/ . Q ‘ \\ Zcchcmged ‘/ I _ telluroid/ . ' Z telluroid/ ' ,/ I , ,

’ I i I I ' ‘ E eliipsoid

.

as:

FIGURE 8-8‘ r _ r _

The telluroz‘d before and afier gravity reduction, 2 and EC.
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The reduced gravity anomaly Agc consists of the free-air anomaly Ag and two
reductions: r ' ’

1.V the direct effect, —6g, of the shift of the outer masses on g; and
2. the “indirect efi‘ect,” . '

a y l 67 . ‘
V _ . i . ; 5,1,; 5W, » 77 ‘

of this shift on 7, because of the change of the telluroid to which 7 refers.

If the masses outside the geoid are completely removed; then Ag"a is a Bouguer
anomaly; 'if the outer masses areshifted vertically downward according to some
isostatic hypothesis, then Age is an isostatic anomaly, etc. In this way we may
get a “ground equivalent” for each conventional gravity reduction.
Now we may describe the determination of the height anomalies f in a way

that is similar to the corresponding procedtlre for the geoidal undulations N
of Sec. 8-2: . '

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

The masses outside the geoid are, by computation, removed entirely or
else moved inside the geoid; W and g change to 'W” and g0 according to
(8—91). v . ‘

The point at which normal gravity is computed ismoved from the ellipsoid
upward to the telluroid point Q.h - a

The indirect effect, the distance QQc = «Si, is cemputed by (8-92).
The point to which normal gravity refers is now moved from the point Q
of the tellu'roid E to the point Q9 of the changed telluroid 2”, according
to-(8-93). , '

The changed height anomalies §° are computed from the “reduced”,
gravity anomalies AgG (8-94) by any solution of Molodensky’s problem,
such as equation (8-50).
Finally, the original height anomalies 5“ are obtained by considering the
indirect effect according to ‘ V

' t 4 ' r ——- r + as“! (8-95)

The purpose of this somewhat complicated procedure is to make use of the
well-known advantages of- Bouguer and isostatic anomalies. The Bouguer
anomalies, and even more so the isostatic anomalies, are smoother and more
representative than the free—air anomalies and can therefore be interpolated
more easily and more accurately.
The isostatic gravity anomalies Ag6 in the new sense are thus quite analogous

to the conventional isostatic anomalies. (The same holds, of course, for any
other type of gravity reduction.) The difference is that now the iSostatic anom-
alies, etc., refer to the physical swface of the earth as well as the free-air anom-
alies. If the isostatic anomalies in this new sense are analytically continued from
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the earth’s surface down to the geoid, then the isostatic anomaliesin the con-

ventional sense are obtained. a r ’ ~' ' ' ‘

Hence the isostatic anomalies accordingto the conventional definition and those

according to the new definition are related through analytical continuation. This

fact leads to two conclusions. First, the difference between the isostatic anom-

alies according to these two definitions will be small, because the distance along

which this analytical continuation'is made is only the height above sea level

and because the isostatic reduction achieves a strong Smoothing of the anom—

alous gravity field. This difference is considerably smaller than the corresponding

difference between free-air anomalies at ground level "andat sea level (Groten,

1964). This fact clearly provides a computational advantage if isostatic anomalies

are .usedin a formula such as (8-87). ' . r '

Second, we obtain a relation between the conventional and the modern use.

of gravity reduction if the method of downward continuation, as discussed in

the. preceding section, is applied for obtaining the'height anomalies. As we

have just seen, the gravity anomalies Ag” at sea level,‘ obtained by downward

continuation of the isostatic ground-level anomalies Ag”, are identical with the

isostatic anomalies in the conventional sense. Hence we obtain on the one hand

the height anomalies by ., h -

f _' 4W7 h, dd + 7)groimd, 7

according to (8-89) and (8-92), and on the other hand the geoidal undulations by

R 5W
' I N 2 E70 f Ages: swag + (7)3“; (8-97)

according to (8—3). Since the height anomalies refer to the elevation h; the func-

tion S(R+ h, w) replaces in (8—96) the original function of Stokes SOP) a
S(R,'rb), which occurs in (8-97) because the geoidal undulation refers to .zero

elevation. N0rmal gravity at telluroid and ellipsoid are denoted by 'y and 70. '

Summarizing, we have the following steps: I y

l. Computation of thefree-air'anomaly at ground level, Ag, according to

(8-7); V ' ‘ '

2. Computation of theisOstatie anomaly at ground level, Agg. according
to (8-94)._ h i

3. Downwardcontinuation of Ag6 by an iterative solution of ,(8~87‘) Where
' Ag and Ag* are replaced by Ag6 and Agci‘. The resulting isostatic anomalies

at sea level, Ag“, may now he used forvtwo purposes: either for t V

4a. the determinationof ' the physical surface of the earth according to (8-96),
or for "

‘ 4b. the determination of the geoid accordingto (8-97). { ' i
ii
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An error in the assumed density of the masses below the earth’s Sui-face
affects the geoidal undulations as deiermined’ from (8-97) but does not influence
the height anomalies resulting fro'rn (8—96). This is clear because a'wrong guess
of the density means only that the masses above sea. level are not Completely
removed, which is no worse than-not removing them at all when using free-air
anomalies. . . . .

It is of historic interest to note that as} early as 1912 Hayford referred his
isostatic gravity anomalies to the earth’s surface by reducing 7 upward to ground
level instead of‘reducing g to sea level; of course he was not aware'of the the-
oretical refinements that go with this procedure. '

r

842- Determination of the Geoid from V

l. Groundr-level Anomalies " . '. ' ' ‘

We have seen that it ié possible to'determine the physical surface of the earth;
by means of the height anomalies '5, and the direction of the plumb line on it,
by means of the deflection components 5 and w), from free-air anomalies referred
to the ground. Ifwe plot the orthoihetric height H dewnward along the plumb
line, starting from the physical surface, then the locus of the points so obtained
will be the geoid' (Fig. 8-9). '2 ’ ‘ t ' r. ,

This geometrical idea may beformulated analytically in thefollowing Way.
Conventionally, the height}: abdve‘th‘e ellipsoid is given byl“ ‘ ' h-'=H+N;' .

1P

’ - ~
r//—-~ Q , 23mg;

/ . ~ \ telluroid/ - H
, -/ ' ‘ .1 j , r.“ ‘ . ‘/ . " '/ - _. H*

> geoid

” L 4—————.-—_-ellipsoid

,'. . . I ’ V . ‘ u .

FIGURE 8-9 ‘ ' V ' , V

The .geoz‘d lies at a depth H belqw the earth’s‘surfacen V.I
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according to the modern theory, by
h = H* + §.

From these two equations we get
a N =‘ §2+ 11* — H. . .A (8-98)

This means that the difference between the geoidal undulation N and the height

anomaly f is equal to the (Inference between the normal height H* and the

orthometric height H. Since g‘ is also the undulation of the quasigeoid, this

difference is also the distance betWeen geoid tand quasigeoid.

According to Sec. 4—6 the two heights are defined by

H = S, H* = 9:, ’ Ig 'Y t

where C'is the geopotential number, g is the mean gravity atong the plumb line

between geoid and ground, and a; is the mean normal gravity along the normal

plumb line between ellipsoid and telluroid. By eliminating C betWe'en these

two equations we readily find I

_ ' ~ H*—H#_—5—;—‘3H, , _(s-99)

which is also the distance between the geoid and the quasigeoid; hence

'. - -- N=§+g——;——?H. " (8-100)

The height anomaly: g" may be expressed, for instance, by Molodensky’s
formula (8-50). Then we obtain '

N i . .5. .
8:117 -

v N ~
47W ‘Ag SQ?) d0 + 47” 01 Sub) da + f H, (8 101)

where G1 is the term (8-70). Thus N is given by Stokes’ integral, applied i0
flee-air anomalies at ground level, and two smal‘x corrections, where

1. the term containing G1 represents the efi‘ect of topography; and
2. the term containing g -— '9 represents the distance between the geoid and

the quasigeoid. '

‘ Ifwe neglect these two corrections, then the geoidal undulations N are given
by Stokes” integral using free-air anomalies. This was first noted by Stokes in
1849. A new approach by Jefi'reys (l931) by means of Green’s identities started
the recent developments, which culminated iii-the work of Moiodensky and
others. The ideas of the present section are essentially those ofArnold (1962a),
althoughhis treatment is diflerent. His finalformulas are equivalent to the
expression of g‘ in terms of free-air gravity anomalies reduced to point level,
equation (8-71), but he also considers nonlinear terms.

T319 advantage of this method for the determinaticin ofN is that the density
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of themasses above sea level enters only indirectly, as an effect on the orthomet—
ric height H through the mean gravity g, which must be computedrby a Prey
reduction (Sec. 4-4). Hence, as far as errors in the density are concerned, the
geoidal undulation N as obtained by this method is as ’aecurate as the 'orthometé
ric height. . V

As a matter of fact, the gravity anomaly Ag in this method refers to ground
level; it is the difference betwéen gravity at ground and normal gravity at the
telluroid. Instead of using directly this free-air anomaly we may also use other
gravity anomalies—«for instance, the isostatic anomaly in the sense of Sec. 8—11.

EZ 8-13. Review - r _ v '

The newmethods described in this chapter are primarily-‘ intended for the deter-
: mination of the physical Surface of the earth, but theyare also well suited for

the determination of the geoid (Sec; 8—12). Their essential feature is'that the
gravity anomalies now refer to the ground, Whether we deal with free-air
anomalies or with isostatic, or other similarly , reduced, gravity anomalies
(Sec. 8-11). ' I ' ” ‘

The immediate result is the height anomaly {,xthe separation between the
geopotential and the correSponding spheropotential surface at ground IeVel.
By plotting the height anomalies above the ellipsoid we get‘the quasigeoid.

’ This geoid-like surface has no physical significance, but it furnishes a convenient
visualization of the height anomalies. By plotting the orthometric height from
the earth’s surface vertically downward, we obtain the geoid.

; It is instructive to cempare the geoid and the quasigeoid. The geoidal undula-
tion N and I; the undulation of the quasigeoid, are related by (8-100), or

N—§=g%’—7H=H*—H. (8—102)

The term gr -— '7 is approximately equal to the Bouguer anomaly; this may be
’, immediately seen by using (4-25) together with r '

- ; "1:31

.
Ki

‘1:

L;
.z.
.
P.-

tfi, ,'

The quantity 17 in the denominator may be replaced by a constant average value;
say 981 gals. Since the Bouguer anomaly is rather insensitive to local topographic
irregularities, the coefllcient is locally constant, so that there is approximately a

linear relation between f and the local irregularities of the height H. In other
words, the quasigeoid mirrors the topography (Fig. 8-10). .

To get a quantitative'estimate of the difference N —— 5“, We again use the
fact that H »

« ' g “ ’7 . Age 4 _7-" =m " 1° We
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earfh's
surface

I my”. ’ noun: 8-10 -

flung- The quasigeoid mirrors the topogr-Mgemd raphy. 3'}Meifipsoid ' 212'

whereAg}; is the Bouguer anomaly in gals, so that ’ ‘ ‘

(f — N)in meters é i—Age in gals‘flin km‘

Since rig; is usually negative on the continents, the differencesf —— N areusually f5;

positive there. In other Words, the height anomaly r is in general greater than 5:

the corresponding geoidal undulation N on land. On the oceans we of course i

have f = N. if Ag}; = ~100 mgals = —0.1 gal and H = 1 km, then - ’

‘ ~ g — N = 0.1 meter. ‘ v - _

Furthermore, the Bouguer' anomalyfdepends on the mean elevation of the

terrain, decreasing approximately by 0.l galperl km average elevation. As- '

sunning as a rough estimate, which may be verified 'by inspecting maps of

Bouguer anomalies, \ ' 51

‘ > A3]? in gals = “OrlHavin km: . i ‘

weobtain 1 _ In I» _ _ ‘ V,

‘ I 7—- N)in_met§rs é'd-OJHav-inkain km;’ i . ,,.

where’H is the height of the station and H?“ is an» average height of the area '7

considered. We see that the difference 5“ —- N increases faster than the elevation, __I‘

almost as the square of the elevation.
As a matter of fact, this formula is suitedonly to giving an idea of the order

of magnitude. As an extreme example, take Mt. Blane in the Alps, H =4807 I
meters. If the average elevation is taken as 3 km, the above formula gives ‘,
§‘—— N = 1.4 meters, whereas, more accurately, according to Arnold (1960,~

p. 66), r ’
r g - q? = --360 mgals, g‘ —— N = 1.8 meters. »

Since r -— N 'r-a H -— H*, the approximate formulas given above may also

be used to estimate the differences between the orthornetric height H and the ,

normal height H*. . = ,\_ . , . ' .

:. A theoretically important point is that the quasigeoid can be determined
' Without hypothetical assumptions concerning the density, but not so, the geoid. E .

The avoidance of such assumptions has been the guiding idea ofMolodensky’s. .

research. However, orthometric heights arebut little affectedby errors in density.

The error in H due to the imperfect knowledge of the density hardly ever ’ex-
ceeds 1—2 decimeters even in extreme casesl(See.-‘4-4). It is presumably smaller

than the inaccuracy or“ the corresponding § even with very good gravity cover- '
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a):

age, because of inevitable errors of interpolation, etc. If, therefore, the method
of Sec. 8-12 is used, the geoid can be determined with practically the same ac-
curacy as the Cpiasigeoid.1 Thus we may well retain the geoid with its physical
significance'and its other advantages. ' v

How much do Molodensky’s formulas differ from the corresponding-equa-
tions of Stokes and Vening Meinesz? The deviation of 5“ from the result of the
original Stokes formula is given by the equivalent expressions

' §1= GlSGma'a or {1 a ~%/f%(h+ hP)S(¢)d6,v

according to equations (8-50) and (8-71). This correction is even considerably
smaller than the difference r —- N. For Mt. Blane, Arnold (1960, p. 57) found
Q to be only ~—O.2 meter, as compared to g‘ ‘— N =-— 1.8 meters.
The deflection of the vertical is relatively more affected by the Molodensky

correction than is the height anomaly. In extreme cases this correction may
attain values of a few seconds, as test computations by Arnold (1960) and

studies of models by.Moiodensky (Molodenskii et al., 1962a, pp. 217—225)

indicate. This is considerable, since \1’’ in the deflection corresponds to 30 meters

in position. ‘

We may summarize the result of applying. Stokes” and Vening Meinesz’
formulas to free~air anomalies directly,without any corrections. Stokes’ formula

yields height anomalies; with high accuracy; for many practical purposes we
may, in addition, identify these height anomalies with the corresponding geoidal

undulations N. Vening Meinesz’ formula gives deflections of the vertical at

ground level that are relatively less accurate, but often acceptable. '

An advantage of themodern theory is its direct relation to the external gravity
field of the earth, which is particularly important nowadays for the computation

of the effect of gravitational disturbances on space trajectories and satellite

orbits. It is immediately clear that ground-level quantities, such as free-air

gravity anomalies, are better" suited for this purpose than the correSponding

quantities referred to the geoid, which is separated from the external field by

the outer masses. For the computation of the external field and of spherical

harmonics the method described in Sec. 8-10 is particularly appropriate; see

also Sec. 6-7. - _

Practically it is usuallyadequate to consider the linear approximation only
by Using (8-69). In many cases it is even possible to neglect the correction

~(aAg/ah)h, identifying the sea-level free-air anomalies Ag* with the corre-

sponding ground-level‘anomalies Ag. In agreement with See. 3-7, these free-air

anomalies Ag* & Ag may also be considered approximations to condensation

anomalies in the sense of Helmert. This approximation is particularly sufiicient

for the external gravity field, spherical harmonics, and geoidal undulations or

\

1 Theoretically it is even poséibie to eliminate completely the errors arising from the'use

of the geoid (Moritz, 1962, 1964). , . ‘ ‘'
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height anomalies. For deflections of the vertical it is often necessary to use a

more careful approach, such as the consideration of the indirect efiect with

mass-transporting gravity reductions (Sec. 8-2) or themodern methods of Sec.

8-9. 7 . -

r r In high and steepmountains the approach ofMolodensky and others through

free-air anomalies meets with practical difiieulties, such as unreliability of inter—

polation, large corrections, and other computational problems. To avoid this,

even the “orthodox” Russians use a kind of Bouguer- reduction in the sense of

Sec. 8-11 and suggest a smoothing of the physical surface somewhat similar to

do Graafi‘«Hunter’s (1958) model earth (Pellinen, 1962); Arnold (1962b) advo-

cates the isostatic reduction. Thus the clash between “conventional” and

“modern” ideas gives way to an important reconciliation.

For further study the reader is referred to the textbooks by.Molodenskii et al.

(1962a) and Magnitzki et al. (1964). ' ~ \
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Celestial Methods

9-«1. Introduction. Observational Methods}

The subject of this chapter is the use of observatibns of themotion of the moon
and of artificial satellites, and also of the precession of the earth’s axis, for deter-
mining features of the gravity field and figure of the earth. Only the barest
essentials can be presented within‘the scope of a chapter. The reader will find
more information in special textbooks such as Berroth and Hofmann (1960) and
Mueller (1964), in review articles such as Kaula (1962) and Cook (1963), and in
the published proceedings of the two international symposia onrthe use of
artificial satellites for geodesy (Veis, .1963, 1966). These publications also give
extensive reference to earlier papers. -

The observational methods are intended to determine the spatial direction and
the distance to the satellite. Directions may be measured visually by means of
theodolites, photographically by photographing the satellite against the back-
ground of stars, or by means of radio waves transmitted from the satellite, using
the principle of interference. Photography can achieve an accuracy of about one
second of arc, whereas the accuracy of the other methods is less by at least one
order of magnitude. The principle of the photographic method'is this. Onthe
photographic plate the image of the satellite is surrounded by images of stars.
The directions. to the surrounding stars are defined by their right ascensions and
declinations (see Sec. 9-8), which are known from spherical astronomy. By
interpolation we find the right ascension of the direction to the artificial satellite,
or to the center of the moon. A modification is the method of occulation: at
the moment at which a point on the moon’s limb covers a star, the direction to
this point is equal to the known direction to the star.

Distances are measured by radar or by means of modulated light (“optical

M,in;
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radar”). The time rate of change of the distance is found by observing the
Doppler eifectwith radio waves transmitted from an artificial satellite.
Radio methods (interferometer, radar, doppier) are very convenient for track

ing artificial satellites, since they are independent of weather and time of day,
on which the photographic methods strongly depend. Radar and doppler are
capable of geodetic accuracy, Whereas precise determinationof directions re-
quires photographic techniques. ~ . ,

The precession 'of'the earth’s axis is determined by the ciassical methods of
spherical astronomy, by observing the change of right ascension and declination
of the stars with time. '

9_2
Determination of the Size of the

' Earth from Observations of the Moon

Although the geodetic application of the artificial satellites is more important,
we shall start with the use of our natural satellite, the moon. The reasons are
partly historical (much interesting efi'ort was spent on this problem long before
the artificial satellites were launched) and partly didactic. Since the moon is
very far away from the earth, the effect of the irregularities of the earth, apart
from the flattening, can be neglected. Therefore, because of their simplicity;
the methods using the moon proyide an‘excellent introduction to the more
complex techniques using artificial satellites. ~

Geometric use of the.moon. Figure 9-1 shows the principle. Theastronomical
determination of the position of the moon with respect to the stars at two con-

secutive times t; and 22 furnishes two spatial directions PM1 and PM2. Since the

orbit of the moon is very accurately known as a function of time having been

tabulated in Lunar Ephemerides, we know the positions M1 and 4M2. Then the

spatial position of P is found by a resection from M1 and M2. One may use

either photography of the moon against the background of stars (method of

W. Markowitz) or oceultation of stars by the moon (method of J. A. O’Keefe).
Difficulties arisefrom the finite sizeand slightly irregular shape of the moon.

FIGURE 9—1

Determination ofa terrestrial point P by resec-

tion from two positions of the‘moon, M1 and

M2. _

. M
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M2

FlGUfiE 9-2

Determination of the scaie of the earth-
maon system. I - "

v Geometric determination of the equatorial radius. Themoon’s orbit is known
with extreme precision, but its scale isless well determined. The radius of the
moon’s orbit (which may be considered circular in this context) is not too accu-
rately known either in relation to the size of the earth or in metrical units. The
problem is thus first to establish the relation between the radius a c of themoon’s
orbit and the earth’s equatorial radius a. By measuring one distance we shall
then know both a and a@. t '

,. Let us for the moment considerthe earth as an exact ellipsoid of revolution
Ofknown flatteningf. According to Fig. 9-2, the relation between a and acmay
be established either by intersecting an ellipsoidal point? of known latitude
and longitude from two spatial positions M1 and M2 of the moon, or by inter-
secting one position Ml of the moon from two ellipsoidal points P1 and P2 whose
latitude and longitude are known. Both methods were appliedgthe first by
J. A. O’Keefearound 1952, and the second by A. C; D.Crommelin around 1910.
So far no distance measurement has been considered. Figure 9-2 is therefore

determined only apart from the scale. What is known is the ratio mag. This
ratio may be interpreted geometrically by the angle 7r, the equatorial horizontal
parallax. From Fig. 9-2 we read ' - .‘

. 7 a ' sin 7r = fi- (9-1)
a (c .

In order to find both a and ac, it is sufficient to determine the scale of the
figure by measuring one'distancewfor instance, the arc -s = Png. or the straight
distance S 2 PM;.- The terrestrialvdistanee s may be obtained'by triangulation,
etc; S has been measured recently by B. S. Yaplee, using radar.. ‘ ‘

‘ This is the principle of the method. It is easy to generalize it to the actual
case in which the earth is not an exact ellipsoid. This is done by applying smail
corrections. The geodetic coordinates gs, A, with respect to a certain reference
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ellipsoid, of a point P on the earth’s surface are related to its astronomical
coordinates «P, A by (5-17): ‘

q; = q) _‘ £5 '

‘ A = A — 77 sec 95. -

By plotting the height above the ellipsoid, . »

. h = H + N,
downward along the ellipsoidal normal, starting from P,we get a point P0 that
really lies on the ellipsoid and Whose ellipsoidal latitude <15 and longitude )\ are.
known (Fig. 9-3). Thus we have reduced our actual problem tothe above
simplified one. ‘

_ Dynamic determination ofmassana’ equatorial radius. The’basic relation is
Kepler’s third law for planetary motion, applied to the moon:

“ ' 12% = MM+ Me), (9-2)
where n is the mean angular. velocity of the moon’s revolution, k is the gravita-
tional constant, and M and M(g are the masses'of earth and moon. Introdueing
by ' ,

I n = £75, ‘

' P
the period P of the moon’s revolution (the time it takes to complete one revo~
lution around the earth), we obtain the more familiar form

t
P2 i __ 4723‘ ,

' 1 at; " k(M+Mc)’ ' ‘ ~

(9'2)
relating the Square of the period and the cube of the semimajor axis of the orbit.
Introducing the ratio _ ‘ '

M ' 'II = "Mg 1(9'3)
which is about 5%, wemay write (9-2) as I V.

i . kM — J:— 3 ‘ 9 4
. t

N. i + ,u ac' . . ' J ( ' )

\

FEGURE 9-3
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\

By meaSuring radar distances to the moon, and by means ofan approximate
value for a, we may compute the orbital radius am. Thenwe obtain kM by the,
above equation. ' ‘

We can also express kMV in terms of equatorial gravity ml by using (2-111),
which may be written ‘ ; "

; W = we —f+ am --->. (9-5)

Here we have introduced b = a(l —f) and neglected terms of the second and
higher order. I

The basic relations (9—1), (9-4), and (9-5) may be combined and applied in
various ways. Solving (9-5) for a we obtain ‘

kill
a = wigs + au- ---). (9-6)

This formnla gives the'equatorial radius in terms of ' the celestially obtained
constant kM and of equatorial gravity. Thus a is obtained without terrestrial
distance measurements. '

By expressingas in terms of a and 7r by (9-1) wemay write (9-4) as v

we a 3 v .'kM“ ;;
Equating the right~hand sides of this equation and of (9-5) and Solving for a
we find « ~

a—Lt‘fsina 1_ +3 ‘97
> n2 “Hi/9K f - 5m ' ( - )

This formula gives a in termsof the parallax «and of equatorial gravity. Here
distance measurement does not enter at all, not even implicitly as in the appli—;
cation of (9-6), where the celestial determination of M4 by means of (9—4)
involves measurements of extraterrestrial distances. "

It is also possible to solve (9-7)'for sin 7r with the result

' . 3/ 74%: .

I stn1r= m(l+%f—%m‘u), H

expressing the angle 7r in terms of a} and 'ya. When calCulated in this way, 71' is
calleddynamic parallax. ‘ V

- We thus have a connection‘between the parallax 7r, the equatorial radius a,
and equatorial gravity “Ya, Which must be takeninto account ifwe wish to obtain
a consistent system of geodetic and. astronomicalzcc'mstants. A study by Fischer
(1962) shows that there are discrepancies/in this respect. This is to be expected
invicw of the scarcity of our observational data. _

V 9-3.. DynamicEfiects of the Earth’s Flattening

If the earth were a homogeneous sphere, then the orbit of a sateflite such as the
moon would bean exact Kepierian ellipse. The obiateneésv waffle earth, however,

SI...
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gives rise to a slow variation ofthe orbitalplane With time, which is accompanied
by a corresponding variation of the direction of the earth’s axis in space, the
precetvsz‘on. Both effectswill now be derived jointly.
‘ Figure 9-4 shovvs the intersection of the equatorial plane and the orbital plane
with, a unit lsphere centered at the earth’s center ofmass. The vectorL of angular
momentum of. the earth’s rotation coincides with the earth’s axis of rotation
(to within 0.3”), thus being normal to the equatorial plane. Its magnitude is

L = Cw,

where C is the moment-of inertia of the earth about its axis‘of rotation, and w-
is its angular velocity. The vector LC of angular momentum of the moon’s
revolution in its orbit is normal to the orbital plane. Its magnitude is

Lg: ,= Mcaiéc'n, ‘

becauseMattic is the moment rof inertia of themoon’s orbital motion, and n is
the mean angular‘velocity of this motion. The small ellipticity of the moon’s
orbit is again neglected. "
Because of the oblateness of the earth there are forces that tend to make the

orbital and the equatorial pianes coincide. It is a well-known peculiarity of
rotational motion that the rotating systems cannot follow this tendency,- so that
the effect is quite different. For reasons of symmetry, the average resultant of
these forces lies in the plane defined by the vectors L and LC. The moment N
of the resulting force is therefore normal to this plane. Itsmagnitude is given by

N =_ 3%3 (C —- A) sin 2' cos 2', (9-9)

rlqum-z 9-4

Variation 0fthe earth’saxis
and the orbit because ofthé
oblateness aft/1e earth.

dL 1. V ‘

d ' -

‘ ,~ 5 ‘ moon

‘ earth ,
/ 0(v:v

. //.’ /
F --\ .Q I \
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equator
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where Z is the mean equatorial moment of inertia, defined by (2-199), and i isthe inclination of the orbit (see Fig. 9-4). The derivation of this formula may befeund in (Thomson, 1961, pp. 94~97).1 .

According to: a well-known law ofmechanics, the moment N is the derivativeof the angular momentum L with respect to time, . ,

4L .

N — :17-
Hence we have

' ' dL : N tit.
The vector dL, being parallel to N, is normal to the vector L, and we read fromFig. 9-4

dL =2 L de. V

Comparing the last two equatiOns we find - a

_ d6 __ N_ I

- E ——
Ev - (9-10)

Rotating the earth’s axis by de is equivalent to tilting the equatorial plane by
the same angle. This gives rise to a precession of the node K along the orbit by
the amount (see Fig. 9—4)

' ‘ as! = 33-.-
smz .

Hence we get, using (9-10),
» N‘I’ —-— m5 p '

where the dot is the usual symbol for the temporal'derivative, \l/ = dW/dt. This
formula gives the precession of the earth’s axis, measured along the moon’s
orbit.
It follows by analogy that a corresponding formula holds for the regression

of the orbitalplane, as expressed by the temporal variation of the angle 52. = FK
measured from a fixed point F on the equator. Replacing Lrby Lg; in (94121}
we thus obtain _ ' ' ' ,

N .

_

~52 —my ‘ ~ I ‘ (9-llb)
the minus sign indicating thenretrogressive motion of the wide K.
Inserting the above expressions for L, Lc, and N into (9-1121, 1)) and taking

(9-4) into account we find ' -_

‘. * £1: y, C — Z . _ I

. ' l’“2«:1+u G. 6931’ ' (912a)

. 3n 1 a'2C——Z ‘. '
/

~32 -- E—m W COS l.

1 The relevant formula there is (4.18—7); sincewe areconcemed with the averagemoment N,
we have replaced" sin2 45 by its average value 1/2. . V ‘
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Although the original expressions(9-lla)- and (9-1 lb) are closely similar, the
effect of the earth’s oblateness as expressed by the inequality of the moments of
inertia C and A is quite difi'erent on if and ('2. The precession of the earth’saxis,
‘11, is proportional to the ratio . C 2 -

V H —— 7—: (9-13)

which is called mechanical cilipticity. The regression of the orbital plane, 4-52,
is proportional to the quantity ‘ C 2 , .

> V J2 =W3
Which is nothing but the well-known spherical-harmonic coefficient (2-l98). l

The development'gf the external gravitational potential in spherical harmonics
does not explicitly depend on the internal structure of the earth, since many
different configurations of mass may give rise to the same external potential
(Sec. 1-7) The mechanicalellipticity H, however, depends eSSentially on the
distribution of mass inside the earth. Hence it is evident that the geometric
flattening f of the mean earth ellipsoid is directly related to the coefiicient' J2
(see Sec. 2-21), whereas the connection betweenf and H is more complicated
and indirect, involving the mass distribution.
Because of these relations it is possible to determinef from both J2 and H,

but the determination from J2 is more direct and therefore preferable. Unfortu-
nately the accuracy of J2 as obtained from the regression of the moon’s node is
rather poor (see also See. 9-6). A precise determination of J2 was possible only A

through the use of artificial satellites. The reason is seen on inSpecting equation
(9-12b). The regression of the orbital plane, —9, contains the factor (a/a (a2.
It is therefore largest for close artificial satellites, where

.9. =2- 1 .

61¢ ' . _

(ac being here the radius of the satellite’s orbit), and very small for the moon,
Where ‘ ' f

a A; 1.
3E — 6-0 ‘

Matters are just the opposite with the precession, equation (942a). It is
evident that the motion‘of an artificial satellite cannot noticeably affect the
direction of the earth’s axis. This is expressed in equation (9-12a) by thefact
that the ratio ,u, the mass of the satellite to the mass of the earth, is negligibly
small. For the moon, however, this mass ratio is appreciable, u 5 gig. The pre-
cessional effect of the moon is combined with the effect of the sun, which also
depends on H through a formula analogous to (9-1221). The influence of the
sun is about half of that'ot‘ the moon. This “luni-solar precession,” and hence
H, are known very accurately. The determination offfrom Hwill be the subjectof the next section.
In equations (9—1221, b) only the mutual influence of earth and moon was
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taken into account. This is a rather unreaiistic simplification; because the
sun, whose dominant attraction affects the moon’s orbit even more than the
earth’s oblateness, was left out of conéideration. The interactions between earth,
sun, and moon make an accurate analysis exceedingly difficult, but our simplified
approach illustrates the principies to a sufiicient extent!

9.4 Determination of the Flattening from' Precessiun. Hydrostatic Equilibrium

We have seen in the preceding section that observing the rate of precession of
the earth’s axis yields the mechanical elliptieity _ .

, _ C — A
H5 C

The geometrical flatteningf of themean earth ellipsoid can be determined from
H as well as from 12. There is, however, an essential difierence. The determina:
tion off from J2 is- straightforward, ‘and'no assumptions about the earth’s
internal structure are needed; see Seal-21. Ifwe Wish to determinef from H,
however, We must assume that the earth is approximately in hydrostaticor
fluid equilibrium, which is only superficially disturbed by the solid crust.
The theory of spheroidal figures offluid equilibrium is governed by the famous

dgfi’erential equation of Clairauz, published in 1743:
d2 2 2 d r 2 °* 6 ‘#+_T_P’_g{+ 7L_;§ f=o_ ’ (9-15)

‘ ‘ 4 I 1; pr2 dr A pr2 dr I

This second-order linear differential equation connects the flattening f of any
level surface of the earth with its mean radius r and with the density ,0.
The solution of Clairaut’s equation yields a relation between J2 and H: .

, __ 2 , 2 [5m .

.12 —~ 3- <1 — g V—Z—f —V l>H, (9-16)

wherem is defined by equation (2-100). Equation (2—1 l8) becomes, on neglecting
second-order terms, i 7 - ‘

J2 = ~§-(f- em). ' - 1 (9-17)
By equating the right-hand sides of these two equations we obtain

7 ' ' f~H = —-——-—-——-————: 9~l8
__ _ r Iii—fro ‘ ( >

_ - . s V 2f n > a

or in a slightly more practical iorm, , ' ,

1 — 33- ’5—"3 - 1 i '

1_,=1_.._____.5V2f' .- (9-l8’)
. H f 1 _ is}

. ' ' . 2f . - ‘

2*
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Since H and m are given, we must solve (9418) or' (9-18’) forf The simplest
way is to compute by (9-18’) the values of I/H corresponding to a set of assumed
values off, and to interpolateffor the given value of 1/11.

- ’y Derivations of (9—15) and (9-16) may be found in Jefireys (1962, See. 4.03).-

Discussion and numerical results. Equation (9—16) does not explicitly contain
the density p inside the earth; it connects surface quantities only. Like (9-17) it
is valid to a first approximation: terms of the second degree and higher infare
neglected. In the higher approximations of (9-16) wemust consider zonal har-
monics of higher degrees and their squares and cross-products; furthermore,
the density distribution entersmore directly; seeWavre (1932) or Kopal (1960).
Thus for computing from H we need. only presuppose the earth to be in

approximate hydrostatic equilibrium; the result is almost independent of what
density distribution we assume inside the earth. This is-what makes the geodetic
application of the theory of equilibrium figures~ possible, since we do not know
the internal densities very, reliably. . ,

In 1948 E. C. Bullard made a careful determination of the flattening by this
method. His starting value Was - . -

. ,I 1

.fi = 305.59. 7

Using the best density distribution known at this date and taking second-order
corrections into account he found '

v 31;: 297.34. . I ‘ (9-19)

Observations of artificial satellites, however, have shown quite conclusively
that f—1 lies between 298.2 and 298.3. This result is derived from determinationsof J2 by orbital analysis (Sec. 9-6) and is independent of any assumption abouthydrostatic equilibrium. - ‘
The question whether discrepancies between hydrostatically determined values Ioffand those obtained by other methods point to a significant deviation of the 'earth’s interior from hydrostatic equilibrium is an old one.1 Recently the dis-cussion of'this point was renewed because at present the accuracies of the pre-cessional determinationof 1H and the satellite determination of 12 are equallyhigh, so that an agreement ofjL1 as obtained from H and J2 to about 0.1 couldbe expected (Ledersteger, 1966).

¢ 59-5. «Orbits of.Artificial Satellites ‘
In Sec. 9-3 we have analyzed the efi'ect of the earth’s flattening on a satellitesuch as themoon. Wc have found that it produces a slow rotation of the orbital

1As early as about 1885 Poincaré recognized that the results of precession under theassumption of hydrostatic equilibrium were incompatible with the value f 7—— 1/293; whichwas current at that time.,
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plane around the earth’s axis, the inclination remaining eonstant on the average.

'The earth’s flattening caUSes the largest but not the only deviaticm of the
gravitational field of the earth from that of a homogeneous sphere. Generally

the gravitational potential can be expanded into a, series of spherical harmonies

according to See. 2-5, equation (2-39): . '

kM °° - a n ,
V _ 7-{1— (9 Jun (cos a)

4— Z Z (61)" (Jam cosma —§— Km$anan (cos 9)} (9-20)
nz2 m==1 7' . .

Here the terms containing .1” are the zonal harmonics, and those containing-L,”
and Km the tesseral harmonics.
Since themoon is far away, the only term of appreciable influence is J2, which

represents the flattening. Artificial satellites are much closer to the earth, a

typical height above ground of a geodetically used satellite being 1000 km.
Hence they are also influenced by harmonics other than J2 and can therefore be
used to determine harmonics of low degree. For this purpose we must study

the eifect of gravitational disturbances on the orbits of close satellites.
Before we can do this we must briefly review the theory of an undisturbed

orbit. By this wemean that the gravitational potential has the form

. V' = W; 'r
all J’s and K’s being zero. This represents the gravitational field of a point mass

ora homogeneous sphere. Then themotion of a satellite is described by Kepler’s
three laws for planetary motion.1 ’ ‘

According to Kepler’sfirst law, the orbit is an ellipse or which the center of
the earth occupies one focus. The position of the orbit in space is defined by the
six orbital elements:- ’ v

. a semirnajor axis, I

e eccentricity,
z‘ _ inclination,

. 52 - right ascension of the node,
I ‘ ' no argument of perigee, ' .

p . T time of perigee passage. .

If a and b are the semiaxes of the orbital ellipse (not to be confused with those
of the terrestrial ellipsoid), then the eccentricity is defined by

e 3"—HT“ ‘
(9-21)

Figure 9-5 shows the projecticn of the orbit onto a geocentric unitsphere. The
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FIGURE 9~5

The satellite orbit as pre-
jewed Ohio a unit sphere.
P = perigee, A = apogee,
K = ascending node, K’ =
descending node, S =‘z‘n-
stantaneous position ofsath
ellz'te. v

line ofnodes is the intersection of the orbitalplane with the plane of the equator;
it Connects the ascending and the descending node. The right ascension of the
node, 52, is the angle between the line of nodes and the direction to the vernal
equinox T} Themajor axis of the orbit intersects the orbital ellipse at the perigee,
the position where the satellite is closest to the earth, and at the apogee, where
the satellite is farthest away. The angle a: between the nodes and the major axis
is the argument of perigee. , r

The angular distance of the satellite S from perigee is called true anomaly-and
denoted by a; it is a function of time. The equation of the orbital ellipsemay be
written 7 . l

r = «MAL—fl ' . (9-22)
1 + e cos 2)

where r is the distance of the satellite from-the earth’s center ofmass and
2 ’ .

. p =
1% = mil -— 82) (9-23)

is the length of the radius vector r for v = 90°. The radius vector r and the true
anomaly 9 form a pair of polar coordinates, and-(9-22) is the well—known polar
equation of an ellipse. See Fig. 9—6 for an illustration of these quantities.
According to Keplgr’s second law, the area of the ellipticalsector swept by

the radius vector r between any two positions of the satellite is proportional to,

\1 The symbols; is aiso called longitude of the node, but in conformity with astronomicaltermineiogy it is the right ascension of the (ascending) node. For the definition of the vernalequinox and 01' right ascension see Secs. 9-7 and 9-8. V
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A FIGURE 9-6 .

The orbital ellipse. P = perigee,
A = apogee, F = earth’scenterof
mass, S = instantaneous position
ofsatellite. V V

the time it takes the satellite to pass from one fi‘esfition to the other. In other
words, the time rate of change of the area swept by the radius vector is constant.
Since the element of area of'a sector in polar coordinates rand v is er? dv, this
law may be formulated mathematically as ‘

r2g = x/kMa(1"'->»e2), » (9-24)

where‘theconstant has already been given its proper value. , ‘_ .

Kepler‘s third law has been'anticipated by (9-2). Since the mass of the satellite
is negligibly small, wernow have ‘ a v " , V , , a . _. '

' nzas = kM, ~ ' . ' 11(9425)

where 7 I ‘ l I ’ V I .'. h -

P ‘ - i _ v

is the “mean motion” (mean angnlar velocity) of the Satellite, 1? being its period.
So far we have assumed that all J”, Jnm, and Km, in (9-20) are zero. Because

of the irregularities of the earth’s gravitational field this is not true, even though
these coefficients are small. Therefore,the satellite is subject to small disturbing
forces.Wemayrstill consider the satellite orbit as an ellipse, but then the param-
eters of this ellipse, the orbitalaelements; will no longer be constant'b‘ut will
change slowly. At each instant this so-called osculating ellipse will be slightly
different. It is defined as follows. Imagine that at the instant under consideration
all disturbing forces suddenly vanish. Then the satellite will continue its.motion
along an exact ellipse; this is the osculating ellipse. .

Ifwe resolve the total disturbing force into rectangular components 5', T, and
W——S being directed along the radius vector, W-being normal to the orbital
plane, and T being normal to S and W1~then the time rate of change of the
orbital parameters can be expressed in terms of these components: I

1 This‘notation foilows astronomical usage; there is ‘no relation to the geodetic use Of T
and Wfor potentials. ' ~ . ‘ ‘ _. , V

M"
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As usual, d denotes da/dt, etc. The derivatién of these equations may be foundin any textbeok on celestial mechanicsmfor instance, Brouwer and Gamma(1961, p. 301) or Plummer {1918, p. 151). >

9—6. Determination of Zonal Harmonics ' V

The effect of the zonal harmonics ousatellite orbits is much greater than thatof the tesseral harmonics. Only zonal harmonics (J2, J3, J4, . . .)will give observa-ble variations of the orbital eEements themselves. The tesseral harmonics causeoscillatory disturbances that rapidly change their Sign, Whereas the efi‘ect of thezonal harmonics is cumulative. For this reason we shall consider first the efiectof zonal harmonics, that is, the effect of thoseindependent of longitude >\.Hence we set ’

- . M!
where the perturbing potential v

_ °° ac n+1
R = ~56—”; (7) VJnPn(cos a) (9-28)

is a function of r and 8 oniyfi2 '

Note that the equatorial radius of the earth (the scmimajor axis of the ter-restrial ellipsoid) has been denoted by ae, in‘ order'to distinguish it from awhich now denotes the semimajor axis of the orbital elfipse. This notation willbe used in what fallows. '

1
The main difference between the perturbing potential R of celestial mechanics and thedisturbing potential T of physical geodesy is that R, but not 7", also incorporates the effectof the flattening through J2.

2
There are also other perturbing forces acting on a satellite; such as the resistance of theatmosphere (atmospheric drag), radiation pressure exerted by the sunlight, etc; These non-gravitational perturbances must be taken into account separately and will not be consideredhere,

. ( < I

.

i;

.
L.
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Since S is the component of the perturbing force along the radius vector,

we have
6R -S — 5;- . - ' (9-2921)

The components of- the perturbing force along the meridian and the prime

verticai are V

‘ .163 and 1 a5.
r r 66 r sin-6 6A

The components T and W areobtained from these by a plane'rotation (Fig. 9-7):

I 1 6R ’ 1 3R .T—-;é—§c03a+m§xsma, I

W—wlggsin ~~—1‘-—§j—{cos '’“ rae. 0‘ rsinfiak 0“

From the rectangular spherical triangle ABC it foflows that

cos a = c-—-————-—OS
(w 7)) 3m 5 sin a = 9.911;

_ .sm 0 sm 6

so that finally ' I -' '

T: _cos(w+v)sini6_@+ cosi n65,
_ 1- sin 6 66 r sin2 5 6A

(9-2913)

, _Mcosi§3_cbs(w+v)sini§_lg _ ‘

W — r sin 0 69 r sin2 8 6k \

(9-290)

We have included aR/ax because of the presence of longitude-dependent
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tesseral harmonics in the general case; see Sec. 9~8. In our present case,whereR
is given by (9-28), (BR/alt is zero. '

' Now we must difierentiate (9—28) with respect to r and 6,-compute the com—

ponents S, T, W from equations (9-29), and insert them, into the system (946).
In this way we can express the rates of change at, e‘, . . . of the orbital elements
in terms of the coefficients J2, J3, J4, . . . .
We cannot, however, observe these rates of change directly. Rather, we ob-

serve the changes of the orbital elements after several revolutions. The changes
after one revolution, with period P, are '

50+? _ {vi-P to-l-P ,

Aa =/ édt, Ae = / e'dt, Ai = [ d—dt, etc.
to n to f

The to is an arbitrary “epoch” (instant of time). In order to perform these
integrations, we must express rd, é, . . . in terms of one independent variable.
For this independent variable We may take the timer or the true anomaly 2:,

The second possibility will he adopted here. i .

The polar distance His expressed as a function of 2) through the relation
' i 1 7 cos 6 = sin (a: + 1)) sin 1‘, I . (9-30)

which follows from the spherical triangle ABC of Fig. 9-7. The radius vector 7
is also a function of 11 according to (9-22). Finally, Kepler’s second law (9-24)
furnishes the relation between 0 and the time t: V

W VKMCIU -— e”)

' Hence we may change the integration variable from ‘t to v, obtaining, for
instance, +13

to ' r21:
. A0 = f a dt = 1 9:62 dv,

I t=to . v=0 d7}

where ,

{If .— 921! — r2 d ' r '

de d! dv x/kMaa __ ea) ‘
Analogous formulas hold for the other orbital elements.
' After performing all these operations, which are lengthy but not too difficult,
we find * ‘

Aa=0;
_ 2

A9 = *E—f—tanz’Ai;e

.__ ae 3 “5‘. 2. .
Alf—3mg?) (1 43m z)cpszcost3

45 {10,4 7.2.,H‘ I+fi7re<3> <1 —Esm l>SIn21S1n2w.eJ4 ,..,V
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an —~ —3 {fl ‘2 i'J ‘ V I

—— 71"\p) cos 2* 2 I I ~ I (961)

+ 37r'<£13)3(1~ 12sin.2 i) cotz'sinw-ng ' l V'
. p 4 .

» +1—25—7r(—:—e>4(1.7ésinzi)cosi-J4-~-; ,

2 .

Aw == 672'. (I — Singvi>u72 >. I

+ 371“ (1 - 2sin2 1') sin isinw’els'p . 4 r . ,

— 151r<%)4[(1— 2gsin2 z' + gsiné i) ‘

‘ v +(§¥i%sin2i)sin2icos2w]-J4---.
Terms of the order.of eth and eZJ4, which are very small, have been neglected
in these equations. The proportionality of A2 and Ai is more or less accidental:
it holds only with respect to: long—periodic disturbances; é and di/a’t themselves
are not proportional. The quantity p is defined by (9-23); it is hardly necessary
to repeat that a, p, e, etc. refer to the orbital ellipse and not to the terrestrial
ellipsoid, of which a3 is the equatorial radius. ' ‘ ”
I By integrating over one revolution we u have removed the short—periodic
terms of periods P, 2P, 3P, . . . , such as cos 1}, cos 21), etc. What remains are
secular terms, which are constant for one revolution and increase steadily with
the number of revolutions, and the long—periodic terms, which change very
slowly with time in a periodic manner. The argument of perigee to increases
slowly but steadily, so that the perigee, of. a satellite orbit also rotates around
the earth, but much slower-than the satellite itself; a typical period of a) is-
two months. Therefore, terms containing .cosw, sin to, or sin 2:» are called long-
periodic. '

The first equation of (9-31) shows that the semimajor axis of the orbit does
not change secularly or long-periodically. The eccentricity and the inclination
undergo long-period, but not secular, variations, whereas 9 and a change both
secularly and long-periodically.
The equations(9—3 l) are linear in J2, J3,J4, . ; . . For practical applicationsnon-

linear terms containing 1%, J2J3, J2J4, etc. must also be taken into account, since
J3 is of the order of J4. The derivation of these nonlinear terms. is much more
difficult, and theirexpressions are diiferent in the variOus orbital theories that
have been proposed. For these reasons such expressions will not be given here,
7
Equations (9-31), supplemented by Certain ‘nonlinearsterms, can be used to

determine coefficients .72, J3, J4, etc. The secular or long-periodic variations
A9, Aw,Ae, Ai being known from observation-for a sufficient number of satellites,
we obtain equations of the form ‘''
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€1sz + 61313 + a4J4+ "' + 612%,; + (1szst + ' " "—4 A:
[32:12 + bajs 4“ 5411+ ' ' ‘ + 522]; + b23J2J3 + ‘ ' ' = B) (9‘32)

which can be solved for J2, J3, J4, . . . . Since there can be only a finite number
of these equations, wemust negiect aii .]’n with n greater than a certain number no

which depends on the number, of equations available, on their degree ofmutual
independence, etc. This, of course, is a difficulty with this method. ' v '

From (9-31) it is seen that the coefficients of the J” depend essentially on the
inclination i. It is therefore important to use satellites with a Wide variety of
inclinations, in order to get equations with a high‘mutual independence.
Now the question arises as to which orbital elements are to be used for deter-

mining the coeificients J". The semimajor axis a clearly cannot be used at all.
As for the other elements, we must distinguish between coefficients of even:
and of odd degree n. The even coefficients Jz, J4, . . . can be well determined from
the regression of the node, A9, and the rotation of perigee, Aw. Thisis seen on
inspecting (9—31). The even harmonics cause secular disturbances of S2 and to,
which are much larger than the long—periodic effects of the odd coefficients,
since J's, J5, . . . are multiplied by the small eccentricity 2.
On the other hand; in Ag and Ai the odd coefficients J3, .15, . . . bake a much

larger effect than the even'coefiicients,which here appear with the small factor e.
Therefore, the odd coefficients are determined from Ae orM, or from the change
of perigee distance r0 = FP (Fig, 9—6). Since r0 is the radius vector for v = i),
we have from (9-22) and (9-23) ' '

ro=i—£—é=a(l—-e), ~ I

so that _ - . v

V ' An; = ~aAe,
because Aa = 0. Thus the variation of perigee distance is proportional to the
variation of eccentricity and may be used instead of Ae. - i ‘ I

Numerical values. Helmert (1884, p. 472) used the regression of the node
of the moon’s orbit to determine J2g which is the only coefficient to have an
appreciable efiect on it.1 He found

7” J2 = 1086.5 >< 10'S

by averaging twowidely different values. This corresponds to a flattening of ‘

1 ' - *

— = 297.8 2*; 2.2.f
1 Note that for e é 0 and p at a >> a8, the equation for A52 in (9-31) becomes

' as 2 ' .
< AQ= ~37r :1- .IzCOSI, '

which, apart from a slightly difl’erent notation and other minor differences, is the same as(9-12b), derived in a completely different way.,
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This value is quite close to'the recent results, but has a much larger uncertainty.
Reliable values by this method can only be obtained from close artificial

satellites. Currently accepted values are, for example,
‘ “- J2 = 1082.6 X 104, . ’

” " J3 = —2.5 X 10‘“, ' ’ (9-33)
" ' ‘ ’ " J; = —1;6 X1047,

whose standard errors are assumed to be around 0.2 X 10*5 or better; see the
review paper by Kozai in Veis (1966).
The most significant geodetic result is the reliabledetermination of J2, and

hence of the flatteningf. At present 1/fis believed to have a value between 298.2
and 298.3 with a standard error of better than 0.1; in 1964 the International;
AstronomicalUnion adopted the value 298.25 corresponding to .12 = 1082.7 X
10*6 (see Sec.- 2-11.). '

sq! Rectangular Coordinates of the _

Satellite and Their Perturbations

we shall now describe howthe rectangular coordinates of the satellite are com:
puted from the orbital elements. Then we shall outline how they are affected
by the'irregularities of the gravity field. These considerations are necessary for
the determination of ' tesseral harmonics from satellite observations.
We introduce a coordinate system XYZ that is at restwith respect to the stars.

The origin is at the earth’s center of mass. The Z—axis coincides with its axis.
of rotation; the XY-pianeis the equatorial plane. The X-axis is the line of inter-.
section of the equatorial plane and the ecliptic (the plane of the earth’s orbit
around the sun); according to astronomical terminology, it points to the vernal
equinox T. This coordinate system ‘XYZ is fundamentalin spherical astrone
orny.1 ; -

The relation between the rectangular coordinates of a satellite and the ele-
ments of its escalating ellipse (Sec. 9—5) at a certain time is found. as follows.
Let 5, n, g be the angles between the radius vector r and the X-, Y-, Z—axis, re—
spectiveiy; then ‘ \ - '

- ' . X=rcosg Y=.r.cosn, 'Z.=,rcos§.
The relevant relations between directions are represented by means of thelunit
sphere of Fig. 9-8. Its center is at the origin 0; and the points X, Y,Z denote
the intersection of the respectivecoordinate axes with the unit sphere. The point
S represents the direction of the radius vector to the satellite; K is the node.
Then 5 is the arc XS, etc. _

~ 1'_The directions of the coordinate axes so defined are not completely constant in time. This
fact requirescertain refinements, for which the reader is referred to the article by G. Veis,
“PrecisevAspects of Terrestrial and Celestial ReferenceFrames” in Veis (1963). In the present
context we shall consider the XYZ-system as constant in time. '3
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FIGURE 9-8

Unit sphere illustrating the
relation between brbz‘talpd.
rameters and rectangular
coordinates.

The application of the law of cosines to the side 5 of the spherical
XKS gives - ' ' ’

0055 = 095 82 cos (w + 1)) ~ sin (2 sin (to + 1)) cos i.
From the triangle KYS we find in the same way

' cos :7 = sinfl eos (co + v) +' cos 08in (w + 1)) cos 1'.

Finally the triangle KSZ yields ' t

1 I J . cos :- = sin (w + 2;) sin 2‘.‘

Hence we have

triangle

X = r[cos 52 cos (a: + v) - sin 0 sin (w +. n) ’cos i],
Y = risin S2 cos (w + v) + cos 9 sin (a; + 1;) cos 1‘], (9-34)
Z = rsin (w + 2))‘sin z‘, _

Where, according to (9-22),
r a a(l -— e?) .

i + e cos 7)

This expresses the rectangular coordinates of the satellite. in terms of the ele-
ments of its osculating orbit, the true anomaly v fixing its position as a function
of time. ‘

Since the oseulating ellipse dees not remain constant, it is convenient to use
a fixed referenceorbit—for instance, the osculating ellipse E0. at a certain instant
to, having the elements a0, ea, is, 525, am, Ta. At a later instant z the orbital elements

have changed to a0 + Aid, (39 + Aw, in + A31; 90 + A99, (.00 + A560, To +
correSponding to an osculating ellipse Et. .
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The orbital elements in (9-34) refer to this instantaneous osculating ellipse,-
so that a = a0 + Ala, etc. Therefore, the coordinates X, Y, Z depend on the
time in two ways: explicitly, throughvthe true anomaly v, and implicitly, through
the variable elements of the osculating orbit. We shall eliminate the implicit
dependence in'the following way.We evaluate (9—34) using the elements a0, etc,
of the fixed referenceellipse. Then the coordinates X0, Y9, Z9 so obtained depend
on the time only explicitly, and correspond to a Keplerian motion in space

along a fixed ellipse. To convert'them into true coordinates X, Y, Z, these
values X0, Y0, 20 must be corrected by AcX, AgY, AZ, for which the linear
terms of a Taylor expansion of (9-34) give

6X 6X 6X . 6X «9X ax '

AzX —- 52; Aga + gAte + E All + 53:2“ A39 "a; Aw, -

H sY 6F ‘ 61’ . 61’ 61’ aY ‘
AgY —-_ ‘53 A361 “i” "é‘eflAflT A12 + A352 + aw Ago: + '5”- Am,

GZ . 6Z 5‘Z . 6‘2 62 az '
Aez - 551310”? Egme‘i". fiAzl‘i‘ E13194- 55AM + av All}.

The partial derivatives are readily obtained by differentiating (9-34); note that r
is a function ofare, and v. ,

In these equations we have used the perturbations of the true anomaly, Aw,
instead of the perturbation‘of perigee epoch, AgT. 7

Perturbations expressed in' terms of JW and KWKThe' perturbations .of the

orbital elements are found by integrating (9-26): ‘ ' >

_ Aga = f we; Ate =‘ fl: édt, . ;. (9-36)

A similar expression can be written for Am. The components S, T, W of the
perturbing force are expressed in terms of J”, Jnm, and Km by equations (9-27)

and (9—29),where the perturbing potential .

kM w ae “+1 . I n IR — m—a: 1;; [JnPrxcos Q) + glam cos mA

'L + KM. sin mk).Pm(cos

now also contains the tesseral harmonics.
By performing the integrations in (9-36) we obtain equations of the form

Aid == 2 (Anmen + anKnM): V

. ~ _ mm _- _ I t _

‘ : Ate 2 («aluminum + Bannm)e"

the coefi'icientsi Am, ete,’being functions of the time Vt,‘ which-as a rule are

periodic. Zonai‘and tesseral harmonies have been combined in (9-37) by setting
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J” = Jno and admitting the value m = 0'; this practice will be continued in what
follows. 7 » ' ‘

The insertion of (9-37) into-(965) gives the perturbation of the rectangular
Coordinates X, Y,Z as function‘s..=of the harmonic coeflicients JW and Km in
the form I I 3

l i «:7.Z + anKnm): I ‘ ' '
» mm ’ ' v

; ‘. ‘ At}, = Z (MnmJnm 'l“
7 - mm . -

where again 11m; etc. are functions of the tiine t. I

These perturbations are added to the coordinates X0, Y0, Zo computed from
(9-34) using the orbital elements of the referenceellipse E0. In this waywe obtain
the rectangularcoordinates of the satellite in the form

X = X(t;la0) 80) 90311305 T0; Jnm, Km»);
, ~

ii =' at); 30, i0, 90, (1’0, Jmnr Kama): .

‘ Z = a0, 90: i0, 90: {90: Jnm: Kmn),
as'explicit functions cf the time 1, containing as constant parameters the oibital
element of the referenceellipse E0 and the gravitational coefiieients J’nm and Km.
This is the advantage of (9-39) over the system (9-34), which formally is much
simpler, but depends on the variable orbital parameters of the escalating ellipse.
The actual expressions for (9-39) are-very complicated. Therefore we have

been satisfied with ontlining. the proceduralreferring the reader for details to
Kaula (1962) and to the literature given there.‘

9 8 Determination of Tesseral Harmonics" and Station Positions

Zonal harmonics give rise to secular and long-periodic perturbations of the
' orbital elements a, e, etc. Therefore, their influence can be detected inchanges

of orbital parameters obtained by integrating over many revolutions of the
. satellite. ' - ' . .

V
The perturbations due to tesseral harmonics have a much shorter period.

The longest period of a harmonic of the order m = I is one day, for m = 2 it is
only half a day, etc. Therefore, we must look for another method, which is

.
sensitive enough to detect even short-periodic effects and extracts as much
information as possible from the observations. '

The observed elements are essentially spatial polar coordinates of the satellite
with respect to the observing station: the distance s and the direction as deter-

?

mined ,by two angles. Corresponding to our'coordinate system X, Y; Z intro-
;

duced in the preceding section, these two angles are the right ascension a and

l

I\
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FIGURE 9-9 ~

The direction to the satellite as defined by_right ascension a and declination 6.

the declination 5, whose definition may be seen in Fig. ’9-9. The angles a and 6

are obtained by photographing the satellite against the background of stars,
as outlined in Sec. 9-1. Wealso recall that s can be measured by radar, either
ordinary or optical.1 . . i

Denoting the rectangular coordinates of the terrestrial statlon P by Xp, Yp,

Zp,=.and of the satellite S by X3, Y5, ZS, we find by inspecting Fig. 9-9 ‘

. Xg— Xp= scosBCOSa, ‘

Ys — Yp = s cos 5 sin a, (9-40)
Zs—Zp=ssin 6,

so that _ ' :

Ye '- YP - v .= ‘1 ————————-———-3 . ».

5 = tan—1#, , _ (9-41) '1

Vth — X192 + (Y3 - m2 ,3

s = \/(Xs * Xp)2 + (Ys — m2 + (ZS — zp)2. » . i

We shall now compute the rectangular coordinates XP, Yp, 2;: of the ob- ‘

serving station P.The‘s‘yStem XYZ, being fixed with reSpect to the stars, rotates \

with reSpect to the earth. The coordinates of P in this system will therefore be ,

functions of time. Let xp, yp, 212 be the coordinates of P in the usual geocentric I

coordinate system fixed with reSpect to the earth. In this system, the z-axis, .

coinciding with the Z-axis, is the earth’s axis of rotation; the x-axis lies in the
mean meridian plane of Greenwich, corresponding to the longitude )\ = 0°;
and the y—axis points to >\ = 90° east. Figure 9-10 shows that ’

1The measurement of the radial velocity ds/dt‘ of the satellite by means of the Doppler
efiect is also very important for the detenninatisn of tesseral harmonics and station positions.
Doppler measurements are treated in essentially the same way as measurements of directions
and Qistances. r
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‘ Xp=xpc057—ypsin 7-, '

= Yp == xpsin 7- + yp cos'a-Q' ' (9-42)
'1 v ZP=ZP. . .V I

The angie 1- is Called Greenwich Siderea! time; its value is
r = wt, I

where w is the angular velocity of theearth’s rotation. It is proportional to the
time t and, in appropriate units, measures it. Thus absolute Greenwich time is
needed to convert the constant (in time) coordinates xp, yp, 2p to the periodically
varying coordinates X12, Yp, Zp that are required in (9-40) and (9-4l).
As a final step we insert the station coordinates, as given by (9-42), and the

satellite coordinates, as symbolized by (9-39), into (9-41), obtaining expressions
of the form v - ‘ A l

a = C"(x-1’s 2P; t; a0: 90:- i0: 905 In"): T0; Jmn: Knm),
. ‘6 = 509:, 52;, 21>; t; a0, ea, in, 30, am, To; ’Jm, Km), (9-43)

S = SOCP: y-P: 1‘; a0; 30’ it}: 90: “’09 To; Jnm: Knm)~ >

Besides depending on the station coordinates and the time, they also contain
the orbital and gravitational parameters. V ' -

Every observed a, 5, or s furnishes an equation of type (9-43). Provided we
have a sufiieient number of such observation equations, we can solve them for
the station coordinates xp, yp, 2?, for the orbital parameters a0, 20, etc, of the
reference ellipse, and for a certain'number of gravitational parameters Jnm
and Km. This is the principle of the orbital method. In practice, differential
formulas will be applied to determine corrections to assume approximate values
by means of a least squares adjustment.

- 2:2
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Geocentric coordinate systems XYZ (celestial) and xyz (terrestrial).
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' Therefore, the actual analytical developments are from the outset directed

toward obtaining difierential formulas corresponding to (9-43). The substitu-
tions indicated above are thus consistently performed in terms of the correspond-
ing differential expressions, in this way one is able to operatewwith linear
equations and to-ernploy that efiicient tool of linear analysis, matrix calCulus.

Simple though the principle of this procedure is, the details when written
out are neVertheless Socomplicated that the readermust again be referred to
the literature (e.g., Kaula, l962).- ‘ ' "

Besides these analytical problems, which have been satisfactorily solved,
the geodetic application of (9413) raises difficulties similar in principle to those
involved in the determination of zonal harmonics by means of (9-32), but eVen
more serious in practice. Strictly speaking, an infinite number’of unknowns,
Jam, Km, etc., are to be determined from a finite number of observations. In.

order to get ,a definite solution it must .be assumed that the effect of higher
degree terms is negligibly small. But even then there are very many unknowns:
coordinates of the observing stations, parameters of the reference orbit, and
gravitational parameters; in addition, other unknowns must be included to take
into account nongravitational forces acting on the satellite, such as air drag.
To get a strong solution, observations should be evenly distributed both in

space (with respect to the inclination of the satellites'used) and in time. This is

difficult to achieve. From this point of view radio-methods earth as the doppler
method are superior to photographic observations.

Present results. At present (1966) several determinations of tesseral harmonics
up to the seventh degree are available; see the review paper by Y. Kozai in
Veis (1966). These coefficients represent the large-scale features of the disturb-
ing potential T and hence of the geoid, since the 'geoidal'height is given by
N = T/ry. There is a' general agreement between the broad qualitative aspects

of these determinations as expressed in geoidal maps, although the details of
these maps, and even more so the individual coefficients, are rather different.
As an example we take the first nonzonal coefficients, J22 and K22, which

according to See. 2-6, equation (2—49) expreSs the inequality of the earth’s
principal equatorial moments 'of inertia or, somewhat loosely speaking; its
triaxiality. By analyzing optical observations in 1964, I. G. Izsak found the
Values ‘

J22 = —0.83 X l0*5, K22: 0.56 X 10—5,

whereas R. J. Anderle in 1965 obtained '

122 = —l.58 X 10—6, K221: 0.98 X 10"6

from doppler observations. ' i '
As far as station positions are concerned, it is hoped that an accuracy of

absolute geocentric position. of $10 meters will eventually be achieved. The,
present accuracy is perhaps around $30 meters. '_
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Stellar triangulation. It is also possible to perform a three~dimensional
trianguiation by applying equations (9-40) through (9-42) in a purely geometric
way. In this method theorbit itself is not used, the satellite being considered
merely as an elevated target, in place ofwhich a flashing rocket or an illuminated
balloon might also be employed. Then the satellite must be observed simultane-
ously from several ground stations. The position S of the satellite at that instant
forms a corner of a three-dimensional triangulation net, in much the same way
as the ground stations do; and the coordinates of S are directly determined as
unknowns just as the coordinates of any ground station P are determined.
This procedure is called stellar triangulation; its principles were given by

Y. verses in 1946. This astronomical method of triangulation is basically the
same as terrestrial three-dimensional triangulation described in Sec. 5-12.
Azimuth and zenith distance are replaced by right ascension and declination,
and equations (9-41), together with (9-42), take the place of (5-82). In the same
way as in Sec. 5-12 We may introduce approximate positions, which are cor-
rected by differential formulas analogous to (5-83) or (5-85).
The main advantage of stellar triangulation as compared to terrestrial tri-

angulationrrests on the fact that atmospheric refraction is made harmless by
referring the satellite direction to the star background, since the main part of
the refraction affects the images of the satellite and the stars in the samerway
and hence cancels out. Other advantages of stellar triangulation are the pos-.
sibility ofmeasuring larger triangles, because intervisibility between the ground
stations is not required,'and its independence of the direction of the plumb
line, since equations (9-41) do not contain <13 and A. ‘

A practical difficulty is caused by the need of observing simultaneously from
several stations. This requires a synchronization accurate to one millisecond
or better, because of the rapid motion of the satellite.1
As compared to the joint determination of station positions and tesseral

harmonics by means of the orbital method expressed by (943), stellar tri-
angulation has the advantage that it does not depend on an infinite number of.
gravitational parameters. On the other hand, it cannot give absolute geocentric
positions. It is a common feature of all geometric methodswthe conventional
astrogeodetic method, the spatial triangulation of. Bruns-Hotine, and stellar
triangulation—that they can only furnish relative positions. In the case ofstellar
triangulation this is expressed by the fact that the observables a, 5, and s depend
only on the coordinate differences according to (9-41).
In order to obtain geocentric coordinates we must have recourse to physical

principles—4:0 potential theory in the gravimetric method and to celestial
mechanics in the orbital method. ,

l For the same reason, accurate timing is also necessary in the orbital methori using non-
simultaneous observations. As a rough estimate, one millisecond of time and one second of
arc in direction correspond to the desired positional accuracy of 5:10 meters.
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Airy’s theory of isostasy, 134
Airy-Heiskanen gravity reduction, 13%,
Airy«Heisl<anen isostatic system, 135
Angular velocity of earth, 47, 79 »

Antiroot, 135 - r

Astrogeodetic datum, 198, 204
Astrogeodetic methods, 178, 224 .-
and gravimetric methods, 199, 210

l Astrogravimetric leveling, 203
Astronomical coordinates, 55, 83
as direction parameters, 222
reduction for polar motion, 189. _ '

reduction to ellipsoid, 184
reduction to geoid, 193

Astronomical leveling, 199 '

correction for plumb-line curvature,
Attraction, gravitational, 1 ‘

of homogeneous cylinder, , 127
Autocorrelation, 264
Azimuth, 95, 185 v , 2

reduction of, 386, 223 3

150

260

Base lines, reduction of, 199 ‘
Bjerhammar’s method, 321
Block, 117
Bouguer anomaly, I31, 133, 283, 323
Bouguer plate, 130
Bouguer reduction, 130, 149, 323 - ‘
complete, 131 '
refined,'132 '

Boundary condition, fundamental, 86, 88,
101, 300

Boundary value, 17, 126 ~. *

Boundary-value problems, 18, 34, 36, 44
of physical geodesy, 37, 86, 288, 296; see
also Gravimetticmethods; Molociensky’s
problem

Bruns’ definition of physical geodesyLSO
Bruns’ equation (gravity gradient). 53
generalized, 55

Bruns’ spheroid, 81 '

Bruns’ theorem (geoid,-etc.) 85, 235, 293
generalized, 100
for indirect effect, 142, 322

Bruns-Hotine triangulation, 217

Celestial methods, 332
Center of gravity, 62, 99
Centrifugal force, 47
Chandler period, 188 A

Chasles’ theorem, 13 , -

Circuit, leveling, 160
Clairaut’s differential equation, 340
Clalraut’s theorem, 69, 75, 76
Coating, 5 ,

Coating method, 236
Cogeoid, 141, 289
Columbus geold, 155
Compartments, 117, 130 '

Hayford’s, 140
Compensation, 149 ‘

isostatic, 134, 137
Condensation reduction, 145, 150
Continuation, analytical, 319, 321, 324
downward, 249, 317
upward, 91, 238, 247

Coordinates
astronomical, 55, 83
ellipsoidal, 39, 184
geocentric, 46, 350,
geodetic, 83, 179, 180, 184
geographical, 59, 83,179, 180, 184
natural, 55
orthogonal, 19 ~

polar on sphere, 95 '
rectangular, 2, 46, 350
spherical, 18
transformation of, 181, 184, 204. 228

Coriolis force, 48
Correlation, statistical, 253, 264
with elevation, 281
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Covariance, 253 "'

of errors; 267
Covariance function, 253, 268
local, 255

Crust, normal thickness of, 136

Datum: see Geodetic datum
Datum shift, 204; see also Translation of

reference ellipsoid r i ‘

Declination, 354 ‘ \

Decomposition formula, 33
Deflection of the vertical, 83, 111, 186
absolute; see gravimetric
astrogeodetic, 197, 211 .

external, 235
gr'avimetric, 155, 204, 211; see also Vening.‘

, Meinesz’ integral formula
ground-level, 188, 312, 316
indirect effect on, 143, 290
topographic-isostatic, 143, 204
total, 187 -

transformation of, 208 '

from zenith distances, 176, 202
Degree of spherical harmonics, 22 7
Density, 3, 131 _

effect on orthometric height, 169
and Molodensky’s theory, 287. '

Depth of compensation, 134
Derivative, normal, 6
Deviation: see Deflection -

Dipole, 7, 149 .

Dipole density, 8
Dipole moment, 8
Dirichlet’s principle, 18
Dirichlet’s'pro‘blem, 18, 34, 44 _

Discontinuities (in potential, etc), 5, 6, 9, 18,
47, 49 ' 1

Distant zones, effect of, 242, 248, 252, 25,9
Divergence of a vector, 9 '

Deuble layer, 8 '

Dynamic correction, 163, 172 ' ‘ 7-

Dynamic height, 163, 172 I V

Earth
center of gravity, 62, 99
equatorial radius (semimajor axis),
212, 334, 335

> mass, 14, 61, 107, 335
mathematical figure, 49
mean gravity, 87
mean radius, 87 _

physical surface, 15, 296, 321; see
Molodensky’s problem ' .

scale, 104, 107, 210, 297, 333
triaxiality, 356

Earth ellipsoidg mean, 109, 214 V 3

Earth satellites ‘

110,

also

coordinates, 350
geodetic use, 332
observation, 332 ,

orbital theory, 341
Eccentricity, 39, 74, 342
Electronic computation, 120, 140, 141, 152,

247, 270, 318‘
Ellipsoid
best-fitting, 215 ‘

gravity field of, 64
international (Hayford), 79, 111, 215,
Krassowsky, 81
level, 64
mean earth, 109, 214 .

reference, 44, 82, ’11], 179
Eilipsoidal coordinates, 39 '

and geodetiecoordinates, 184
Ellipsoidal harmonics, 41, 73 ~ .

Ellipticity, meehanicai, 339
Equipotential surface, 13, 48, 91 »

Error, r.m.s. (standard), 267
of prediction, 267, 277, 283
of representation, 278

Error constant, 273, 276, 281
Error covariance function, 267, 272
Error propagation, 251, 270
Extrapolation of gravity, 154, 251, 264; see

also Prediction

F1attening',74 '

from gravity, 75, 111‘ ,
from orbital analysis, 350
from precession, 340

Flux, gravitational, 10
Force
centrifugal, 4.7
gravitational, 1 '

of gravity, 48 _

Free—air anomaly, 146, 293
v computed from topography, 154' '
' correlation with elevation, 282
reduction to sea level, 310, 317
Free-air reduction, 115, 131, 145, 290, 317

Gal, 48 -

Gauss’ definition of earth’s figure, 49
Gauss’ integrai formulas, 9, 12
Geodesy -

physical, 50, 178; see also Gravimetric
methods ‘

three-dimensional, 217
Geodetic coordinates, 83, 179, 180, 184
and rectangular coordinates, 182, 183
transformation of, 206 ‘ ~

Geodetic datum (system),.198, 204
world, 156, 200, 209. 211
see also Position
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Geoid, 49 " , _ -

Geoid determination, 199, 200, 210 '

astrogeodetic, 197 » = '

_ gravimetric, 94, 126, 151‘, 288, 324, 325
Geoidal height, 83 - x »
absolute, 200; see also Geoid determina-
, tion, gravimetric ,

accuracy of, 274 4 .

determination of; see Geoid determination
indirect efi'ect on, 141, 289 1 ~

transformation of, 208 .

and triangulated height, 176 ' ,
Geopotential surface, 91
Geopotential number, 56, 162, 171, 172 -

Geopotential unit, 162 I

Gradient, vertical, 50 ‘
of gravity, 53, 70, 114, 164

Gradient vector, 2
Gravimetricmethods, 126
and astrogeodetic‘ methods, 178, 199, 210
deflection of the vertical, 114, 155,‘ 204
external fieid, 227
geoid, 94, 155
physical surface, 296, 327
prerequisites of, 152
spherical harmonics, 107, 155

Gravitation, 1
vector of normal, 230 ' '

Gravitational constant, 1, 107, ' '

Gravity, 47, 48 ’

external, 78, 245 “‘ - _

normal, 70, 74, 77
Gravity anomaly, 83 ' ,

Bouguer, 131, 133, 283, 323 ‘ ,
condensation, 146 »

external, 91, 245 . ,

free—air; see Free-air anomaly
ground-ievel, 293, 323 .

geophysical meaning of, 151
isostatic, 140, 285, 323 ' ’
mean, 118, 152, 276
vertical gradient of, 115, 119, 122

Gravity data currently available, 153
Gravity disturbance, 84 ,

external, 233, 236, 238
and gravity anomaly, 245, 246

Gravity field, 46
anomalous, 82 .

external, 227 ,
inner geometry of, 55 ‘

normal, 64, 81
Gravity flattening, 74‘ ‘

Gravity formuia: seeGravity, normal
international, 79 r ' ‘

Gravity reduction, 126; 151, 288, 321 .

Airy~Heiskanen, 138, 150 '
Bouguer, 130, 149, 323
condensation, I45, 150 '
free-air, 115, 131, 145, 290, 317 z

Index 36.1

V Helm'ert, 145,150
' inversion», 143, 150
isostatic, 137, 150,323
Poincaré—Prey, 146, 163
Pratt-Hayford, 138, 150

' Rudzki, 143, 150
spherical effects in, 146

Gravity vector, 48, 83
external, 244 , .

normal, 68, 228, 230
Green’s formulas, 11 »

. applications, 12, 296

Harmonic function, 5', 15
Hayford eliipsoid, 79, 215
Hayford zones, 140
Height ‘
dynamic, 163, 172
geoidal; see Geoidal height
geometric, 176, 179
Helmert, 167
normal, 170, 172, 292 .

orthometric, 50, 56, 166, 172
triangulated, 173 » r ‘ ’

Height anomaly, 292
formulas, 306, 310,312, 320, 324 5

and geoidal height, 326, 328
Helmert’s condensation, 145 .

Heimert’s definition of earth» ellipsoid,
‘Helmert’s geoidal formula, 199
Helmert’s. height, 1.67 ‘

Helmert’s projection, 180, 181
HeEmert’s spheroid, 81
Hydrostatic equilibrium, 340

215

Independence, statistical, 253
of spherical harmonics, 256

Indirect effect, 141, 151, 289 -

on deflection of vertical, 143, 290 ,

on gravity, 142, 323 .

on height anomaly, 322, 323
Infinity, vanishing of potential at, 5, 7, 9, 15
Initial point, 197, 204’
Integral equations, 294 '

applications, 297, 300, 317‘
Integration, practical, 117, 197, 244, 247
International Association ofGeodesy,79, 163
International Astronomical Union, 80, 188,

350 - '

International ellipsoid, 79, 111, 215
International gravity formula, 79
International Latitude Service, 188
International Union of Geodesy and Geo-

physics, 188 _

Interpolation
deflections of the vertical, 201
gravity, 251, 264; see also Prediction .-
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Inverse problem of potential theory,
Inversion, Rudzki’s method of, 143
Isostasy, 133
V Airy-Heiskanen system, 135
locai, 136 ‘ .

Pratt-Hayford system, 134' -

regional, 137
Vening Meinesz system, 136 r

{isostatic anomaly,.140, 285,’ 323
Isostatic reduction, 137, 150, 323' '

oceanic stations, 139, 150, 151
tables and maps for, 140, 141 '

17

Kepler’s laws, 335, 342
Kerne! of amintegral equation, 294
Krassowskyfs ellipsoid, 81 ‘

Laplace’s equation (azimuth), 187, 199
Laplace’s equation (potential), 5, 86
in ellipsoidal coordinates, 41
in spherical coordinates, 19 . '

Laplace station, 199
Laplae‘ian operator, 5 , v

in orthogonal coordinates, 19
Latitude
astronomical, 55, 83
geocentric, 45, 184 ‘ ,- .

geodetic, 83, 179, 184 '

geographical, 55, 83, 179, 184
reduced, 39, 40, 184 *

Least squares prediction, 268
Legendre’s differential equation, 22, 27,
Legendre’s functions, 21, 22 I

., associated, 23 V _ ‘ ‘
' of the second kind, 27, 66v ’ -

Legendre’s polynomials, 22,33 ‘

Level surface, 48, 91
mean curvature of, 52 _

normal, 64, 91
Leveling, 160 ~

accuracy of, 173. -

astrogravimetric, 203
astronomical, 199 .

spirit, 160 .

station distance for, 173
Leveling increment, 161
Line of force, 49; see also Plumb line
Linear approximation
for Molodensky’s problem, 310, 329
for normal field, 74 ‘

Longitude _ - .

astronomical, 55, 83 ‘ _ ‘

geoceniric, 18, 40, 83, 179, 184 , ‘
geodetic, 83, 179, 184 _ '

geographical, 55,, 83, 179, 184

Mass of earth, 14, 107, 335
and spherical} harmonics, 61

43

Mean pole, 189
Meridian, 185
Meridian plane, 56
Milligal, 48 v

Misclosure, 160, 162
Molodensky’s problem, 15, 291, 296
solutions of, 306, 310, 312, 320, 324

Molodensky‘s solution, 306
for deflections ofvertical, 313

Moments of inertia, 62, 73
Moon, geedetic use-of, 333, 339, 349

Natural coordinates, 55 '

reduction to ellipsoid, 184
Nettleton’smethod; 284
Neomann’s probiem, 36
Newton’s law of gravitation, 1
Normal component, 9 '

Normal correction, 171
Normal gravity, 70, 74, 77 ‘

external, 78, 228, 230
Normal height, 170, 172, 292
, and orthometric height, 32%
Normal potential
of gravitation, 66, 73 .

ofgravity, 67
Normal radius of curvature, 7O ‘

Normal spheroid, 81
Normalization of spherical harmonics, 31

Orbitai elements, 342
, variation of, 345, 347
Orbital method, 355
Order of spherical harmonics, 22 _. .

Orientation, absolute, 209, 211 ’
Orthogonality of spherical harmonics, 29
Orthometric correction, 167, '172'
_‘ and dynamic correction, 168
' and plumb-line curvature, 194, 201
Orthometric height, 50, 56, 166', 172
accuracy, 169 7 '

Osculating ellipse, 344 I

Paraflax, 334, 336
Perturbations '
orbitai elements, 347, 352
:ectanguiar coordinates, 353

Pizzetti’s integral formula, 94,5233,
Pizzetti’s projection, 180
Plumb Line, 48, 50 ’

curvature of, 53, 193, 200 7

normal, 196, 315
PoincarémPrey reduction, 146, 163
Poisson‘s equation, 5
generalized, 47

319
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Poissonk integral, 35, 328
modified, 90

Polar migration, 188
Position
absolute (geocentric), 100, 109, 217, 357
relaiive, 210, 357
see also Geodetic datum; Orientation,
absolute ‘ ‘

Potential ' ' '

anomalous (disturbing), 82, 227, 299
of centrifugal force, 47
of dipole, 8 l

of double layer, 8, 12, 147 ,

external, 94, 227 l -

geoiclal, 83, 107
gravitational, 2, 57 ' . ' .

gravity, 14, 47 r ,
of homogeneous cylinder, 127 ' '
of homogeneous sphere, 16 ' :-
and leveling, 161 l ,
normal, 67 . ‘

perturbing, 345
of point mass, 2 r

of solid body, 3 -

of surface layer, 5, 146
Potsdam system, 152
Pratt’s theory of isostasy,‘134
Pratt—Hayford isostatic system, 134
Precession, 337
Prediction, 251, 264, 28?.
accuracy of, 266,277, 283
ofmean anomalies, 277 ' ,
optimum (least squares), V268

Prey reduction, 146, 163 .

Products of inertia, 62 ‘

Quasigeoid, 294 v

and geoid, 327

Recursion formula for Legendre’s polyno-
mials, 23

Reduction
astronomical coordinates, 184, 189, 193
astronomical leveling, 200
azimuth, 186, 223 - ‘

baselines, 190
distances, 191 V

gravity; see Gravity reduction _

horizontal angles, 189 '

leveling; see Dynamic correction; Normal
correction; Orthometric correction

, natural coordinates, 184
zenith distances, 174, 189, 223

Referenceellipsoid, 44,82, 111, 179
Reference level for free—air anomalies, 293,

311 ’

Referenceorbit, 351

Referencesurfaces, 81 ,
Refraction, atmospheric, 175, 357 -

Regression
of orbital plane, 338 ‘

statistical, 283 ,
Regularization. _

of crust, 137
of geoid, 289 ,

Representation, 265, 278
Right asoension, 353 -

Root formations, 135
Root mean square (r.m.s.) anomaly, 252, 278
Root mean square Gums.) error, 267
Rotation of earth, 46
Rudzki’s definition of earth ellipsoid, 216-
Rudzki reduction, 143, 150

Satellites, earthzseé Earth satellites ~ .

Scale of earth, 104, 107, 297 . f ‘ ,
determinaiion, 210, 333 ‘

Separation ofgcopotential and spheropoten—
tial surfaces, 94, 235

Series expansions for normal field, 71, 74, 230
Solid angle, 29 -

Somigliana’s formula, 70
Spherical approximation, 78, 87,94, 206, 241,

301
Spherical-harmonic coefficients, 59, 60, 62, 63,

73, 78
accuracy, 270 V

determination, 107, 345, 353
Spherical-harmonic series, 21 ,

for anomalous field, 88, 89, 102
convergence of, 60 '

, for covariance function, 255
for normal field, 71, 230 ‘ ,
for potential, 57

, practical applications 015,155, 157, 232, 245,
345, 352

for Stokes’ funcfion, 97
Spherical harmonics, 20
conventional, 31 .

forbidden (inadmissible), 62 ,

’ Laplace, 20, 21
normalized, 31
sectorial, 26 ,

, solid, 20, 61 ,
surface, 20, 21, 25, 61. _

i . tesseral, 26, 353 . «v

zonal, 25, 33, 345
Spheroid, earth, 81 I

Spheropotential surface, 91
Statistical methods, 251 ,

Stochastic processes, 259
Stokes’ constants for ellipsoid, 67, 73
numerical values, 79, 80

Stokes’ function, 94, 96, 97, 120
for external field, 93,235-
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Stokes’ integral formula, 94, 95, 329 '

effect of central zone, 122
effect.of distant zones, 259
generalization for external field, 9.4, 233
generalization to arbitrary ellipsoid; 99,
101, 102

generalizations for geoid, 324, 326 .

generalizations for height anomalies, .306,
310, 312, 320, 324

numerical evaluation, 118, 119
Stokes’ problem, 94, 100 '

Stokes’ theorem,'17, 64
Surface
equipotential, 13, 48, 91 i

level, 48, 91
material, 5

Telluroid, 292
change by gravity reduction, 322

Templates, integration by, 117,131, 142,
Terrain correction, 131
Topography (topographic masses), 126
Torsion balance, 202 ‘

Translation of reference eifipsoid, 205
and first-degree harmonic, 99, 213 V

see also Orientation, absolute
Triangulation, 173, 179 .

spatial, 217, 357
steiiar (V'aisala), 357

Trilateration, 179 3
‘ reduction of, 191 ‘

247

True,anomaly, 343

Undulétion, geoidai: see Geoidai height
Upward continuation integral, 239, 247

Vfiisiil‘zi’s stellar triangulaticn, 357
Variance, 252
degree, 259., 263

Vening Meinesz’ functien, 114, 120
Vening Meinesz’ integral farmula, 114; 329
effect of central zone, 122
effect of distant zones, 259
generalizations, 235, 313, 315, 320

Vening Meirsesz’ isostatic system, 136
Vening Meinesz’ transformation formulas,

208 -

Vernal equinox,’350
Vertical: see Deflection of the vertical; Plumb

line .

World geodetic system,7156, 200, 209, 211;
see alsa Position, absolute

World gravimetric system, 152 .'

Zagrebin’s problem, 94, 299
Zenith, 1173,7185
Zenith distance, 173
reduction of, 174, 189, 223
use of, 173, 202, 224 J
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